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THE POULTRYMAN'S GUIDE,

CHAPTER I.

THE POULTRY INDUSTRY.

The American hen, the little domestic feathered creature, whose

cackling song of the morning hours is the sweetest music of inspira-
tion that reaches the ears of millions of housewives, is the queen of

American farmyards. From her product the housewife enhances her
bank account.

The time is past when everyone who manifests a liking for poultry
is considered and called a "crank." The farmer who brings a big
basket of fresh eggs to market, or the poultryman who is succeeding
and is surrounded by a great flock of beautiful birds is now looked

upon with envy. The extent and import-
ance of the industry is now recognized by
practically everyone, and the government
agricultural reports estimate the total

poultry product of the United States to

be nearly $700,000,000. Whether you
raise poultry for profit or pleasure, you
need not feel ashamed of the business.

The modest little hen, to a great ex-

tent neglected and left to hustle for her-

self in the past has, at last, won the ad-
miration and attracted the attention of

the World. A thing of beauty.

Because we have had no scientific study made of the poultry
business until comparatively recent years, and because no effort has
been made by state or nation until the last few years to distribute re-

150 eggs.
What the average hen should' do and

will do if the suggestions made in this
"Poultryman's Guide" are put into prac-
tice, year after year.

50

What the average hen does.



liable literature for the information of the poultry raisers, there has
been a lot of bungling work done with poultry. Some feed too soon,
some feed too much, some chill the chicks and some over heat them.

Congestion and overcrowding, poor houses, overheating, chilling, white

diarrhea, improper feeding, lice, mites and inherited weakness are

the rocks upon which many a poultry plant has been wrecked, and
the poultryman been robbed of the splendid profits which belonged
to him.

It is the purpose of this book to safely guide the farmer and
poultryman over as many of these obstacles as we can, and if pos-
sible, to insure his success.

WELL SAID.

"Luck means rising at six in the morning, living on a dollar a

day if you earn two, minding your own hens and not meddling with
other peoples' business. Luck means water vessels that you have
never let get dry, brooder lamps that you have never failed to keep
burning. Luck means growing hens to early maturity and making
them lay laying because they must, giving because they cannot

keep, singing for the joy of it." R. C. Lawry.

THE ESSENTIALS TO SUCCESS.

The essentials to success in the poultry business are :

1. Good stock. 4. Good care.

2. Good houses. 5. Good market.
3. Good feed. 6. Good common sense.

Good stock, with a strong constitution and properly bred. Good
houses, properly located, sensibly designed and conveniently arranged.
Good feeds, skillfully fed and properly balanced. Good care, a will-

ingness to work, and the ability to hatch and rear chicks. Good mar-

kets, and the business ability to get results. Study the suggestions
offered in this book, make observations in your own flock, and if

there is any one thing which we wish to lay stress upon more than

another, it is the fact that you must keep your houses and premises
absolutely clean, and provide plenty of fresh air, pure water and

feed, and an abundance of exercise. Failure will come to some of us
in spite of all we can do, yet if you follow the suggestions offered,
and use a reasonable amount of care and common sense, we fell sure

you will be pleased with your work in the poultry yard and the re-

turns from the same.

THE LOCATION AND ESSENTIALS OF A POULTRY FARM.

(Prof. H. L. Kempster, Columbia, Mo., in Michigan Agr. College Bulletin No. 266.)

Convenience of location and arrangement is essential to economy
of time in care and management. Many chicken troubles may be
traced to the selection of an unsuitable' site or soil not adapted to



efficient sanitation. Perfect dryness is essential, and since this is

largely controlled by ventilation, the best possible system should be
installed for that purpose. An abundance of light is also essential

to healthful conditions and abundant egg production.

LOCATION.

The commercial poultryman should consider the demands, prox-
imity to markets, and shipping facilities before going into further

detail. Unsuitable locations are the cause of much trouble in main-

taining healthful flocks and generally result in failure. This import-
ant feature should be considered from the standpoint of both the

commercial poultryman and the farmer. The poultry farm should
consist of a light soil such as a sandy loam, but not so sandy but
that it will produce an abundance of green food for forage. The
lighter, more friable soils can be plowed and cultivated more easily
than clays and at any time during the season. They also drain quickly
and dry and warm up early in the spring. Heavy clay soils are ob-

jectionable for the following reasons, viz. : The frequent long con-

tinued sticky muddy condition is disagreeable for the attendant, and
dirty eggs result from mud being carried into the nests on the chickens'
feet. It is more difficult to keep a heavy soil sweet and sanitary as

it dries out slowly, thus limiting the possibilities of cultivation and
reseeding, which is also restricted when the opposite conditions of

extreme dryness and baking occur. Fewer chickens can be kept on
the same area of clay as compared with sandy soil. Permanent sod
runs are undesirable as they soon become unsanitary. Frequent culti-

vation and reseeding with suitable forage crops tends to destroy
disease germs by exposure to the air, sunlight and frost, while the

droppings are utilized by the crops grown.
An ideal location should have a slight slope to the south or south-

east, thus enabling it to dry and warm up quickly. If the soil is not

naturally well drained a tile drain system should be installed. It is

better to locate the houses at the top of an elevation, but if they have
to be placed on a slope, the ground should be graded so as to divert

the water that comes down from above. Good air drainage is essen-

tial; poultry houses should not be located in depressions, as damp,
cold air settles in such places. A mistake commonly made on the
farm consists in locating the poultry house too close to the other farm
buildings, which the hens are inclined to over run and inhabit, thus

becoming a nuisance. This would not occur if the houses are located
some distance from the other farm buildings and the feeding always
done there.

In the selection of a site for the poultry plant, protection from
the prevailing winds should be secured, if possible, without sacrificing
the necessary amount of sunlight.

The possibilities of future development and expansion should be
considered and provision made for the extension of the building sys-
tem as well as supplementary yardage or foraging ground. This is

more important to the commercial poultryman, whose operations are
more extensive than the farmer. The moving and remodeling of

buildings and fences to meet future demands should be avoided as far
as possible.



YARDING.

As perfect sanitation is one of the prime requisites to success,
the larger the yards are the more easy it will be to maintain healthful
conditions among the flocks. If the yard areas must be small more
care will have to be exercised. While there is no fixed rule relative to

the amount of yard space required, if wholesome conditions are main-
tained one hundred and forty square feet per chicken will suffice.

Yard fences are not invariably used. There may be exceptional
surroundings and special lines of production rendering them unneces-

sary. Single, double and triple yard systems are in use at the College.
The single yards, or those extending out from one side of the house
the width of the individual pen, are unsatisfactory, being too narrow,
thus rendering it difficult to use horses and implements with which to

cultivate and reseed. Green forage cannot be started in these yards
without confining the chickens or vacating the house.

A well-managed and arranged poultry yard should be a part of every farmer's operations.

Double yards, with one located on each side of the pen, are more

satisfactory. They can be used alternately during the season, with
chickens foraging on one yard while a fresh crop is being started in

the other, thus using the pen continuously, or the yard may be used
alternate years. Occasion may permit the combination of two ad-

jacent pens, thus allowing yards of double width, as in the case of a

commercial house with individual pens eighteen feet in width and the

adjoining yards thirty-six feet. This arrangement reduces the cost of

fencing considerably and greatly facilitates the working of the soil,

and in addition affords the chickens a greater amount of ranging area.

By this plan all cross fences can be eliminated should special con-

ditions permit. For long continuous houses double yards are most

satisfactory. Frequent cultivation of the yards and constant renewal
of forage crops are the main essentials in maintaining sanitary con-

ditions.



A three-yard system has been used in connection with single

colony houses, with one yard located on each side, as well as one at

the end. Only two yards are used at once while a crop is being started

on the third. One yard is sown to wheat or rye in the fall, and an-

other to oats as early as possible in the spring, while the chickens

occupy the third, but are let in to forage on the wheat shortly before

feeding time each night to prevent waste by trampling. When the

oats are nicely started the poultry is given access to it and the wheat
as well, while the third lot is being seeded to oats. Buckwheat is

used later on for green food.

The portable house on runners, which can be moved from one

place to another, greatly relieves the necessity for yarding young
chicks. Such places as the farm lane, orchard or corn field may be

utilized, furnishing fresh soil, sunlight and shade, and an abundance
of insect and other food conducive to healthy conditions and rapid
growth.

Yard gates should be made large enough to permit the passage of

all .equipment, even such as portable houses. This matter is fre-

quently overlooked, resulting in additional labor and .expense.
From the farmer's standpoint, yardage is desirable at all times.

In the early spring, during the cold, wet, muddy weather the chickens

ought to be enclosed, and they should not be permitted to run with
the young during the brooding period, as the latter will not thrive

as well if compelled to pick their living with mature fowls. As a

rule the farm poultry yards remain unchanged and uncultivated year
after year, providing an opportunity for the development and per-

petuation of disease.

FORAGE CROPS.

Both the farmer and the commercial poultry man should plan to

grow green crops for forage, though the need of special crops is not

so great in the former case. This is a cheap method of furnishing a

great abundance of succulent food as the chickens help themselves,
thus eliminating the expense of harvesting, etc. Wheat or rye can
be sown in the fall, oats or barley in the early spring, followed by
oats and rape, succeeded later by rape and buckwheat. While per-
manent sod runs of grass are not desirable, alfalfa is an exception,

being satisfactory because of its rapidity of growth and the high
quality of food it furnishes.

SHADE.

Protection from the summer sun in and about the yards is very
essential to the health and comfort of the flocks. Many different

kinds of shade trees may be used, but fruit trees can be made to pro-
vide protection and produce revenue. Plum trees grow more rapidly
than apples or pears, and all furnish suitable shade, but should not

be planted so thickly as to produce dampness. For temporary shade
sunflowers and corn are unexcelled.



CHAPTER II.

BREEDING.

Pure bred poultry will pay best it

looks the best it is the best.

THE KIND OF STOCK.

Don't attempt too much, especially if you are a beginner. It is

better to keep one hundred chickens and make a profit on them than
it is to keep one thousand and lose
the profit on all of them.

It will pay every farmer to raise

only pure bred poultry. You will

take more interest and pride in

them, and thereby give them better

care
; they attract more attention

and are therefore in greater demand ;

they bring better prices, they are

better layers, you can produce more
pounds of flesh and produce it

quicker with the same quantity of

feed; their eggs are of a more even
size and uniform color, and there-

fore bring better prices; and you
sell some of your better stock to

your neighbors and customers at a

good price. You claim it costs too-

much to get started. To this we re-

ply, that most farmers have enough
old iron about their places if it was

gathered up and marketed would sell for enough to buy several set-

tings of eggs or a trio of good chickens. Sell half of your flock of
scrubs this season and invest that much in pure breds. Next season

you will have raised enough pure breds to dispose of all scrubs.

WHAT VARIETY IS BEST?

The variety which suits you best as to color, size and shape is

the best variety for you. If you don't like and don't feel a pride
in the variety you have, you are almost certain not to give them the

attention they should have, and therefore will not succeed. No one
breed or variety can claim all the good points. Select some of the

more popular varieties for which there is some demand, in case you
have any surplus for sale. I would recommend some of the general

purpose or Mediterranean breeds. If you are simply breeding for

pleasure, it matters not what you select.

HOW MANY VARIETIES SHOULD I KEEP?

One. Only one. You become an expert and are looked upon
as authority if you stick to one variety. You will establish a reputa-
tion and sell just as many eggs and just as much stock in the long
run and make more clear money if you select one variety and stay
with it. Your flock looks much better, you are not troubled with

getting birds crossed up with other breeds, and it requires less fencing,

(8)



less housing and less money to conduct a successful business. "We
have seen so many become so enthused with the "hen fever" that

they attempt to breed a half dozen varieties, and nearly all such,
sooner or later, become disgusted and abandon the poultry business

entirely.

High vitality.

Good type. Money maker. Thoroughbred.

Low vitality.

Poor type. Money loser. Scrub.

CONSTITUTIONAL VIGOR.

The actions of the fowl indicate to a considerable extent its

physical condition. A weak bird is usually inactive and droopy. It

does not scratch or forage actively. The loudness and frequence of

the crow of the male and the cackle of the female is an indication of

strength. The gallantry on the part of the male as shown in his

generosity to the females, as indicated by his calling them and giving
them the tenderest morsels of feed which he finds, indicates a strong

physical condition. The large,

bright-red comb and wattles indi-

cate health, as the fowl carries its

health certificate on the top of its

head. The eye is the mirror of the

body, and is a good indication of

either health or disease, the healthy
fowl having a good, bright, clear

eye, and the diseased birds' eye-
lids seem to droop and present a

sleepy appearance. A fowl with a

strong constitution generally has

fully developed tail feathers. The
brightness and brilliancy of the

plumage is an indication of con-

stitutional vigor. Feathers on a
fowl of low vitality usually grow
slowly and they appear to be dull

and ruffled as compared with the

close fittinir, smooth, fully de-
h
|freeder

a1i '

velopod, brijrht plumage of the

vigorous fowl. The strong bird
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has a good appetite and a large crop. Do not wait until your birds
are fully matured to select your breeding stock. The selection of

the vigorous chicks should begin when a few w.eeks old, and the
weak ones should be taken out and placed by themselves and disposed
of and never kept for breeding purposes. The causes of loss of vigor
can be summed up as follows:

First. Inbreeding. Poultrymen sometimes have a bird with

exceptional fine plumage, and for that reason mate the bird in their

breeding pens, regardless of its vigor or its relation to other birds
in the same pen. There is a distinction between line-breeding and
inbreeding.

Second. Use of pullets and immature male birds. As a rule, our
females lay more eggs as pullets than as hens, yet it has been proven
by experiment that the chicks from hens are larger when hatched,
and that they mature more quickly and produce stronger and more
vigorous specimens than those hatched from pullets. A half grown
cockerel should never be used in your breeding yards.

A type of vigor and an egg producer.

Third. -Increased egg production. Forcing fowls to lay by con-

tinuously feeding heavy, rich foods and the large egg yield tells upon
the health of the females and often injures their breeding qualities.

Fourth. Crowding. Poultrymen make the mistake too often of

crowding a great number of birds into small quarters and then expect
the best results from their flock.

Fifth. Lack of exercise. If we expect strong, healthy chicks, the
fowls in the breeding yard must be required to exercise by forcing
them to scratch for their feed in litter or given free range.
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Sixth. Care of eggs for hatching. Eggs for hatching are some-

times kept in places that are too cool or else in places that are too

hot, and the eggs are partially incubated before they are set. We
should provide nice clean nests, gather the eggs daily, keep them in

a temperature of from forty to sixty degrees and not hold them more
than two weeks before being set.

Seventh. Improper incubation. Some buy a cheap incubator,
which cannot be regulated with any degree of satisfaction, which
lacks both ventilation and moisture, which is first too hot and then
too cool, the germ is weakened so that it cannot free itself from the

shell, and those chicks which are hatched are poor, sickly, scrawny
things which die in less than two weeks after hatching, and those

which do live are low in constitutional vigor.

Eighth. Unsanitary quarters. We allow the poultry house to

become filled with filth, lice and mites, which suck all the lifeblood

from the fowls, and we then expect to raise strong chickens under
such conditions and amid such surroundings.

Ninth. Inferior breeding stock. You cannot afford to attempt
to raise chickens from a lot of drones, from birds that are not true to

type, from weak, sickly poultry, or from birds that have ever been
sick with any disease, and then expect to be successful in the poultry
business. These things can all be avoided, and you should strive to

eliminate them.

SELECTING THE PARENT STOCK.

The hatchability of the eggs depend largely upon the parent
stock. Study your birds during the winter months and pick out the

birds that went to laying promptly when
through the molt. You will get your
largest, strongest, most vigorous and best

chicks from hens. A pullet that you
thought most of as a pullet may develop
some weakness or go badly off in color

after she molts, and if you had bred from
her as a pullet her chicks would have

perhaps shown the same weakness to a

greater or less degree. If she comes out

of the molt with a good color, is strong
and vigorous as a hen, and laid a goodly
number of eggs as a pullet, then this bird

a f

b7ed%SuUr
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is most valuable to you as a breeder, and
you have accomplished a step in the general upbuilding of the strength
and vigor of your whole flock. Male birds should never be used if

under one year old.

RAISING THE PARENT STOCK.

We tried an experiment with two settings of eggs. One from a

farm flock, where the farmer was using hens as breeders; hens which
had been fed a ration to produce bone and muscle instead of fat;
hens which had been raised and kept in open air houses and given
abundant exercise

;
hens which had been bred for strength and vigor

as well as for feathers. The other setting was from a breeder whom
we knew was confining his birds in close, cramped quarters ;

his birds
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consisted largely of pullets; they had been inbred and raised mostly
for exhibition purposes ; they were not properly cared for

; they were
low in vitality; had not had sufficient exercise, pure air, or green
food. Both settings of eggs hatched at the same time and were put
in the same kind of coops, were fed the same kind of feed, both run
with hens and kept side by side. We never had a single case of

bowel trouble or lost a single chick from the setting hatched from
the hens from the farm flock, and the chicks outgrew the others
almost two to one. The chicks from the pullets and hens which had
not been properly bred or kept died like flies, had white diarrhea,,
and we had to flght to save any of them, and those which did live

were runty and weakly. If you want your eggs to hatch when placed
under a hen or in an incubator and the chicks to come out "like corn

popping," you must give the parent stock the proper care, and see
that they have been properly raised.

TRAP-NEST THE BREEDING STOCK.

If a farmer has one hundred hens, he should build him a sepa-
rate breeding pen, large enough to hold ten or twelve birds. He
should cull his flock and put the very best ten females and the very
best male bird he has on the farm in his pen. In this way he is

breeding from the best on the farm and setting eggs from these birds
and not breeding promiscuously from anything and everything, the

good and bad as well. In this breeding pen he should have four or
five trap nests. These trap nests will reveal wonders. He wsill find

there are hens among the ten which lay practically every day. He
will discover other hens which lay only once or twice a week, and
still others which are simply deadbeats or boarders on his hands,
and others which lay poorly-shaped eggs with defective shell^ others
which lay infertile eggs, others whose chicks do not get o^of the

shell, others whose chicks are weak and sickly, others whick-iiertilize
.each egg and the chicks develop into strong, healthy youngsters.
With trap nests and by hatching chicks from the best laying hens,
and hens which transmit their vigor, beauty and good qualities to
their offspring, he can soon build up a good strain of beautiful,
vigorous fowls which fill the egg basket and yield a handsome profit
each year.

BREEDING FROM WINTER LAYERS.

If you haven't time to trap-nest a sm'all pen of your birds, as sug-
gested above, then breed from the pullets which begin laying first

and from those which lay during the winter months. If you follow
this plan year after year, you can soon build up a laying strain without
the use of the trap nest, as it is the pullet which shows a born tend-

ency to lay, lays first, and lays in cold winter months that will prove
your best producer as a rule.

HOW TO CONTROL THE SEX.

It is impossible to tell the sex of an egg before it is hatched, and
it is impossible to absolutely control the sex. However, if you mate
a strong, active cockerel with hens that are two to five years old,

using about 25 or 35 hens with one male bird, you will hatch from 75
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to 90 per cent cockerels. To raise nearly all pullets, use an old male
bird with 25 or 35 good pullets. You may not have the highest aver-

age fertility, but the chicks hatched will run largely to pullets. You
will get best results if these birds are allowed to have free range.

SCRUBS VS. PURE BREEDS.

(Prof. H. C. Pierce, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. Department of Agriculture.)

Selection of Breeding Stock. There are certain things that hold

good in any stock you select, whether pure breds, crossbreds or

grades. The two things that I wish you would not get away from
are (1) constitution, and (2) good health. I have raised a great

many prize birds and I attribute my success largely to the fact that

I never would let pretty feathers pull me away from a good strong
constitution. I mean by constitution a bird that has good form,
room for good lungs, good heart and good digestive organs, and they
must have good health. Selection of birds is very important. What
do you want a bird for? What is the object of breeding? Select the

bird that has the qualities you wish.

What do we mean by breed and variety? Breed is a race of fowls,
members of which maintain distinct characteristics which they possess
in common.

I am going to talk about two classes of poultry. (1) General

Breeds, and (2) Egg Breeds.

Egg Breeds.

Leghorns.
Minorcas.

Spanish.
Anconas.

Hamburgs.
Breed is a broader term than variety and includes variety. Ply-

mouth Rocks, for instance, have the breed name Plymouth Rocks.
There are several varieties of Plymouth Rocks, the White, Barred and
Buff. All of these Plymouth Rocks possess the same qualities in

common, same size, shape, style of comb, color of eye, color of skin,
but differ in plumage. Size and shape determine breed, the color

determines variety. All of the
General Purpose Breeds are similar

in make up and are the farmers'

favorite, and if you wish to get a

breed that will hatch and raise its

young, from its own eggs, you will

select one of these breeds. For egg
production you take one of the egg-

producing breeds above mentioned.

Egg breeds are not adapted to

General Purpose. Their business is

to lay eggs, and do not invest in

these birds expecting them to hatch
and raise their own young. A Leghorn hen's business is to lay, and
she is so busy laying eggs that she is not expected to keep house and
take care of the family.

General Purpose Breeds.

Plymouth Rocks.
\Vv;indottes.

Rhode Island Reds.

Orpington. i
Perhaps.

The hen is the farmer's friend if he
will but be a friend to the hen.
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Color is a matter of taste. Take the breed possessing the quality
you want and then take the variety suiting you best. You can get
most of these in any color you wish, with exception of Rhode Island
Reds. The comb determines the variety of Rhode Island Reds, one

being rose comb and the other single comb.
Each variety and each color has its good and bad points.
The following story is a good one in regard to color: "Uncle

Sam, what is the best chicken?" a gentleman inquired of an old

negro. Scratching his head, he said: "De white 'uns is de easiest

to see on the roost, but the black 'uns is de easiest to hide when you
catch 'em."

Some people in the country object to the very white chickens on
account of hawks and owls and thieves. The white chickens are
the easiest to breed, yet this offers an objection to them in some sec-

tions. The Brown Leghorn is preferred to the white on that account.
Most of the egg farmers in the northeast use White Leghorn females.

The large meat breeds, Brahmas and Langshans, are good
chickens, but are not adapted to General Purpose Breeds.

The question may arise, "Shall we keep pure breds, mongrels or
common stuff?" I am pretty well acquainted with the poultry con-
ditions in the country, especially in the southern states, and I do not
know of a single instance where a man has made a success of the

poultry business to any great degree where he has used common stuff

or mongrels. I would just as soon try to go bear hunting with a
bird dog as to go into the poultry business with common, dung-hill
stock.

In addition to furnishing produce for a Baltimore house, we
were, on one occasion, furnishing fresh eggs daily, paying us ten
cents above market price, but the demand grew so great on us during
the hatching season that we were compelled to put in some common
eggs to help supply this egg trade, but we found a very small per
cent of the eggs from common fowls were fit to sell as first class

eggs. We did not get the same value for our feed. We only tried
that once and then abandoned the mongrel hens, and the next year
we closed out the grade hens because we got better results from
pure breds. There is no mongrel or common chicken that will com-

pare with egg-producing breeds, because these breeds have been bred
for centuries for egg production, and you can get more dozens of

eggs from them.

Compare the size of the eggs from the egg breeds and general
purpose breeds. The Minorcas and Spanish lay the largest eggs of

any of the breeds. The Leghorns, well-bred, lay about as large eggs
as the general purpose breeds. All of the general purpose breeds lay
brown-shelled eggs and the egg breeds lay wrhite eggs, so if your
market calls for a white egg you will perhaps need an egg breed to

get it. If your market calls for a brown egg, you will need the general
purpose breeds. Some say that this is all foolishness, and that eggs
are all alkie, but if you are in the poultry business, instead of fooling
away your time trying to convince your customers as to what they
should have or want, you had better just give them what they ask
for. The pure breds, as compared to the crossbreds and grades, have
a chief advantage in uniformity. To get highest price for anything
on the market you should have uniformity. They are uniform in size,

shape and color. I have been told that it makes no difference what
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color the eggs were. By putting white eggs in cases by themselves

and brown eggs in cases by themselves, we got two cents more on the

dozen just because they looked better, and it is the same way with

the chickens, either dressed or in a crate. If they are uniform in

size and shape and have the same color of skin, they will bring a

better price per pound than the mixed product. With the pure breds

you can count on what you are going to get, but in breeding common
stock you really don't know what to expect, except that you don't

expect to get very high grade or good quality.
In regard to the raising of pure breds, we are sometimes told that

we may have to sell our pure breds at market price, and it is a fact

that you will sell high class stuff at the market price, but if you are

breeding mongrel stock there is one certainty you will never get
more than the market price for them. If you have common stock it

is not wise to throw it away, but it may be utilized.

I made a little experiment in breeding common stock and grades
and I was able to find a common hen that did not seem to have any im-

proved blood in her at all. She weighed about four pounds. With
her I found one of these little roosters that is a nuisance around the

place. He weighed a little less than the hen, but we got more eggs
from her, and we mated her with a large pure-bred Barred Plymouth
Rock male, and these eggs were all hatched at the same time. The
point I wish to especially emphasize is the fact that when you use a

pure bred male and a common female that he is very much more
than one-half the flock. That point is clear enough. Every chick of

that cross has a Plymouth Rock color and the yellow leg, while this

cross with common stock had that same objectionable color, the black
of the mother hen. The best parts about it are the weights. At
eleven weeks old the common weighed sixteen ounces, or one pound,
and the price was twenty-five cents per pound.

Grades average thirty-six ounces or two and one-fourth pounds,
at twenty-five cents, equals fifty-six cents.

At the same time I set some pure bred Barred Plymouth Rocks,
average weight forty ounces, or two and one-half pounds, at twenty-
five cents, equals sixty-two cents. Sometimes we have what we call

prepotent males, or one that possesses a trait of impressing his char-
acter on his offspring, and to a remarkable degree. Bred to this com-
mon hen we can see how much the increase in weight was and all,

but not quite approached the value of the pure bred. They all had
exactly the same feed, water, etc., and raised in the same family. It

is a fact that where you use a pure bred male with a common female
that he is very much more than one-half the flock, because he is bred
in line, has qualities of his own, and when it meets the common blood
it is the dominant character. The point in this experiment is that
the farmer cannot afford to keep the scrub male, be it poultry, cattle,
swine or any other branch of live stock. Mr. Vanderbilt, with his

millions, could not afford to keep them and neither can we.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF CONSTITUTIONAL VIGOR IN THE
BREEDING AND CARE OF POULTRY.

(James E. Rice, Poultry Department New York State College of Agriculture.)

The problem that we as poultrymen confront is how to make the
most money with the least expense and risk. Our problem is not

simply to see how many eggs we can get a hen to lay, or how large
the hen will grow, or how quickly she will grow, or how much it will

cost to feed her, or to produce a dozen eggs, or to make a pound of
meat. All these are exceedingly important factors in our problems,
but the one great question confronting us is how much profit can one
man as a unit make by his own labor and that of others whom he

may employ in a year. It is not simply a question of how much we
can make per hen, but how much can we make per flock and how
many flocks can one man handle with best net results. A hen may
have laid well, but died at the end of the year. She may have laid

well but failed to produce eggs that would hatch chickens as strong
and as good as herself. She may have been an excellent producer,
but failed when we came to sell her for meat purposes. We must
ask of the hen whether or not she measures up to all these different

responsibilities and pay a maximum profit, and if so, whether our
methods of feeding, housing, etc., will direct the labor of others and
enable us to handle a large volume of business successfully. Poultry

keeping should be more than a one man
business.

I am going to discuss one of the

most important factors in answering
this problem of whether the hen is or

is not a profit maker. The subject will

be treated from the standpoint of the

hen's health, that is to say, the con-

stitutional vigor or "stamina," the

"ginger," "snap," or any other term
that you wish to apply to that quality
of a hen's healthfulness and her vigor
that will enable her to stand up under

S. C. White Orpington.
heavy feeding and high production

and rapid growth and to yield a profitable return, and give us in the

next generation individuals that are as strong as the generations with

which we are dealing. To my mind this question of constitutional

vigor, native strength of the stock is the most important factor in the

poultry business. It applies to every breed and every condition of

poultry, and to every age, from the baby chick, all through life to

maturity. One individual is born strong, vigorous, husky; another

may be born weak, tired, listless. One is a profitable individual by
virtue of its native vigor, the other an unprofitable individual because

of its lack of stamina. Another chicken may be born strong, and then,
because of improper feeding or improper housing or breeding or by
some other neglect or fault in that line, may have lost what it had

originally, that is, good health. It becomes necessary then to ask two
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questions: First, if it is true that fowls differ in their constitutional

vigor, is it also true that you and I can recognize these physical differ-

ences and separate the strong from the weak, thus avoiding the dan-

gers of weakness, and if so, whether or not there is an actual differ-

ence in the productive value of fowls due to their constitutional vigor
or weakness? It is my purpose to try to answer these few questions.

It is important that you make a study of the difference between

high and low vitality and the characters by which they can be recog-
nized that you may be able yourselves to quickly and easily know a

-strong from a weak fowl. Most persons can see at a glance the dif-

ference between two extreme types, but it takes a very good eye and
discrimination to tell the fine differences between individuals when
rthere is not a marked contrast.

First, let us consider the importance of strong constitutional

vigor in poultry and the conditions under which we are keeping it as

;a result of which there has been a tendency to \veaken the constitu-

tion and shorten the life of the domestic fowl. This is particularly
true on the large poultry farms where fowls are being kept by what
-are known as intensive methods, close confinement, artificial hatch-

ing and rearing and handling chickens and fowls in large numbers.
But it applies nearly everywhere to a certain extent, although to the

credit of many breeders be it said their stock is growing stronger
each year.

The average normal wild jungle fowl in nature lays approxi-
mately nine eggs in a litter and not more than two litters per year.
'The modern hen is expected to lay eleven or twelve dozen of eggs a

year, and we have at the College plant at Cornell one hen that laid

258 eggs last year, another that laid 253 and 15 selected hens that

averaged 236, and one flock of 12 that averaged a lay of 182 eggs
each as pullets last year. These fowls will average not to exceed
three and one-half pounds each, and you will readily be able to

^calculate that they laid about five times their weight in eggs in a

single year. Each egg that they have laid in a measure may be com-

pared to the giving birth to an offspring. This without doubt is a

vastly more exhaustive physical process than that of milk secretion.

'Therefore, we see that the little hen is undergoing a tremendous
strain in her short and strenuous life. As a result, she breaks down,
or her offspring frequently lose vitality, and we hear all over the

country the complaint, "Why are my eggs infertile?" "Why do my
chicks die in the shell?" "Why am I unable to rear my chickens?"

"Why do we have such a large mortality in our mature stock?" It

is common knowledge, and the poultry schools are all teaching, that
when we start out to estimate on probabilities and possibilities, in

order to be conservative and safe we should calculate on not hatch-

ing more than fifty to sixty per cent of the eggs put in the machine
and ndt rearing to maturity more than sixty to seventy-five per cent
of the chickens hatched, and calculate that in a year or two we will

lose from -five to ten per cent or more of chickens already reared as
we keep them for egg production. This is a tremendous drain upon
'the business and something must be wrong somewhere that there
should be such excessive losses, yet there are instances where whole
flocks of hens have gone through for the entire year laying heavily
;and not one hen lost. And these same hens perhaps laying eggs
that have hatched chicks where ninety per cent or more of the

p 2
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chickens had been reared. I can give you the exact figures of both
of these extremes right on our own poultry farm at the College,,
where last year a flock of pullets laid 182 eggs each and the mor-

tality of their chickens was only two and one-half per cent up to

market age or maturity. Our losses in all of our experiment stock,

including 421 fowls of different ages and methods of breeding and

care, last year was less than six per cent. If we see these wide con-

trasts existing it becomes exceedingly important for us to try to re-

verse conditions and so breed, feed, incubate, brood and house our
stock that each year they will grow more vigorous and more profit-
able. I am so thoroughly convinced of the importance of this ques-
tion of constitutional vigor that I am free to say that with all of my
admiration of pure breds, and I am thoroughly convinced that a man
cannot afford to have anything else but a pure bred, I am perfectly
safe to say that I would rather have a flock of the commonest dung-
hill, scrub stock in this country, or any other country today to make
money, if they had good constitutional vigor and power to eat, than
I wrould the best pure bred fowT

ls in America, if they lacked stamina
and constitutional vigor. What we should have is pure bred stock
with constitutional vigor.

Where shall we begin then in selecting our fowls for vitality?

Begin right now and begin with breeding stock. Go into any flock

that you will find in this country, or any other, and I think you will

decide that it is a rare exception where you cannot pick out one-

fourth or one-fifth of the mature hens and a large per cent of the

mature males or cockerels that are vastly stronger than others. We
should make our selection on the basis of vitality, and then not use

any weak breeding stock or keep any individual of low vitality, no
matter what its superior markings or its pedigree may be, or how
many eggs it has laid or what its maternal ancestors may have laid,
but make the question of constitutional vigor, i. e., individual excel-

lence in this respect, the first matter of selection.

What, then, is the first thing to do in selecting fowls for constitu-

tional vigor? There are a good many ways by which we can know a

strong individual from a weak one, and the things that I am saying,
so far as general principles are concerned, will apply to any other

kind of live stock when made to adapt itself to the different condi-

tions. The first and most important character to observe in picking
fowls for constitutional vigor is their shape. There is a distinct cor-

relation between the shape of the fowl's body and its health. Why
this is true I do not know. I only know that an animal that is physi-

cally weak, either born so or having acquired a weakness, takes on a

certain physical attitude and shape that marks it unmistakably. In

looking for constitutional vigor always pick an individual whose body
has a tendency to fill a parallelogram. (Fig. I.)

I am going to exaggerate this distinction so you can get the

points clearly fixed. The fowl with strong constitutional vigor has

good depth of body and full breast, full, well-rounded abdomen and
a good, broad, well-proportioned back. A large development of plum-
age, a medium to large well-rounded head with a well-developed comb,
a round prominent eye, a thick, heavy curved beak, a rather short

full neck, heavy thighs, set wide apart, indicate strong vitality. Briefly,,

that gives you the main characters of a fowl of strong constitution.

Let us take one of weak vitality.
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The fowl of low vitality tends to fill a triangle and not a parallel-

ogram, having rather a sunken breast, tucked up abdomen, narrow
between legs, thin shanks, a tendency for the drooping tail, a rather

flat long beak, rather small comb, drooping eyelids, giving what we
ordinarily call a "crow-headed" appearance, and a long, thin neck.

Possibly these chicks would have stood just as high one as the other,

and yet the chicken of high vitality of the same age and breed might
weigh a pound or two pounds more than the other one, and this same

principle applies not only to the mature fowl but to the large chick

Figure 1. Males of high and low vitality. Note how the individual of high
vitality more nearly fills a parallelogram, and that the male of low vitality is more
the shape of a triangle when the back line of a parallelogram and triangle are the
same with the apex at the hook. This rule is suggestive and helpful in selecting fowls
of strong constitution.

and baby chick. Take a little chick right from the incubator, and if

he is a husky fellow, the kind that would rather live than die, he will

be hard and full and plump, and he will have that thick, well-de-

veloped head and neck, that parallelogram-shaped body, full crop,
full abdomen, and he will have a heavy plump shank and thighs, full

prominent eye, and he will have a good broad back, heavy down,
which rapidly changes to a big, heavy coat of plumage ;

whereas the
chick of low vitality, the baby chick, will be a little tucked-up thing,
breast sunken in, pinched-up abdomen, thin, pale shank, thin beak,
sunken eye and droopy eyelids. You will see by this test that one
can weed out almost unmistakably the weak from the strong. You
will notice that there is a certain correlation of development apply-
ing to these two birds which may be summarized something like this :

That in the chicken of high vitality you have the stout, thick curved
beak, round, full, well-shaped head, short thick neck, thick heavy
body, thick, short-jointed, heavy shanks, as compared to the long thin

beak, long thin flat head, long thin neck, long thin back, slender body
and long thin slender shanks, long slim toes and long toe nails.

You must have depth of body and width of backs in order to get
capacity to carry the internal organs. The hen in one sense of the
word is a living machine, and is built on the same principle that a

piece of machinery is, i. e., liable to be weak or get out of order. It
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is the .easiest thing in the world when you come to put common sense

principles to apply to selecting individuals. Body must be wide and
the legs wide apart. Take chickens with low vitality and you get the

knock-kneed, bow-legged individuals and all sorts of combinations in

these low vitality chickens. I have seen chickens of low vitality that

their legs were so close together that they touched when they walked.
Take the question of gallantry. That is a little thing, and yet it

is an indication of vigor. Test a bunch of males that may "pass
muster" on all of these other things, throw down grain for the flock

of hens and notice how they eat. If the males show generosity and

gallantry and have the physical qualities we want, they will pick up
the grain and call the hens and not simply eat it themselves. Some
of the finest males I have known would literally starve themselves

to see that the hens secured all they wanted to eat.

What has the length of the fowl's toe nails to do with its health?

You will find that the chicken that has fine constitutional vigor is

generally so busy scratching and hunting for food, whether in a hen
house or outside, that the toe nails are short, and the chicken of low

vitality is very likely to have long toe nails. This, however, is only one
evidence of high or low vitality. Usually he will be a good crower,

characteristically so. A chicken of low vitality very seldom crows.

I have seen this tested over and over again. I learned a short time

ago that it is customary in some of the foreign countries to have what
is known as crowing contests as a test of fighting quality, and that

the individuals that are the strongest do the most crowing. At any
rate, if we will use the crowing character in connection with these

other factors in selecting males for our breeding pens, we have gone
one step further in getting our best breeders. The fainter the crow
the more the male should be associated with low vitality. The only
time I have ever known a low vitality male to crow when I have been

giving a demonstration is where the partition between the coop was
broken down and the two individuals got together and the stronger
one licked the weaker one. When they were separated the low vitality
individual crowed for joy, he was so glad apparently to get away from
the other one. Possibly you have noticed this same trait in human
nature. The same thing is true in regard to singing of hens. A hen
of low vitality seldom sings, and if she lays is not very expressive of

the fact. The singing hen is the laying hen as well as the cackling
hen. The activity of the individual is a good character. Go to a

flock of fowls and watch them and it will be observed that the fowl
of the highest vitality generally is on the move hunting for food. The
hens of low vitality are very frequently upon the perches during the

middle of the day doing nothing, and if they are not there they are

standing around humped up on one leg in the corner, tail feathers

drooping. So effective is this method of distinguishing low from high
vitality by the way fowls eat and act that one can, by observing hens

early in the morning, to discover the ones that get off the roosts first

to hunt for grain and then at night the ones that go to roost last, you
will find that they are the same individuals. The ones that get up
first and go to bed last are in the best laying condition. Why? Because

they have such tremendous appetites. They are generally such good
growers or good producers that they have used up the food they ate

the day before, and therefore they get out in the morning hungry,
hence get up early and go immediately to hunt for food, while the
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chickens that have poor appetites sit there listlessly. Then at night
the ones that need the most food are still hungry and hunting and
come in so late that they stumble over one another when getting on
the perches. In speaking on this question last winter in Orono, Me.,
one person arose and said that he had picked twenty-seven hens out

of his flock and he had not reduced his egg produce but one egg per

day, and it was early in the spring when they were laying well. He
used the method of selection spoken of above.

The next selection we should make is with the eggs that are to

be used for hatching. Size may be, but is not always, an indication

of vigor or vitality. We know clearly that in the case of the human
race the size of body is not always an indication of vigor. In the

heaviest hardships of war some of the smaller soldiers were able to

stand more than the larger ones. A capon weighing a good many
pounds more than a cockerel of his own breed does not have the

vitality that the cockerel does. We want the courage as well as size

and other qualities in the males. Wherever we get physical strength
we are likely to have courage. One indicates the other. Where we
have weakness we have timidity and fear, and consequently we want
to select the good qualities which will indicate other desirable

qualities.
The next point after selecting the breeding stock is to select the

eggs. The size of the egg, the texture and thickness and smoothness
of the shell, is an indication of vitality. Fowls of low vitality are

likely to produce eggs that show mottled transparent spots. Two
cases of Brown Leghorn eggs came under my observation which,
when tested, looked as though they had the "measles," they were
so mottled. They were almost all infertile, and nearly all chickens
from them were of low vitality.

The next point in selection is at the testing time in the incubator
or under the hen. This may seem a far-fetched thing to do, but if

you will put it to the test you will find just what we have found at

Cornell, that you can tell by the size and vigor of germ when an egg
has been incubated only seven days whether or not it is a chicken of

strong vitality.

The next selection is the day the chick is hatched. The w,eak

peevish chicks ought never be allowed to live. They may overcome
their weakness, but the chances are they will be a "delusion and a
snare" all through life, and later they are likely to get into the breed-

ing pens, and if there is anything in inheritance of weakness or that
"like begets like," the character of weakness of the individual may
be given to the offspring, so the elimination of chickens at that time

may save us a lot of trouble later. Then, again, when chickens are

put into brooders they should be culled out from time to time when-
ever weakness occurs. Mark it, spot it, eliminate it. Where you have
a lot of chickens a desirable thing to do is to carry all of the weak
chickens one, two or three weeks old over to a separate brooder and
give them special treatments of ground grain feed mixed soft with
sour milk, and get them up to weigh three-fourths pounds to one
and one-half pounds and sell them alive as broilers. Then there is

another reason for eliminating all weak chickens, which is that people
who visit the place will remember longer and say more about three
or four weak, worthless individuals that you have left there by a
mistaken kindness than they will for the hundreds of strong husky
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individuals on your place. It is just as "true as preaching" that you
cannot afford to let a weak chicken stay on the farm. They must go
for the sake of your own reputation, and it is also good business from
the breeding standpoint. In the fall of the year when the chickens

are brought up to go into winter quarters they are selected again.

Keeping only a few of the finest cockerels, perhaps two or three

times as many as you think you want, culling out and selling all

others and also selling all the pullets any time they show a tendency
to weakness or slow development, and make it a principle to go into

winter quarters with every one a good one. Get big, healthy, hardy,

strapping, early-hatched pullets, and they are the ones that will lay
the eggs when they bring high prices.

I will give you briefly the experiments we have tried at Cornell

the past three years. In the fall of the year, when going into winter

quarters, we selected a lot of Leghorns and Barred Rocks and divided

them into groups of twenty-five each and put into three pens seventy-
five of the strongest pullets we had; in the other pens we put seventy-
five individuals which showed some evidence of physical weakness.

There was not a sick chicken in the bunch. We fed these chickens

alike. The same person did the work. They were in similar houses
and similar varieties were compared. All had been hatched and reared

together. We fed and handled them for the year. This is the result :

The pullets selected for high vitality, taking the average of the three

flocks, laid about one dozen eggs apiece more than the pullets se-

lected for their low vitality, and they laid these extra eggs for the

most part at a time when eggs were high-priced, and because they ate

more economically, making better use of their food, the net difference

in money was a profit of 40 cents each per year per hen more for all

the three flocks of twenty-five each of high vitality as compared to

the three flocks of twenty-five each of low vitality. The high vitality

pullets gave us better fertility and hatching power in eggs. The most

important result, however, came in the fall of the year when we
brought up for winter quarters the pullets and the cockerels that

were hatched from the hens of high and low vitality, respectively.
Then to our amazement, when we separated them out by their leg
band numbers and weighed them and photographed them, we found
in the case of the Leghorns that the pullets from high vitality weighed
one-half pound each more than others, and in case of Barred Rocks
there was a difference of one pound apiece. Is not that strong enough
argument that it pays to select our breeding stock with reference to

their constitutional vigor?
That question of constitutional vigor has a good many important

bearings on the business. It applied here to our egg production. It

also applied in the growing of meat. It applied to the question of

saving of loss of mortality. It applied to the more economical and
successful hatching of eggs and to the more successful brooding of

chickens. All along the line there is an unmistakable saving and a

tendency upward instead of a tendency downward, and its rests with

you and me whether we are going to start right here and now and
breed stronger and stronger individuals or whether we are going to

defy nature with the heavy and unnatural feeding, artificial congested
methods and other devitalizing conditions lower the vitality of our

poultry.
There are at least ten ways in which we can lose vitality from our
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flocks and as many ways, of course, by which we can right things and
increase the vitality in our flocks. Time will only permit of a very
few enumerations. Improper methods of feeding; feeding of un-

balanced rations, feeding of unwholesome food, all lead to trouble.

If hens are fed right there is no reason in the world why even with

the tremendous demand upon their system for egg production that

they should not continue reasonably strong and well. The best ration

need not be the most expensive one nor the one that will take the

most labor in feeding the hens. A ration which we are feeding at

Cornell is one that is exceedingly easy to make and to feed, and yet
the result is, as I have stated, that with the very high production of

certain flocks and individuals there was very low mortality. In one

Figure 2. Four groups of males of high and low vitality. Note the similarity in

type of the males of low vitality in each of the groups.

cross-breeding experiment, where we had twelve chickens in each of

the four flocks, we had in the fall of the year every hen that we
started with a year before, and in each one of these four flocks the

average number of chickens reared of those that were hatched (and a

considerable number were hatched from each of the four flocks), it

was better than ninety per cent, and the other two nearly ninety per
cent, and of all the twenty-two flocks on the place where we hatched

2,380 chickens we brought back in the fall of the year from the farm
or sold to market eighty-four chickens of every one hundred chickens

placed in the brooders. That covered all experimental work and in-

cluded a loss from accident of seventy-five chickens in one night.
You can readily see that if the ration is satisfactory and the hens and
the other conditions are good the hens will survive under the strains

of heavy production if they are properly bred instead of losing five

or ten individuals out of every hundred, which is a tremendous loss.



Figure 2 shows males of four varieties of poultry in pairs, one-

strong and one weak, of each of the varieties. You will notice by the-

contrast in shape, in size and the various other physical characters that

I previously described the difference between the weak and the strong.

The weak individual has a long, slender, spindle-shaped body as com-

pared with the deep, heavy, meaty type. The same contrast is shown
here in all the breeds between Barred Rocks and Buff Rocks and
White Leghorns, etc. I think you will be able to pick out quickly,
after carefully comparing these four studies, the high from the low

vitality. This Leghorn group especially w,ell illustrates the point in

regard to the way a fowl shows timidity or fear. Lack of courage is

a common characteristic of low vitality. Fear is indicated, for in-

stance, by the way in which they carry their tail feathers. In the case

of high vitality the tail feathers are nearly always carried erect, the

body stands upright and the fowl is full of courage, while in the case

of fowls of low vitality, weak or undeveloped, there is a tendency for

the tail feathers to droop. It is not an infallible rule, but one that

usually will be found and usually indicates a point of weakness. No-
tice also in all of these males of low vitality the general tendency to

a flat, long beak and thin flat head and small comb, while with those

of high vitality they have a large comb and short, heavy curved beak,

strong upright body and good general development.

Figure 3. A capon and a cockerel of the same variety. Note the difference in

type. The cockerel possesses unusual vigor. The capon, although larger, is sluggish.

(Fig. 3.) Here we have an instance as to whether size is always
an indication of high vitality. These are two Barred Rocks, essentially
the same age, both large and of the same breeding, one having been

caponized when about one and one-half pounds in weight, the other

one being full-sexed. The capon has grown large, soft and punky and
the cockerel is a perfect picture of vigor and masculinity. This

picture shows wonderful alertness and vigor that stands out in every

pose and every action. The two head studies of the same individuals

show in a large way the heavy round full head with fine comb, full

round eye and a short heavy thick curved beak of the cockerel as

compared to the longer, thinner beak and head and less general in-

dications of masculinity of the capon.
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Figure 4. A strong contrast in head types of cockerel and capon, showing the
influence of unsexing on change in type.

(Fig. 5.) Here we have pictures of the eggs and the chickens I

spoke about on a previous page in the experiment where eggs were

put into the incubator to be tested for the vigor of their germs. At
the end of seven days they were tested for high and low vitality, and
at the end of three weeks time records were taken and photographs
made of the chickens actually hatched. Here on the left are the eggs
selected for low vitality germs, below are the chickens hatched, and

Figure 5. Illustration showing the eggs and the chickens in the hatch where eggs
were tested on the seventh day and selected according to the vigor of the germs.

here to the right are the eggs from high vitality germs and below
are the large number of strong chickens hatched. Seventy per cent
of the eggs hatched that were selected for strong germs, and only
thirty-three per cent of the eggs hatched that were selected for weak
germs. Chickens were strong from eggs having strong germs and
weak when hatched from eggs having weak germs.
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**
Figure 6. Note the difference in type of baby chicks of high (A) and low vitality

(B), respectively. Observe the parallelogram-shaped bodies of those of high vital-
ity (A).

(Fig. 6.) Here is a group of chickens to show high and low

vitality in infancy. There (A) is a chicken with fine, blocky parallelo-

gram-shaped body, a chicken with heavy shank, deep body, full

rounded head; here (A) is another individual that is born strong and
there (A) is another one, and here (B) is a weak one with pinched-
up body, pale beak, half-closed eye, and here (B) is an exceedingly
weak one with a "tucked-up" abdomen, thin shanks, etc.

Figure 7. Chickens ten days old. Note the difference in size and vigor, es-

pecially the method of feathering. Chickens of high vitality have well developed
wings and tails, which are held up in their natural position.

(Fig. 7.) We have a bunch of chickens all of the same variety,
two or three weeks old, in which you will see a marked contrast of

high and low vitality. Their attitude, shape, drooping wings, pained
expression, half-closed eyes and tired-out appearance as compared
to those well developed, healthy, thick-fleshed individuals that are

perfect expressions of vigor.
Here you will see (Fig. 8) chickens that were of the same variety,

of the same age and breeding, reared alike and in the same brooder.
The strongest chicken in the bunch and two or three of the weakest
chickens were picked out and photographed, and there also you get
a fine contrast. Every condition was alike as to feeding and breeding
the chickens, except this one (A) was born strong and the others weak.



Figure . A common contrast in chickens of high and low vitality. These chickens
were hatched and reared together, and are of the same age.

AVhere a large number of chickens are kept it is desirable to se-

lect out all the weaker ones and mark them with a dab of paint. Feed
these chickens on a very easily digested ration of buttermilk, oat flour,

Figure 9. An extreme case of low vitality. Note the crowhead, sunken eyes,
uneven feathering and unnaturally developed body.
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corn meal and wheat middlings, feed two or three times a day in-,

order to fatten them and sell them as soon as possible.
Here is the most violent contrasts known in low vitality (Fig. 9).A crow head, sunken eye, poor-bodied, irregular-feathered individual

with long thin shanks and toes.

Figure 10. High vitality hens used in the breeding experiment.

Figure 11. Low vitality hens used in the breeding experiment.
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The point to be emphasized is that we should select out weak-
ness wherever we see it. Here are actual photographs of hens used
in our first experiment in constitutional vigor, in which we kept for

one year the records of these hens. (Fig. 10) as compared with
these (Fig. 11). The high vitality laid more eggs which were more
fertile, hatched more and better chickens that grew to larger size.

Figure 12.

(Fig. 12.) Pullets hatched from high vitality hens shown in

figure 10, and from low vitality hens shown in figure 11. The chickens

w.ere all hatched in the same incubator and brooded together. Note
the larger size and apparent greater maturity of the pullets hatched
from hens of high vitality. Note the difference in shape. The high
vitality pullets weighed one-half pound each more than those hatched
from low vitality parents.

BREEDING FOR EGG PRODUCTION.

(Prof. W. R. Graham in Ontario Agr. College Bulletin No. 189.)

Can the egg yield be increased by breeding from the best pro-

ducers, or is one just as likely to get as many eggs from any strain,

family or breed, provided the birds are strong and vigorous, and
hatched at the proper season of the year?

The writer's experience is that there is a difference between fami-

lies of the same breed or variety as far as egg production is concerned.

Some families appear to lay much more readily than others, and a

few families that have come under my observation require very care-

ful attention and feeding in order to get a reasonable egg production.
The question naturally arises as to what number of eggs should

be expected from a hen. The average over the Province is probably
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under 100 eggs per lien per year, and many of the good flocks do
not average above 120 eggs per hen. Much, of course, depends upon
the season of the year in which the eggs are laid. There is an over-

production of eggs during March, April and May, and an underpro-
duction during October, November, December, January and February.
The writer believes it is within the possibilities of most farmers to

produce from 108 to 120 eggs per year from each hen kept, and it is

also his opinion that large flocks may be expected to yield 150 eggs

per year if well bred and proper care and attention be given. Many
small flocks will probably average much higher, but not in flocks of

from 600 to 1,000. A dozen hens might be selected that would lay
from 180 to 200 eggs each for one year, but with 500 or 600 similar

hens or pullets it would be a very difficult task.

Good, strong, vigorous birds are essential for egg production. The

simple fact that a hen has laid 200 or more eggs in her pullet year is

not sufficient to warrant her being used as a breeder. The writer has
seen a number of 200-egg hens with long narrow heads and sunken

eyes, which indicate low vitality, and, moreover, has tested a number
of them as breeders, and has yet to see one that was worth while

breeding from, judging from the performance and living powers of

her offspring.
A hen used for breeding, especially for the production of males

to head the breeding pens the next season, should not only be ex-

pected to lay a large number of eggs per year, but these eggs should

be high in hatching power, and the chicks should live, and, further-

more, they should develop into good-sized birds quickly, and the

pullets should lay well. Perhaps it might be well to give here the

method that is used by us in breeding from selected layers.

The hen is required to be a good winter layer, and to lay at least

150 eggs in her pullet year. The next requirement is that her eggs
hatch well that is, it is expected that over eighty per cent of the

eggs will be fertile, and ninety per cent of the fertile eggs will hatch.

It is then required that ninety per cent of the chicks will live to five

months of age, and that the cockerels at this age be well developed
and weigh if from general purpose breeds at least six pounds each,

and, finally, that the pullets be good layers. If the pullets lay well

during the fall, then I consider holding their brothers as breeders.

We try as far as possible to test the males along similar lines, as to

producers of plenty of strong vigorous chicks that also live, grow,
and lay well. There is probably as much difference between males
as there is between females.

The above method entails much work, so much so that it is only

practicable to experiment stations and to a few specialists. I would

strongly urge the breeders of pure bred stock to exercise as much
care as possible in trying to produce families or strains, that are

high in the hatching power of their eggs, and that are equally as

high in the living power and growth of the chicks.

There are many who cannot adopt the above method, but to the

average grower the best advice we can give is to select a male that

has been strong and vigorous from a chick up, one that has matured
to normal size quickly, and that has never been unthrifty. Small,

fine-boned, quick-maturing males have been disastrous where they
have been used, possibly not the first season, but shortly afterwards.
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The hens bred should be the best you have. Select the hens that

are active and look thrifty. Avoid the narrow-headed ones, and
those that are lazy and awkward.

HOW TO MATE AND LINE BREED.

To make the right start in building up a strain that will repro-
duce the good qualities desired, you should buy or select the very
best male and female you can find. For this purpose, we prefer a

cock and a hen, as they show whether they are able to retain their

good qualities the second year after being used one year as cockerel

and pullet. The best is none too good from which to start, and you
should breed from an ideal, as well as up to an ideal. Stamina and

vigor should be one of the first requisites looked for in the original
sire and dam. Line breeding is the only sure way to establish an ideal

or standard type and color. We should always mate from opposite
lines, and breed from those farthest away in relationship.

The longer this system is followed in your breeding, the farther
and farther you get away from inbreeding and from the relation-

ship of the original sire and dam.

HOW TO MATE YOUR PENS FOR FIVE YEARS.

S. C. Rhode Island Red.

If the instructions below are followed, they will aid you in your
line breeding. They show you just which pens to mate each year,
which pens to select your male birds and your females from for each

succeeding year, and also show you what the result of the mating is,

i. e., how much blood the offspring contains of the original male and
original female. \Ve feel that specific instructions like these are
much better, plainer and safer for the beginner than is a chart with a

lot of confusing lines, dots, etc., which makes the whole thing look
like a Chinese puzzle. It is necessary that you mark your chicks each

year and keep accurate records of each pen and its offspring. The
plan to follow is as follows :
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1912 MATING.

Pen No. 1. Ideal cock to ideal hen. Result of this mating contains

1/2 blood of original male and % blood of original female.

1913 MATINGS.

Pen No. 2. Male from No. 1 to original female % original female
and % original male blood.

Pen No. 3. Females from No. 1 to original male % original male
and 14 original female blood.

1914 MATINGS.

Pen No. 4. Females from No. 2 to males from No. 3 y2 original
male and y2 original female.

Pen No. 5. Males from No. 2 to females from No. 3 y2 original male
and y2 original female.

Pen No. 6. Males from No. 2 to original female % original female
and % original male.

Pen No. 7. Females from No. 3 to original male % original male
and % original female.

1915 MATINGS.

Pen No. 8. Males from No. 7 to females from No. 6 y2 original
male and y2 original female.

Pen No. 9. Females from No. 7 to males from No. 6 y2 original
male and y2 original female.

Pen No. 10. Males from No. 6 to females from No. 2 13/16 original
female and 3/16 original male.

Pen No. 11. Males from No. 4 or 5 to females from No. 6 11/16
original female and 5/16 original male.

Pen No. 12. Females from No. 4 or 5 to males from No. 7 11/16
original male and 5/16 original female.

Pen No. 13. Males from No. 7 to females from No. 313/16 original
male and 3/16 original female.

1916 MATINGS.

Pen No. 14. Females from No. 8 or 9 to males from No. 1021/32
original female and 11/32 original male.

Pen No. 15 Females from No. 8 or 9 to males from No. 1321/32
original male and 11/32 original female.

Pen No. 16. Females from No. 11 to males from No. 12 y2 original
male and y2 original female.

Pen No. 17. Males from No. 11 to females from No. 12 y2 original
male and y2 original female.

Pen No. 18. Females from No. 10 to males from No. 12 9/16 original
female and 7/16 original male.

Pen No. 19. Males from No. 13 to females from No. 11 9/16 original
male and 7/16 original female.
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CROSSBREEDS DO NOT PAY AS WELL AS PURE BREEDS.

(Prof. J. E. Rice, Cornell University.)

CROSSBREEDING EXPERIMENTS WITH WHITE LEGHORNS AND BARRED PLY-

MOUTH ROCKS TO COMPARE WITH PURE BREEDS.

In connection with the discussion of constitutional vigor some-

thing should be said in regard to crossbreeding. We ought not to pass
without emphasizing the importance of keeping pure bred poultry,
and that very little if anything is to be gained by crossbreeding or

grading, and certainly nothing is to be gained by keeping mongrel
stock when compared to pure breeds.

THE RESULT OP OUR FIRST YEAR'S WORK IN CROSSBREEDING.

There are only one or two points that I will make in this connec-

tion. First, in so far as the results on egg production are concerned,
we gain nothing in either of the crosses with the Leghorn on Rock or.

Rock on Leghorn, when compared to pure bred Leghorns. The Leg-
horns laid more eggs than the Barred Rocks or either of the crosses.

Moreover, the crosses gain nothing in size or vigor over the Barred
Rocks when kept pure. We received from the White Leghorn pullets
an average production of 182 eggs apiece, from the Barred Plymouth
Rock pullets 129, and the cross of the Rock on Leghorn hens 153 eggs

per hen, and the cross of the Leghorn male on the Barred Plymouth
Rock hens an egg production about halfway between the Leghorns
and Barred Plymouth Rocks. In regard to size, we see that at seven
months of age these pullets of pure bred Leghorns weighed 3.42

pounds and the Barred Plymouth Rock pullets 5.05 pounds. The
crossbred stock of the Barred Plymouth Rock on White Leghorn hens

weighed 4.35 pounds, which is a combination of these two, that is to

say, that the chickens were larger than Leghorns and smaller than
Barred Plymouth Rocks, and in the case of the cross of the White
Leghorn male on Barred Plymouth Rock hens, we have a chicken that

is larger than Leghorns and smaller than Barred Plymouth Rocks,
but larger than the crossbred Barred Plymouth Rock on Leghorn
hens. The effect is that in this experiment the size and shape was
determined by the male rather than by the female, because all of these

chickens on the cross of the Barred Plymouth Rock male on the Whiu-
Leghorn hens were Barred Plymouth Rock shape and approached the

Barred Plymouth Rock size, whereas all of these chickens, both male
and female, in the cross of the White Leghorn male on Barred Ply-
mouth Rock hens were Leghorn-shaped and approached the Leghorns
in size, and neither of them was as good as a pure bred Barred Rock.
We gained nothing in constitutional vigor, egg production or meat
production over the pure breds, but we did do this, namely, by bring-

ing together two magnificent pure bred varieties single comb White
Leghorns and Barred Plymouth Rocks, which has taken somebody from
iifty to sixty years to develop in pure breedness, we have in one season
undone the careful breeding of half a century. Another fact to be
noted is that here we have crosses of violent contrasts. Just what
would take place in a cross of fowls that are more closely related in

p 3
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type like the Plymouth Kock and Rhode Islands or Wyandotte, yet
remains to be seen, but I think we are hewing pretty closely to the

line when we use only pure breds to get uniformity in type of fowl
and quality of eggs, hatching quality, feeding qualities and beauty
in appearance.

We also secure in pure breeds the one greatest factor of all, the

ability to transmit these desirable qualities, whatever they may be, to

the next generation. When we estimate the value of any breed we
should not do so primarily on the eggs they lay nor the value of their

body for meat, valuable though these qualities are, but we determine
the value of our flocks and stock by their power to transmit these

qualities. Eggs that sell for one dollar each bring the price, not be-

cause they are worth more to eat, but because they are worth more to

hatch chickens to use for breeding. The price that a fowl will bring
over and above its eating quality will depend upon its breeding
quality, that is, whether or not the bird has the power of transmitting
that quality to the offspring. Grades cannot do it, neither can mon-
grels nor crossbreeds. We must depend upon pure breeds.

GRADING UP THE FARM FLOCK.

(R. C. Lawry, Yesterlaid Egg Farms, Pacific, Mo.)

How many of us have not visited farms where great effort has
been expended to increase the yield of corn from an acre, by intro-

ducing tested varieties and selecting only uniform and perfectly filled

ears for seed
;
where the indifferent herd of cows is being profitably

graded up by the use of a Holstein bull from some wide-heralded dam
which has made the advanced registery; and yet on this same farm
have found a flock of "just chickens," without any particular house
to go to which can be called their own or without any special amount
of care which would differentiate them from sparrows or rats or any
other scavengers about the farm.

Many men who take so much interest in their crops and in their

herds have neglected the poultry because it has not occurred to them
how easily and quickly the ordinary flock of nondescript fowls can
be graded up to high and profitable production by the introduction
of a pure-blooded male.

A great many farm flocks are not improved because it is felt that

$10.00 or $25.00 is too much to give for a trio of pure-bred fowls with

high egg producing power.
As a rule it is not the best policy to advocate crossbreeding stock

of any kind, though it is much more profitable to have high-grade
crossbred fowls or dairy cattle than to have mongrel stock without

any infusion of carefully bred, high producing blood.
If one can not see the wisdom of investing $10.00 to $25.00 in a

trio of pure-bred fowls then the next best thing is to buy a pure-bred
bird and mate it with the hens already on the farm.



CHAPTER III.

HOUSING.

Before attempting to build a poultry house first consider the

purposes for which the house is intended, the size of the flock it is to

accommodate, and the cost of its erection. Is it to house a pen of

breeders, is it intended for a laying house, is it to be used on a large

egg farm, is it to be used as a colony house, or is it intended as a

sort of general purpose house? Consider these facts, then build the

style of house that comes nearest meeting your ideas of the purpose
for which it was intended. Make it substantial, comfortable and in-

expensive.

THE RIGHT KIND OF LAYING OR BREEDING HOUSE.

POINTS TO BE CONSIDERED.

Points to be remembered in the construction and equipment of

your poultry houses are that they should be inexpensive, comfortable,

convenient, dry, cheerful, sanitary and properly ventilated. The roof

and walls of the house should not be built very high, as the lower the

roof the less wall there is exposed and the warmer the house. Allow
about nine or ten cubic feet of air space and about four square feet of

floor space to each fowl. Shape the roof like any of the houses de-

scribed in this book, and cover the roof first with board and then cover
the boards with some good roofing material. Concrete posts or a solid

foundation of concrete is best. Where the soil will permit, a good dirt

floor, filled in several inches higher than the earth on the outside is very
satisfactory. An inch and a half or two-inch concrete floor, covered
with sand or soil, is rat-proof, and perhaps best as a rule. The walls
should be made of matched lumber, which has been planed on both
sides. You can then keep it painted on the inside with some good lice

killer, and there is no hiding place for mites. If you have a long, open
front house, it is best to have a solid board or cloth partition between
each pen, with a light swinging door leading from pen to pen. You do
not have to stoop to latch and unlatch the doors as you pass through,
and there is no danger of llu* fowls getting mixed by some one leaving
a door open. The windows should be placed rather high, so they will

admit sunlight to the rear of the house, and should be placed up and
down instead of horizontal. Place the roost poles in the rear of the

house, away from any draft, and make droppings board beneath. The
pen-lies should all be on a level, and so arranged that they can be

easily removed. A 2x2 or a 2x4-inch. with a narrow edge rounded
and Inrm-d up. make a desirable roost, and place them about fifteen

to eighteen inches apart. The droppings platform should be perfectly
tirhl, ;ni<l they should !><> so laid that in scraping the droppings off

you will scrape with the hoards ,-uid nut across them. The illustration
of the nest, which you will find on another page in this book, is per-

(35)
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haps one of the best if you do not use trap nests. You can build a
bracket of 2x4 's at each end so the nests will slide underneath the

droppings boards and be easily removed. Or where the nests are
built of light material, we have seen others take four screw hooks
and eyes and fasten the hooks in the top corners of the nest box and
the eyes in the bottom of the droppings board, and this allows the

Inexpensive poultry houses.

iest to hang underneath out of the way. AYe turn the front of the

nests to the wall, and the board on the back of the nests is on hinges,
and can be raised and the eggs gathered and the hens looked after.

"We prefer to have a narrow board extending out along the front of

the nests so the hens can get upon this before entering the nest. Have
the roosts, droppings board and nests high enough so there will be

sufficient room underneath the nests for the litter and the hens to

scratch. Provide an opening in the front of your house, at least three

by five feet, to admit fresh air, and cover the opening with one-inch

mesh galvanized wire, and on the inside provide a cloth curtain or

cloth-covered door to protect your fowls in case of a blizzard. Build

your house and equip it as suggested, and if you do not get results, it

is no fault of your house.

A concrete floor is the most sanitary and easiest cleaned. If it

is put in properly there is no danger of dampness. Fill inside the

foundation with cinders or gravel until the floor is six or eight inches

higher than the earth on the outside of the building. Cover this with
one and a half or two inches of concrete. Tamp well. Make your top

dressing of pure cement and water. After it has dried sufficiently to

trowel, trowel until the floor is perfectly smooth. When the floor is

in use in winter months, keep it covered with eight to twelve inches

of straw and you have a most satisfactory floor. This applies to any
house mentioned in this book.

Housing is one of the most important subjects connected with

poultry production, for both the comfort and health of the fowls de-
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pend largely upon proper housing. The houses described in this

article are considered among the best by most poultry men. The open
front or curtain front house has proven to be the best method of hous-

ing to secure the largest number of fertile eggs and the healthiest

flocks. If properly constructed, you seldom have a sick bird or a

frosted comb as a result of any defect of these houses. In building

your house allow about four square feet of floor space to each bird.

In most all of these houses we prefer to make a light frame to

fit the opening, and over this frame we tack cheese cloth, muslin or

burlap. This frame is hinged at the top so that it may be fastened

down in extremely cold weather or during blizzards. You will find,

however, that we seldom have weather so severe that you will be re-

quired to lower this curtain very often during any winter. Over the

outside of this opening tack one-inch mesh galvanized poultry net-

ting. You will find that the fowls are stronger and hardier and the

eggs will have stronger germs and be more fertile when the fowls are

housed under such conditions. You don't have to worry about damp-
ness or ventilation, roup or colds. The doctors all recommend pure,
fresh air as the best treatment of manj^ diseases among the human
family. The prevention and cure of many diseases among poultry is

also pure, fresh air. Don't worry if a little snow does blow in. Cover
the roof of all poultry houses with asbestos roofing, and if you cannot

get asbestos, have your dealer order it for you or get composition
roofing. But asbestos keeps out cold in the winter and keeps out the

heat in the summer. Make the sides of the house out of matched or

grooved lumber. Cover the floor with straw litter and throw your
wrhole grain in this litter. These rules apply to every plan shown in

this book. Open-air houses should be built rather narrow and deep
to prevent drafts.

Build your house on land that is dry and well drained and face

the house to the south or southeast.

The essentials to be considered in the construction of your poultry
house are the location, the size, open front, sufficient depth to prevent
drafts, head room, convenience, and build it as simple and inexpens-
ive as possible.

The droppings board should be high enough to allow the fowls to

go underneath, and the perches should be placed on a level and not
more than ten or twelve inches above the droppings board. Do not
.ir<-t the roosts too high and force the birds to sleep with their heads

up close to the cold roof.

NEST BOXES, ENTRANCE IN REAR

Common orange boxes from the grocery store make good nests,
and these should he plan-d in some nit her dnrk spot in the house.

Place a board alon.ir the front of the nests so the hens can fly upon this

before getting on the nest, and therefore save breaking many eggs.
The roost poles, droppings board, in-st boxes and all the fixtures

on the inside of the house should In- so arranged and constructed that
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they could be removed at any time and painted with crude carbolic

acid and kerosene, and the house whitewashed.
The yard should have some grass or green food growing in it or

else spaded up occasionally, and fruit trees planted for shade. Any
kind of fruit trees furnish shade, and the fowls are a benefit to the

trees.

If you keep one yard and one variety, it is best to let the birds

have free range, when you are not raising any young chicks on the

range.
We think it advisable to make a sort of hopper or small bin in

each poultry house to contain the grain. This can be arranged and
built on the inside of the house near the roof, where it will be out of

the way, and build it large enough to hold sufficient grain to feed the

fowls two weeks or a month. Your grain can be mixed and these

hoppers can be filled once a month, or when the supply is exhausted,
and thus save the trouble of carrying around a pail of grain from pen
to pen. Simply build a square chute on the underneath side of the

hopper and arrange a cut-off in the chute. You can carry a quart cup
along with you or have one in each house, and then pull out the cut-

off and let down as much grain as you need for that feed and throw
this grain into the straw litter so the fowls may work for it. A small
door can be cut in the outside wall of the house to open into the

hopper so it may be filled from the outside, or perhaps you can so

arrange the hopper that it may be filled from the inside of the house.
Use a box with a hinged lid over it. This plan is a great saving of

labor, and that is where much money is lost on a poultry farm.
Make the roof, the north, the east and west sides of your poultry

houses absolutely tight. Your hens had better roost in the trees than
to roost in a house with a draft on them.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR ROOSTS AND NESTS.

In the accompanying illustration figures A and B are considered
the best. Figure C is too complicated and expensive. Figure D the
nests occupy valuable floor space. Figure E does not provide for
nests. Figure F is the most undesirable of all, because one roost is

FIG. 48. Types of roosting and nesting arrangements
From Cornell Bulletin No. 274.
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higher than another and no droppings board has been provided for.

Figure G is a wall arrangement for trap nests when they cannot be

provided for underneath the droppings board. Figure H is an open
wall nest, but is not desirable because the fowls roost on it and it is

not secluded enough.

POULTRY HOUSES AND FREE RANGE.

(Prof. James E. Rice, Cornell University.)

The question of the construction of the poultry house and the

question of giving free range to stock is but one of the many exceed-

ingly important factors in maintaining vigor. The modern system of

poultry husbandry, to my mind, is one that combines the growing of

crops and the raising of poultry, and that the old idea of merely

keeping a flock of chickens on a bare yard and calling that poultry

farming, is all wrong. It is "barnyard" poultry keeping. People

undoubtedly can continue this method by .exercising the greatest of

care and going to a large amount of labor, and especially if they go
outside for new farm-reared stock for new blood every few genera-
tions. But where they are dealing with the large problem of keeping
fowls by the thousands, the system of poultry farming that eventually
will survive and pay is one that will enable the hens and the chickens

to run in orchards and fields, where they will be enabled to get the

natural conditions of a farm. Instead of charging up to the hens the

use of the land we can charge it to the crop we are producing and
ii'ivc the hens credit for helping to grow the crops. They also get

plenty of free range and sunshine, etc.

Then let the hens live in houses where they are always in fresh

air. Perhaps there has been no one thing happened in recent years in

the history of the development of poultry husbandry that has been so

important and so epoch-making as our information in regard to the

housing of our poultry. We thought at one time that the one great
difference between summer and winter, when hens did lay and when
hens did not lay well, was a difference in temperature, and as a re-

sult we built our houses with the one idea of keeping the heat in. We
attempted to make the houses warm, with double-boarded walls, and
in some instances double-glazed windows, in order to keep the cold

out and to keep the heat in, and as a result we secured bad air, lost

vitality and lost fowls by roup and other diseases because we found
that the evil of breathing impure air and living in a humid, damp air

was vastly more injurious than cold, pure air. So modern poultry
houses are built at less than one-half of the former cost and provide
for the house to be open most of the time, or never closed. There the

hens can get accustomed to fresh air and they are not breathing im-

pure air, and they are not undergoing the violent changes of being
first kept in a warm, damp place, then a cold, damp place and getting
a violent contrast in temperature.

Recently we have been running some experiments to find out how
important the factor of close confinement during the summer and
winter would be in the matter of getting stronger fertility and stronger

hatching power and better chickens. The experiment was started by
the following observation : Two years ago we were getting forty
weak chickens for every 100 eggs that we put into our incubators
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from our plant stock, which are chickens kept for student instruction

in the laying house with little bare yards, each one about 12x30 feet.

We moved out of these houses and yards about 150 of these hens and

put them in colony houses down on the north pasture slope and let

them run. We fed them precisely the same ration, etc., and we saw the

fertility and hatching power of these eggs go up and up until within

a few weeks we were getting seventy strong chickens from the same
hens instead of forty weak ones, and the difference was very marked.
We were rearing nearly all of our seventy strong ones and losing

nearly all of our forty weak ones. In the following fall we divided

up some of these hens that were down on the range, left thirty-five

down there running out, never shutting them up at all during fall or

winter. We brought thirty-five up and put them into a house similar

in every wr

ay and fed them the same kind of ration, the only differ-

ence being that two of the flocks we shut up in November and did not

let them outdoors until following spring, when the ground was bare.

If you find it necessary to confine your poultry to small yards during the breeding
season, release them for the remainder of the year and give them free range.

Then when they were let out they were allowed to run only on a re-

stricted bare yard and were fed each day some sprouted oats for green
food. The thirty-five pullets that were allowed to run on the free

range laid 164 eggs each per year. The pullets shut on bare yards
laid 147 eggs. The cost to feed the pullets on the range per year was
$1.17. Those in confinement, $1.16. Notice that there was only one
cent difference in the cost of feeding these pullets on the range as

compared to the bare yards, and yet there was a difference in pro-
duction of seventeen eggs in favor of the pullets on the range. These
eggs were sold at Ithaca market prices, and the net profit per hen
over and above cost of feed, labor, interest on investment, etc., was
for the pullets on the range, $3.25; for the pullets in confinement,
$2.50, a difference of seventy-five cents per hen in favor of the pullets
that had never been shut up summer or winter, but allowed to run
out on the snow or grass, as the case might be, and fed similar to their
sisters. From these pullets on the range we hatched seventy-one per
cent of the eggs. From the pullets in the bare yards forty-nine per
cent. From the pullets on the range we reared ninety-two per cent
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of the chickens hatched and eighty per cent of the chickens from the

bare yards.

Experiment with hens : The hens on the range laid us 105 eggs
each. Hens on bare yards 90. Hens on range cost $1.16 to feed, the

hens in the bare yards $1.30 to feed. In other words, the hens in this

instance that laid the most eggs cost us the least and made better use

of their food. They apparently found lots of food to eat on the range.
The net profit for hens over and above cost of feed was for hens on

range $1.40, and for the hens in bare yards, 83 cents. For some rea-

son unaccountable, the percentage of chicks hatched was fifty-seven

per cent from those on the range and seventy-four per cent from
those on the bare yards. However, of the chickens hatched we reared

from the range eighty-four per cent and from the bare yards eighty-
one per cent. This difference in the hens was not as marked as in

case of pullets. Thus far this fall the pullets that were reared from
hens and also those reared from pullets kept on range last year have

begun to lay first and are laying better now under similar range con-

ditions than the pullets are that were hatched and reared last year
from stock kept in close confinement during the winter on bare yards.
In other words, the effect appears to be accumulative. In another

year we hope to be able to give you the second year results. In the

meantime, our two years experiments lead us to expect that we will

get better results to let hens run out doors the year round.

Later :

Our second year's work verified the first year's experiments in

comparing range methods with close confinement. The net result for

the two years' work, including ten flocks of fowls, five of which were
on range one or two years and the other five kept confined to the

houses during the winter and allowed to run out on small yards dur-

ing the summer, was approximately two dozen eggs per hen per year
in favor of the hens that ran out. Thus far this year similar experi-
ments give us similar results. There seems to be no question of doubt
now as to the advisability of letting the hens run outdoors all winter

long and all summer long on as free range as it is possible to provide.

LAYING HOUSES FOR LARGE EGG FARMS.

The Modern ''Laywell" House is the best house yet designed for

flocks of laying hens. It is designed with a view to economy of

both material in building and of labor in caring for the flock. One

Modern
"Laywe,U" House,, 20*40]*.



man can feed and water the fowls, gather the eggs, clean the houses,
and care for 3,000 to 4,000 hens when kept in these houses, and still

have some spare time for other work, and we do not know of any
other system of housing by which this is possible.

These houses can be built 20x40 feet for 500 Leghorns, 24x48 feet

for 750 Leghorns, and 30x60 feet for 1,000 Leghorns. They will not

accommodate quite so many of the larger breeds. The house is

divided in the middle, and half the flock being kept on either side.

The house is two stories, the lower rooms being used in which to feed

and lay, and the upper room is used as a roosting room. The ceiling
of the upper room should be ceiled, and the upper story should be

covered with roofing or building paper, as this adds to the warmth of

the roosting quarters. The house is built of matched siding and bat-

tened. The lower story is seven feet high and the upper story is six

or six and one-half feet.

The windows should be arranged so they can be raised and low-

ered. The windows admit an abundance of sunlight and can be
lowered or raised to admit ventilation. If the wind is from the east

or from the southwest, we close all windows on that side of the house
and leave the windows on the opposite side open. By this system we
always have plenty of fresh air, and also avoid a wind or draft on the

fowls. You will notice that windows are on all sides of the house.

Some of the windows should always be open at least part way, in even
the severest weather, unless it should get ten or more below zero. The
exit for the fowls should be through the windows. It is advisable to

have two large yards or ranges in connection with each house. While
the yard on one side is being cultivated the fowls can use the other

yard.

I I I I I I

Cover F/0.or
Litter

Koppr

"9*

St&as to
ffoostt'ni

Ce-m e/t t Floor.

Ground Floor P/an 20*-*oft.

There are only two outside doors to the building. The lower one
being used by the attendant and the upper one is used for storing feed
in the two large bins. The dry mash hopper and the mixed grain bin
each hold sufficient feed to last the flock for at least a month. The
feed is mixed in the feed room and then hauled to the ^Laywell" and
the bins and self-feeding hopper are each filled. The dry mash feeds
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continually into the hopper below, and all the attendant has to do each
lime he feeds is to open the chute below and take out sufficient grain
to feed the flock. The water is piped to the building, and about all

the attendant needs to do is to see that the building is kept clean,

gather the eggs and look after the health and comfort of the fowls.

The droppings can be easily cleaned from, the roosting room by means
of a steel brush or broom, and brushed from the upper door into a
chute and run directly into the farm wagon and hauled out to fer-

tilize the fields which are being cultivated. A galvanized iron ven-
tilator extends from the roosting room out through the roof

;
but if

you use this ventilator it is best to put in a large check damper or

you will at times have more ventilation and a greater suction of air

through the ventilator than is desirable. The roof is covered with

sheeting and composition roofing.

The foundation is of concrete and the floor should be of cement.

The nests are arranged about the wall, and it is best to have a slant-

ing cover over the top to prevent the hens from roosting on them.

Make the entrance from the end or back so the nests will be reason-

ably dark.

fioostina Room~

Dry Mash

Which, feeds

Hoppe>r

Below.

Grain
Bin,

Ha//
5*5

^Entrance
to ffoosttna
ftoom J
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solved this problem, and we most heartily recommend its adoption by
all who expect to establish large commercial egg farms. The details

and interior of the house can be arranged to suit you, and perhaps
improved upon, but the system and general idea should not be de-

Administration Building, Missouri State Poultry Experiment Station, Mountain
Grove, Mo.

parted from. This house is intended only for use where fowls are

kept in large numbers and where they have plenty of range.

Exterior of an open front fresh air house.
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OPEN FRONT FRESH AIR HOUSE.

This is a very simple and satisfactory house. The approximate
cost of the material in most sections for a house 20x20 feet is about

$50.00 to $75.00, depending on location, and it will house from 100 to

150 of the smaller breeds. It is advisable to use a concrete foundation
and cement floor. We use a cement floor all over the north portion of

the house, and on the front six feet, just in front of the opening, we
use an ordinary dirt floor. "We fill this in with dry soil, and it makes a

good place for the fowls to take a dust bath. We renew this soil

occasionally. There is a twelve-inch board used to separate the cement
and dirt floors, and this holds the scratching material in place. "We

place two large double windows in the west side of the house. The
door is just opposite in the east side. You may also place a window
in the top half of the door. In the summer season both windows and
doors may be removed to admit ventilation and make the house more
comfortable. If you find it to be too warm in hot weather you may
make two ventilators just beneath the droppings boards, one foot

wide and three or four feet long. But this is not necessary except in

very hot climates.

D.

Fj. o o r

o o r

1^0 X 3~ ft-

Showing the floor plan of the open front fresh air house.

The house is built four feet high in front, five feet liijrli in the

rear, and nine feet high to the highest point of the roof. The high
point of the roof should be about two-thirds of the way back, 1lu

short slope being to the north and the long slope to the south. The
back wall should be made perfectly tight when you desire the venti-

lators spoken of above, and these should be made to close so there is

no (hmizvi- from drafts. We cover the roof with boards and compo-
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sition roofing. Over the front opening we use one-inch mesh poultry

netting, or better still is screen wire. We use a six-inch board at the

top of the opening and a foot board at the bottom, and this still leaves

a space of two and one-half feet wide to be covered with wire, and
which is always left open. You wT

ill find it advisable to place two

studding near the center of the long slope of roof to help support same.

We would arrange the roosts and droppings boards as shown in illus-

tration. The nests may be placed under these or on the wall at each

end of the house. If you have twro pens which you wish to house, you
can put a partition through the center of the house.

AN EXTRA GOOD HOUSE.

One of the best types of a laying or breeding house of the long

style is that described by Mr. Mixa in his Plans for Five-acre Poultry

Farms, illustrated on pages to follow. We refrain from mention-

ing -them here, but refer you to these houses, and heartily recommend
them for convenience, comfort, health and cheapness.

SEMI-MONITOR TOP POULTRY HOUSE.

A house of this kind, 10x14 feet deep, can be built for about

$35.00 to $50.00, and it will accommodate about thirty-five layers. A
house built on this plan, 14x20 feet deep, will accommodate about

seventy-five or eighty hens. This house can be built as a long or con-

tinuous house, and divided into pens or sections. The south side of

this house is boarded up eighteen inches from the ground and six

inches down from the top, and the balance is left open and covered

with one-inch mesh galvanized wire, with the curtains on the inside, as

suggested. You should put three small windows in the monitor top
and hinge them at the top, so they can be raised in hot weather. These

windows let in sun to the back part of the house. This is a cool house

in summer and comfortable in winter. To make this house rat-proof,
make a concrete floor about two inches thick and have it come even
with the bottom of the sills, and this concrete should be covered with

four or six inches of sand or soil. The shed roof half of the house,
which slopes to the south, should really have a dirt floor, and this floor

kept spaded for the fowls to scratch in. The north half should be

covered with a straw litter and the grain thrown in this litter. You
will notice the partition between the north and south halves, a board

coming up eighteen inches from the floor at the bottom and down about

eight inches or a foot from the top, the rest being entirely open. The
door is placed in the east end of the house and the roosts against the

north wall. Make the roof of board, covered by rubberoid or asbestos

roofing. The side wralls should be made absolutely tight.
If the rear section is made two feet deeper, making the whole

house sixteen feet deep, it will give room for one more roost. If you
build this house as a large colony house, the floor dimensions being
fourteen feet wide by twenty feet deep, the highest point of the roof

should be ten feet and the rear section should be twelve feet deep.
Make the front section eight feet deep and the same height as the small
house. The actual opening in front is about two and one-half or three

feet high and the entire width of the house. The joints, where the

roof is attached to the side wall, should be made absolutely wind-
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proof, and if the north and west side of this house are covered with
rubberoid or asbestos, or some roofing material, it will make it much
warmer and more comfortable in winter. The window in the west
side should be placed directly opposite the door in the east, and dur-

ing the summer months these should be taken out entirely and covered
with screen wire. A sliding shutter door can be made to cover the

opening where the fowls enter the house, and this shutter run on cleats

and raised and lowered by a cord and pulley from the rear section

of the house.

Front and side view of semi-monitor top poultry house.

The house, which is built ten by fourteen, should be eight feet

high at the peak, six feet at the back, five feet six inches high at the
north end of the front section and four feet six inches at the front.

The house should be boarded down to the ground. This house is

generally known as the Woods type of house, having been designed
by Dr. Woods.

MATERIAL REQUIRED.

Two pieces 4x4-inch stock, 14 feet long, for side sills.

Two pieces 4x4-inch stock, 10 feet long, for end sills.

Four pieces 2x4-incli stock, :* feet S inches long, for back studs.

Three pieces 2.\4-inch slock. f> feet long, for studs.

Two pieces 2x4-inch stock, 5 feet 8 inches long, for studs.

Three pieces 2x4-inch stock, 6 feet 4 inches long, for studs.

Two pieces 2x4-inch stock, 4 feet long, for studs.

Four pieces 2x4-inch slock. :> feet 4 inches long, for studs.
Three pieces 2x4-indi slock, 10 feet long, for plates.
Two pieces 2x4-indi stork, in feet long, for drop board supports.
Two pieces 2x4-inch stock, with rounded edges, 10 feet long, for

roosts.

Five pieces 2x4-indi stock. S f-.<-t !> inches l:>nr. for rear rafters.

Five pieces 2x4-inch stnek. i; (Vet lonir, for front rafte

Five hundred aii'l eighteen square feet matched boards for drop-
pings board and door and walls.
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One full window (2 sash six-light) 4 feet 3 inches by 2 feet 6

inches.

Three three-light cellar window sash for monitor top.

Ten running feet of one-fourth inch mesh heavy galvanized wire

netting, 30 inches high, for open front.

End view of Woods' poultry house.

Two hundred square feet best roofing fabric, with caps and nails.

Nails, hinges, spikes, screws, muslin, etc.

"Where ground is level, house sits with bottoms of sills on posts or

rock six inches above ground level.

SHED-ROOF OPEN-AIR HOUSE.
This is a very simple and inexpensive house. It can be built ten

feet wide by fourteen or sixteen feet deep, or it can be built as a con-

tinuous house and divided into sections that size. If it is built in sec-

tions you should board up a solid partition between every two or three

sections to prevent a sweep of draft. Cover the opening on the south

with one-inch mesh galvanized wire. We also recommend that you
make a light frame to fit the opening on the south side of the house

and cover this with cheap muslin, to be lowered in severe weather.

You can make this house in units ten feet wide, or up to hundred,
or as long as you like.

FRONT ELEVATION
A good suggestion for a cheap shed-roof poultry house.

If this house is built on the continuous plan, you may move the

roosts three feet nearer the front and make a passageway or hallway
three feet wide, the entire length of the building, with doors open-
ing from the hallway to each section of the house. You can then go
down this hallway to feed the birds without going into their pens and

disturbing them. You can also run a wheelbarrow down the hallway
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and clean the droppings boards and litter from this hallway. If you
have the hallway you will have to build the house a little higher to

give you plenty of- head room. The door on the south side is not

necessary if you have the hallway. You can build a house on this plan
larger or smaller, to meet your needs. The roosts are placed on the

north side. The house can be faced south or east, but never north.

Use the same sort of lumber for siding and same roofing recommended
for the other houses.

SCRATCHING-SHED HOUSE.

House with separate roosting and scratching pen.

A Ground plan. B Elevation of house.

The roosting pens are built of matched boards with roofing ma-
terial on the outside. The scratching pens are not lined with roofing
material. Note the muslin curtains in the roosting pens at the roof
for ventilation.

Make this house sixteen by eight feet for two pens of ten to

twenty-five hens each, also a scratching shed eight by ten feet at each
end of the main house. Make it five feet high at the rear and seven
feet in the front. Build the roosting room six feet wide by eight feet

deep.
Make a hole two feet by two feet near the roof in the front and

cover it with muslin. It is necessary to have the ventilation at the

roof, to prevent the moisture given off by the fowls in breathing from

lodging on the roof and walls of the house and forming frost. Place
a sash two feet square in front of each pen three feet above the floor,

or just below the muslin window.
The entire front of the scratching shed is open except one foot at

the top and bottom. The house is built of matched boards, with roof-

ing material on the outside.

The general inside arrangement of the house is shown in the illus-

tration.

p 4
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SUGGESTIONS FOR BREEDING AND LAYING HOUSES.

(Wm. F. Greer, Cape Girardeau, Mo.)

These breeding and laying houses are built with two-foot run-

ways under the main building, which provides a nice cool place dur-

ing the hot days of summer. The earth floor in the runway is elevated

six inches above the ground on the outside. The floor of the main

building is of boards covered with one inch of earth and sand. The

scratching shed is covered with eight inches of litter. The roosting
room has a litter of straw scattered OA^er the earth. We prefer a yard
on the north side of the house to be used in summer, and one on the

south side to be used in winter. In this way something can be kept
growing in one yard and the ground kept fresh.

The small door in the north side of the house is opened when the

hens are using the north yard. The perches are on hinges, so the

dropping board can be easily cleaned. The main rooms are seven feet

high in front and five feet in the rear. A drop curtain, made of cloth,
which covers a light frame, is hung on hinges and is used to let down

Iff*

b C RRTCH 1 /VCf
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A GOOD POULTRY HOUSE.

A good poultry house which can be constructed at a small cost.

It is a combination of the open air and closed poultry houses, and is

inexpensive and easy to build. It is an excellent little house and gives

satisfactory results. As a rule, when farmers do build a poultry house,

they build a tall, expensive house, which is nothing but a death trap
when completed. Several small houses, with your flock divided, will

rnowr

A good poultry house.

prove better than one large expensive house. Build this house about
fourteen feet long and eight feet wide. Make the roosting room about
six by eight feet, and devote the balance of the house to the

scratching shed. Have the house about seven feet high in front and
about five feet high in the rear. Provide for good ventilation in your
roosting room by makinir ;m opening and covering it with cloth. Make
this just above the window. The house r,-m !>< nmdc twice this length
and two pens provided for, if you prefer it, as described for the

"scratching-shed house" above.
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A MODERN COLONY HOUSE.
This house was designed for use in the Missouri National Egg-

Laying Contest, and has given most excellent results. The house can

be built 14x14 feet and made stationary, with a cement floor, or built

ten feet long and eight feet deep and placed on runners so it can be

pulled about the farm with a team. Instead of using a cloth curtain

for ventilation, we use the old-fashioned window shutter. It is much
better than the cloth, as you always have plenty of ventilation without

a draft, and the cloth is easily torn, and the pores in the cloth soon be-

come filled with dirt, so that you actually get very little, if any, pure
air through the cloth. Put a good-sized window on each side of the

shutter, and put a fastener on it, so it can be raised and lowered any
distance desired, according to weather conditions. The rear of the

house has a six-inch ventilator at the top, just under the eaves, but
this is only used in extremely warm weather, and must be made so it

can be closed absolutely tight and leave no cracks. Beneath the

Front view of modern colony house used in the Missouri National Egg Laying
Contest, showing windows, shutters, exits, etc.

droppings boards there are two windows which open outward. These
windows afford good light near the floor, and the hens then keep the
litter evenly distributed over the floor. It also gives you a rear exit

to the house so the hens can use a back yard if you care to provide
such for them during the summer months. By having a yard in front
and one in the rear, you can cultivate one yard and always have green
food growing, and keep your yards from becoming foul. The nests
can be placed just beneath the windows in front if they have a cover
over them, or they may go on the side wall or under the droppings
board. There is plenty of room in the house for hoppers, feed bins,

drinking fountain, etc. liens keep exceptionally healthy and do well
in this style of house. It can be used as a colony house on free range,
or may be divided in the center and used with yards, as suggested
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above, for a breeding house. The walls should be made of ship-lap, or

boxing and battened. If you are in a cold climate, cover the ends and
back with composition roofing or board up the inside back of the
roosts and also the rafters over the roosts even with the front of the

droppings board.

Rear view of colony house, showing ventilator and back windows.

A cheap curtain front house.



CHAPTER IV.

INCUBATION.

The problem of hatching and rearing the chicks is the poultry
farmers most serious problem. It combines the problem of breeding,
the problem of incubation, the problem of brooding, the problem of

A promising youngster

feeding, and the problem of housing. The failures in the past have

been caused in most cases by the failure of the people to be able to

hatch and rear chickens to keep up their flocks. The farmer or

poultryman who cannot raise to maturity as many chickens each

year as he had to begin with is destined to certain failure sooner or

later. Your success or failure in the poultry yard this season de-

pends upon your success or failure in raising a reasonably large per
cent of the chicks hatched. AYhat are the elements necessary to in-

sure success?

The hatching power of some eggs is greater than others. There
is a vast difference between mere fertility of the egg, and the hatch-

ability and livability of the embryo chick. What are the factors which

give hatching power to the egg? It is first of all constitutional vigor
in the parent stock; second, the rigid selection of as near perfect
ideals as possible of both parent stock and eggs; third, a perfect

system of feeding, housing and management of the flock; fourth,

(54)



proper methods of incubation, and an avoidance of the cheap, flimsy,
and faulty incubators of which there is a multitude on the market.
There is a certain close relationship between free range and the hatch-

ing power; then the breeding stock should, therefore, always be pro-
vided with free range when possible to do so.

Never use an incubator thermometer until you have tested it by
the side of a physician's clinical thermometer by placing in warm
water. This saves spoiling many hatches.

HATCHING AND REARING BABY CHICKS.

Should we use hens or incubators? I would say that if you only
wish to raise two or three dozen chicks for your own use and do not
care to sell either eggs or poultry, then it may pay you to use hens
exclusively. But if you wish to hatch a few early pullets to supply
you with eggs during the winter, if you expect to grow poultry or

.Dead germ Development oi air cell.

produce eggs in paying quantities, incubators are an absolute neces-

sity. I believe every farmer should own an incubator, one of suffi-

rient si/e to meet his requirements. Whatever you do, do not waste

your time, your energy, your money and your eggs on a cheaply con-
structed machine, simply because it is cheap in price. It is sure to

prove a waste of money, and the most expensive after all, for you may
waste more than half your eggs, a waste of coal oil and of your time,
and the chicks die soon after hatching. If you do not know the good
from the bad, write and get tin 1 ml vice of some of your friends.

SELECTING THE EGGS.

As a general rule, an egg should not be set, even from your best

hen, if the egg is a very poor one; by which w- mean poorly shaped,
a poor shell, or otherwise defective. Many fanciers, simply because a
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hen won first prize, will use misshapened, poorly shelled, or very
much undersized eggs. Eggs from year-old hens will produce the

most robust chicks.

Before the eggs are used for hatching they should be thoroughly
and antiseptically cleansed by dipping in 95 per cent alcohol, if they
show any signs of not being clean. Never wash them.

OPERATING THE INCUBATOR.

Follow the directions sent with the incubator until you are con-

vinced that you can make some improvement upon the directions

given. Do not keep your oil can in the same room with your incubator.

It will lessen the hatch from seven to seventeen per cent.

From experiments which have been conducted by the various ex-

periment stations better hatches are usually obtained where some
moisture is used during the hatch. We prefer the use of shallow trays
filled with sand, which is kept moist, and these are placed in the

bottom of the machine beneath the egg trays.

Eggs should be turned at regular intervals, say every twelve
hours. Turning as often as three times a day has increased the hatch
in some instances.

Cooling the eggs is beneficial, leaving them out of the incubator a

few minutes once a day at turning time. If it is a large machine they
get sufficient airing at turning time.

Keep the eggs for hatching at a temperature of forty to sixty

degrees.
It is generally true that if chicks are fed too soon before they

have digested the yolk of the egg which they absorb that it will cause
the yolk to remain undigested, and it will become hardened and
finally kill the chick. This is often true, and it is also true that be-

cause the incubator has been run so high that the egg has become
overheated and the yolk becomes baked and hardened, and when
absorbed by the chick, makes it indigestible, and, therefore, causes the
chick to dwindle and die. We prefer to run the incubator a degree or
so too low in preference to having the eggs overheated.

The little chicks, like little children, require lots of sleep when
first hatched. They should be put in comfortable quarters and kept
quiet for the first few days. Let them out a short while at feeding
time.

Set only clean, smooth eggs of uniform size, and never keep them
longer than two weeks before incubating them, if you can avoid it.

The fresher the better, for they deteriorate some and the germ becomes
weaker each day after being laid.

Never operate your incubator in a dark cellar, which has little or
no ventilation and where the air is ladened with decay and disease.

A strong man could not live in many places where incubators are

operated.
Do not put off buying an incubator until right at hatching sea-

son. Place your order early or you may not be able to get the ma-
chine when wanted.

Do not buy too small a machine. Fifty eggs will hatch just as
well in a 100 or 200-egg incubator as in a 50-egg size. It is no more
trouble to operate and consumes but little more oil.
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Be sure the incubator sets firm on the floor and is perfectly level.

Keep the lamp clean and put a fresh wick for each hatch. Be
sure to trim the wick once each day. Never attend to the lamp and
then handle the eggs.

Test the eggs on the tenth day and then again on the seventeenth

day and remove all infertile eggs.

Don't buy an incubator simply because it is cheap in price.

When the chicks begin to pip the eggs break the shell do not
turn the eggs again. Now close the incubator and let it remain
closed until the hatch is over. Do not allow the temperature to go
above 105 at this time. When the chicks are about all hatched, open
all ventilators so they can get plenty of air. The egg trays can now
be removed and a little opening left in the door to allow sufficient

ventilation. Do not do this, however, until the chicks are dry. After

they have remained in the incubator for twenty-four or thirty-six
hours and hardened off in this manner, they can then be transferred

to the brooder or placed under a mother hen.

What is a good hatch ? If you hatch fifty per cent of the eggs you
place in an incubator and then raise fifty per cent of the chicks

hatched, you are doing about as well as the average person. The
same is true with hens.

Many people abuse their incubators and are unfair in the use of

them through ignorance or carelessness. An incubator is like any
other piece of machinery; you must use common sense in operating
it and give it a reasonable amount of care and attention.

Mammoth incubators, holding from 2,000 to 60,000 eggs, have
come into use and are giving very satisfactory results. They are a

necessity upon the large poultry farm, where thousands of chicks are

hatched each year.

THE SECRET OF PEDIGREEING CHICKS WITHOUT
SPECIAL TRAYS.

Here is a little secret that may be worth a great deal to you. If

you order a setting of good eggs or have a setting of eggs from some
valuable or special hen which you want to mark so they may be dis-

tinguished from other chicks, and you want to put these eggs in an in-

cubator with other eggs, you can distinguish the chicks in this way :

Mark each of the special setting of eggs so you will know those from
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the others. About two days before time for the eggs to hatch, sew

each egg up, loosely, in a piece of cloth mosquito netting. This will

not interfere with the heat getting to the egg, the chick will come out

nicely, and as soon as he is out of the shell and dry, you can cut the

mosquito netting away from around him and mark his toe so he can

be distinguished from the others. The netting must be loose enough
to give the chick room to break the shell and get out.

METHOD OF MARKING CHICKS.

At the present time fully ninety per cent of the farmers and

poultry raisers do not know the age of a large per cent of the birds

in their flock. They do not know whether the males they are saving
and breeding from are from their best laying females and best pro-

ducers or not. If you have a special mating or an extra good setting
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Method of marking baby chicks.

of eggs and you wish to know these chickens at maturity from the

rest of the flock, you can determine each such chick by punching the

web of the toe at the time the chick is hatched. The accompanying
diagram shows a system by which sixteen different combinations of

toe markings are possible/ You should know your chickens, their

age, their breeding, their record, and we recommend marking their

toes or use leg bands, or a combination of both.

PRECAUTION NECESSARY BEFORE REFILLING THE
INCUBATORS.

Before refilling your incubator it should be thoroughly cleaned.

If the incubator has burlap or other material covering the bottom of

the nursery, this should be replaced with a fresh, clean piece. The
incubator should be scalded or washed out with a weak solution of

creolin or zenoleum in warm water or other antiseptic solution, and

thoroughly aired and exposed to the sun. The egg trays should be

scalded or flamed. Never reset your incubator without this precau-
tion against infection and the spread of disease among the young
chicks. The same precaution must be used with your "brooder.

After the season is over keep the incubator stored in a dry place.

Empty the lamp, for if oil is left in it, it will give you more or less

trouble by smoking the second season. You can save both time and

money if you give some attention to the care of your machine.
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SAVING CHICKS FROM DEATH IN THE SHELL.

Hundreds of people write to know why the chicks die in the shell

from the eighteenth to the twenty-first day. We will state that it is

usually caused by lack of vitality in the breeding stock; sometimes
it is caused by insufficient moisture, which causes excessive evapora-
tion of the egg, and it so happens that the chick lacks bulk, and the

chick may kick and move around and yet be unable to bring the

necessary pressure against the shell to make the first small opening,
and when it does, the inner lining of the egg dries on the chick so it

is unable to turn sufficiently to break the shell the remainder of the

way around. Sometimes we have too much moisture, and the chick
becomes so large that it is cramped for room, making it impossible
for them to crack the shell. Sometimes a poor incubator, or one
which has not been given the proper attention, will cause the tem-

perature to vary to such an extent that it will be first hot and then
cold and weaken the germ so the chick dies before it is able to free

itself from the shell.

Strangers in a strange land.

You can save many of the chicks which die in the shell after the

time has passed for the eggs to hatch. If you find an egg that shows

signs of life or one that has been pipped, and the chick seems unable
to free itself from the shell, break the shell where the chick has
started to pip, and pull away enough of the shell and membrane or
inside lining of the egg until the chick has room enough to straighten
out its head and neck. Leave the remaining two-thirds of the shell

around the chick and place it back' in the incubator or under the hen,
and nine times out of ten the chick will get out of the shell, dry off

nicely and live and do as well as many of the others. Sometimes, after

removing one end of the shell, if you wrap a dampened woolen cloth

around the other, it will cause the chick to sweat and will come out

nicely. If the chick is crippled and has been ruined by poor incuba-

tion, of course, getting it out of the shell will be of no benefit, but if

it is perfectly formed many of them can be saved in this w;iy.
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STRUCTURE OF THE EGG NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL
HATCHING.

(Dr. A. A. Brigham, Brookings, S. D.)

I will first dwell on the structure of the egg and just how the

little chick starts. In the first place, we have the white and the yolk
of the egg, but neither the white or yolk furnishes the chicken. If

you place an egg on its side and break it open, you notice that the

yolk comes near the shell and you observe a little white spot about

one-eighth of an inch in diameter on the yolk. That little white spot
contains the germ of life in the egg. All else furnishes food for the

development of the chick.

As you move the egg slightly to one side before an egg tester, you
notice that the yolk moves. That comes out more conspicuously after

the egg has been under the influence of incubation for some time.

Turn a white-shelled egg sidewise before an egg tester and you will

see that the yolk of the egg moves around when at rest. It always
floats on top, because it is the lightest part.

That little white spot contains the germ of the future chick. Place

an egg under a hen for twenty-four hours and a wonderful change
will take place; the little white spot develops into a number of cells.

One cell has divided into two and two have again divided, and so on
until we have hundreds of cells formed. Every part of the chicken
is made up of these cells. They are compressed and elongated into

bone, brain and the beginning of the feathers. If after twenty-four
hours you hold the egg up before the light you will notice that there

is a rosy circle about the size of a dime at the top of the yolk. The

rosy tint is due to the blood vessels formed there. If you look again
at the egg after another twenty-
four hours you will notice that

the circle has increased to the

size of a quarter of a dollar. By
the end of the third day it will

have increased to the size of a half

dollar, and so on, until it com-

pletely surrounds the yolk. That

system of blood vessels is for the

purpose of gathering food for the

chick. By the end of the fifth

day, if you hold up a good, fertile

egg before a bright light, you will

find that you have a network of

veins almost scarlet in tint, and in

the center of this network of

veins is a clear spot, within which
is our embryo chick. You will notice that it looks like a little grub.
At one end there is a black spot ;

this is the eye, perfectly formed, in

five days. It is a perfect lens. Another series of veins start out about
the fourth day and surround the albumen of the egg; this is for the

purpose of gathering food and also to take the place of the lungs,
which are not yet formed.

"It matters not if you are from Mis-
souri, if you will give us a chance, we
will convince you that money can be
made from poultry."
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By the seventh day the little fellow becomes very vigorous and

active, and instead of remaining quiet, he dives about. He is in a

swimming bag. The thinnest albumen surrounds the embryo. The rea-

son he is kept in this bag is that he may not get too much air through
the porous shell. By the eleventh day the chick is complete in all its

parts. Even the feathers and toes and nails have begun to be formed.
Thus we see that in eleven days a miracle, as it were, has been per-
formed in a common hen's egg.

Eggs are not laid simply to be gulped down by humans. There
never was an egg laid for that purpose, but every egg that a hen
has laid was produced because she desired to propagate her own kind.

Most of us, when we start in the business, are not satisfied to

raise chickens by the natural method. Many of us want to keep the

hens laying all the time, and hatch them in other ways. The natural

consequence is that we get incubators.

NATURAL HATCHING.

In the springtime select a room where you can have the hens

altogether, get rid of the vermin, place fresh straw in the nests and
have everything perfectly clean. Get a water fountain and orange
boxes for nests. Set as many hens at one time as you can. Let them
out every morning for a half hour and see that they go back on the

nests. Nail narrow slats up before the nests and you can have each
hen under perfect control. This may be done systematically, care-

fully and successfully.

ARTIFICIAL HATCHING.

You ask me what is the best incubator. I do not know. There
are many good and many poor machines. We have no perfect in-

cubator yet. There are three things to look out for in choosing an
incubator. Select one that has been successful in your locality, one
that is made of good material. Do not get one that is made of wood
varnished over for selling, and not for hatching chickens. Get a good
incubator on guaranty or trial. Don't pay for the machine until you
have tested it. Place it on a level and get the lamp in the right place.
Use good oil. Good oil will not clog the wick or form gases. Start

the lamp and get the temperature up to one hundred and two degrees.
Get several thermometers the ten-cent ones will do. Test them,
and then place them at various places on the egg tray. Sometimes
there will be a variation of several degrees from the front to the back.
If you find that on the level there is a degree difference, raise the ma-
chine on the colder side, and this will help adjust the temperature.
I have sometimes found eight degrees difference from the front to

the back on the level of the egg tray.
When you have placed the eggs on the tray, see that they are

moved around from day to day, so as to average the temperature,
especially during the first ten days or two weeks. First, the flame
should be turned out for a half hour and the eggs placed on the tray,
then light the lamp and let the incubator gradually heat up. The
temperature should be one hundred and one degrees the first week,
out' hundred and two the second and one hundred and three the third
week. This means the temperature at tln> level of the tops of the eggs,
the temperature nearest the little white spot. If I run the temper-
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ature up to one hundred and three degrees, one hundred and four de-

grees, one hundred and five degrees, the first week then something
is liable to break, and that is a blood vessel. When the blood vessel

is weakened by too rapid growth, its walls cannot stand the pressure
of blood, a hemorrhage results, and the blood goes to the encircling
vein and causes a blood ring. When you hold up the egg to the

light of the egg tester you see the blood ring. The chick is dead and
incubation of that egg is at an end. For the first week keep the

temperature down to where the old hen would keep it, avoid the dan-

ger of a hemorrhage. Too much air will also tend to produce a

hemorrhage. There is danger in rushing too much hot air through
the incubator, for the albumen evaporates through the porous shell

of the egg before the little chick can use it. Lack of moisture in the

air will also tend to produce the blood ring. If we draw moisture out
of the egg by evaporation, we are drawing water out of the swimming
tank in which the little fellow lives somewhat like a fish.

There are three conditions to look out for. First, to keep the tem-

perature within reasonable limits. Second, avoid excessive ventila-

tion and lack of moisture in the air chamber the first ten days. Third,
don't put moisture in the egg chamber the last week. But some in-

cubator manufacturers say you should not put moisture in the ma-
chine until the last week, but this is contrary to reason. The rea-

son for keeping the air in the incubator moist for the first two weeks
is to prevent the bursting of blood vessels. The blood vessels next
to the inner lining of the eggs help to take the place of lungs. We
can raise the temperature a little the second week.

In eleven days the chick is perfectly formed; by this time there
comes a great change, for after the thirteenth day the swimming tank
is dispensed with and most of the albumen which it contained has
been used. The water in the egg begins to evaporate faster and the
air cell increases in size. From the fourteenth to the nineteenth day
increase the temperature to one hundred and three degrees. Animal
heat begins to develop. Increase the ventilation also. The blood is

circulating through the chick and the little heart is pulsating. Think
of the change from one cell to a per-
fect chick in nineteen days. In the
last week we do not use moisture in

the incubator. When it comes to

hatching, raise the temperature to

one hundred and four degrees and
put extra moisture in the egg cham-
ber by means of wet sponges if the

air is dry.
And now the little chick's lungs

get into operation; if you hold the
Leghorns. egg up to your ear you can hear a

little peep. He must have air, but he must get out and get out quick-
ly or there won't be air enough. He is provided with a little instru-

ment, a regular little ice plow on the top of his bill, for breaking
through the shell. He works and works until he has made a little hole
in the shell through which he breathes. The egg is then said to be

"pipped." Then he works his head backwards and strains to burst
the shell. Sometimes the shell breaks, but if it does not, he works
away all around the egg. Sometimes he is held by strings of the inner
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chamber and let the moisture soften the inner shell, he will be able to

break through. When the egg is opened he comes out all slimy and
wet, the ugliest little thing you ever saw. However, in fifteen minutes
he is dry and fluffy and looking about with bright little eyes. If you
tap on the glass door of the egg chamber with your jackknife he will

come toward you.
Leave the little chicks in the incubator for twenty-four hours. I

like to have chicks hatch on the twentieth morning. If they hang on
for two to three days you have not kept the average temperature high
enough.

ARTIFICIAL BROODING.

While the chicks are hatching, get the brooder ready. In start-

ing the brooder light it up a day or two before you want to use it.

It will be more comfortable for the chicks and the poultryman, too>
if the brooder is in a house or a barn or shed, out of the rain and
snow. All brooders have a small exercising place. The floor of this

place should be covered with an inch or two of sandy loam. If you
want to keep your brooders nice and clean place papers on the floor

and the sand over them, and put an inch of chaff on the sand. You
should also have a water fountain into which no straw and dirt can
be scattered. You can have a little feed hopper and get the chicks
accustomed to the hopper system of feeding.

If you have to take the little chickens any distance from the in-

cubator to the brooder, take a market basket, line with flannel, place
the little chickens carefully in it and cover them up. Carry them
quickly to the brooder. You should have the temperature of the
brooder at ninety degrees, two and one-half inches above the floor, the

height of a little chicken.
When you place the little chickens under the hover they will be

quiet for a while, but will soon become inquisitive, and you will want
to feed them. Do not feed them for two days, or they may get digest-
ive troubles. They do not need food for seventy-two hours, or cer-

tainly for forty-eight hours, but if you are tender-hearted and must
feed them, do not do so for at least twenty-four hours, because those

little chicks are provided by nature each with a lunch basket. Just
before the chicken leaves the egg, he draws in the yolk, which pro-
vides food enough for almost a whole week.

The little chicks come out in the sunshine and enjoy it, but when
a cloud comes up they do not know wrhere to go. The hover doesn't

cluck; you can't make it cluck. The biggest, brightest chicks crowd
together and pile up. The others crowd around them and the ones
beneath are suffocated. The hand of the mother would have saved
these little orphans. If you push them back into the hover half a
dozen times they will learn to go there themselves.

Keep the chicks out of the brooder as much as you can after the
first day. It is nice to have the brooder in the house, but if you must
have it out of doors, a irood plan is to have a yard covered by a hot-

bed sash, connected with the brooder.



SATISFACTORY PLAN OF HATCHING WITH HENS.

The illustration below shows the most satisfactory plan of hatch-

ing chicks with hens. The hen can be confined to the nest and the slid-

ing door in front of the nest can be raised and the hen allowed to

come out once a day for feed and water. The roof of the nest is

An ideal coop for natural incubation.

made waterproof and hinged so that it may be raised and lowered,
and the nesting material be removed and a fresh nest made after the
chicks have hatched. Bore holes in all sides of this nest so the hen
will have sufficient ventilation. The small projection, or runway,
may be made in front of each nest so the hen may come out for food

Showing the different parts of the ideal coop for natural incubation.

and exercise. A square galvanized tin trough can be made and
divided into three compartments, one for feed, one for water and
one for grit. These nests can be made with five nests in a section.
The nest is placed flat on the ground and about two inches of soil

thrown in and rounded out for the nest. Nothing can disturb the
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hen, and you can save enough broken eggs and mashed chicks in one

year to pay for building these nests. The vessels for food and water

may be placed inside of the projection in front of the coop, or you
can make a tin trough in three parts and place them in front of the

coop where the grit is shown in this illustration.

HOUSE FOR SETTING HENS.

Any outbuilding or shed can be fitted up for this purpose. Place a

row of nests around a wall, and provide vessels for feed and water in

the center of the room. Also arrange a dust bath in front of a window
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Arrangement of a shed or house for setting hens.

where they can get the sunlight. When a hen becomes broody, trans-

fer her to this building. If you hatch with hens, this is the most satis-

factory plan. The laying hens are not interfering with the setters,

breaking the eggs, etc. The setters cannot leave the nest and building
and therefore do not stay away until the eggs become chilled, as is

frequently the case.

METHODS OF KEEPING EGGS FOR HATCHING AS AFFECTING
VITALITY.

(Prof. J. E. Rice, Cornell University.)

There are many ways of losing constitutional vigor, and one or

two of these ways are so simple and so commonly misunderstood that

we ought not to lose the opportunity of just saying a word or two on
how constitutional vigor may be lost in eggs by the mere method of

keeping them for hatching. We have conducted rather extensive ex-

periments in the matter of testing the loss in constitutional vigor of

eggs due to the method of keeping. The first one that I will allude

to is in regard to the time to keep eggs for hatching. Fifty eggs
were placed in a certain room at the average temperature of sixty-five

degrees, and each week thereafter another bunch of fifty eggs were

placed in this room and given similar treatment until we had eggs
that were kept thirty-five days, twenty-eight days, twenty-one days,
fourteen days and seven days and one day, and then these eggs were
all placed in the same incubator, and the following results were noted
in regard to their fertility and hatching qualities. The eggs had been
taken from the same or similar pens of hens, so that all conditions

p 5.
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would be alike. In the eggs kept for thirty-five days we found eight

per cent fertility; twenty-eight days, nineteen per cent; twenty-one

days, fifty-two per cent; fourteen days, seventy-eight per cent; seven

days, eighty per cent
;
one day, eighty-six per cent. Coming down to

the actual hatching of these eggs we found for each period the fol-

lowing number of chickens were hatched : Six, ten, twelve, thirty-

two, thirty-six, seventy-four per cent, respectively, according to the

time these eggs were kept. These eggs, as you will see, were kept at a

temperature that was unfavorable, and yet few persons realize what
the loss may be in keeping eggs for hatching for two or three weeks
or more in a temperature of sixty-five degrees, which is five degrees
colder than the ordinary living room.

In the next experiment we kept eggs for hatching fourteen days
under three different temperature conditions. The first bunch of

eggs were kept in a temperature that ranged from seventy-three to

fifty-three degrees, at an average of sixty-five degrees Fahrenheit.

The next bunch was kept in a cold storage room, fifty-four to forty-
five degrees, with an average temperature of fifty degrees Fahrenheit,
and the others were kept in a very warm room, where there was a

furnace, with an average temperature of eighty degrees. These eggs
were all turned each day. At the end of two weeks all the eggs were

placed in the same incubator, with the result that the eggs kept in

living rooms for two weeks, at an average temperature of sixty-five

degrees, had eighty-eight per cent fertility, and those kept in cold

storage had ninety per cent fertility, and those kept in warm, dry
room had twenty-four per cent fertility. In other words, the eggs
that were originally as good as the others, by being kept in a warm
room, the germ was killed before it developed so it could be recognized
as ever having been fertile. The actual hatching power in this in-

stance was fifty-two per cent in the living room, while in the cold

storage we hatched seventy-six per cent and in the furnace room we
hatched no chickens at all, showing how life that was once in exist-

ence had disappeared gradually until there was no hatching power
whatever. The natural conclusion from this experiment is that we
ought to keep our eggs in a temperature as low as fifty degrees, or

perhaps lower, at least down to forty-five degrees, if we can. The
best place to keep the eggs is down on the bottom of the cellar, not

on a shelf or table, but in the coldest place possible, without danger
of freezing. These eggs ought to be covered with something to pre-
vent evaporations and turned frequently.



CHAPTER V.

BROODING.

All systems of brooding chickens are more or less faulty, and
some objection can be found with each. After you have made a care-

ful investigation, then decide upon the system best suited to your
own needs, conditions and surroundings. After you have installed

the system, then strive to improve and perfect it. In brooding with
hens you have the lice and mites to contend with, and the hen too

often drags the chicks into the dew or cold, or when a storm comes

up gets into a place where the chicks will drown. The fireless brood-
ers are lots of trouble in educating the chickens to go in and out,
and the chicks are too apt to have leg weakness or rheumatism in

cool weather. The outdoor and indoor brooder lamps are apt to

smoke, or go out and chill the chicks or get too hot and cook the
chickens and burn the brooder. The steam heated and hot water

piped brooder houses are usually hotter near the boiler than at the

extreme end
;

it makes the brooder house hard to ventilate, and
too many runts and weaklings are found in many of the large brooder
houses. The burner in the gasoline-heated brooder house is liable to

leak or the wind blows the flame out. In relighting, be careful to

see that no oil has leaked out, or give it time to evaporate, or it may
blow you up. Thus we see that you can find some fault with all sys-

tems, but notwithstanding this fact, thousands of chickens are success-

fully raised each year by each of these systems. Then the thing for

you to do is to select the system which is best adapted to your needs
ii nd endeavor to perfect it. Use your brains and common sense.

HENS OR ARTIFICIAL BROODERS,

Some farmers and poultry men hatch principally with incubators
and then have a few hens to hatch about the same time and run the

young chicks with the hens. In case you do this guard against lice,

and should you be troubled with them, use the remedies suggested
in another place in this book.

THE BEST COOP FOR HT.NS AXD CHICKS.

One of the cheapest and best brood coops that can be built can
be made from good boxes. Saw the box near the center at an angle

(67)
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of forty-five degrees, thereby making two coops from each box. Cover
the sawed part over with boards and cheap rubber roofing of some
sort. Make your openings for ventilation and for the door in front.

A good brood coop made from a dry goods box.

Cover the upper opening with one-inch mesh wire to keep out rats,

etc. Cover that with a hinged board to keep out rain and snow. The
door can be made as a sliding door, or hinged, or to fasten with but-

A modern and inexpensive coop for hen and chickens, with runs in front made of laths.

tons, just as you choose, and we advise making two kinds of doors for

each coop, one of solid boards, by which the chickens are fastened up
a,t night and are protected from any harm, and another door with
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laths nailed across the front, up and down, with sufficient room be-

tween to allow the chickens to go in and out at will, and the hen can
he kept confined in the coop when chickens are small or when other-
wise found necessary. This coop can be easily cleaned, and when
kept painted on the inside the chickens are always free from vermin
and disease.

The top can be put on hinges so the entire inside can be exposed
to the sunlight.

Brood coops should be built large enough to afford generous
quarters for growing chicks after they are weaned by the hen. Before

they are weaned, if you will provide lath runways these can be set

in front of the brood coop and the hen can come out upon the ground
and the chickens permitted to run at will.

A good coop built from waste lumber.

If you do not like the coop above, try this one.

For little or no cost this brood coop can be made, and these can
be so arranged that the chickens can be allowed to run in and out,
and the hen kept confined. This keeps them from wandering off

when there is a heavy dew on the grass, or in rainy, bad weather.
Thousand of farmers give their chickens practically no shelter or

protection of any kind. When many do. it is of the very crudest
kind. Too many of them use an old dilapidated barrel, on the verge
of collapse, with an old piece of carpet thrown over it, for a brood
of chickens or a setting hen. Their chickens are not given adequate
protection from the cold rains of early spring and fall, or the broiling
sun of summer. A little time sp-nt in caring for your flock will yield
you one hundred per cent profit. Don't expect the hen to do it all,

if you wish your poultry to prove a pleasure and a profit.
Don't allow your birds to he crowded in coops or in their roost-

ing rooms. If you will put three hens with about sixty chickens and

keep them in one bunch, they will usually do much better than one
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or two hens with chicks. Two seldom do well together, but with

three, any chick which is cold can usually find some one of the hens
which will hover it.

The old way.

The new and proper way.

HOW TO PROTECT CHICKENS FROM HAWKS AND CROWS.

The old-fashioned method of fixing up "scare crows," fixing up
a dummy and covering it with old clothes, is not as effective as we
desire. The hawks and crows soon learn that no harm can come from
it, and they become very bold and prey upon your young chicks in

spite of the "scare crow."
If you only raise a few chickens, and you suffer loss because of

hawks or crows, it is sometimes advisable to build runs like those
shown in this illustration, and place these runs in front of your coops.
The birds can be kept in these runs continuously and the coops moved
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to fresh ground every few days. If you are raising poultry in town,
by using these protected runs, you can keep your chicks confined so

they will not trouble your neighbors' garden and flower beds. Build

Protected chick runs.

them about two feet high and sufficiently wide and long so they can
be moved about without any inconvenience and still give plenty of

room for the growing chicks.

Another style of protected chick runs.

But if you are in the rural districts, a better and more practical
method must be adopted. For hawks, we have known of steel traps
being placed on top of a high pole out near the poultry yard. If you
get the pole very high, nail cleats on it so you can climb to the top.
\;iil a small board on the top, just large enough to hold the trap. If

a hawk comes near the poultry yard, he is very apt to light on this

pole first in order to get his bearings and take in the situation. As he

lights he is caught in the trap.
If you are bothered with crows killing the chickens, select a few

eggs and puncture a hole in one end or side of the eggs. Drop in

some strychnine and stir it up well with the white and yolk. Place
these on top of fence posts or out in the yard, orchard or pasture where
they are out of reach of the chickens and stock. Place them where
the crows are in the habit of lighting or congregating. They will eat

the contents and disappear.
At the main Experiment Station, they confine the chickens to a

Certain section of the farm. They string wires on high poles over the
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yard in which the chickens are confined, high enough so the attend-

ant can walk beneath. These wires and poles act as supports for

hundreds of strands of ordinary binder twine, as you can see in the

The Maine Station method of preventing hawks and crows from preying
upon young chickens. Binder twine strung on wires.

above illustration. By this method, they have been able to protect
their young poultry from both hawks and crows.

INDOOR OR OUTDOOR, HEATED OR FIRELESS BROODERS.
It is an easy thing to tell how to raise chickens, but it is a much

more difficult thing to successfully raise them. Books are being pub-
lished and schemes advanced whereby fabulous sums of money can be

made in the chicken business, and they picture it as one pleasant

dream, and they tell you if you pay them fifty cents or one dollar to

tell you how, that your fortune is assured. There are some good ideas

advanced in most all of these schemes, but if you attempt to put into

practice all they advocate, you will land in the "poorhouse."
Just which brooding system is the best it is difficult to say. Some

are succeeding with one system and others fail with the same system.
Some of the incubator factories are making reasonably good brooders,
but they are all more or less unsatisfactory. Many are using fireless

brooders. The best chickens we ever raised were kept in a shoe box
with a jug of water in the center, and a cloth to come down and touch
their back. You can do away with heat of any kind, so long as you
confine the chicks in small quarters at night and keep sufficient cover-

ing over them so they will be kept comfortable by the heat of their

own bodies. In cold weather the chicks must be given some heat or

kept in a comfortable place until they are a week or more old before

they are transferred to the fireless brooder. A room can be heated
to sixty degrees in the day time and to forty or fifty degrees at night,
and these fireless brooders work successfully in such a temperature
and at less cost than a building can be piped and equipped for hot
water or other methods of brooding. By putting a stove in the center
of a large room these fireless brooders or hovers work very success-

fully.



A (.'IIK.M'LY CONSTRUCTED FIRKLKSS BROODER.

There is no question but what tin- tireless brooder has come to

slay and is a satisfactory way of starting young chicks. There are
no heater pipes to bother with, no lamps to fill or to smoke, no hens
to fuss with, and no head or body lice to injure the young chicks, and
they can be raised by this method when these brooders are kept in

a colony house, brooder house, or in an ordinary shed or out-building,
so that the chicks will be protected from severe cold rains. They can
also be used for midwinter brooding

1

, if you have a house so arranged
that the temperature will not l>e below freezing, the theory being on
the same principle that you are kept warm while in bed, on a cold

night. These brooders can be built out of ordinary lumber, and
should not be made larger than two by three feet, perhaps eighteen
inches or two feet square being the best size. The box should be made

about eight or ten inches deep. AVe

make a light frame just the proper
size to fit the inside of this box, and
tack a piece of heavy cotton flannel

so that it will hang loosely on the

underneath side of this frame. When
the chicks are small, this frame is

lowered on the inside of the box
until the cloth touches the back of

the young chicks, and this frame
can be held at the proper height by
tacking small nails on the inside of

the box. Tack the cloth to the frame
in such manner that it will sag in the center. Over this frame, which
is covered with cloth, we place two little comforts, made as follows:
Take an ordinary piece of cheese cloth and cut it the proper size to
fit the box. \Ve take two pieces of this cheese cloth and fill it with
cotton batting and then tack it as we would an ordinary comfort.
Make at least two of these little comforts for each fireless brooder,
and on very cold nights it may be necessary to use as many as three
of these comforts. In ordinary cold weather use two. In mild
weather use one and in warm weather you will need nothing .except
the frame, which is covered with, the cotton flannel. Less than
twenty-five chicks kept in one of these brooders will not keep com-
fortable, should the weather be very cold. They w7ill brood twenty-
five to fifty chicks very successfully. Cut an opening in one side of
the brooder large enough to allow the little chicks to run in and out,
and at night, or when the weather or the chicks seem uncomfortable.

they should he shoved into the brooder and this opening closed. Make
a board floor just to fit the inside of the brooder, but do not nail it

or attach it to the brooder. Should this floor have a tendency to be-
come damp, it may be covered with rubberoid roofing or some other
material of that description. Keep a lot of chaff or litter over the
floor of this brooder and one or more of these can be placed in any
shed or building, and I am sure they will give reasonably good results.

AVe prefer the ordinary comfort or cloth top to a top made of boards,
and the comforts used over the clucks at night have proven more

Indoor fireless brooder
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satisfactory by experiment than the board roof. For the first few

days, it is advisable to place a little one-inch mesh poultry netting
around this brooder so the little chicks can be let out upon the floor

or ground and still be kept close to the brooder until they learn their

way in and out and become familiar with the surroundings. These
brooders can be built of ordinary lumber, and are very simple and

Heated brooders, like this illustration, may be bought from many of the best incubator
factories.

inexpensive. Make a separate board floor for this brooder and place
a lot of chaff or litter over the floor, as this makes it more comfort-
able for the chicks.

COLONY BROODER HOUSES FOR GROWING CHICKS.

Every farmer and poultry raiser should have a few small and in-

expensive colony houses in which to rear his young stock. The houses
can be built six or eight feet wide, by eight, ten, or twelve feet long,
with an ordinary shed roof sloping to the north. Cover this roof with

Colony houses for growing chickens

ordinary boards and composition roofing. Windows and doors can
be so arranged on the south side so that they will permit the proper
amount of ventilation and sunshine. ~\Ve like to build these houses on
runners made of 2x6 or 2x8 lumber, so that a horse may be hitched
to them and the houses pulled from place to place on the farm.
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COLONY HOUSES IN A CORNFIELD.

There is no better place to keep your growing chicks than in a

cornfield or in a patch of sweet corn near the garden. The corn
furnishes plenty of shade and the poultry find lots of bugs and worms,
and they have pure, fresh ground over which to run. The young
stock in a cornfield grows strong, husky and vigorous, and you can

put a luster on tin-in here that you can get in no other way. Place

your coops and colony houses along the edge of your cornfield. Thes ;

small colony houses can be moved to any place about the farm. They
afford comfortable quarters for the growing stock, and can be used
during the winter and breeding season to house the other birds. Any
farmer or farm hand, who can use a hammer and saw, can build one of
these simple houses in a short while.

Colony houses along the edge of a corn field.

(Jet the young chicks or the growing chicks in the colony houses

just as soon as they are old enough. Cull them closely and throw
out all dead weight, drones, surplus and inferior cockerels.

A COLONY BROODER HOUSE FITTED WITH ADJUSTABLE
HOVERS.

This house is six feet deep by eight feet long. It makes a very
convenient si/ed house to pull out into the orchard or into the corn-
field. A team can easily pull it anywhere about the farm. Build it

on oak runners. L'xS inches or 4x4 inches. Tin- house is seven feet

high in front and five feet in the rear. Build the walls of matched
lumber and cover this with roofing material, it' you wish to make it

very warm for use in cold weather, or make the walls double, as shown
in the illustration. For winter use, you should have a double floor.

Xail three windows together, as shown in the illustration, and hinge
them so they swing outward, and arrange them so they can be securely
fastened at any height you wish them. Also put the ventilator above
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the windows on hinges and fasten it in a similar manner. You then
can control the ventilation to meet the weather conditions on the out-
side. An exit is made on each side.

Front view of a colony brooder house fitted with adjustable hovers.

Now, as to the hover. We put a two-foot board partition in the
center. This can be .easily stepped over, and leaves a space .fn each
side 4x6 feet. Arrange the boards so they can be removed wfien de-

Floor Plan of Colony Brooder Housr.

Showing interior with adjustable hovers.

sired. We buy two adjustable hovers, together with lamp and attach-

ments, such as are sold by any of the best standard incubator fac-
tories. We follow the directions sent with the hovers for installing
and operating same.
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After the chicks are old enough to do without heat, we remove
the hoovers and partitions, and store them, then put in temporary
roosts and droppings boards, and the house is occupied by the chicks

until they an i'ully iimtured, and through the winter months until

they are needed again as brooders. Then roosts are removed and the

hovers pul back in their proper place. When the chicks are first

placed in these houses we put a temporary two-foot fence around
thru! to confine them in this small yard until they know the way in

and out.

BROODING CHICKENS IN LARGE NUMBERS, IN FLOCKS OF
250 TO 300, IN THE NEW YORK STATE GASOLINE-

HEATED COLONY HOUSE.

One of the most important factors in the construction of a colony
house, is to provide heat so that a uniform temperature may be se-

cured, as this has to do with the health and comfort of the chicks.

Temperature. It is natural for the chicks to seek such place in

the colony house as they find to be wrarm and comfortable. The kind
of heating outfit which is used in the house does not make very much
difference, so long as the heat is applied evenly at all times.

Pure air. We must see that the colony house is properly venti-

lated to allow sufficient fresh air, and at the same time avoid any
draughts in the house. Nothing is more necessary to the health of

the chicks than fresh air. If the house is not kept sanitary and well

ventilated, such diseases as leg-weakness and white diarrhea are

sure to result from improper
ventilation.

Exercise. The objection we
have to the small indoor or

outdoor brooder is that they
do not furnish sufficient space
so that the chicks can be

confined in cold or bad weather
and still have sufficient room in

which to exercise. In these

heated colony houses the chick
< ,in find all temperatures. If he
finds it too warm under the

hover, he can get into the house
;ind away from the heat if he so

desires. The exercising part of

the house should be about the
The latest type of gasoline colony brooder temperature of the average liv-

ing room. The floor should be

covered with a litter of fine cut straw, clover or alfalfa hay. Allow
not less than one-fifth of a square foot of floor space to each chick.

Light. Be sure to provide plenty of windows, so that light and
sunshine may reach all parts of the house. It is a good rule to allow

one square foot of glass space to ten square feet of floor space.
The "A" shaped gasoline-heated colony brooder house is espec-
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ially adapted to the farmer or poultryman who raises flocks of about

two hundred chicks at a time.

Prof. James E. Rice of Cornell University, where these houses

were first brought into use, has this to say about the house :

The subject that I have chosen may not be quite as applicable to

your conditions as it would be to the State of New York, because a

very large part of the poultry produced in some states is raised on

general farms rather than upon the large special poultry farms
;

nevertheless, I am convinced that the method of brooding and feed-

ing young chickens that I shall discuss is applicable on many of the

general farms, even though only a few hens are kept, If there is any
one place more than another where economical methods, labor saving

Figure 19. The old range at Cornell, showing congested conditions and improper
methods of rearing chickens on small, bare yards.

methods of rearing chickens is important, it is on the general farm,
where there are so many other things that demand attention. One
of the chief reasons why the farmer has kept only a few fowls has
been that it has been too much trouble for him to hatch and rear each

year enough chickens to keep up large flocks. Hence the wrork for

the most part has devolved in very many instances upon the wife or

the children, who already had as many responsibilities as they could
well attend to. Therefore, any method that will enable us to rear
chickens in flocks of two or three hundred in a single house and by
hopper methods of feeding which will enable us to reduce three-

fourths of the labor in the rearing of several thousand chickens as

compared with the old method of rearing chickens in little outdoor

brooders, twenty-five to fifty in a flock, or by means of the hens in

still smaller flocks, is worthy of serious consideration. The Cornell
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method of rearing chickens in gasoline-heated colony houses is such
a system. I have a few illustrations that will show this method of

I-'-H ring chickens as we have developed it at the New York State

Agricultural College. A full description of this brooding system will

be found in Bulletin No. 277 of the Cornell Experiment Station.

In figure nineteen are a number of these houses with little bare

yards, which is entirely Avrong. The chickens do not have enough free

range and there is great danger of contamination. On the Cornell

Poultry Farm we reared 4,000 chickens in these houses last season,

having two hundred and fifty to three hundred chickens in a house.

These houses are arranged one hundred and fifty to two hundred feet

apart in cornfields or meadows, where chickens run without any
fences whatever between the houses. AVe simply have around each
of the houses for a few days a little yard. We hold the chickens there

until they become accustomed to the house, then the yard is removed
and the chickens are allowed to run all over a ten-acre field, and they
go back into their houses at night with almost perfect regularity.
In any system of rearing chickens there ought to be division fences
between chickens of different ages, otherwise they are likely to get a

few stronger ones in with weaker ones.

The colony brooder houses are covered with matched boards and
building paper for cold weather use. A good grade of matched boards,
well painted, answer all purposes for summer use. The houses com-

plete cost in the neighborhood of $35.00 to build and equip with the

gas heater under the house, gas tank in peak of house and large hover
in the house.

AVe started eight or ten years by keeping two hundred chickens
in each house, and this year we have as many as three hundred in a

single flock. It is simply a question of size of house and hover and
amount of heat how many chickens we can keep in a flock at least up
to three hundred to five hundred. In this colony house with this

great big hover they always have their own choice of temperature.
They can go under it and get one hundred degrees or stay near the

edge at eighty or ninety degrees, or they can go outside, wrhich would
be ordinary house temperature, or in good weather they can run
outdoors. The houses are eight feet square and are built in the form
of an "A." \V (

- go in at gable end and this gives us standing room.
The sides are two feet high. The chickens are kept there from the

day they are hatched until they go into winter quarters, except most
of the cockerels, that are removed when they are about ten to twelve
weeks old. AVe reared, the past season, eighty-four out of every
one hundred of the leg-banded experiment chickens placed in these
brooder houses, over 2,000 chickens all told. AVe let them have the
hover until they do not need any more heat, usually when they are
about eight weeks old, depending upon season of year, and as soon
as they go on top of the hovers we put in perches over a portion of
the house. These are flat and two inches wide on top. After about
two weeks the chickens l.-.-irn to percli and we take hover and heater
out of the house, everything in t'ju-t except the perches, which oc-

cupy the entire house. Perches are made so you can take them out
and clean them easily. On the north side of the house is a \vindow
so that air can pass through the house. The door in front of the
house has an opening in it. The house therefore is open on both sides.
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We have glass windows on either side of the door to let in sunshine.

The chicken go down through a hole in the floor in the front of the

house.

An interesting advantage in this house is that we use it the year
round. Most of the brooding systems can only be used about three

months of the year. The chickens soon outgrow them and they must
thereafter roost in trees unless we provide a house especially for

them. This house provides shelter for the chickens as well as brood-

ing them, and you can use these houses all the winter season as lay-

ing houses. We have about thirty of them. We put twelve to fifteen

hens in each house and carry over winter about three hundred and
fifty more hens than we otherwise could, which is an important item.

In the spring of the year when hens are running out on free range
and have lots of room, we simply double up the flocks in the large

Figure 29.

pens and use the colony houses again to rear chickens. Here (Fig.

29) is an interesting development in the brooding system. For ten

years we have been using these houses singly all winter long with
twelve or fifteen hens in a house, and it never occurred to us until

last fall that we could. just as well connect up these houses in series

and let the hens run together, as shown (Fig. 29). By this device of

letting three flocks run together, all roosting in one house, all eating
in another house and all laying in the other house, we save two-thirds
of the labor of caring for three flocks.

One point in connection with this colony house is that the saving
in labor in feeding large flocks of two hundred to three hundred
chickens, as compared to rearing chickens in four, eight or twelve
small flocks of twenty-five to fifty each. We actually save many times
the labor of feeding, watering, heating, cleaning and doing all of the
labor of looking after these chickens. One who has ever had the ex-

perience of rearing 1,500 to 2,000 chickens in these little brooders
and lugging feed cans, pails of water, cans of kerosene and getting
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down on your knees in the mud to strike matches, cannot realize

what a contrast it is to rearing chickens in our gasoline-heated colony

houses, where you can go inside out of the wet and cold to do your
work, and where instead of filling a lamp every day and trimming
wicks each day you have a gasoline tank in the top of the house that

will hold fuel enough for one or two weeks. A wickless blue flame

burner that, if properly handled, will run with little or no attention

for weeks at a time. The heater can be made by any tinsmith, and
we have not had it patented. It has been given to the public.
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A detailed drawing of an end view and a side view of a gasoline brooder house.

Building Material. Any cheap lumber may be used, such as

white or yellow pine, or one may use cypress. The two sills consist

of two inches by twelve inches by eight feet. These sills are placed
one in front and one in the rear; the joists, eight feet long, are laid

two feet eight inches apart from center to center on the sills, and
connected by a half joint. It may be well to brace the corners of

the frame by using a two-inch by four-inch piece. The floor, consist-

ing of matched and planed one-inch by six-inch by eight feet pine
(white or yellow), should be nailed to the joist. Owing to the Mis-

souri climate, we need to construct a double floor and run the

boards parallel with the front. After the floor is laid, put up the

four studs; these are of two-inch by twro-inch by twenty-four-inch
material, placed flush with the outer .edge of the floor two feet eight
inches apart, and nailed to the floor. The plates are next laid on top
of the studs, being of eight-inch by two-inch by eight feet material;
on the plates toenail the four rafters; these to be of two-inch by two-
inch by six feet material. After the ntftn-s are placed, nail on the

siding; for this purpose use seven-eighth-inch by six-inch by eight
feet matched, planed pine. Lay the boards horizontally and nail to

1hf rafters. After the sides are finished, raise the studs for the back
P 6
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and front
;
for the back have two studs twenty-four inches by two

inches by two inches
;
for the corners twro studs four feet ten and one-

half inches by two inches by two inches. Cover these studs with the

seven-eighth-inch by six-inch by eight feet matched boards by laying
them perpendicularly. For the front have same number and same

length of studs, but add twro more studs for the window casings.
There are to be two windows, twenty-four inches by thirty-two inches,

containing six lights, each eight inches by ten inches, with a two-inch

by four-inch window frame. In the center of the house, place the

door and hinge it to the stud
;

its dimensions are two feet one inch

by five feet six inches. In this door there is cut an opening for the
cloth curtain, which is made eighteen inches by eighteen inches, and
covered with fine hardware wire netting.

Over the sides and back, cover with roofing so as to keep the

house as tight and warm as possible. The paper is put on horizontally,
and the overlaps nailed down with nails and caps. For roofing paper,
use any good commercial two or three-ply paper. Do not cover the
front of the house with paper.

The galvanized iron heating outfit consists of burner box to slide

under the house, iron drum, smoke chimney, and gasoline tank. This
outfit can be purchased by writing to Cornell University, Ithaca, N.

Y., who will furnish name of firm that sells the heating outfit; the

heat is supplied by a gasoline burner, and is very reliable and fur-

nishes ample heat in almost any weather. The gasoline heated colony
house is, therefore, recommended as a very economical, safe, and prac-
tical colony brooder house for the farmer or poultryman.

LARGE BROODER HOUSES.
AVhere chickens are raised each year by the thousands it is nec-

essary that you have some system by which they can be brooded in

Interior of a long brooder house.

larger numbers. In selecting a brooder system for this purpose and
in the arrangement of the house to contain same, you must exercise
a great deal of care and good judgment. Most of the systems used
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in the past have been failures to a greater or less degree. One of

the best aiTanu'cincnts we have seen is that described below.

The brooder house is twenty-four feet wide. Has a four-foot

sunken alleyway inside and is heated with two hot water systems.
The hover rooms are three feet square and open into a runway 3x7
feet.

All floors are concrete and rat proof. All screens, doors and

partitions are removable frames which are interchangeable so that

any one set of frames can be used for any brooder at any place

throughout the entire house.

All watering is done in galvanized iron troughs located outside

of the hover rooms, placed in such a way that the chicks drink

through openings in the back of the hover room. By this arrange-
ment the troughs are kept very clean and sanitary.

Exterior of a long brooder house of the Yesterlaid Egg Farm, Pacific, Mo.

Near the center of the building is a kitchenette in which food is

prepared for the chicks for the first two or three weeks of their lives.

At this point there is also an oat sprouter in which between fifteen

and twenty bushels of oats can be sprouted at one time.

The house is piped with water from the central water system
and faucets are located every forty feet along the passageway so that
it is not necessary to carry water any appreciable distance.

On the opposite side of the watering pipe line is a disinfectant

pipe line which also has a faucet on which a hose can be fastened every
forty feet. In this pipe line there is always a strong solution of dis-

infectant under air pressure, so that all thai is necessary to disinfect
is to fasten on a hose and open the faucet.



CHAPTER VI.

FEEDING.

FEED FOR THE BABY CHICKS.

Dry food is best. It does not sour if it should not all be eaten,
and they will not overeat of it. The dry food can be put in a litter

and the chicks get exercise in work-

ing for it.

The first few days feed little and
often.

The chicks need a variety of food.

Cracked wheat, rolled or hulled

oats, and cracked corn or kaffir corn
make a splendid chick food.

Do not feed a wet, sloppy food, and

overfeeding is as deadly as disease. His first breakfast.

Do not buy chick feed with much weed seed in it. "Why should

any farmer pay $2.00 to $3.00 a hundred pounds for weed seed to

stock his farm with, when he has too many weeds of his own and
millions of seed which the poultry can get, if they need it. Weed
seed are sometimes put in as a filler, but they are often dangerous and

.expensive.

Various kinds of feed hoppers recommended for use in feeding baby chicks and
young stock.

If you will cut up some onions for the young chicks about three
times a week, for the first two weeks, they will learn to relish them
and be benefited by them.

Don't forget to put sand or grit before the young chicks, but not
until after they have had one feed.

(84)
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A very good feed to start little chicks with is hard-boiled eggs,
crumbled up, shell and all, mixed with common bread crumbs, oat-

meal or rolled oats. AVe prefer to use the raw egg mixed with the

other ingredients in preference to the hard-boiled eggs. Feed what

they will eat up clean every two or three hours for the first few days,

slightly moisten with sour milk or buttermilk. After the fourth or

fifth day you can begin to feed some commercial chick feed or cracked

wheat, oats and corn.

The following ingredients are necessary to make a good poultry

food, either for young or old fowls:

We term them the ''5 G's." Grit, grain, greens, grubs and gump-
tion. Grit to grind the food must be supplied. You can place your
ear to the side of a hen at night after you have given a feed of whole

grain and you can hear the gizzard grinding, grinding, grinding.

Therefore, grit is important. Grains composed of corn, wheat, oats

A good hopper in which to (1 in

and kaffir corn are the best. Greens, such as alfalfa, clover, vegetables-
etc., are essential. If you plant a small patch of mangel beets in

some corner of the garden or some waste spot about the farm, it will

yield you an immense quantity of green food. Store these in the
cellar for the winter. Cut one-half in two and stick it on a large nail

driven into the side of the wall. All the hens will leave will be the
rind. Grubs represent worms and biiii-s. and if the fowls are not on
free range where they can get them, meat must be supplied in some
form, such as milk, beef scraps or grern cut bone. Gumption is the
common sense part of the feed, and is perhaps the most essential of
all the ingredients.
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CHICK RATIONS.

(Prof. J. E. Rice, Cornell University.)

We have been spending two summers in chick feeding experi-
ments. In that time we have run a good many tests to compare rations

side by side with one hundred chickens in a flock, and have fed them

by seven different methods for eight weeks and let them take the

consequences. Some of the rations were good, some were poor, but
all of them undoubtedly had been fed in essentially the same form

by poultrymen. Some of these rations gave us chickens that were
not more than half developed, while others gave us chickens that were

perfect pictures of health. Out of these experiments and other ex-

periments we have arrived at a certain system of feeding which is

giving us excellent satisfaction. Briefly, the method of feeding chick-

ens is as follows: The first feeding is given when the chicks are

thirty-six to forty-eight hours old. For the first four days they are

fed a mixture of bread and rolled oats mixed with sour skim milk to

just moisten nicely but not sloppy. The chickens take to that food
as naturally as a baby takes to milk. The lactic acid of sour milk aids

digestion, is said to kill bacteria and has an appetizing effect. Oat
meal is the finest food known to grow young animals and bread bal-

ances up very nicely with it. We buy bread by the barrel that is a day
or two old from the bakeries. You may say this is expensive at two
and one-half cents per loaf.

If by any kind of feeding you
can get something that will

make your chickens live and

keep strong and well for the

first two or three weeks of

their life you can afford to

feed it. The small amount of

anything, no matter what it

costs for the first few weeks of

a chicken's life ought to be
used if it produces the desired
result. This ration is safe. We
simply run the bread through
a chopper, mix it with rolled

oats, moistening with sour milk
and feed it three times a day.
While they are getting these
three feeds a day on this ration,
which makes a nice soft mix-

ture, they can go to a tray and
eat any time they want it, a mixture of three pounds of cracked wheat,
two pounds of cracked corn, one pound of hulled oats or pinhead
oatmeal and one-half pound wheat bran. Wheat bran is wonder-
fully rich in mineral matter, and it provides bulk. The mixture of

grain and bran is left in front of them all the while for the first few
clays. This is very important and must not be overlooked. The baby

Partridge Wyandotte.
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chick does not know enough to eat properly until it is taught to do

so, and where you rear chickens in large iiocks the person looking
after them cannot feed individual chickens. ANY must adopt a method
that will enable the brightest chickens to teach the other chickens

how to eat. You cannot expect baby chicks to scratch in deep litter

and get out grain until they learn how to scratch and know what to

look for. In about three or four days time they will learn. The first

feeding should be given when the chick is hungry, and that will be
about thirty-six to forty-eight hours after they are hatched and dcy.
There is an inclination to feeding chickens as soon as they are hatched,
but this is a mistake. They have not developed and hardened suffi-

ciently. Nature indicates the time when they want to eat. They have
stored up in the yolk sack which is drawn into their bodies just be-

fore they are hatched, nourishment for the next day. It apparently
acts upon the digestive system of young chicks as the colostrum of

milk does on the newly-born calf. Do not try to make a chick eat

until it is hungry. You can tell instantly when it is hungry. AVhen

they come running to meet you and when they are picking at each

other, then is the time to feed. Thirty-six hours is about the time they
grow hungry after hatching. AVe have kept them for four days
without giving them anything to eat and we lost many of the chickens
that we starved. From four days to four weeks of age feed the same
grain mixture in the litter, namely, wheat, corn and oats, leaving out
the bran. Put water before the chicks just as soon as we feed them.
AVater ought to be accessible always, and we should never let the

A good hatch.

water dishes get dry because there is where trouble begins. Give the
chickens all the skim milk they will drink, at the same time having
plenty of fresh water before them also, and there will be no danger
their drinking too much milk if they are fed properly.

After the chickens are four days old we begin to make them
work, and feed them the grain mixture in a litter of cut straw. AVhen-
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ever you put litter in a chicken house make certain that the straw is

dry, bright, clean, sweet and free of all mustiness. Do not use hay
or straw that has heated in curing. We have just gone through an

experience at Cornell which is a lesson to us and something that de-

serves attention. There is a little mould that is the cause of a disease

known as "aspergillosis." This mould develops on mouldy hay and
straw. When taken into the poultry house the dust containing this

mould gets into the lungs or the intestines of chickens, develops and
kills them. We lost last week several hens in two or three nouses,
in one case six hens, and many other hens were sick, and yet on .either

side of these houses the hens were all right. In every instance the

house where they were sick they had been bedded down with a load

of straw where the stack had heated. From four days to four weeks
old a ground feed mixture is fed dry to the chickens, as follows:

Two corn meal, two wheat bran, two wheat middlings, one-half bone

meal, one and one-half beef scraps, one rolled oats. This is kept before

them all the time. They are now old enough to use some judgment in

eating. From four weeks to eight weeks we drop out the oats and
feed equal parts of cracked corn and wheat. Feed in litter twice

daily. At this time the oat meal is discontinued in the ground feed
and alfalfa meal is added, as follows : Two corn meal, two wheat

bran, two wheat middlings, one and one-half beef scrap, one alfalfa

meal. Moisten with skim milk and feed at noon, also feed dry in

hoppers. After eight weeks old the ground feed is as follows, and is

fed dry only, and in the outdoor hopper, already alluded to : Four
corn meal, two wheat bran, six wheat middlings, one oil meal, one

alfalfa, five beef scrap.

Feeding time.

w

Give charcoal, oyster shell, grit and ground bone at all times. A
good many people believe chickens can be raised successfully on chick
Leed. Our experience is that we cannot grow big chickens as quickly
on cracked grain alone. On the other hand, chickens that have only
dry ground feed from the day they are hatched until they are twelve
weeks old, do not make a satisfactory weight. Chickens fed on dry
ground feed only will eat all the while and so much of their times is

spent in trying to get enough of that dry feed that they even fail

to eat the grass in their yards. Whereas, chickens in all the other
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houses had the grass eaten before they were six or eight weeks old.

This was because fine ground feed is so dry and fine that they cannot
eat it and grind it fast enough to supply the requirements for rapid
growth.

Charcoal is a corrective to prevent indigestion. A most important
factor in chick feeding, and one that must be borne in mind by all

feeders of any kind of live stock is to "make all changes gradually."
The periods of feeding different rations ought to lap over one an-

other a week or two. For a person to go abruptly from one ration to

another would be to invite trouble.

Another most important principle is to see that chickens every
day during the first few weeks of their lives get hungry. This insures
that they make good use of what they get before they get more food,
and guards against overfeeding. More important than the ration is

the close, careful, intelligent attention to details, the regularity and
the neatness of a person doing the work.

HOME-MADE DRINKING FOUNTAIN.

The best water fountain we have ever been able to find for baby
chicks is that which can be made in every farm home. Take an ordi-

USE- AN OfcDIN- REMOVE THE- THEN TURN CAN
ARV BAKINC TOP ANDPRE55 IN AMD At-L. UP-
POWDER.CAN ONE. SIDE WITH- SIDE. DOWN.

YOUR. THUMB
AND FILL WITH~
W/STE1R

A home-made drinking fountain for baby chicks.

nary linking powder can and soak it in water until the paper label

on the outside can lie removed. Scald it and clean thoroughly. Re-
move the top and press in one side of the can, as shown in the illus-

t nil inn herewith. Then fill the ean with water, put on the top and
then turn it upside down and Hie water in the can will not waste or

spill out in the coop or brooder, the chicks cannot get into it and get
themselves wet and Chilled, and they do not get litter or filth in the
water as they do with most methods of supplying drinking water.

Try the plan, you will like it.
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WATER BARREL FOR LARGE FLOCK.

Where several hundred growing chicks are kept on free range
in one flock, it is quite a task to keep them supplied with fresh

water, and very often during
the hot summer days their

supply becomes exhausted and

they suffer for wrant of water.

If you have several hundred in

one flock, it is advisable to get
a large keg or small water
barrel and put a faucet in the

lower part of the barrel and
turn the faucet just enough so

that a little water will con-

tinue to run or drip continu-

ously. The barrel can be filled

once a day, and you need not

feel any uneasiness about your
birds having sufficient supply

A labor-saving watering device. Qf fresh water. Place the

barrel in the shade of a tree where it will be convenient to the

flock.

FOODS AND METHODS OF FEEDING MATURE STOCK.

We receive dozens and dozens of letters from farmers and poultry-
men asking why they do not get better results. We find that some
do not feed enough, some feed too much, and some do not feed the

proper food. Poultry must have food of some sort if you expect eggs,

but farmers have written and stated that they had three hundred
hens and were not feeding anything whatever and no food was in

reach of their flock except the grass, bugs and worms they could pick

up. Another man wrote that he had less than one hundred hens and
he took a bushel basket of corn on the cob and scattered it out for

his poultry .each day just as he would to his fattening hogs. Neither

were getting eggs. It is best not to feed corn alone, but if the fowls

have plenty of grass and free range, if not given in too great quanti-

ties, corn can be used as an exclusive grain ration with reasonably

satisfactory results. The egg yield can be increased considerably in

winter by feeding a liberal amount of corn, but an exclusive diet of

corn is dangerous.
Milk fed to poultry in all forms produces good results. The

acid in sour milk will destroy much of the bacteria in the intestinal

tract. It pays twice the profit when fed to your poultry that it does
when fed to pigs.

Don't feed musty, moldy grain. It will cause bowel trouble, the
fowls wr

ill break down in the back and die.

The laying hen takes about twice as much feed as she does when
not laying. It takes just so much feed to sustain her body and the

surplus she manufactures into eggs.
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Fresh ground bone, dry beef scraps, milk or meat in some form

helps fill the egg basket.

Remember the egg is more than fifty per cent water, and if you
do not keep fresh water before your hens at all times you cannot

expect eggs.
(iive plenty of bran to the laying hens and growing chicks. They

An orchard which is cultivated and sown in rye. oats, wheat or rape, is a good place
in which to grow young chickens.

eat a lot of it, and it is a cheap food, also a good bowel regulator, and
adds bulk to the feed.

Millet and rye are not recommended as good poultry foods, especi-

ally the rye.
There is no objection to cooked feeds, but the results do not pay

for the extra trouble.

FORCING HENS FOR WINTER EGGS WHY SOME HENS
DON'T LAY.

The winter months are not the natural laying season for a hen.

If you expect eggs during these months, you must provide her with

as near summer conditions as possible. It is not necessary to heat

your houses, but they must be comfortable. The hen must have
exercise. She must be provided with green food and with meat food.

The hens must be bred right and have a natural born tendency to lay.

The following ration is a good one for winter egg production.
You may say it contains too many ingredients, and you can't afford

to feed such a food, but if you expect eggs in winter, you must feed,

feed heavily and feed the right things. You can buy a sack or two
of alfalfa meal, beef scraps, etc., from your nearest poultry feed

dealer. A few sacks will last the average farmer or poultry raiser all

winter, it will help fill your egg basket, and your fowls keep in better

condition because of the variety of food they get. The ration is

as follows :
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GRAIN MIXTURE.

2 parts cracked corn.

2 parts wheat.
1 part oats.

DRY MASH MIXTURE.

100 pounds wheat bran.

200 pounds wheat middlings.
200 pounds corn meal.
200 pounds rolled or ground. oats.

150 pounds dry beef scraps.
75 pounds alfalfa meal.

50 pounds gluten meal.

25 pounds 0. P. oil meal.

8 pounds fine table salt, no lumps.
25 pounds fine granulated charcoal.

This mash is kept in a hopper where the hens have access to it at

all times. At one o'clock each day, we give them a handful of this

mash moistened with buttermilk. Don't give a feed of it, but just

enough to whet their appetites so they literally fight for it. Feed
this on a clean board or trough provided for the purpose. Also give

sprouted oats three times a week or oftener if possible, or cabbage,
beets and turnips may be substituted for the .oats, but should be

ground or chopped fine. Once every two weeks dissolve in water
one-third or one-half of a teaspoonful of Epsom salts for each fowl and
moisten the mash with this, and feed to the fowls. Decrease the
amount of corn, and corn meal used during the hot summer months.
If the fowls have free range, you can also dispense with most of the
beef scraps and alfalfa meal during these months.

In spite of all the feed we place before

some hens, they still refuse to lay. A hen
must have a born tendency to lay if she is to

be a high producer. More depends upon the

strain, upon the breeding, than upon the

variety or breed. Some flocks or strains of

Plymouth Rocks lay better than others, the

same is true with Wyandottes, Leghorns,
Reds, Orpingtons, and all other breeds. In

one of our experiments I had two different

strains of Barred Plymouth Rocks in the

same house. They were given exactly the

same food, fed the same amount and at the

same time each day. One pen laid eggs and
made a high record all during the winter.

The other pen in the same house ate nearly A lordly Langsnan.

as much, but all they ate went to fat. One strain had a born tendency
to lay, the other strain had a born tendency to produce fat and flesh.

After years of observation, I have come to the conclusion that you
must feed your hens if you expect them to lay, and feed them well and

plentifully. If you find that certain individuals in the flock become
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too fat and do not lay, and some die because they are overfat, I

frankly believe your flock is better off because of their death, and if

they become overly fat and do not lay, I would kill them for table use.

The ones which are left are the producers, they are able to produce
the goods, and instead of manufacturing all they eat and storing it

into fat, they take what they need for their own bodily use and the

surplus they manufacture into eggs. These are the birds which it will

pay you to keep and breed from. If you have a pen of Plymouth
Rocks or any other breed which uses all the feed you give them to

store up fat, and still don't lay, you had better dispose of them and

g:et a fresh start of some strain which you know does lay.

FEEDING FOR EGGS.

(Prof. James Dryden, in Oregon Agricultural College, Bulletin No. 4.)

Feeding is one of the four most important subjects in poultry

keeping. Most poultry keepers do not realize the importance of good
feeding, others place the whole responsibility upon the food and feed-

ing. Before telling what food wr
ill do let us first tell what it won't

do
;
let us understand some of its limitations.

First. No amount of good food or anything else will make some
hens lay; they are not born to lay. During the past year the writer

observed a flock of fowls, all fed alike. One of the hens laid two hun-
dred and eighteen eggs; another did not lay any.

Second. No amount of good feeding or anything else will make
a good hiving hen lay if she has not good housing or shelter.

If you have good fowls and good housing, what wr
ill good feeding

do towards filling the egg basket?
1. Food Affects the Quality of Eggs. The hen is very particular

about what she puts into the egg, so particular that probably no food
could be fed that would render the eggs totally unfit for consumption.
At the same time it has been demonstrated by experiments that the

food affects the quality of the eggs, and that to produce eggs of the

highest quality attention must be paid to the quality of the food.

Flavor of Eggs. Heavy feeding of onions, for example, will give
a distinct flavor to the eggs and make them almost unpalatable. Hens
eating large quantities of beef scrap will lay eggs of strong flavor.

These facts the writer personally demonstrated by experiment. No
doubt other foods will also give a flavor to the eggs, desirable or un-
desirable. It is said that a diet of fish will give a fishy taste to the

eggs.
It is not necessary, however, to discard these foods on this ac-

count, for when fed in normal quantities neither onions nor beef scraps
will give a perceptible flavor to the eggs. Only when the hens have
been starved on rrein food or animal food, and then given all they
will eat of either for a few days, will any flavor from onions or animal
food be noticed in the eggs. Hut this shows Hint the hen puts into the

egg what slic finds in the food, even the flavor of the foods. It is

therefore important that li'ood wholesome food he fed at all times.

Feeding Color into the Egg. It is possible for the skillful feeder
to flavor the eggs; it sometimes happens from unskillful feeding, as
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in the shade of yellow in the yolk is due to the difference of the food.

The coloring of the egg shell is beyond the feeder's art, but food affects

the color of the yolk, as we have demonstrated. A pen of fowls fed

dried alfalfa leaves produced eggs of good yolk color. A similar

pen fed sugar beets in place of alfalfa leaves laid eggs very pale in

color. In an experiment at the Oregon station kale "painted" the

yolks a good color of yellow. It is also claimed that yellow corn will

give eggs the desired yolk color, but this, as yet, I have been unable
to verify. When eggs are very pale in the yolk it is an indication

that the hens are not getting green food enough. Clover, vetch, rape,

grass, or other green food, and doubtless other foods, will color the

yolks. A too highly-colored yolk is not desirable, and it is possible
for the hens to eat so much of certain foods as to color it too highly.
Where the ration is properly balanced this should not occur. Food
therefore affects the quality of the eggs.

2. Food Affects the Quantity of Eggs, Other conditions being

right, good feeding will make the hen productive, and the productive
hen is the healthy hen. In a pen of four fowls at the Utah station,

eight hundred and four eggs were laid in one year. Another pen of

four, sisters to the others, fed on different food, laid only five hundred
and thirty-two eggs. The difference in the ration made the difference

in the egg yield. In another test one pen laid five hundred and

seventy-four eggs in a year, and a similar pen on a different ration

laid four hundred and four.

3. Food Affects the Size of Eggs. Food and feeding influence

size of egg. Don't always blame the hens or the breed for small eggs.
An experiment has shown that food and management affect the size

of an egg.
4. The Food Fed Affects the Profits. A proper study of foods

and feeding must include the prices as well as the composition of

foods. A ration, although it may give good results in egg yield may
not be profitable, because it is

made up of too high-priced foods.

It is not necessary to use any cer-

tain kind or brand of foods.

There is no patent on egg-produc-
ing foods. It is not necessary to

pay more for the chickens' food
than for the food for the family
table. There are impracticable
rations because they are too high
priced.

What is a Balanced Ration? A
balanced ration is one containing
the right kinds of nutrients' in

right proportions for the purpose
for which it is fed.

We must know the composition
of foods before we can figure up
a balanced ration. It may not be necessary in practice for the

poultryman to figure up balanced rations for his flock. His experi-
ence or the experience of others or the results of tests at .experiment

S. C. Minorca.
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stations are a pretty safe guide for the poultryman, but in order that

he may intelligently plan improvements in rations, he should under-

stand something of the composition of ordinary poultry foods.

What Use Does a Hen Make of the Food She Eats? In other

words, what is the purpose of feeding? The first use she makes of

the food is to supply the needs of her body. The maintenance of her

body is her first concern. The body of the hen, like other animals,
needs constant rebuilding. There is a constant wearing down or

breaking down of tissues, and the food rebuilds the body or repairs
its wastes. The work of the . poultryman, therefore, does not end
with the making of the hen, with the hatching and raising of the

pullet ;
he must maintain her, and the skill of the feeder comes in in

so compounding rations and so feeding them that the health and

vitality of the hen may be maintained. That is the first consideration

of good feeding the maintenance needs of the hen, the maintenance
of health and vigor.

The second use to which food is put by the hen is to make eggs.
After the body's needs have been supplied, if there is any food left,

the hen will use it for the making of eggs. Eggs are made from

surplus food. After she has eaten enough to supply bodily needs she

turns her attention to the egg basket.

If we are feeding for eggs it is poor economy, therefore, to feed

just enough to maintain the hen in health and vigor. We must feed

more than that or our efforts will be wasted.
On the other hand, heavy feeding does not necessarily mean a

heavy egg yield. While the heavy layer must consume plenty of food,
the manner of feeding and the kind of food must be taken into ac-

count. In other words, the efficiency of food rests largely on the

kinds of food fed and the skill with which the feeding is done.
Nutritive Ratio. The nutritive ratio is the ratio of protein to

fat and heat-producing foods. For egg production a narrow nutritive

ratio should be fed. A ratio of one of protein to four or five of

carbohydrates and fat is a narrow ratio and will give good results in

egg production. In figuring the ratio the fat is multiplied by two
and one-fourth, as it is estimated that one pound of fat is equal to

two and one-fourth pounds of carbohydrates and fat.

At the West Virginia Experiment Station laying hens fed a

narrow ratio, or nitrogenous ration, produced 17,459 eggs, while the

pens with a wide, or carbonaceous ration, laid 9,708 eggs. During the

experiment the former fowls gained in live weight one pound four
ounces each, while the latter gained only about one-tenth of a pound
eaeh. Other experiments have shown the superiority of the narrow
ratio, or the ration rich in protein or nitrogen.

It should be understood, however, that the nutritive ratio in it-

self docs not necessarily indicate the true value of the ration. Palat-

ability and other factors have to be considered. Two rations having
the same nut rit i ve ratio were fed to t \vo different pens of fowls for a

year. One of them gave a yield of two hundred and one eggs per
fowl; the other one hundred ;md thirty-three eggs. There was a

difference in the kind of food, but not in the nutritive ratio. Two
other pens having rations of a similar nutritive ratio gave yields of

one hundred and one, and one hundred and forty-three respectively.
The proper nutritive ra'tio does not guarantee a good egg yield. I\< -

must ho had to the kind of foods fed, and the feeder must be
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guided by the results of feeding tests that indicate the feeding value

of different foods.

Percentage Composition of Foods.

GRAINS.
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whole grain food should be scattered in this straw. There will be no
waste in this, as the fowls will find about every kernel. The skill of

the poultryman comes in feeding .enough at a time, without having to

feed too often, to keep the hens busy at work a large portion of the

day. If too much is given at a feed, the fowls will soon satisfy their

appetites, while if too little is given they will soon clean it up and
there will be nothing to scratch for. It isn't necessary to keep them

scratching all day. Leghorns, for instance, will do nearly as well
when fed in a hopper or box. If they have a yard and a floor they
will exercise themselves whether compelled to dig for their food or

not. Forced exercise, however, is necessary for the larger or less

active breeds. In an experiment, three pullets kept in a small pen on
a board floor without any litter, laid one hundred and sixteen eggs
in a year, an average of thirty-eight and two-third eggs each. One
of these was a Leghorn pullet, which laid fifty-two eggs. Leghorns
fed in straw averaged one hundred and sixty-nine per fowl, and
others fed in boxes or hoppers averaged one hundred and sixty-one.
Two pens of Plymouth Rocks averaged one hundred and forty-one
fed in straw, and two fed in boxes averaged one hundred and
eighteen each. In each case the ration was the same. It is seen here
that the method of feeding was responsible for a variation in yield of

from fifty-two eggs per fowl to one hundred and sixty-nine. The
experiment showed that no exercise, or forced idleness, was ruinous
both to production and to health of fowls. Second, it showed that

Leghorns, or the active breeds, will do well even though they are

not forced to scratch for every kernel of grain, but the heavier breeds

Feeding yarded fowls in the litter,

therefore, is a decided advantage
with some breeds, and it is not detri-

mental to any breed. A Leghorn
given the liberty of a yard and a

floor to scratch on, even though all

grain be fed in a hopper or box, will

take exercise enough to produce
well. The chief disadvantage of

feeding in the litter is that the grain
is liable to become contaminated
with the droppings of the fowls,
which is a fruitful method of carry-

ing disease from one fowl to an-
Buff cochins. other. This method, however, is

usually necessary with most fowls, and with care in renewing the
straw often enough, little danger need be feared from this source.

The droppings from the fowls at night should not be permitted to

mingle with the litter.

Summing Up. Feed wholesome food; feed liberally; feed regu-

larly; feed a variety. After that, the only secret in feeding is to

feed ACTIVITY into the hen.

GRAHAM'S METHOD OF FEEDING.
The Poultry Department of the Ontario Agricultural College at

Guelph, Ontario, Canada, has produced some splendid results in the
p 7.
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way of high egg records, as well as along other lines. Prof. W. R.

Graham told us that his method of feeding these hens was as follows :

Equal parts of cracked corn and wheat, and ground oats, kept
in a hopper where the hens can get to them at all times. Buttermilk

kept before them as a drink and no water allowed the hens at any
time.

This is certainly a very simple ration, and it has proven most

satisfactory at this Station.

CORNELL METHOD OF FEEDING FATNESS AS A FACTOR IN
FEEDING FOR EGG PRODUCTION.

(Prof. J. E. Rice, Ithaca, N. Y.)

The rations that we are feeding is as follows : Twenty parts corn,

twenty wheat, ten oats. Mix and feed lightly in morning in litter;

and about all they will eat at night in litter. Feed dry in a hopper,
left open all the afternoon, a mixture of six corn meal, six wheat

middlings, three wheat bran, one oil meal, one alfalfa meal, five beef

scrap and add seven-tenths (.7) pound salt (one teaspoonful). Feed
in the proportion of about two pounds grain to one pound ground
feed. This is for egg production. You will find that the last state-

ment is an important factor in any ration. If you were to allow these

hens to eat three or four pounds of grain for every pound of ground
feed they would not be getting enough of the ground feed ration.

You will find it hard to get them to eat more than one-third by weight
of ground feed. The only way you can regulate the amount of grain
with the ground feed is by the amount you feed in the morning. If

you feed only a small amount of grain in the morning and make them
work for it, when you open the hoppers for the noon meal they will

Figure 13. A very fat Plymouth Rock hen found, on being killed, to be in perfect lay-
ing condition, with one egg fully formed and others in various stages of development.

eat more than they otherwise would. If they have too much grain in

the morning they will not eat enough mash. Leave the hopper of

ground feed open during the afternoon; they will not eat too much,
but will be hungry for the night feeding.
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FATNESS AS A FACTOR IN FEEDING FOWLS FOR EGG PRODUCTION.

One point in connection with the subject of feeding fowls. Here
is the picture of a hen (Figs. 13 and 14) that emphasizes the import-
ance of having hens reasonably fat to give good production. We
killed her because she was so fat that to all appearances she might
die on our hands. This hen was not a bad hen to look upon, but she

was so ''dead fat" that her body hung nearly to the ground, and she

Figure 14. The hen shown in figure 13 after being dressed. Note the excessive fatness.

had at least one pound of solid fat in her body. You can see the
extent of her fatness. When we cut open the hen we found an egg
with hard shell ready to be laid and any quantity of yolks, full size,
which showed that she would have gone on laying for weeks to come.

(Fig. 15.) A shows three of the fattest hens out of a large num-
ber that we killed and three of the leanest hens. Below the fowls
are shown their egg organs as they^ were when we took them out, and
in each of the three fattest hens you will see that there was an egg
hard-shelled and ready to he laid. We killed them early in the morn-
ing in order to get them in that condition before they had time, to

lay. Here (Fig. 15 B) are the three leanest hens and their egg organs,
and in each instance they an- ahsolutely dormant and probably would
not have laid an e.irur in at least a month nr six weeks time.

We must give our hens the ri_rhi kind of feed and sufficient feed
to keep them in the best laying condition, and that means with sur-
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plus fat in their bodies. The best explanation of the fact that the
hen must have fat in her body in order to lay well is that the egg is

developed in the ovary, in the form of little ovules. There are hun-
dreds of these little ovules so small that we perhaps cannot see some
of them with the naked eye.

Figure 15. Six Plymouth Rock hens, three that are very fat and three that are

very lean, with their egg organs removed. Note the difference in development. The
three fat hens were in full laying condition, with a hard-shelled egg in the bodies,

ready to be laid. The three lean hens are all dormant. This condition is the rule and
not the exception.

(Fig. 16.) These ovules form in follicles and when ripe they
burst and let the yolk or ovule fall into the oviduct, and then pass
down the oviduct where the white of the egg is formed about the yolk.
A chemical analysis of these eggs shows that sixty-four per cent of

the dry matter of the yolk of the egg is fat and that it is the only fat

in the egg, except a small fraction, the white of the egg being prac-

tically pure albumen, the shell being mineral matter. The very first

part of an egg to be developed, therefore, must contain nearly half

fat. How, then, can the hen start to develop the first part of the egg
unless it has surplus fat in its body, and surplus fat is merely stored-

up energy. W.e must have hens in reasonably fat condition before

they will do their very best laying. It has been found by careful ob-

servation that a hen may be in perfect laying condition with many
yolks ready to be deposited and because of the unfavorable climatic

conditions, rough usage, starvation, lack of water or any other thing
that would interfere with digestion, and thus cause the animal to

need to draw upon its body for nourishment to use as food, that the

fowl may use of the material already stored in these yolks, that is,

reabsorb them, so that a hen who was in good condition to lay might
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be stopped laying and this process of developing ovules cease and

possibly go right in the opposite direction, thai is, go back into the

body.
"

Figure 16. The oviduct of a hen. Note the various parts the ovary, where the
yolk is formed ; the passage, where the white is deposited, and the portion where the
shell is laid on.

Fig. 17 shows a cross section of the muscular tissue of the ovary
and shows these ovules embedded in the skin and how they grow

larger and larger and finally come

f/f^

1HB| H[ 1() the surface and bulge out where
^^ ^ fe the follicle containing the yolk

_^
'1 %| forms.

l^j \ j .. Perhaps the principle of the re-

*ijii ^ lationship between food consump-
"* ^ tion and the development of the

ovules can be best demonstrated by
curves shown in Fig. 18, taken
from Bulletin 258, Cornell Experi-
ment Station. Here we have three

sets of curves that show the rela-

tionship of food consumed per
fowl, the weight of their bodies

and their egg production at differ-

Figure IT. A cross section of the ov- ent times during the year. The
ary of the fowl, showing the undeveloped ]jnes runn ing llp and down this
ovules imbedded in the tissue. . i i /

chart mark off the periods ot a

year. The lines running crosswise mark off in pounds in the case of
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weight of fowl and feed consumed and the number of dozens of eggs
produced each period. It will be seen that as the hens decrease in

their consumption of food there is a decrease in weight and a de-

J9O6
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FIG. 18 . A comparison of starved and fed flocks, by periods of 4& days. A=
Consumption of food. B=Weights of fowls in pounds. C Per cent production

of eggs.

Fed flocks Pens 8 (3 years old), 19 (2 years old) and 24 (i year old).

Starved flocks Pen 5 (3 years old), 22 (2 years old) and 25(1 year old).

Note that the same general observations as to the increase or decrease in the food con-

sumed, weight and percentage egg-production applies in the same manner as observed

in Fig. 16.

Figure 18.

crease in egg production. As the hens increase in their consumption
of food there is an increase in weight of body and an increase in the

percentage of eggs produced. This shows how closely the two are
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associated together. Here is the point. A good many people say
that they ought not to feed their hens more until they begin to lay
more eggs. They have the "cart before the horse." We must feed
hens all they will eat and eat up clean of the right kind of food, be-

cause hens begin to increase in their food consumption several weeks
before they begin to lay, as is shown by this chart. They also increase

in weight before they begin to lay. A condition of egg production
is in a measure a condition of reproduction and carries with it a tend-

ency for the animals to become fat. The history of any domestic
animal bears out this statement.

POINTERS ON FEEDING LAYING HENS.

(Prof. H. C. Pierce, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. Department of Agriculture.)

What constitutes a good ration for laying hens and why should
we feed a hen for laying purposes? I think the cardinal points may
be set down in egg production as, first, have good hens; second, have
good feed; and, third, have a good feeder. A hen in good laying
condition consumes twenty times her own weight in a year. A hen
weighing five pounds will consume approximately one hundred pounds
of food during a year's time. If she lays twelve dozen of eggs in a

year, or one hundred and forty-four eggs, which should be reasonable
under good conditions, she will produce eighteen to twenty pounds
of eggs in that time, or four times her own weight. So we see that
we may consider the hen in some respects a machine into which we
feed perhaps one hundred pounds of feed, exclusive of water, and we
take out eighteen to twenty pounds of the finished product. No more
than you can make carpets out of steel rods or wooden sticks can you
get eggs out of feed that is not best adapted to producing eggs. The
hen must have a food which is properly balanced and which contains
the necessary materials to manufacture eggs. An egg contains, to

put it commercially, shell, white and yolk. These are the most widely
varying constituents of the eggs. We may take the shell to repre-
sent the ash part of the egg and eleven per cent of the egg is calcium.
We take the white to represent the protein portion of the egg. The
albumen of the white is one of the purest forms of protein which we
have and the one most easily digested. We take yolk to represent
food of the egg. Did it ever occur to you to ask why these things
occur in an egg? I don't believe that there is a hen in the United
States that cares whether we eat eggs or not. She is not laying eggs
for us to eat. She is laying eggs to reproduce her species. Therefore

we find in the egg the food for the developing germs during the

three weeks necessary for the germ to develop in the shell. The shell

forming an envelope to protect the developing germs and also giving
it a slight amount probably of ash and the white forming the food

formation of the muscles and yolk forming nitrogen for formation of

<3hick and having a surplus supply over to nourish the chick through
the first day or two after it is hatched. We find, no matter what the

hen is fed, she always tends to produce an egg of uniform composi-
tion. If you feed a hen regularly, wlion she can lay at all the proposi-
tion regarding the amount of protein, etc., will be the same, whether
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she receives the proper balanced ration or not. Her business is to re-

produce her species, and she knows she must put into the inside of

the egg a sufficient amount of food so that when the chick develops
and hatches there will be none left. Even though we do not feed

properly, what eggs are laid are probably of the same composition,
as far as the hen can determine that for herself. You will find that

hens which have not had grit will usually lay soft-shelled eggs. We
must have a properly balanced ration. There are certain things which
we should bear in mind in compounding or

making up a ration.

Factors which will govern in selection of

rations : We find that a ration must con-

tain fat. Fat we must represent by corn.

We find that to produce white of an egg
the ration must contain protein or muscle-

building material. Protein we may repre-
sent by bran and meat, and it seems that

chickens must have some of this protein in a

meat form. To produce shells chicks must
have minerals, supply of lime of calcium

carbonate, which can be represented as

oyster shell and, to some extent, bran. In
addition to this we will supply the hen teeth

in grit, in order that they may have the

grinding material in the gizzard to grind up
5 T Jl - i XT A i Barred Plymouth Rock.
food after it reaches there. As a general
corrective and add variety to the ration, we should always add green
food and charcoal, so no matter what ration you use it is always safe

to have grit, oyster shell and charcoal before them all the time, and

pure clean water. There are several good rations which have been

given for the feeding of poultry. It is not so much what you feed
as how you feed it. There it more depends upon the feeder than upon
the feed. With every pail of feed two pails of common sense should

be used. This is the hardest thing to find in a ration. We must use

good judgment in feeding and we must know our birds. We must
have chicken sense. A chicken man is born, not made.

A good ration, which is based upon the ration developed at

Maine, may be composed as follows :

One part corn meal, one part middlings, one part gluten meal,
one part beef scrap, one part wheat bran, one-half part linseed meal.

Mix in form of dry mash, feed in hopper, let hens have free access to

this at noonday. In the morning they are fed in a deep litter of straw

eight inches to twelve inches deep, and this depth of litter is meas-
ured with a ruler.

In the morning feed cracked corn, wheat, oats or any grains
which you may have in the bins and make them scratch for it in the

straw. All you want to see when they are eating is their tails. The
more hidden a chicken is the more that chicken is digging and the

more exercise it is getting. That is the active hen and she is the

laying hen. She may be fat, but she must have exercise. At noon
time she may be fed at the same rate of four quarts per one hundred
hens again. Wheat makes a good feed, as well as barley. Chickens
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do not like rye. Let them have access to this dry mixture at twelve
o'clock until they go to bed at night. Perhaps once or twice a week
mixing that dry mash with some warm water and giving it to them
at night, they would appreciate it. In addition to that feed, chopped
alfalfa or clover. Warm clover up by pouring hot water over it and
letting it stand or feeding it dry. I am trying to bring out the fact
that more depends upon the feeder than upon the feed. You may
.irivr them one-half bushel of this feed to one hundred hens, but the
idea is to give them variety. Suppose you were shut up in a house
and you had corn meal much for breakfast and had not had any
for a long time. Suppose you had corn meal mush for dinner. Your
appetite would be pretty good. You would have corn meal mush
again for supper and your nose would go up a little, and by the next
morning you wouldn't care whether you had corn meal mush or not,
but if you did't eat anything you couldn't work. It is the same
with poultry. If you do not get a variety you get nothing from it.

We often had complaints along in February and March of hens dying
on the nests, and probably due to the fact that hens were overfat.

A hen that is overly fat will be degen-
erated, having a degenerated liver,
blood vessels and muscles. We have

found, on examination, that where
hens have died on the nest they have
suffered from hemorrhage of liver and
brain, and the hens would contain

eggs and ready to lay. The reason
that they would die was because they
were overly fat and the strain of pass-

^ ing the egg would cause extra pres-

Buff piymoutiTRock. sure an(* rupture, and back of this fat

we could lay it to corn diet, which
hens receive almost exclusively through corn belt in winter time. No
hen can produce properly on corn alone. You will find that your corn
contains from nine to eleven per cent of protein. You will find that

your egg contains a much larger per cent. So you see in order to get

enough protein to build an egg a hen would have to eat more corn
than she would care to, and would have to eat more fat. Therefore,
feed corn to balance up a ration with a meat ration or beef scraps
from packing house. It is to be preferred to green-cut bone, because
it is much cheaper in the long run. Beef scrap is much to be pre-
ferred on the basis of cost because of water contents of two feeds.

Beef scraps contains eighteen per cent of water and green bone con-
tains eighty per cent of water. In the rabbit country you can shoot
a rabbit, hang it up to freeze, then hang it in chicken house and let

the chickens pick at it.

Question. What is the proper term to use in speaking of poultry
husbandry, a poultry farm or a poultry plant?

Answer. We should say "poultry farm" and not
"
poultry

plant." The words "poultry plant" should never have passed the

lips of any man.

Question. When should cooked Avheat be fed?
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Answer. Cooked wheat should be fed at night if fed at all.

Question. When should hot mash be fed?

Answer. Hot mash should be fed at night. Make the chickens

warm up by exercise in the morning. If you feed the hot mash in

the morning they will go off and lie down the rest of the day.

Question. How about feeding second grade oats or screenings to

chickens ?

Answer. Do not feed second grade oats or fannings or screen-

ings. In spring a good way to feed oats is to take a basketful of oats

and soak them in warm water over night, spread them on trays in

racks and stir them once a day until you get a sprout one-eighth inch

long, then let them grow up in nice green matty sod. They will grow
quickly. Feed eight-inch square of that to each twenty-five hens, and
this makes a nice lot of green feed, and will take from five to nine

days to grow this from the time that you wet the oats, depending
upon the temperature of the room.

Growing poultry in a cornfield.

Question. How does the temperature affect the time of growth?
Answer. The higher the temperature the quicker the growth.
Question. How is the best way to proportion mixed feed, weight

or measure?
Answer. The proper way to prepare mixed feed is by measure.

Question. In what proportion should salt be fed to hens?
Answ.er. Put in salt not to exceed one-half to one per cent.

Question. How often should litter be changed for scratching

pens?
Answer. Change litter as often as it is needed. Once in three

weeks is usually often enough, depending upon how thick birds are

and the kind of straw you are using for the litter.

Question. What is the advantage or disadvantage of giving hot

water for drinking purposes in winter time?
Answer. It does not make much difference whether cold or hot

water is given the fowls to drink in winter time.

Question. What is the value of a stimulant?

Answer. There is no value in a stimulant. Keep the hen busy.
Do not give her a chance to think about hunting for lice or pulling a

feather out of another hen's back.



CHAPTER VII.

PLANS AND ARRANGEMENTS FOR POULTRY FARMS.

The suggestions which follow, while riot perfect or ideal, may be

a great help in planning and arranging your poultry farms or yards.
The successful poultry farm must grow three crops, a green crop,
a fruit crop and a poultry crop. If you can grow poultry in the corn,
tlu- chicks do best there. Corn, clover, cowpeas and fruit should be

rotated in such way as to provide shade, feed and fresh land each

year. Every poultry farm should have enough land to produce some
of the grain which is fed to the poultry. A small piece of ground will

grow an immense lot of feed if planted in mangel beets. Move the

chickens to fresh ground and sow the old yard with a mixture of rye
and oats or of rape. After these have grown several inches high

you may turn the poultry in if you wish. Don't neglect to cultivate

your yards and grow some of your own feed.

HOW TO SUCCEED ON FIVE ACRES DEVOTED
TO POULTRY.

(Frank E. Mixa, Ames, Iowa.)

Dealing with No. 1 first, we enter off the public highway; going
about fifteen feet we enter through a twelve-foot gate ;

the first thing
we notice on either side is a row of blackberries running to the bound-

ary fence; as we go up the driveway we pass a hedge of currants

on the right ;
now we near the dwelling house, which we need not take

up any space to explain, except that it contains five rooms and a bath.

Just beyond the house on either side of the driveway are planted
pear trees, ten feet from the driveway and twenty feet apart.

The chick range is planted to apple trees, which are twenty feet

from fences and forty feet apart, thus enabling the ease of cultivating
the ground.

We have now come to the barn and noticing on either side a gate
of twelve feet, we will pass through on the right side of the barn and
go down to the breeding pens. While on the way down we will notice

on the left the windmill (here there ought to be placed the pumping-
jack and engine room, if one were to put in a gasoline engine, then
the shafting could be run into the barn to run the minor machinery)
and on the right we notice the large capacious yard, running from
the breeding house, being ninety-six feet wide, that being the length
of the house, and one hundred feet long, planted to plum trees of a

recognized variety, which are planted twenty feet apart and twenty
feet from fences, thus leaving plenty of room for ease of cultivation.

Next on the left is the feed room, and on the other side of that
is the water tower, which distributes water to the dwelling house,

barn, feed room, killing room, incubator cellar, breeding and laying
houses.

The next building on the left is the "useful" house, or rather
where the incubator cellar is, the root and vegetable cellar, killing

room, fattening room, and in the third story is where brooders and
such like are stored, and down in the incubator cellar is a room for
the proper care of eggs.

(107)
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On passing all these we will enter into the breeding pens and say
a little about them. In every other pen is a hydrant, by which two

pens are supplied by just simply opening the door between and filling

the pans. This may seem an expensive idea, but on the other hand,
when you stop to figure how much time each day is taken up in

watering from thirty birds in this house to sixty birds in the laying

house, to the pen, with all the rest of the farm work to do, you will

stop and give it consideration, especially in summer.

Feed room.

In each pen is a mash hopper (home made), a box of grit, shell

and charcoal, with a loose piece of inch-mesh wire to prevent the

waste by scratching out of the box, and a dust box, which is of vast

importance in egg production. The floors are heavily littered with

a mixture of millet and oat straw or clover hay, but most always the

oat or wheat straw is used pure, as the horse and cow will need most

of the hay products. (The grit, shell and charcoal are mixed equal

parts by measure.)

"'"ji'./i:
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A section of a long laying house, ground plan.
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As we have seen all that is necessary in here we pass on to the

laying pens on the right. On the way over is field No. 4, where the

colony houses are brought in for winter quarters, placing them in

pairs, using one as a scratching shed and the other as a sleeping and

laying room. The two are connected by a tube leading from one to

the other, and the outer doors are made in rights and lefts so as to

have an easy access to either.

Now we enter the laying pens. The arrangement is the same, only
there are two hoppers and the dust box is larger. While these pens are
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Killing and fattening room and incubator cellar.

16x16, those in the other house are 12x12, thus having two hundred
and forty breeders and three hundred and sixty layers from which
are to be chosen the breeders for the next year, as they have now
reached their maturity and will be two years old when bred, and
take the places of the old breeders, which are sold for market. The
places of the layers are filled with late March and April hatched

pullets.

P 8
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The roosts in both houses are so arranged that they can be
hooked up during the day to keep the hens off of them, and while

cleaning the droppings off.

The broody coops are used in the breeding pens to alternate the
males every third day and in the laying pens in case of a broody hen
or injured bird, as there are no males in these pens.

I have only one large yard on a side of each house. While only

keeping one breed and variety, this is very desirable because it gives
each bird about six times the space it would have in a small yard of

given length and width of the pens ; then, too, each bird will go to its

own roost at night. I might say that all yards are planted to trees the

same.
As each building has its details drawn out, I think it is not nec-

essary to 'go through them here.

The five acres are enclosed with wire, wrhich is eight and a half

feet high, composed of six feet two-inch mesh, plus three feet one-

inch mesh, six inches of which are buried in the earth to prevent
scratching out or in, and the rest of the fencing is the same, all put
on steel posts, as those are cheaper than wooden posts.

The breed and variety kept will be the White Plymouth Rock, as

I deem a white bird makes the best appe'arance when dressed, especi-

ally when the pinfeather stages are contended with and too, the meat

product is a heavy one at the present day, and a man wants to pro-
duce the best.

SHED ROOF BREEDING HOUSE.

This is one of the best houses that can possibly be erected. It is

cheap, easily constructed, and contains every principle necessary to in-

^ Cnt>b/e sfrme- ctrafii00P_
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Figure 1.

sure convenience and the good health of the flock. It can be built as a

colony house, ten, twelve, fourteen or sixteen feet square, or as a

long laying house or breeding house, and divided into pens from ten
to sixteen feet in width.
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In figure one yon will notice the arrangement of the nests, roosts

and droppings board. You will also notice the cloth curtain door in

the renter, which is hung on swinging hinges. These are used only
in the long houses where you have more than one pen. You can then

pass through from pen to pen without stopping to fasten and unfasten

partition doors. This house should be built eight feet high in front

and five or six feet in the rear.

rxr~rri~"
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Figure 2.

In figure two you will notice the door in the west part of the

south or front view of the house. The door should open inward.

There is a footboard next to the roof the entire length of the front.

There is a window on the east side of the front view. This window
is made by taking two sash and nailing them together in the center

and then hinge them to the east wall. The window swings inward
and fastens back against the east wall and remains there during gooft
weather in the spring, summer and fall. The space between the door
on the west and the window on the east is divided equally between
an opening, covered with a cloth curtain, and the space beloW that

is boarded up solid. Cover the opening with one-inch mesh poultry

netting, and make a frame to fit this opening. Cover the frame with
thin cloth of any kind, and hinge the frame at the top of the opening,
then it can be raised on the inside and fastened to the roof in pleasant

weather, and lowered to protect the birds in stormy weather.

Figure three shows the ground plan of this house. A concrete

floor is best, but a board or dirt floor works well in this house. Ar-

range all the fixtures on the interior of your poultry houses in such
a way that they can be removed from the building and cleaned and
whitewashed.

Outside of the flooring, the material for this house, about twelve,

fourteen or sixteen feet square, will cost about $30.00 to $40.00.

CONSTRUCTION OF A GOOD, CHEAP COLONY BROODER HOUSE.

AVe give three detailed drawings of this house, and it is not nec-

essary to give a great deal of space to explanation. The house can

be built 6x8 feet or 8x10, or any size which would meet your require-
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ments. You can buy ordinary hovers from any good incubator fac-

tory, such as they use in their indoor and outdoor brooders. It is not

necessary to buy the entire brooder, but simply buy the hover and
the fixtures and arrange the hovers in the rear of your colony brooder

house, as is shown in the diagram.
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Figure 3.

In the front of the house are two small doors for chickens; also,

one window 2x4 feet. This window opening is covered with wire

netting and has a cloth curtain to be lowered during bad weather.
The door for the attendant is at the end, and during warm

weather is to be replaced with a frame door covered with wire netting,
to make house cooler.

The small doors in the front are made to hook on the inside and
the large door to be locked by attendant on his last trip at night.

The house is to be built with floor and on skids, so that it can be

easily moved from place to place. I would have a solid board par-
tition, two feet high and eight feet long, with hooks on each end,
that would fasten to the front and back walls of the house, dividing
the interior into two parts, each four feet by eight feet. This could
be easily stepped over by attendant and would be used when chicks
were first placed in colony houses. A brooder and its flock could be

placed on each side and the temporary yard divided through the

center, would be arranged on outside of house. This yard would be
made by taking two feet small mesh wire netting and weaving small
iron rods through it every three feet and pushing sharpened ends of
rods into the ground as temporary posts.

As soon as chicks were accustomed to new quarters, remove par-
tition and temporary wire fence. There are no roosts in colony house.
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FIELDS.

Field No. 1 will be rotated with the following crops: First year
planted to corn, second year to corn and the third year to oats, while

the fourth sown to clover.

Field No. 2. First year oats, second year cutting the rye, which
had been sown the first fall as a forage crop for the cow, this being
followed by oats and peas cut as forage and then sown to millet >
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which is cut as hay, plowed up and sown to winter wheat and vetches,

third year cutting the wheat and vetches for forage, following it

with rape, then millet cut as hay, fall plowed.
Field No. 3. First year oats and peas cut as forage, cropped with

millet, which is cut as hay (always using Hungarian for these late

crops of millet), sown to winter wheat; second year letting the wheat

ripen, plowing up and sowing to barley and peas, followed by cover

crop of rye; third year, spring plowed, plowing under the rye and

sowing to oats to ripen, after harvest plowing under stubble.

End view of a colony brooder house.

Field No. 4. One-half planted to mangels and one-half to cab-

bages the first year; second vice versa, and the third the same space
(one-sixth acre) will be taken on field No. 3, and the old ground will

the sown to oats.

The plots marked "
Alfalfa permanent" will be sown to a mix-

ture of clover and alfalfa the first year, remaining so until the fall, of

the second year, at which time they will be sown to the alfalfa pure
and the third year remain permanent.

In yards and orchard corn will be planted with rape (Dwarf-
Essex) the first two years, and the fall of the second will be sown to

wheat and vetches in some
;
and rye and vetches in others. The rea-

son for so much corn the first two years is that shade will be provided
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with profit; the third y<'nr tin- yards will be rotated with rank grow-
ing grains so as to provide an abundance of green food as long as the

weather will permit the growing outside, after which this will be sub-

stituted by cabbages and mangels.
I might say here that in fields one, two, three and four the areas

will not always hold true, because in order to have the same amount
of straws each year one piece will lap over into the other, as there

will be no divisions between them, only I have marked them off in

one acre, etc., for convenience of calculation.

The colony houses on the alfalfa plot on the left are for two
families of cockerel breeders, as this is necessary in line bred birds,
and on the plot to the right of the breeding house is where the

"Bachelors' Hall" will be placed.
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METHOD OF FEEDING.

After the chick has remained in the incubator for at least forty-
two to forty-eight hours, it is then removed to the brooder, where a

temperature of one hundred degrees or thereabouts is sustained for

the first few days, after which it is lowered gradually.
The first meal consists of a mixture of the following : One loaf of

stale (bakers) bread, four to six (infertile) eggs, one pound chick-

size grit. Crumble up the bread or run through meat chopper, add the

eggs, which have been chopped up shell and all, and then the grit,

mix thoroughly. Feed only what the chicks will eat up clean at one

time. For second meal feed a grain mixture (will give ingredients

later) and the third meal again the same as the first, and so on until

you have the bread mixture used up; this is based on a hundred
chicks.

Now that the first mixture is used up and the chicks have gotten
used to the grain, it being fed every other meal, remove the pan on
which the first meals were fed and feed three or four times a day in

a deep litter of alfalfa or clover, which had been spread on the floor

from the first. This usually starts at the end of the second or begin-

ning of the third day, and by this method of exercising, the chick

promotes health and vigor, which is so essential to attain success.

In addition to the mucn needed exercise, there are other essen-

tials : Grit to grind the food, ash in the form of bone to build up the

frame work
;
charcoal as a blood purifier or to ward off disease, green

food to give a variety and sharpen the appetite. Ifeep clean water
before them 'at all times and get out on the ground as soon as it is

found to be safe, that is, if the weather allows and chicks are old

enough.
The grain fed is made up as follows:

First f 1 part pinhead oats or (steel cut).
3 or

4J
1 part fine cracked Kaffir corn.

\- By weight,
weeks.

I
1 part fine cracked dent corn.

[ 3 parts fie cracked wheat.

From this change the size of grain, leaving proportions the same,
as follows :

Steel cut oats to hulled oats.

Fine cracked corn to whole Kaffir corn.

Fine cracked dent corn to coarse cracked.

Wheat, whole.
After the chicks have reached ten to twelve weeks the ration is

changed somewhat
; dropping out Kaffir corn and making it as follows :

One part oats with hulls on.

Two parts cracked corn.

Three parts wheat.
This remains the same until the chicks reach their winter quar-

ters.

The mash is fed wet beginning with the third week, feeding once
a day, that being in the morning. At eight weeks the mash is put in

any mash hoppers and only left open one-half the day, that being from
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noon until closing up time. This is kept up until birds reach winter

quarters.
The mash is made up of the following ingredients :

Seven pounds corn meal.

Five pounds wheat middlings.
Four pounds wheat bran.

Two pounds cut alfalfa.

Eight per cent beef scrap or 1.44 pounds.
Bran in troughs is also kept before them, while in a separate box

a mixture of equal parts, by measure, of charcoal, fine cracked bone

and grit, according to the size needed.

After the culling and separating takes place and the birds are

put into their pens the ration now changes somewhat, which is as

follows (for laying hens. Fed dry) :

Ten pounds cracked corn.

Ten pounds whole wheat.

Five pounds oats.

Seven pounds corn meal.

Five pounds wheat middlings.
Four pounds wheat bran.

Two pounds cut alfalfa.

One pound 0. P. meal.

Fifteen per cent or 2.85 pounds beef scrap.
.40 pound charcoal.

Along with the above, which is kept in supply cans, is fed two to

three pounds of green food (beets or cabbage). If sprouted oats is

used one square foot to thirty hens per day; also, one-half ounce per
bird green cut bone per day.

The breeders, after the end of the breeding season is over, are

turned out on free range to recuperate. They being fed equal parts,

by measure, of coarse cracked corn, whole wheat and oats, and the

mash is six pounds corn meal, three pounds bran, six pounds wheat

middlings, five pounds beef scrap, two pounds cut alfalfa, one pound
0. P. meal, besides the other extras.

During the breeding season the whole grain is equal parts, by
weight, of cracked corn and whole wheat. The mash remains the

same, never being fed wet, with the addition of one-half ounce of

green cut bone per bird per day along with two to three pounds of

green food as (beets or cabbage). If sprouted oats, one-third square
foot for each lot of thirty hens. The other care is about the same as

layers, precaution being taken to have everything clean at all times.

When fed in houses, in the morning all the straw is piled to-

wards the front of the house and a small quantity of the whole grain
thrown on this.

At noon the hoppers are opened and green feed fed, and at night
a space is cleared away and the whole grain fed, all that they will

eat up clean.

{Can

make larger

quantities in

same proportion.
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Chicks.

Range.

Housed or

Laying.

6 eggs, 1 loaf of bread, 1 pound grit, 1 to 3 days.
7 pounds corn meal, 5 pounds wheat middlings, 4 pounds

bran, 2 pounds alfalfa, 8 per cent beef scrap. Wet
mash in morning after three to eight weeks.

1 part steel cut oats, 1 part Kaffir corn (cracked).
1 part fine cracked corn, 3 parts cracked wheat, fed

from 2 weeks to 10 or 12 wreeks.

10 to 12 weeks up to housing time,
1 part oats, 2 parts cracked corn, 3 parts wheat.

Mash (dry) 8 weeks to housing time.

7 pounds corn meal, 5 pounds wrheat middlings, 4

pounds wheat bran, 2 pounds cut alfalfa, 8 per cent

beef scrap or 1.44 pounds.

10 pounds cracked corn, 10 pounds wheat, 5 pounds
oats, fed in deep litter of straw.

Dry mash in hoppers, 7 pounds corn meal, 5 pounds
wheat middlings.

4 pounds bran, 2 pounds cut alfalfa, 1 pound 0. P. meal,
15 per cent beef scrap or 2.85 pounds.

METHOD OF PROCEDURE FOR THE THREE YEARS.

From the first of January there is no time to be wasted when one
is intending to start a poultry farm. The first thing to do is to find

out what you are after, then plan it out carefully in detail.

I intend first to get a line on some good utility stock with the

prices right. As I have laid foundations in January, I shall try to get

ready two pens of my breeding house to house these birds, which I

intend buying, about sixty in number, to start out with. I shall try
to have them at work by the first of February ; giving them two weeks
rest after their trip, which I hope will be short, for the benefit of the

birds, after which time I hope to get a fifty per cent production.
By the first of March the dwelling house ought to be very nearly

finished so as to enable me to place my incubators in the basement,
where the hatching will be done for the first three years.

The next job on hand are the colony houses which are to be used
in brooding and rearing the chicks, six in number.

Buying in two of the best standard incubators, 390 egg capacity,

costing less than ten cents per egg, and starting my first hatch on the
first of March and the next hatch two weeks later, and so on until I

have at least 1,200 chicks, or rather filling the six colony houses,
with the following results from each hatch : February, fertility

seventy-five per cent, hatching seventy-five per cent, rearing seventy-
five per cent hatched first lot two hundred and nineteen chicks and
rearing one hundred and sixty-five; second hatch, March, fertility

ninety per cent, hatching eighty per cent two hundred and eighty
chicks, rearing seventy-five per cent two hundred and twenty chicks

;

third hatch will be the same, hatching two hundred and eighty and
rearing two hundred and twenty ;

fourth hatch, April, fertility ninety
per cent; hatching eighty per cent two hundred and eighty chicks,

rearing two hundred and twenty ;
fifth hatch the same fertility, hatch-

ing eighty per cent two hundred and eighty chicks, rearing two
hundred and twenty, giving a total of 1,339 hatched and rearing 1,-

045, or approximately about three eggs to each pullet reared.
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Presuming that half are cockerels, five hundred and twenty in

number, and five hundred and twenty-five pullets, the cockerels all

being dressed for market, with the exception of about twenty, from
which will be selected twelve for the following breeding season, and
the rest sold as utility breeders. The pullets will be thoroughly culled

until there are only three hundred and seventy-five left and marketed,

dressed, and I will not sell a bird to anybody that I would not keep

myself.
The estimated output of dressed produce is about 2,600 pounds at

an average price of twenty cents, amounting to $520.00, while the

pullets retained, at $1.00 each, and the cockerels at $2.50 each, amount-

ing to $375.00 for the pullets and $30.60 for the cockerels.

In economy of building it is best to have more than one building

going up at one time, so as to economize in labor and lumber. You
will notice I have been building two breeding pens on the side of

breeding pens as per drawing, dwelling house, colony houses, and now
I have the barn in course of construction, so I can keep a cow and
a horse and a place to keep wagons, hay and tools needed on a poultry
farm. By the first of September I intend to have the laying pens
ready to receive the pullets into their winter quarters. Of course,
this will necessitate having a lot of workers, but the sooner I get this

done the better I like it, as I do not like the system of "just merely
dragging along," as it costs more in the end by such process of con-

struction and besides in order to have things come out right this is

absolutely necessary.
Now that I have a place to keep both a cow and a horse, I will

buy a good all-around horse for about $175.00 and a cow (Holstein

grade) calved in March or April, for about $80.00. This will enable

me to do my own plowing and hauling, while the cow will produce
enough milk to give to my growing youngsters on the range, which
will be mixed sour in a mash, this is the skim milk, by using the

cooley can. The cow giving on an average of about forty pounds of

milk per day and testing four per cent, I will be able to make about
ten pounds of butter per week to sell. This will help to keep her
with a little profit on the side. This production of forty pounds will,

of course, only be when I want it the most, which is in April, May
and June, while the rest of the months she will gradually fall off.

Turning to the pullets, their production, the first hatched in March
and April, about one hundred and forty in this section, will start to

lay in September with a production of twenty per cent, October

twenty-five per cent, November twenty-five to thirty per cent, De-
cember thirty per cent, January forty per cent, February forty-five

per cent, or on an average of about thirty per cent for the six months.
The next sections of about two hundred and thirty-five, starting

in October with a twenty per cent production, November twenty-five

per cent, December thirty per cent, January thirty-five per cent and

February forty-five per cent, or an average for six months for first

section and five months for the second is 1,500 dozen, at an average
price of twenty-eight cents in Missouri, making $420.00.

Considering now six warm months with an average per cent

production for each, March fifty per cent, April sixty per cent, May
seventy per cent, June sixty per cent, July forty-five per cent, August
thirty-five per cent, giving an average of about fifty-three per cent.

Thus for the three hundred and seventy-five the production would
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be approximately 2,980 dozen, at twenty cents, making $596.00 for

the six months.
Of course, we are all this time getting eggs from old stock from

the middle of February to the middle of April for hatching, at five

cents per egg, and then for market as per price given in other calcula-

tions. The first year we get the following income : One thousand nine
hundred and fifty eggs at five cents, plus five hundred and twenty-
five dozen at twenty-five cents, making altogether $228.75 from Feb-

ruary first to January first.

The baker is glad when he can get eggs at a very low price, so

having about twenty-one dozen, infertile, they are sold to him at fif-

teen cents per dozen, adding thus $3.15 to the income.

STATEMENT OF COST, EQUIPMENT, MAINTENANCE AND INCOME FOR FIRST
YEAR.

(Note by the Editor. You must understand that the figures and
statements as to income, etc., are simply estimates of what can rea-

sonably be expected. We make no extravagant claims, but give these

figures for the reason that they may aid you and give you a basis to

figure from.)

60 White Plymouth Rock hens (2 yrs.), at $2.00
4 White Plymouth Rock cockerels, at $2.50

170 rds. fencing (enclosing the 5 A.) chick range and three sides

of the laying yards at $1.00
2 pens of breeding house, $2.50 per hen (60)

2 Cypher's Standard Incubators, 390 eggs, at $38.00
6 Colony houses 10x8, 15 cents per chick, at $30.00

13 Adaptable hovers, at $8.50

Appliances and tools estimated at

Laying house for 375 pullets, at $1.60 per hen
Dwelling house, 5 rooms and bath, part furnished, has heat and

water
Barn for hay, straw, horse, cow and tools

1 Cow and calf

1 Horse
Harness, heavy wagon, light delivery or carriage
Drilling of well and windmill with water tower

I

Laying pipe and fixtures

Cost of hatching and rearing (fuel)

Feed for rearing 1045, 20 cents each
Feed for 375 pullets for 4 months, at $1.08 per year, or .09 per

month
|

Feed for 60 hens for 11 months, at 9 cents per month i

Cost of plowing and planting (this year only) i

Fruit trees, berries and currants . .

525 dozen from 60 hens for 9 months, at 25 cents
1950 eggs for hatching from hens in ten weeks, at 5 cts

2600 pounds of dressed poultry, average at 20 cents
21 dozen infertile eggs sold to baker, at 15 cents

930 dozen eggs from pullets for 4 months, at 23 i cents
5900 pounds of milk for 5 months, at H cents
236 pounds of butter, average at 25 cents

Calf sold fattened
375 pullets kept as layers, at $1.00

12 cockerels kept on hand, at $2.50
Manure from chicks

Manure from hens and pullets, making 162 cwt., at 40 cts.

$120.00
10.00

170.00
150.00
76.00
180.00
110.50
50.00
600.00

1,000.00
350 . 00
80.00
175.00
125.00
200.00
125.00
31.25

209.00

135.00
59.40
50.00
25.00

J4.031.15
$131.25
97.50
520.00

3.15
218.55
88.50
59.00
12.50

375.00
30.00
80.00
64.80

$4,031.15 $1,680.25
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SECOND YEAR.

In the spring I intend finishing the breeding pens, there being
eight in all when finished, holding two hundred and forty birds in all.

Perhaps it would not be out of place to mention the principal things
that are not clearly shown in the drawing for instance, the partitions
which are to be boarded up all the way in the neighborhood of the

roosting closet and the rest boarded three feet up from the floor to

the roof covered with cloth to prevent a draught.
The hydrants are on the north side of the door in every other

pen. There are three in the laying house and four in the breeding
house.

If stone is not plentiful the foundations can either be made of

concrete or of building tile.

It necessitates having a feed room that also will be built this

year and the rest of the fencing will also be done, and the colony
houses for two families of cockerel breeders.

STATEMENT OF COST OP EQUIPMENT, MAINTENANCE AND INCOME,
SECOND YEAR.

Addition of six pens at $2.50 per hen
Feed room to north of barn
2 colony houses fixed for breeders on range, at $32.50

30 rods of fence enclosing breeding pens, afc $1.00
8 gates, as indicated on drawing

Seeds: Corn, rye, oats, peas, barley and vetches, alfalfa

^Cost
of fuel for hatching and brooding of chicks

Feed for rearing 1045, at 20 cents each
Feed for 480 pullets for 4 months, at 1.08 per year, or 9 cents per

month
Feed for 60 hens for 12 months, at 9 cents per month
Feed for 375 layers for 12 months, at 9 cents per month
Cost of feed for horse for 12 months, estimated at 24 cents per day
Cost of feed for cow for 12 months, estimated
300 dozen eggs sold from 60 hens, at 25 cents

1950 eggs for hatching (kept), at 5 cents

2180 pounds of dressed poultry, average, at 20 cents

12 cockerels that were kept over the first year, at $5.00
21 dozen infertile sold for 15 cts, to the grocer or baker

3750 dozen eggs for the 9 months, at 25 cents

(The birds are now culled for breeding pens.)
195 culled layers, including the old 60 sold for market, at 50 cts.

1200 dozen from 480 pullets for 4 months, at 23 cents

423 dozen from the birds in the breeding pen (240), at 23 5 cts.

720 birds on hand, valued at $1.00 each
7800 pounds of milk, both fed to chicks and sold, at .015

318 pounds of butter, average 25 cents

1 calf sold as bob veal

16 cockerels bought to mate with 240 brooders, at $5.00
1 cockerel to establish own strain of breeder, at $50.00
4 hens to mate with above cockerel, at $10.00
Manure from chicks

Manure from hens and pullets, 162 cwt., at 40 cts

Less total fixed charges (insurance, taxes, depreciation of

equipment and stock)

$450.00
225 . 00
65.00
30.00
25.00
15.00
31.25

209 . 00

172.80
64.80

405 . 00
87.60
53.22

90.00
50.00
40.00

$2,013.67

$2,013.67

$75.00
97.00

436.00
60.00
3.15

937.50

97.50
282.00
94.47
720.00
117.00
78.00
6.20

80.00
64.80

$3,149.12

368.85

$2,780.27
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THIRD YEAR.

Owing to the increase of eggs, proper handling of the meat pro-
ducts, I am putting up a ''useful" house to meet these demands.

This year there will be a few eggs sold for hatching, as a better
class of stock is on hand to select them from. The hens are now two
years old, thereby being the proper age for breeding, because they can

put all that is needed into the eggs, whereas if they were pullets this

energy would be divided, not only that, but you cannot get a big
chicken from a small egg, which is essential when producing chicks
for meat.

Approximately there will .be the same amount of chicks raised
as the two preceding years, as there are only four hundred and
eighty pullets to replace each year, with the exception of what chicks
are reared from the mating of the four hens and the cockerel. These
chicks are hen hatched and hen brooded, and from this mating the
cockerels will be chosen for the breeding pens and also the fourth

year. The breeding chart will be started, as there will be two families
now.

In the fall when the pullets start to lay, places will be made for
them by thoroughly culling over the layers to replace the old breed-
ers. .Thus, from four hundred and eighty layers two hundred and
forty breeders will be selected, giving a good chance for thorough
culling. (As I have not mentioned that the six colony houses are
used during the winter, accommodating twenty per house until the
middle of March, when they are culled and put into the laying house,
where also culling has been done to make room for them and the
culls sold dressed for market.)

STATEMENT OF COST OF EQUIPMENT, MAINTENANCE AND INCOME,
THIRD YEAR.

1 useful house (including within it the incubator cellar, killing

room, fattening room, egg room, store room and attic ....

Seeds: For rotation and keeping yards green
Cost of fuel for hatching and brooding of chicks
Feed for rearing 1200 chicks, including the hen brooded
Feed for 480 pullets for 4 months, at $1.08 per year, or 9 cents

per month each
Feed for 120 layers for 3} months, 9 cents each per month
Feed for 360 layers for 9 months, 9 cents each per month
Feed for 240 breeders for 12 months, 9 cents each per month. .

Cost of feed for horse, at 24 cents per day
Cost of feed for cow
5150 dozen eggs for 6 months, at .215
162 dozen for hatching for own use

1980 dozen eggs for the next six months before and after culling,
at .225

1200 dozen eggs from pullets for 4 months (480), at .235
20 dozen infertile eggs sold to baker, at 15 cents

2260 pounds of poultry (dressed), average 20 cents
1800 pounds of hens (dressed), average at 16 cents
Sale of eggs, chicks, cockerels, of my best stock, estimated
720 birds on hand
17 cockerels. 4 hens on hand

Manure from chirks

Manure from hens, 648 cwt., at 40 cts . .

$750.00
25.00
31.25
240.00

172.80
37.80

291 . 60
259 . 20
87.60
53.22

$1,107.25
97.50

445 . 50
282 . 06
3.15

452.00
288 . 00
150.00
720.00
180.00
80.00

259 . 20
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STATEMENT OF COST OF EQUIPMENT, MAINTENANCE AND INCOME,
THIRD YEAR Continued. .

6500 pounds of milk used for chicks and sold at 015
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Plans for five-acre poultry farm, by Miss Lillie S. Tidwell, Arkansas City, Kan.
P 9
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rows in front of the houses, thereby affording plenty of shade. By
the time the oats in the orchard are too far advanced for the hens, the

corn will be tall enough so they may be turned into it, thereby getting
a great number of bugs and worms if the crop is cultivated correctly.
If there are enough oats to pay for the trouble, they could be cut and
stacked for scratching material for winter, and the orchard then
sowed to cowpeas. These make excellent hen feed and also enrich the

soil, and by the sowing of them and using hen manure, a large quantity
of green food can be grown in a small area. The corn or Kaffir corn
could be shocked in the south yards, in early fall, and wheat or rye
sown around the shocks, or it could be cut and hauled out of the

yards and shocked north of the feed house.

BREEDING PEN YARD.

The hens to be used as breeders should be put in the yard by the
first of December, so their eggs can be used in January for incubation.

For this reason, this yard should be seeded down late in the fall to

rye or wheat, so that the hens would have an abundance of green food.

By the first of May, when hens are returned to main laying houses,
the yard should be plowed and another crop, such as oats or millet,
be sown, so it might be used as a cockerel yard.

ALFALFA FIELD.

As this place was to be taken the first of January, I would cover
this acre with a good coating of manure sometime during the spring,
and in June would plow it thoroughly. Then harrow and cross-harrow

enough during the summer to keep down weeds and make a good seed
bed. As soon as possible after first rain in August work ground and

plant. Get the cleanest and best seed and plant enough to produce a

good stand, as this field is to be used for colony houses. I would also

plant the one-fourth acre surrounding the feed house and incubator
and brooder house in alfalfa, as it would be very little extra work to

prepare the ground and would be convenient to tend with main field.

The next year the cuttings would be small, as growing stock from

colony houses would eat a great deal, but by its second year there

would be some to cut and save to be used in mash for laying hens.

GARDEN PLOT.

This acre is to be used for growing vegetables for winter use for

laying hens. Cabbages, sugar beets, turnips, carrots and potatoes
would be good. By using sufficient hen manure, good seed and con-

stant cultivation, a great deal of winter supplies can be raised on
this acre. In one corner I would have a lettuce patch for little chicks
in brooders.

TREES.

The three trees in front of each breeding house and feed house
are cherry trees. The fruit does not drop on the ground so readily
as other kinds, and they make a good growth in short time. The
trees in the orchard are various kinds of fruit trees, apples, plums,
pears, peaches, apricots, etc. They are set out in rows one rod apart,
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and same distance apart in the rows. The hens would be in the south

yards when the fruit was ripe, so there would be no bother in that

way. Trees in house lot are shade trees.

MANAGEMENT OP POULTRY.

I have provided laying houses for one thousand hens to be kept
on this place, each fall five hundred of the best pullets to be kept to

replace the five hundred old hens sold that have poorest records.
I would trap nest the hens every day in the year, for three rea-

sons: (1) To weed out the nonlayers; (2) to be able to know posi-

tively which hens are best to put in breeding pen and thereby in-

crease the average egg yield of flock; (3) to have record of individuals
to use as advertisement in selling breeding stock at advanced prices.

I would put hens in breeding pens in December, so that the eggs
could be saved to set incubators in January. I would set the five in-

eubators four times during the year, to hatch in February, March,
April and May. Chicks hatched during these months make a rapid
growth, and by fall all pullets are in good condition to go in laying
houses.

I allowed four thousand eggs for setting purposes, and only
figured on raising two thousand, so the incubators, brooder house
and colony houses planned on could accommodate this number nicely
in four months.

It is best to keep but one breed of chickens, and for a farm of
this kind would prefer White Leghorns, as they have here proven to
be great layers, nonsetters, make broilers early and are good hustlers,

thereby getting sufficient exercise to be in fine condition. I would
make a constant study of balanced rations for my flock from the time
they were hatched until they were sold, either as a broiler, breeder or
a crate-fattened old hen. Bulletins issued by the government and
various state agricultural schools give valuable information along
this line.

First and last, I would keep .everything clean incubators, brood-
ers, all houses, runs, yards, watering and feed troughs, etc., every-
thing in any way connected with the business.

SUGGESTIONS.

I would buy a reliable make of incubator and would follow manu-
facturer's directions implicitly.
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One horse is all that would be necessary to keep for both farm
work and delivery. All one-horse implements are satisfactory where
only a small amount of work is required, and a cart can be used in

hauling feed and water to colony houses. One horse takes up a great
deal less room in turning, which is an item in small fields.

CONSTRUCTION OF LAYING HOUSE.

Exterior view of laying house.

Interior view of a laying house.

Length of house, one hundred feet.

Width of house, sixteen feet.
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Height of house in front, eight feet.

Height of house in rear, five feet.

Door in each end.

Five windows in front.

Each window 4x10 feet.

These houses face the south and are on posts four feet above the

ground. The posts are boarded on the north side and east and west
ends.

All walls of this house to be built solid, with exception of doors

in each end and window openings in front side. These openings to be

covered with inch-mesh wire netting and to have cloth curtains on
frames inside to be lowered in bad weather. The dropping board ex-

tends entire length of north Avail, being three feet from the floor and

having four rows of perches above it. The dropping board is divided

every twenty feet by solid partitions to prevent drafts.

The rows of trap nests are placed on south side under windows.
One row is placed on top of the other. Allowing for divisions be-

tween nests, there would be about ninety nests in a row, making one
hundred and eighty nests to each house. All nests, perches and par-
titions are removable. House to have dirt floor, covered with gravel
and kept covered all the time with litter to depth of four to six inches.

Hens to be fed morning grain in litter. Self-feeders, containing char-

coal, grit, oyster shell, dry mash, etc., to be placed on partition walls

between pens.
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CONSTRUCTION OF BREEDING HOUSE.

This house is to be built exactly as the laying house, except that it

is thirty feet in length instead of one hundred feet, and to have two
window openings instead of five, as in the laying houses.

CONSTRUCTION OF COLONY HOUSES.

The colony house is six feet in front and four feet high in rear.

In the front of the house are two small doors for chickens, also one
window 2x4 feet. This window opening is covered with wire netting
and has a cloth curtain to be lowered during bad weather.

The door for the attendant is at the end, and during warm weather
is to be replaced with a frame door covered with wire netting, to

make house cooler.

The small doors in the front are made to hook on the inside and
the large door to be locked by attendant on his last trip at night.
The house is to be built with floor and on skids, so that it can be

easily moved from place to place.
I would have a solid board partition two feet high and six feet

long with hooks on each end that would fasten to the front and back
walls of the house, dividing the interior into two parts, each four feet

by six feet. This could be easily stepped over by attendant and would
be used when chicks were first placed in colony houses. A brooder
and its flock could be placed on each side and the temporary yard
divided through the center would be arranged on outside of house.

This yard would be made by taking two feet small mesh wire netting
and weaving small iron rods through it every three feet and pushing
sharpened ends of rods into the ground as temporary posts.

As soon as chicks were accustomed to new quarters, remove par-
tition and temporary wire fence. There are no roosts in colony house.

Would need ten colony houses on plant of this size.

CONSTRUCTION OF FEED HOUSE.

The feed house to be 12x20 feet, pitch roof and cellar. Places
marked A and B to be bins for wheat and corn. Place marked C

C f t# ' c. f * o I F j h/
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that it forms the top of bins, each piece being hinged separately to
the wall and can be raised independently of the rest. D is the land-

ing of the stairs into the cellar. E is the main part where the food
is prepared. It contains a gasoline motor that runs the bone cutter,
mixer and vegetable cutter. This room has water piped into it and
has a food cooker. F is outside cellar entrance. H are doors to be
used in unloading grain into bins. The cellar is to be used for the

storing of vegetables for winter use. By having cellar walls and floor

made of cement, there would be no trouble with rats and mice.

F*o*f V,*~
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floor, cellar side walls and foundation are cement and, being 10x24,.

is large enough for five incubators of two hundred-egg capacity each.

The floor plan has an alleyway D running its entire length. It

is four feet in width. The stairway into cellar is three feet wide. The

space south of the alleyway has a floor raised two feet higher than

alleyway floor. This space, or floor, is divided into ten brooder yards
E which are each 2x7 feet. The divisions between yards are re-

movable solid wooden frames, thus guarding against drafts. Each

yard has a glass window A as shown in upper drawing eighteen
inches square in the south end for sunshine and ventilation. These

windows can be lowered from outside for convenience. Each yard
has a brooder C eighteen inches square. Personally, I prefer the

fireless brooder. These yards can easily be cleaned with hoe and rake

by attendant standing in passageway. Before each new lot is put in

all partitions and brooders removed and floor thoroughly cleaned.

O O /?
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INCOME.

1000 hens averaging 125 eggs each 10416 dozen
10416 dozen eggs, averaging $ .27 dozen, ave. of $ .18 to $ .36.

1000 broilers, averaging 2 pounds, at $ .18 per pound
500 pullets, averaging 2 pounds, at $ .18 per pound
500 old hens original purchase $ .40 each

$2,812.32
360 . 00
180.00
200 . 00

Total

EXPENSE.

$3,552.32

1000 hens cost to keep per vear $1 00 each
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STOCKING THE FARM IT'S THE MAN WHO COUNTS.

(Arthur A. Hunter, Merchantsville, N. J.)

I believe the most economical way to stock the plant is to buy the

eggs, hatch and rear the chicks. The owner should go to some large

poultry plant which breeds the variety he has selected (and he should
select but one variety) and contract three thousand eggs to be de-

livered as desired. As to quality, it should be as good as his pocket
will allow. He should pay at least $6.00 per one hundred, and in re-

turn should get eggs that would usually sell for more on account of

giving so large an order. My reason for advocating one variety and
insisting on good quality is that I believe more money can be made
out of poultry by working all branches of the business, not only by
marketing poultry, broilers, capons, strictly fresh eggs, but by breed-

ing stock, hatching eggs, baby chicks at the same time, and by se-

lecting one variety and giving all his attention to that one variety,
he eventually becomes identified with it, and if he has a local market
he will find the demand will be greater for his market poultry or
market eggs. They will command better prices from the fact that

they have a reputation.

THE LAYING AND BREEDING HOUSE.

The laying and breeding houses which are shown on drawing may
be built for $300.00 each, and will accommodate fifty hens in each

compartment or pen, or three hundred and fifty in each house. The
house is built of pine or hemlock. The ends and back should be of
well-seasoned lumber, planed on the outside and ship-lapped. The roof

may be ordinary one-inch boards covered with one of the many good
roofing materials, preferably rubberoid. The length over all is one
hundred and seventeen feet, twelve feet being allowed at the end for
a feed house. The width is fifteen feet with shed roof eight feet high
in front and five feet in the rear. The house is divided into seven

pens fifteen feet square, which allows two hundred and twenty-five
square feet for each pen; double doors which swing both ways are
located in each partition next the front, allowing the attendant to go
through the house from one end to the other for the purpose of

carrying feed or cleaning out droppings.
Each pen has a front opening eleven feet long by five feet high,

filled with three frames hinged at the top and covered with extra

heavy one-inch mesh wire netting and muslin in winter. The one-
inch wire keeps the sparrows out. The dropping boards are three
feet wide and are in two sections, hinged at the back, so that they
can be raised and hooked to the roof when whitwashing, as this

is the place to look for mites. Small pillars of six or eight bricks each

support the house; set five feet apart under the sills.

USE IT AS A BROODER HOUSE ALSO.

The brooding is done in one of the laying houses. One house, or
a part of it, is Jaken each year in rotation, in that way giving the
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front yards, or the greater part at least, a rest, in which some crop
should be grown to sweeten the ground. Portable frames two feet

wide and fifteen feet long, may be made, which, when set on edge
and hooked at the ends with small hooks, will make from three to

five small runs inside each pen for the little chick. Into each of

these runs may be placed a fireless or heated brooder. I would use

the heated brooder in very cold weather for the first two or three

weeks and then transfer to the fireless brooders. As the chicks get
older and the weather better, small runs could be made, if desired,
with the same kind of frames outside the house by cutting small

holes in the front at the floor. This method of brooding has its ad-

vantages in so far as it does away with the cost of erecting a brooder
house and on a small place saves room.

A HOMEMADE OAT SPROUTER.

I will now describe the grain or oat sprouter. Almost any poultry-
man who has ever used sprouted grain, particularly eats, will admit
its value for both quantity and quality in eggs and fertility in the

brooding pens. In construction it is not unlike a crude incubator,

only more simple. It is made of any kind of matched lumber, double

thickness, to hold heat, six feet long by two feet wide and thirty-

eight inches high, inside measurement, with fourteen sliding trays
two and one-half inches high and a two and one-half-inch space be-

tween each tray. These trays are thirty-eight inches long by twenty
inches wide, may be made of wood or metal. The latter costs con-

siderably more, are more durable and will outlast those made from



GREEN FOOD FOR POULTRY.

The Main Experiment Station says: "There is a general una-

nimity of opinion amongst experienced poultrymen that poultry do
best upon some form of green or succulent food during the winter
months. The function of such succulent food is probably largely in

the nature of a digestive stimulant, rather than an addition to the
actual food constituents of the ration. Formerly mangolds were used
as a source of winter succulent food at this station. They did not,

however, prove entirely satisfactory. The chief difficulty with the

mangolds was found in getting them properly grown so that they
would keep fresh and plump during the winter. If mangolds are not

ripened off and harvested in the proper manner, they will not keep
through the winter, but will shrivel and become unfit to use as a

succulent food. In the experience of the station, it is much better not
to feed any green or succulent food at all than to feed withered,
shriveled mangolds which were harvested before they were thoroughly
ripe.

On account of this difficulty with mangolds as a source of winter

green food, the Station began in 1908 some experiments with green
sprouted oats as a source of such food. Green sprouted oats have
been very widely exploited in recent years as a green food for poultry.
There are some socalled "poultry system" on the market which
really consist of very little else than the use of this food. The first

experiments with this material at the Station were not satisfactory.
It was found difficult to get the oats to make a sufficiently quick
growth. Experience here has indicated that in order to make a satis-

factory green food the oats must be grown very quickly. In order to

get quick growth it is necessary to have three things : First, warmth
;

second, plenty of moisture; and, third, sunlight. After a number of

experiments to get the right combination of these three factors the

plan to be described was finally worked out and has proven very
satisfactory.

The advantage of the closet arrangement described is that it en-
ables one to control the three necessary factors of heat, moisture and
light, quite completely. In this closet it is easily possible to maintain
a temperature which does not run at any time below seventy degrees.
The closet being perfectly tight, it is possible to saturate the air with
moisture quite easily and virtually convert the whole space into a
great moist chamber. With this arrangement one is able to grow oats
from four to six inches high in one week's time. The only difficulty
with which one has to contend is the matter of mould. There is al-

ways a tendency for the oats to mould in the sprouting process. The
only way in which it has been found possible to control this mould
is by thoroughly cleaning the flats after each time when they are used.
After a flat has been emptied it is thoroughly scrubbed with a fifty

per cent solution of formalin (that is, equal parts of commercial
formalin and water). This scrubbing is very thoroughly done and
sufficient formalin is used to soak the flat thoroughly. With this pre-
caution, and if the oats are further made to grow rapidly, the mould
does not give any trouble whatever.
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The actual method of sprouting the oats is as follows : Clean and
sound oats are soaked in water over night in a pail. The next morn-

ing flats are filled to the depth of about two inches, and put into the

sprouting closet. At the beginning freshly filled flats are placed near

the top of the closet so as to get the maximum amount of heat, and
in that way get the sprouts started at once. During the first few days,
until the sprouts have started, the oats are thoroughly stirred and
raked over at least once during the day. This stirring insures an even

distribution of moisture throughout the mass of oats in the flat. After

the sprouts become sufficiently long so that the oats form a matted
mass it is not desirable to stir them, or to disturb them in any way.
Stirring at that time will break off and injure the sprout, and the

green portion above the mass will not grow so well. The matter of

prime importance in growing the oats successfully has been found to

be sufficient moisture. The tendency at first is to use too little mois-

ture. The oats should be kept quite wet. The aim here is to keep
condensed moisture standing on the glass doors, which form the

front of the closet at all times. In order to do this it is found neces-

sary to wet the oats three times a day. This is done with an ordi-

nary greenhouse sprinkling can, with very little expenditure of time

or labor. As the oats grow the flats are moved to different positions
in the closet. The taller the green material gets the near the flats are.

moved toward the floor, because the growing grain then needs less

heat. This procedure leaves the desirable places in the closet for the

grain just beginning to sprout where high temperature is needed.

The oats are fed when they are from four to six inches in height.

They are fed at the rate of a piece of the matted oats and attached

green stalks about six to eight inches square for each one hundred
birds per day. In feeding, this six to eight inches square piece is

broken into smaller pieces and scattered over the pen, so to insure

that all the birds shall have an opportunity to get some. Fed at the

rate indicated, this material has never caused any bowel trouble among
the birds.

It should be clearly understood that the purpose for which green

sprouted oats are fed is their tonic and stimulative influence on the

digestive organs. They are not fed for the food value of the oats

themselves. If one wishes merely to feed oats they can be most

economically fed not sprouted. The point of sprouting is to furnish

fresh, succulent, green food during the winter months.

THE MAN BEHIND THE GUN.

It's the man that really counts. A man to be successful in this

business should have a liking for poultry to such an extent that it is a

pleasure to him to see that they are well fed and comfortable
;
one

who is willing to go out in a sudden storm to see that his birds are

all in out of the wet
;
one who quickly detects anything wrong in one

of his yard, a droopy hen or a sick one, or an empty grit hopper ;
one

who looks after the little things, such a man would have a fair chance

to be successful.
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THE KIND OF FARM.

(Rud H. Hickson, Ames, Iowa.)

All poultry plants may be divided into three classes, or a com-
bination of these three classes. These are, a strictly fancy poultry

farm, a farm on which the main object is to supply meat to the mar-

ket, or an egg farm. A strictly fancy poultry farm involves .a great
risk to the beginner, and, in my estimation, cannot be built up to a

paying business in a very short time by anyone who has not had a

great deal of .experience. Breeding poultry for fancy points is an art

and can be successfully done by comparatively few men. The second
class of farms also offers a few objections in the central and western
states. In the eastern states, duck plants, roaster plants and broiler

plants have been proven a very good paying business, but in this sec-

tion of the country such plants have not proven as successful as some

others, due, no doubt, to the difference in the market.

THE BREED OF CHICKENS.

The only kind of a farm now remaining is an egg farm, and the

question is, what breed of chickens shall be raised? I have raised a

few of the leading breeds of chickens, but in my estimation the Single
Combed "White Leghorns are the best chickens on an egg farm. I

will not say that they will lay more eggs than any other breed, but

they have several very good points in their favor. They are very

early maturing birds and are hustlers. They may not be valuable

when marketed, as mature birds, but they do not consume as much
food as do the larger breeds, and above all, they lay large white eggs
of a uniform shape and size which, when fresh, are seldom refused

a premium on a good market.

Cloth

Tr"

Front view.

COLONY HOUSE AND ITS USE.

The colony house is twelve feet square and is built on the fresh
air plan, as the drawings indicate. It is built on 4x6 runners so that
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it can be moved about with a team of horses. In the summer these

houses must be used for the growing stock, but in the winter they will

house a small flock of layers and thus be profitable the year around.

End view.

The other houses can be built from piano boxes and other dry goods
boxes, but since such boxes cannot be purchased at all times, I will

not figure on them very much. When the plant is completed it should
have at least ten of these colony houses on it at an estimate cost of

$50.00 each.

I s
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day with water until they have sprouted about three inches, when
they are ready to be fed. This sprouting I would do in the south room
of the house or basement. This room could be arranged with shelves

on which to place the trays of sprouting grain and would make a

warm place in winter in which to do the sprouting. As far as pos-

sible, this green food should be fed in small quantities every noon.

POULTRY RAISING AS A BUSINESS.

Poultry raising is a business the same as any other business and
must be thoroughly understood to be a success. It takes a business

man to run a poultry farm as well as it takes a business man to run a

savings bank. Every man cannot run a bank, nor can every man run
a poultry farm. If you have never had any experience in raising

poultry, then I would advise you to start by raising a small flock as

a side line for a few years. If you cannot make this small flock pay,
the chances are that you will not be able to make a larger flock pay
enough income to make it very profitable. If, after a few years,

you have decided that you can make it pay, then start into it as a

business, but, by all means, start slow and grow up in your business.

If you are building up your own plant, plan it all out before you put
up your first building and try to figure out what it is going to cost

before you start. That is what I call business. Starting into any-
thing without any plans and without any knowledge of the business

is what I call
"
risky business."

ILLUSTRATION OF FIVE-ACRE POULTRY FARM.

(By J. A. Ayres, LaPlata, Mo.)

This plan shows the location of poultry houses, residence, out-

buildings, garden, driveway, orchard, fields, etc. I would grow on
this farm corn and clover. The amount of poultry that can be handled
on this size farm will furnish plenty of fertilizer to keep the land

growing continuous crops of corn, and one can realize more money
out of corn on rich land with the same amount of labor than any other

crop. I would count on one hundred bushels of corn to the acre after

the first year, putting all the manure from the poultry houses on the
corn land, and a cornfield is the finest place about a poultry farm to

grow chicks rapidly, strong and healthy.
I would use the orchard for colony houses, and also place some

of them along the edge of the cornfield, and let the chicks have the
run of this field. I prefer to use colony houses about four feet wide
by six feet long, which will accommodate fifty chicks from hatching
time until they should be gathered into winter quarters, or could be
divided up into smaller quantities if the colony houses become
crowded. I would start my poultry farm with about fifty of these

colony houses. They are inexpensive and give most excellent re-

sults.
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HOW I WOULD START AN EGG FARM.

(Elijah Steen, Charleston, West Va.)

I will buy one two hundred and fifty egg incubator to make my
start. Next spring I will buy four more. I will try to get my first

hatch off about the middle of March. I will buy a good laying strain

of White Leghorn eggs. If I should hatch about two hundred chicks,
I would stop for this spring. They would be put into piano-box
brooders. The hovers could be moved to the brooder house when
completed. They should be kept here until large enough to move to

colony coops in the orchard. I expect to raise one hundred pullets
and they would be the start of my egg farm. From them I would
select my fifty breeders for the next season. I will buy four good
yearling cocks to mate with them. I will have four pens of twelve
hens each to produce the eggs for setting. Two of these pens are

confined in yards south of the feed house. The other two pens would
be confined in another yard and use a colony house. Later these two

pens of hens would be turned in with the layers. Every spring I ex-

pect to hatch from one thousand five hundred to one thousand six

hundred chicks. From these I would select my five hundred layers.

My cull pullets and cockerels, when sold, will pay for the raising of all

young stock. My pullets will commence laying about October 1st, and
then they would be moved to the laying house and fed to produce
eggs. They have litter to work in, water, grit, shell, bran, beef scrap,

etc., always before them. Every fall I will sell as many old hens as I

keep pullets, and in that way have nothing older than yearling hens.

For Leghorn hens you can hardly get more than fifty cents each in

market. After they have worked for me two seasons they are not
worth any more.

MARKETING PRODUCTS.

I don't sell to commission men if I can avoid it. I sell to hotels,

apartment houses, first-class restaurants and soda fountains, or to a

party who can sell direct to the consumer, thus saving all commis-
sions and adding possibly five or ten cents per dozen to my receipts.
Some of my best customers are physicians who in turn have brought
me many customers among their patients by advising them to buy
eggs from me. This class of trade pays me ten cents above market

price for my guaranteed product.
I buy folding cardboard cases that are partitioned to hold one

dozen eggs each. These cases cost eighty cents per hundred, adding
but a trifle to the actual cost of a dozen eggs.

I have a dating stamp, and after the eggs are brought to the

house I carefully assort them, dating each egg with indelible ink,

saving the small ones for home use and place the larger ones in my
cartons with date end up. The date will add at least fifty per cent
to the flavor of the egg when it is served boiled at the consumer's
breakfast table a morning or two later. I do not fail to impress upon
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my customers the quality of that which he is receiving. By way of

emphasis I enclose a neatly printed card guaranteeing every egg to be
as represented. Eggs so arranged for the market will net me at least

five cents above the regular market price. I have a great demand
for young dressed chicks among my egg customers, and these pay me
an average of twenty cents per pound.

A FEW NOTES.

A five-acre farm is a one-man farm, and with everything ar-

ranged as it is, I only need to hire a young man to help me about half

the time. I do not expect to raise much in the way of grain ;
I expect

to have plenty of green food for my chickens in the fall and winter.

When I haven't green food I will sprout oats or something on that

order. In the garden I will raise all the vegetables and small fruits

needed for my own use, after three years my fruit trees will begin to

bear, and then I will have a little more revenue. The use of the orchard
as a poultry run will be good for both the orchard and the chickens,
the trees furnishing shade for the chickens and they in turn catch

worms, bugs, etc., that would eventually damage the trees. The oats,
wheat and rye will never be threshed, but used as scratching ma-
terial for litter, thus compelling the chickens to work for their grain.
In this way very little scratching material will be bought. Scratch-

ing material, when removed from pens, will be thrown in the manure
shed and mixed with the manure. I will have plenty of manure to

keep my fields up in shape. The manure when dry makes as good
fertilizer as one would want. It could be sold in cities for a dollar a

barrel, but I would never sell it, always finding use for it on my place.
When chickens are killed they will be dry picked and the feathers
saved.

Air-slacked lime will be used on yards and in houses. Houses
will be sprayed regularly to keep down lice and make the sanitary
conditions better. Roosts will be painted once a week with coal oil

and crude carbolic acid.

I will keep one horse, hiring all heavy plowing. I will not keep
a cow unless I can pasture her some place near, but will buy sour milk
and buttermilk for my poultry.

PIANO BOX COLONY HOUSES.

My colony houses are made of piano boxes. Take two boxes and
place upright with their backs to each other, but two feet apart. The
backs are removed and this lumber used to complete the roof, the
floor and the back of the house, a door being made to fit the opening
in the front of the house. The door is merely a frame covered with
one-inch mesh poultry wire to exclude animals at night. The roof and
sides of the building are covered with Pariod roofing. It makes a
house five and a half by seven feet. I have two of these houses on
runners that I use for hospitals. This makes an ideal house that is

half built when you get the boxes.



CHAPTER VIII.

POULTRY POINTERS AND APPLIANCES.

HOW TO TELL THE LAYING HEN WITHOUT A TRAP NEST.

There are several methods of knowing which hens in your flock

are laying without the aid of a trap nest. The laying hen has a

large, well developed, bright red comb and red face, brilliant eyes,

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Shows you how to tell the laying hen. In case of the hen which is not laying,
there is only room between the pelvic bones for one finger, but in the case of the laying
hen you will find that it is possible to put three fingers, and sometimes four fingers,
between the lay bones.

is nearly always singing, or will "talk" to you if you stop and show
her any attention or attempt to handle her. She is gentle, more so

than the nonlaying hen, and has a good appetite, and is nearly always
busy looking for food. The hens that are not laying have an unde-

veloped comb with little or no color in it, and they are much wilder
and much harder to catch and handle than the laying hen. You will

find the laying hen almost invariably in good flesh. She has the

appearance of being wide behind. When you have made some ob-

servations along this line, and become accustomed to handling hens,

you can go into a pen of ten or more hens, and nine times out of ten

pick the laying hens without any test other than the points mentioned
above. But if you are not satisfied to trust your judgment and have

(150)
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no trap nests, you can tell in this manner : Take the hen under your
left arm, as shown in Figure 3, gripping her legs tightly with your
left hand. The head of the hen should be back of your arm, and her

body and back should be to the front, so that you can have free access

to her abdomen with your right hand. By placing your right hand
in her fluff, and by pressing and moving your fingers about on her

abdomen, you will discover the two pelvic or lay bones just below,
and to each side of the vent. If you find these bones close together
and very rigid so that there is only sufficient room between them to

place one finger, you will know that this hen is not laying and will

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

This illustrates the difference in the width of the pelvic bones in two Black
Langshan pullets. One is not laying, and there is only room for one finger between the
two lay bones, indicated by the little black dots on each side of the finger. The second
pullet is laying, and there is a space of three fingers between her lay bones. Fig. 3.

not lay for sometime to come. See Figures 1 and 4. If you examine an-

other hen and find these bones well spread and far apart, as in Figures
2 and 3, you have discovered the laying hen. As the hen or pullet ap-

proaches the laying state, these bones spread further and further

apart until you can place three and sometimes four fingers between
these bones. If you find room between these bones to place either

three or four fingers, and the abdomen seems well filled, you can rest

assured that such a hen is almost invariably a laying hen. This is

perhaps the surest and simplest test outside of the trap nest.
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HOMEMADE LICE POWDER.

"We do not believe there is any lice powder which is so cheap and
effective as that which you can make in your own home. It is known
as the Cornell Lice Powder, and was invented by Mr. R. C. Lawry
of Pacific, Mo., while he was a professor in the poultry department
of Cornell University. The powder is made in the following way:

Take three parts gasoline and one part crude carbolic acid.

Use nothing except the ninety or ninety-five per cent carbolic

acid, as the weaker acids will not do.

Mix these together and add enough plaster of paris to take up
all the moisture. Add only a little at a time and keep stirring so that

the liquid will be uniformly distributed through the plaster paris.
When you have finished, it should be a dry, pinkish brown powder.
Dust this into the feathers, especially under the wings and in the
fluff below the vent, but be very careful not to get any in the vent.

LICE OINTMENT.

We have never found any lice powder to be so effective and satis-

factory as a blue ointment, made as follows :

Mercury, fifty parts.

Lard, twenty-five parts.

Suet, twenty-three parts.
Oleate of mercury, two parts.
This was first recommended to us by Prof. W. R. Graham of

Guelph, Canada. We have recommended it to hundreds of people, and
all who have tried it, pronounce it to be very effect-

ive. Turkey breeders use it to destroy lice on poults,
and by rubbing just a little on the fluff of a hen with

young chicks, it will also destroy the lice on the

chicks. The advantage of this ointment over powder
is this : If you use powder, you only kill the lice on
the bird at that time, and there is nearly always a lot

of "nits" or eggs on the feathers which hatch in

about ten days afterward to start a new generation
of lice. But by using this ointment, it destroys the

specimen of chick- "nits" also, and if any are hatched, enough of the

microscope.
under ointment remains on the feathers to kill them. You

also run no risk of killing the hen by getting it in the

vent, as with the powder.
We render the suet and melt the lard. After this is cooled, but

before it becomes hardened, we pour in the mercury and oleate of

mercury, and with an ordinary table fork, we stir and stir this mix-
ture until the entire mass becomes thoroughly mixed and turns blue.

If you find it is going to be too stiff, add a little glycerine. See that

it is well stirred.

We take a little of this blue ointment on the end of the finger
and rub it well into the skin in the fluff just below the vent. We are

not bothered with lice again for sometime. To get the right pro-

portions, we weigh all the ingredients.
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TO RID A HOUSE OF MITES.

You should never permit your house, the nests, the droppings
boards, or the litter to come to such a state of uncleanliness as to

breed mites in the first place. Every poultryman should clean and
disinfect or whitewash his houses early in the spring and fall seasons.

He should paint his roost poles and nest boxes regularly every month
with a solution of one gallon crude carbolic

acid and two gallons of kerosene. For killing
mites in your poultry houses after they have
once infested it, we advise you to use the fol-

lowing on the interior walls and roof: Shave
one ten-cent cake of laundry soap into a pint of

soft water; steep it until a paste is formed, stir

in one pound of commercial cresol, and beat or

allow to stand until the paste is dissolved, stir

in one gallon of kerosene. Double the quanti-
ties if you wish. Cresol may be obtained from
the druggist at about thirty cents per pound.

The re
mi^roscope

der the

Care should be taken not to get any on the hands
and face. Apply the undiluted mixture to the walls with a brush.

Before painting the wralls with the above solution, it may be best
to burn a pound of sulphur for every one hundred square feet of floor

space in the house. Use an iron vessel and put it up on bricks or
stone so there is no danger of fire. See that all windows, doors, cracks
and crevices are closed and the house made tight. Put a few shavings
in the vessel, light them, then pour in the sulphur. Do not open the
house for several hours.

EGG EATING.
If you keep a few china nest eggs on the floor about the laying

room or in the yard, the hens will pick at these, and it will discourage
them from attempting to eat the eggs in the nest. It is also advisable
to place your nests away from the light, as the hens are not apt to

eat the eggs if the nest is rather dark. Keep your nests up off the
floor. Supply oyster shell and some meat food. If the hen persists
in this bad habit, trim the point of her beak until it bleeds. Keep
the hens busy. Avoid broken eggs, as this is usually the beginning
of this trouble.

FEATHER EATING.
Make an ointment consisting of a teaspoonful of extract of aloes,

to a cupful of lard, the two being well mixed. Treat the feathers round
the portion of the bird which has been plucked with this ointment,
and usually one or two bitter doses of feathers will stop the guilty
bird. Feather eating is caused by overcrowding and insufficient ex-

ercise, and the birds should be kept busy in search of their food. Trim
the beak of any bird found guilty of this habit.

TO PREVENT FIGHTING.
If two birds persist in fighting, tie one leg of one bird to a leg of

the other bird. Let them be about twelve to eighteen inches apart,
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and they will not make but a stroke or two at each other until they
will discover something is wrong and stop their fighting. Let them

stay tied together all day. Trim the beaks of both birds. It is also

a good idea when putting strange male birds together, to do this late

in the evening, just before roosting time or dark. They may "scrap"
a little, but it is soon too dark, and by sleeping together all night,

they usually feel more friendly next morning.

TO PREVENT FLYING.

If you trim the wings, that is, cut off the main flight feathers,

trim only one wing. If you trim both wings, the bird can still fly.

Interested in each other.

We prefer pulling out the feathers to clipping them, for the reason
that they will grow back and if you clip the wing, it disqualifies the

birds for show purposes. Or you may bend a wire around one wing
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so that the bird cannot straighten it out, and this answers, so that it

is not necessary to clip the feathers.

FAKING SHOULD WE FAKE?
AVe could devote some space and tell you how to splice feathers,

remove stubs, black feathers, change white in ear lobes to red and
red to white, remove side sprigs, and various other things to deceive
the judge in the show room and to deceive your customer to whom
you might sell a disqualified specimen at a good price. But this book
is not compiled to encourage dishonesty, but to help all honest poultry-
men to succeed without having to resort to such trickery and prac-
tices. Discourage this sort of business wherever you may see it, and
conduct your business upon a high plane and according to the golden
rule, and when you can't succeed by that method, then abandon the
chicken business.

GOVERNMENT WHITEWASH.

A recipe for whitewash in the poultry house that won't rub off, is

as follows: One peck of lime slacked in boiling water and kept
just covered by the wrater while slacking. Strain through coarse
cloth. Add two quarts of fine salt dissolved in warm water, one pound
of rice meal or ground rice boiled in water to a thin paste, one-quarter
pound of whiting, and half a pound of glue dissolved in warm water.
Mix all thoroughly and let stand covered for two or three days; stir

occasionally. Heat the mixture before using. Sometimes a quantity
of crude carbolic acid is added to this wash, but this changes the color

somewhat, and it is therefore best, we think, to whitewash your house
as above and then use crude carbolic acid with which to paint the
roost poles and nest boxes.

THE BEST METHOD OF PRESERVING EGGS FOR FAMILY USE.

After your hatching season is over, take the male birds away from
the hens. Eggs are beginning to become plentiful and cheap during
these months. If you wish to preserve some for your own use, put
them up in this manner: Get half barrel, ten gallon kegs or stone

jars never use metal and place the eggs in these vessels with the
little ends dowrn. After you have boiled the water, mix ten or fifteen

gallons of water with one gallon of water glass or sodium silicate, mix
the solution thoroughly, and then pour it over the eggs until they are
well covered. You can get the water glass at most any drug store or

they can order it for you. This method of preserving eggs is recom-
mended by the government and by all experiment stations as the only
satisfactory way for the farmer or poultry raiser to preserve eggs
for his own use. The farmer should sell all the surplus eggs to his

local poultry dealer, gathering them while they are fresh and market-

ing them each week, and the few that he desires to keep for his own
use should be stored in the manner recommended. Eggs will keep in

this manner for twelve months or longer, but before being boiled, it

is advisable to take a pin and punch a small hole in the large end of

the egg to prevent the shell from cracking.
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HOW TO PREVENT EGGS FROM HATCHING.

Some fanciers have a surplus of high-priced eggs which they do
not care to put on the market and have some one buy them at mar-
ket prices and hatch chicks from them. They attempt -to prevent this

by punching a pin hole in the large end of the egg. Others grease the

eggs. Others dip them in hot water for a few seconds. We don't

approve of any such practices. If you have any eggs to market, it is

best not to allow male birds with your laying hens. Such eggs keep
much longer than those fertilized.

HOW TO TELL THE AGE OF A FOWL.

You can rarely tell the age of a fowl after it is over one year old.

The tip of the breast bone in a young chicken is flexible, so are the

pelvic bones, but are rigid in the old fowl. The legs and toes of a

young bird are much smoother than the old. There are fewer pin
feathers in the old bird and more long hairs. The plumage of the

young bird is usually brighter and smoother, and not so faded as in

the older bird. The face of the old bird is more wrinkled, and there

is more of a shrunken appearance around the eyes. The hen often

has a baggy, broken down effect behind. The spurs are an indication

of age. If you notice beneath the wings of an old bird, you will fail

to see an evidence of veins, but in the younger birds, the purple
colored v,eins are visible under the wing. You will find the bottom or

ball of the foot of the mature birds harder and more calloused than
in the case of the younger fowl.

A CATCHING HOOK.

We should always be as gentle with our flocks as possible, and
frighten them no more than absolutely necessary. Every farmer and

poultryman should have several catching hooks about the farm. They
save time in catching your poultry, and often prevent injury to the
bird occasionally by fright. Take an ordinary broom handle and

Detail of catching-hook

Every farm should have one or more catching hooks.

attach a six-foot piece of No. 10 steel wire to it. Bend it to the proper
shape, as shown in the accompanying illustration. It makes it much
better and more rigid if you reinforce the main wire with a second
wire of like size, as shown in the illustration. You can bend and thus
increase or diminish the size of the hook to correspond with the size

of fowl's leg which you are attempting to catch. Slip the hook
quietly down toward the fowl, and quickly reach it around the shank
just above the foot, and the fowl can then be gently drawn towards
you and its foot released. Be careful not to injure its legs.
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POULTRY APPLIANCES AND HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS FROM
CORNELL.

(Prof. J. E. Rice, Ithaca, N. Y.)

Figure 20.

This (Fig. 20) shows a sunflower field with plenty of growth to

give chickens shade and also to provide food. The land was so poor

Figure 21.
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that it would not grow corn and still we grew a very successful crop
of sunflowers. On good land we would very much prefer to grow
corn.

Figure 21 shows some of the appliances used in chick feeding. The
first feeding is done in a little tray about one inch deep. A few days
later they are fed in a small tray two inches deep and later in trays
about three inches deep. In each of these trays we have a wire cloth

that fits in this box so it can be lifted out. The chickens can eat and

yet they cannot scratch out the grain. When the chickens are four

to six weeks old we feed them in a larger trough (Fig. 22), which is

really a box with a movable top that prevents the chickens from get-

ting over in the box, and then right over the grain proper is what is

Figure 23.

called a "super," which is a little frame with wires across it so that

we can lift it out to clean the trough and put in grain without re-

moving the "super." This device prevents the loss of feed. The trays
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are kept inside the house until the chicks are old enough to use

troughs, then these are placed under the house and the chickens are

fed once a day. After the chickens are eight weeks old this method
of feeding each day is abandoned and chickens eat from that time

on until they are fully matured out of large outdoor hoppers, which
are built rain-proof and so that chickens can eat on either side. (Fig.

23.) They are built about four feet high and six feet long and con-

tain enough feed for four or five hundred chickens for about a week.

So, instead of feeding chickens once a day, these chickens are fed

only once a week and they are allowed to go and get grain, ground
feed, grit and charcoal whenever they want it.

Figure 24.

Figure 24 shows a sanitary water fountain. It is simply a little

"overhang" soldered to a water fountain. It has the advantage of

preventing the droppings from falling into water and chickens can
stand on the ground and drink out of the basin and not get into it.

This fountain, marked B, is another device, having some advantages,
but we do not like it as well because it is more expensive and we have
to adjust holes to suit chickens of different sizes.

FIG. 4 Working plans of a double outdoor hopper
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Figure 25 is a carrying box, which is a great convenience on any
farm. It is about four feet long and two and one-half feet high and
three feet wide.

Figure 25.

Figures 26 and 27 show the low-down wagon that we use on the

ranges. Chickens are out on fields one-half mile or more away in

some instances, so it becomes necessary once a day to go out with

Figure 26.

feed and water. This wagon with a barrel of water and hose was
used to save dipping water. It runs in and out by gravity. One man
lets water into the pans with a molasses barrel faucet on a hose, the

Figure 27.
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other fills hopper with feed, and it was found by actual count that

this could be done in less than hour's time per day when about

twenty-five hundred chickens were being fed. This wagon was

changed over by putting on high sides for carrying litter so that the

houses could be cleaned once a week and the cleanings scattered on
the fields long distances away and loose straw put in the houses.

(Fig. 27.) The same wagon as shown in figure 26, with the body
for cleaning houses.

Figure 28 is a very desirable cockerel house. It is a very im-

portant feature in rearing chickens to separate males from females

Figure 28.

soon after the sexes can be distinguished, and it is desirable, there-

fore, to place the males on a different part of the farm. This lean-

to house was built on the north side of an ice house with runway. It

is built of wire on all sides. The interior is covered with perches.
We put into this a large flock of two or three hundred cockerels. We
call it "bachelor's hall."

p 11.
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THE MAINE TRAP NESTS.

(Taken From Government Bulletin No. 357.)

The nest is a box-like structure, without front, end or cover,

twenty-eight inches long, thirteen inches wide and sixteen inches

deep, inside measure. A division board with a circular opening
seven and one-half inches in diameter is placed across the box twelve
inches from the rear end, and fifteen inches from the front end. In-

stead of having the partition between the two

parts of the nest made with a circular hole, it

is possible to have simply a straight board par-
tition .extending up six inches from the bottom,
as shown in figure 1. The rear section is the

nest proper.

The front portion of the nest has no fixed bot-

tom. Instead there is a movable bottom or

treadle which is hinged at the back end (Fig. 2).

To this treadle is hinged the door of the nest. The
treadle is made of one-half-inch pine stuff, with

one and one-half-inch hardwood cleats at each
end (Figs. 2 and 3) to hold the screws which
fasten the hinges. It is twelve inches wide and
twelve and one-fourth inches long. Across its

upper face just behind the hinges holding the

door is nailed a pine strip four inches" wide,
beveled on both sides, as shown in figures 2 and 3. The door of

the nest is not made solid, but is an open frame (Figs. 1 and 2),

to the inner side of which is fastened (with staples) a rectangular

piece of one-eighth-inch mesh galvanized screening (dimensions eight

by nine inches). The sides of the door are strips of three-quarter-
inch beech stuff twelve inches long and one and one-half inches wide,
halved at the ends to join to the top and bottom of the door. The

top of the door is a strip of hard wood thirteen inches long and one
and one-half inches wide, halved in two three-fourths inches from
each end. The projecting ends of this top strip serve as stops for

the door when it closes (Fig. 3). The bottom of the door is a hard-

wood strip ten and one-fourth inches by four inches. The side strips

Trap nest closed. Vlewfr

Fig. 1.

Trap nest open. One side removed to show method of operation

Fig. 2.

are fitted into the ends of this bottom strip in such a way as to pro-

ject slightly (about 1/32 inch) about the front surface of that strip,
for a reason which will be apparent.
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When the nest is open the door extends horizontally in front, as

shown in figure 2. In this position, the side strips of the door rest

on a strip of beech one and one-half inches wide, beveled on the inner

corner, which extends across the front of the nest. This beech strip
is nailed to the top of a board four inches wide, which forms the

front of the nest box proper. To the bottom of this is nailed a strip
two inches wide, into which are set two four-inch spikes from which
the heads have been cut. (Compare Fig. 2.) The treadle rests on

Trap nest closed. One side removed to show method of operet ion.

Fig. 3.

these spikes when the nest is closed. The hinges used in fastening the

treadle and door are narrow three-inch galvanized butts with brass

pins, made to work very easily. It is necessary to use hinges which
will not rust.

The manner in which the nest operates will be clear from an ex-

amination of figures 1 and 2, which show a sample nest with one
side removed to show the inside. A hen about to lay steps up on the
door and walks in toward the dark back of the nest. When she

passes the point where the door is hinged to the treadle her weight
on the treadle causes it to drop. This at the same pulls the door up
behind her, as shown in figure 3. It is then impossible for the hen
to get out of the nest till the attendant lifts door and treadle and
resets it. It will be seen that the nest is extremely simple. It has no-

locks or triggers to get out of order. Yet, by proper balancing of
door and treadle it can be so delicately adjusted that a weight of less

than half a pound on the treadle will spring the trap. All bearing
surfaces are made of beech because of the well-known property of
this wood to take on a highly polished surface with wear. The nests

in use at the Maine station have the doors of hard wood, in order to

get greater durability. Where trap nests are constantly in use, flimsy
construction is not economical in the long run. For temporary use
the nest door could be constructed of soft wood.

The trap nests are not made with covers because they are used
in tiers and slide in and out like drawers. They can be carried away
for cleaning when necessary. Four nests in a pen accommodate
twenty hens by the attendant going through the pens once an hour,
or a little oftener, during that part of the day when the hens are
busiest. Earlier and later in the day his visits are not so frequent.
The hens must all have leg bands in order to identify them

;
a num-

ber of different kinds are on the market. The double box with the
nest in the rear is necessary. When a hen has laid an egg and desires

to leave the nest, she steps out into the front space and remains
there until she is released. With only one section she would be likely
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to crush her ,egg by stepping upon it, and thus learn the pernicious
habit of egg eating.

To remove a hen, the nest is pulled part way out, and as it has

no cover she is readily caught, the number of her leg band is noted
and the proper entry made on the record sheet. After having been
taken off a few times, the hens do not object to being handled, most
of them remaining quiet, apparently expecting to be picked up.

CONNECTICUT TRAP NESTS.

Of all homemade trap nests which we have ever used, we consider

that designed by Prof. F. H. Stoneburn of Storrs, Conn., as one of the

simplest and best. The nests are of good size, 12x15 inches inside

measure, and fifteen inches high. This makes a nest in which a good
large hen can be comfortable either sitting or standing, which is a

desirable quality in a trap nest. If you find that the hens break any
eggs, you can make the nest deeper, making a front and back part
like that shown in the Maine and Cornell nests. This door and

trigger can be used on any sort of nest or box you care to attach

them to.

Sectional view the

dicatc ventilation. Block to check

trigger.

Detailed plan of the Connecticut trap nest.

The most convenient unit includes four nests, two wide and two

high. The upper nests are made with slanting tops and are all hung
against the side of the henhouse in any convenient location. There is

no back to the nest as the wall of the pen supplies this. To clean the

nest, lift it from the supporting nails. The open back thus gives free

access to every part of the interior.

The door, as shown, consists of two 5x7-inch wings nailed to a

strip one and three-quarter inches wide. At first light material was
used for these wings, but have since adopted seven-eighth-inch stuff,

as the light wings would spring after a time and permit the birds to

force their way out. This has never happened when the heavy ma-
terial has been used. This type of door is extremely satisfactory
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for use with birds of quiet disposition, because they quickly learn to

use it, it does not ever injure or alarm them, it permits the attendant
to slip his hand into the nest without opening the door and thus

quickly ascertain whether or not the hen has laid, and it affords ample
ventilation. This type of door is not the best to use with nervous

birds, as they are likely to stick their heads out between the wings
of the door, and in their efforts to escape, break the eggs.

Prof. Stoneburn says: "For birds of this class, we are inclined to
use a door of approximately the same size, consisting of a frame over
which small mesh wire has been tacked. I like the wire door better
than a solid wrooden door, because of the fact that it affords ample
ventilation, the lack of which is one of the glaring faults of the aver-

age trap nest."

The door is hung on screw eyes. The screw eyes are placed in

the upper corners of the door, and screws are passed through them
into the sides of the nest box. This makes a cheap hinge, and per-
mits the door to swing freely in all directions without friction. By
tightening and loosening the screws as needed, the door can be ad-

justed in such a way that it cannot possibly touch either side of the
nest box, which might interfere with its free action.

The door is checked by means of screw hooks. These screw hooks
are made by bending down ordinary hooks of the proper size, and for

purposes of this kind, they beat buttons. A button will work loose
and turn, but one of these hooks will stay where you put it.

The trigger can be attached to the side of the nest box by using
a nail or a long screw, but in every case must work freely. The nail
or screw must be set squarely into the side of the box to absolutely
prevent the trigger from binding against the side. Free action of the

trigger is positively required.
The trigger must be set in such a position that when the door is

swung inward and rests on the notch, it will be invitingly open and
at the same time this opening must be small enough to prevent the
hen walking into the nest without touching the door with her back.
As she steps into the nest and slightly raises the door, the trigger is

released and falls backward. The door then swings down and the

pointed end of the trigger rises behind it, effectually locking it.

For nesting material use planer shavings, sawdust, or similar fine

material. Long hay or straw may eventually get piled up in such a
manner as to interfere with the action of the trigger. To remove the

hen, simply turn the screw hook and swing the door outward, or, if

you prefer, turn down the point of the trigger and swing the door
backward toward the top of the nest, thus permitting the bird to
come out that way. Of course the nest can be set in a partition with
a back door through which the hen may be removed.

It is necessary to drive a nail into the side of the box, or tack on
a small block in such a manner as to check the falling trigger, when
the sharp end rises to a point where it safely locks the door.
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THE CORNELL UNIVERSITY TRAP NEST.

(From Cornell Bulletin No. 284.)

In Fig. 29 is illustrated the improved New York State trap nest

which the department is using at present. It costs but little more to

build than the ordinary nest boxes and can be made single or in

series, either under the droppings platform or fastened to the wall.

The wall form is usually preferred, and has been tried with and
without the hinged top. It would seem that the hinged top serves

little purpose other than to facilitate cleaning and replenishing the

nests with straw, because the hens come to the front of the nest after

they have laid, and will readily wralk out when the trap is opened.
This nest is very simple to operate. The fact that the trap in

front is closed shows the attendant that there is a hen in the nest.

Removing the hen through the front of the nest resets the trap. As
the trap' is made of galvanized iron, it does not offer a very inviting

place for the hens to perch, and so does away almost entirely with
the possibility of more than one hen entering the nest.

tv/re pi
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It has been found very satisfactory to use a one-half-inch mesh hard-

ware cloth for the bottom of either the wall or the drop-board nests.

The wire should extend under the nest part only. This makes a self-

cleaning sanitary nest in which mites and lice can be easily fought.
One nesl should be provided for every four or five hens.

Illustration showing working of trap nest. Hen is seen entering ; one is ready to be
taken out ; three nests are occupied and one open.

It is not recommended that trap nests be used by the general
farmer or poultryman, except in special instances. Trap nests, how-

ever, are indispensable for investigational and instructional purposes,
and for persons who desire to sell pedigreed stock and eggs for hatch-

ing. The labor involved in collecting the eggs many times a day,

keeping the records of each hen, hatching with pedigree-trays, toe-

marking and leg-banding the chickens, requires more exacting work
and close attention to detail than most poultrymen at the present time
would care to undertake, even though the reward may be great in

the building up of a strain of heavy producers. For the poultryman
or farmer who does not care to sell pedigreed stock but who desires

to increase the laying capacity of his fowls by breeding from the

most productive, the plan is suggested of trap-nesting the choicest

pullets each year. From these, select the most productive pullets to

be used as breeders the following year, that is, when they are two

years old from the shell. It has been found that pullets usually show
early in life their .egg-laying capacity. The pullets of the same age
and variety, given similar care, that lay the largest number of eggs
during the first six months of laying, will, in most instances, be the

most prolific individuals in the flock. This method will do away with
the necessity of trap-nesting the entire year, and will permit the

record-making to be done during six months, October, November, De-

cember, January, February and March, when the time can best be

spared on a general or poultry farm.
The traps may be used also to excellent advantage for a short

time in the fall and winter in selecting, for breeding pens, prolific
hens from among the mature stock which the year before, when pullets
were trap-nested. This selection is made on the principle that only
the most productive hens are likely to lay late in the fall and early
winter.

*This nest was invented by R. C. Lawry, formerly an assistant in

the Poultry Department at Cornell I'liiversity, but at the present time
is manager of the Yesterlaid Egg Farm at Pacific, Mo.
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THINGS WORTH KNOWING AND REMEMBERING.

A one-year-old cock bird mated with two-year-old hen usually

gives best results, or a two-year-old male with twelve-months-old fe-

males. In selecting hens, pick out the best layers, with strong con-

stitutions, good form and general size.

A healthy hen is a hearty eater. You should have no set quantity
or stated amount to feed your flock, but the poultryman who studies

the appetites of his flock and feeds accordingly, seldom fails in get-

ting results. Overfeeding is not feeding well. If the stock is not do-

ing well and your present system of feeding is a mistake, then make
a change in the bill of fare.

Do not keep any male birds with your laying hens from which

you are selling market eggs. The hens lay better and it saves food.

The eggs will keep for a much longer perior of time, and an egg which
is really not fertile will usually dry up and not decay, as many sup-

pose. The fertile eggs are the ones which rot.

Linseed meal or oil cake should be added to your foods, especially

during the molting period. If properly fed it is beneficial to the
fowls at all times, promoting their general health and keeping them in

proper condition. Feed about five pounds mixed with one hundred

pounds ground grain. The same proportion kept before the growing
chicks is also advisable.

Most poultry raisers avoid giving their fowls any salt whatever.
This is a mistake, for a little salt aids digestion and has a tendency
to ward off disease, but should never be given to excess. Salt frees

the blood of many of its impurities and helps to keep the system in

good working order, and has a tendency to expel the wiry gizzard
worms. There is a small amount of salt in every egg, and it makes
the mash mqre palatable. Do not allow any lumps of salt to go into

the food.

Oyster shell is too soft to take the place of grit. Grit must be
hard and sharp.

Trap nesting will help to produce a two hundred-egg flock.

Any farmer can pick out a pen of his best females and mate
them with his best male bird and trap nest the birds in that one pen
without any great inconvenience. Trap nests not only tell usually
which are our best layers, but we also learn the size and color of the

eggs laid and which hens lay eggs that are strongest in fertility.

The hens that lay during the winter months are the ones from which
we should really produce our future breeding stock, but by our usual
method of handling our birds, these winter layers are broody when
spring arrives and are the first to go to setting, and we have them
with a brood of chickens all during the hatching season, and we are

incubating eggs from the drones in the flock, hens which have been

doing nothing all during the winter.

The best and quickest method of breaking up broody hens is to

build a cage entirely of laths without any solid floor to it, hang this

cage up in a tree somewhere out of doors so the air can pass through.
You can break them from setting in a very few days by this method,,
and it is not necessary to deprive them of food and water or to nearly
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drown the old hen in the rain barrel, as is too often the custom, or

place the hen in a pen with a vigorous male bird, and make her exer-

cise for her feed. Don't starve these hens, but feed them all they
will eat. Heavy feeding starts them back to laying at an early date.

Starving them delays egg production much longer.

A good method of breaking hens from broodiness.

Labor is one of the greatest factors in poultry culture, and when
you are building you a house and arranging your poultry farm you
should see that they are so arranged and located that a large number
of chicks can be taken care of with the least possible labor and in-

convenience.
The grain room and the brooder house should be made abso-

lutely rat proof.
It is easier to feed, water and take care of one hundred birds in

one pen than it is ten pens of ten birds each.

A glass front placed in your poultry house makes it very hot in

day and very cold at night; therefore, we advocate the open air

houses. A reasonable amount of cold does not hurt a hen, neither

does a reasonable amount of heat, but a very great variation in tem-

perature does hurt a hen.

Onions, garlic and the refuse from the hotels will cause the

eggs to have a bad flavor, and therefore we should be careful about
what sort of feed we give our laying hens.

Don't allow your birds to be crowded in coops or in their roost-

ing rooms. If you will put three hens with about sixty chickens and

keep them in one bunch, they will usually do much better than one
or two hens with chicks. Two seldom do well together, but with
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three, any chick which is cold can usually find some one of the hens
which will hover it.

If you have two-year-old hens and want them to lay during the

winter, be sure to see that they set during the spring and summer.
This gives them a rest, they molt off nicely and will usually lay in

winter, but unless they do get this resting process, hens of that age
seldom lay in winter.

Hatch a few pullets in September and they make great layers for
the next summer when the older hens are broody and molting.

AVhen possible, it is always best to use hens for breeding pur-
poses. A pullet is an unknown quantity. She may not lay a satis-

factory number of eggs, she may go off in color her second year after

molt, she may not have sufficient constitution to stand the molt and
forcing for egg production, and she may not transmit her good
qualities to her offspring. But as a hen, you know what she produced
in her pullet year. If she passes through the moult and comes out
with a good colored plumage and a bright red comb and starts off

to laying well on her second year, you have a hen that in all prob-
ability will prove a very valuable bird to you as a breeder. Stand
by your good hens until they are at least three years old.

PROVIDE SHADE FOR YOUR POULTRY.

If you have your poultry out in an open field or lot it is necessary
that you provide them with shade. Fowls intended for exhibition

purposes should be kept out of the sun, for their plumage will become

JLteL : '%& ^
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Provide shade for your poultry.

sunburned and present a dead appearance. You can use old loose
boards for this purpose, make a light frame and cover it with sacks
or cloth, or better still, is to make a light frame structure, all sides

open, and cover it with rough boards and over this put composition
roofing material.
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HOW TO CONDITION BIRDS FOR THE SHOW ROOM.

(U. R. Fishel, Hope, Indiana.)

Having selected or purchased the birds you intend to show, it

behooves you to have your birds (when placed before the critical eye
of the judge and in competition with the best there is of this variety
in your section) in the very pink of condition. A few days before the

show 1 would select the birds I desire to exhibit, place them singly

in nice exhibition coops. By doing this you get the birds accustomed
to being cooped and they become tame and appear in much better

style for the judge. Take each bird and go over it carefully, plucking
out all feathers that may be soiled or stained, or any feathers that

may have flecks on them. All white fowls show black necking in some

feathers, and these must be plucked before the bird is exhibited.

Wash the shanks and feet of the bird with a toothbrush, using a

wooden toothpick to remove the dirt that has accumulated under the

scale. Be careful not to make the scale sore or bleed. Two or three

days before the show prepare to, and wash the birds. See that your
coops are clean and well bedded with shavings; secure four tubs, one

tub, use for washing, two tubs for rinsing, and one tub for blueing.

Have the water lukewarm and use Ivory soap. I have tried nearly

every make of soap, but Ivory has proven best of all. (I get nothing
from the manufacturers for this recommendation.) Have the tub

about half full of water. Wet the fowl

thoroughly before you apply any soap. I

use a soft sponge in the washtub and also

in both rinsing tubs. Soap the bird well,

being careful to begin at the head, wash-

ing hackle and head first, back next, tail

next, wings next, breast, and then rear

fluff. Always rub with the feather. Do
not be afraid to get the dirt out. Use

soap and rub until the plumage is white.

After the bird is washed, hold it out of

the water and get all the water and soap
out of the plumage you can, then place
in tub number two and rinse thoroughly,

seeing that the water goes through every

feather; after rinsing thoroughly in tub

number two place the bird in tub num-
ber three, where the same rinsing process
is gone over. You must get all the soap out of the plumage or your
work is all for naught. Get all water possible out of plumage, then

dip in tub number four, which contains blueing, or bleaching water.

Make this about the same color as is used in blueing clothes. Set the

bird on a barrel or table on a clean towel and let drain for a few
moments and then place the bird in a coop, allowing it to dry slowly.

Have your room in which you wash reasonably warm, not too hot,

for if too hot the plumage will curl. If you have not been afraid to

work, your birds should be washed clean and look beautiful. When

White Plymouth Rock.
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you coop them to ship to the show, powder them thoroughly with

cornstarch, which wrill assist in keeping the plumage clean. Watch
your birds carefully after being washed for they are apt to take
cold. After you blue them and before placing them in the coop to

dry, give each bird two Star Poultry Tablets, which will prevent their

catching cold.

When you enter your birds for competition do so with the firm

intention of being satisfied with the judge's decision. Never find

fault with the judge's work. If you are not sportsman enough to

take defeat good naturedly, never show your birds. My advice to all

is "show," for more can be learned in the showroom than anywhere
else, but be game enough to take your medicine like a man if the

other fellow wins over you. Just
ask the judge to show you why the

other bird was better, and then
make up your mind to come again
next year and "clean the platter."
While conditioning your show

birds feed nothing but whole corn
or cracked corn, and this is best to

keep the birds' bow,els in proper
condition.

Note by the Editor. After the

birds have been washed and dried

it is well to polish their beaks,
shanks and toes by rubbing them
with a little sweet oil in which has

been mixed a drop or two of car-

bolic acid. The comb and face and
wattles may be brightened up with
a little glycerine and sweet oil.

After using the above treatment,
ditioned before they are placed on ex- take a Soft cloth and carefully
hibition in the showroom. All birds ~ -,-, ,-, n j T.C
should be conditioned before being ex- Wipe Oft all the mild yOU Can. II
hibited - you have taken the bird from the

range and placed it in a hot showroom, its comb may fall to one side.

If so, bathe it a few times with cold alum water. It is important that

your birds be gentle and easy to handle. If the judge goes to your
coop and the bird flies about the coop, or squats down in one corner, it

is impossible for the judge to get its correct shape, and he cuts your
bird several points perhaps that the bird would not have received had

you previously handled it and trained it to pose. Put the bird in a

coop. Visit it often. Tickle or scratch the bird under the lower beak,
between the wattles, and they soon learn that you are their friend, and

they really enjoy and expect you to tickle them under the "chin"

every time you come about. You must teach your birds to stand

handling if you expect to win in hot competition.

White birds must be washed and con-



CHAPTER IX

MARKETING POULTRY PRODUCTS.

At least ninety per cent of the farmers keep poultry upon their

farms, and most of them admit that their flocks yield them a reason-

able profit, although any intelligent observer has but to spend a short

time in the market of our cities to learn that poor methods of pre-

paring and marketing poultry and eggs prevent the producer from

receiving much greater returns than he is receiving at the present
time. We know it to be a fact, admitted by all, that high grade goods
practically sell themselves, and if we are to get our poultry business

upon the high plane it should be, we must give due consideration to

the question of marketing. We must not only turn out a superior

grade of goods, but it must be marketed in the most careful manner.

WHERE TO SELL.

Our poultry products are concentrated and valuable, and not ex-

tremely perishable. At some seasons of the year a case of eggs is al-

most as valuable as a ton of hay, and you can drive to towrn with a case

of eggs in the bed of your buggy and experience no inconvenience,
but to market a ton of hay it takes a two-horse team and wagon to

transport your product. Poultry and eggs are becoming more and
more valuable, and there is a constantly increasing demand. If you
are growing strawberries and other small fruit, they must be marketed
in a reasonable length of time or else they will perish upon your
hands, and the same is true with milk, butter and other dairy prod-
ucts; yet poultry and eggs can be held for a much longer period of

time without serious loss, than can any of those things mentioned.

Taking these things into consideration, and with our present improved
means of transportation, it is not impossible for the poultryman to

place his goods in the best markets of the United States without

greatly increased expense. Many railroads have direct refrigerator
lines to St. Louis, Chicago and New York. The poultryman usually

disposes of his products by one or more of the following methods :

First. Selling direct to the consumer.
Second. Selling direct to the retailer.

Third. Shipping to commission merchants for sale upon the open
market.

Fourth. Selling to the local poultry dealer, who in turn ships to

the packing and cold storage companies. Selling to the consumer,
and thus eliminating the charges and commissions of the middleman,
is perhaps the best plan if you are so situated so this can be done to

advantage. We cannot dispense with the cold storage and packing
companies for the reason that during the period of heaviest produc-
tion, vast numbers of eggs are preserved in this manner until the sea-

son of scant supply. This acts as a balance wheel and absorbs all

surplus at a fair price. I can remember when a boy, upon the farm,
(173)
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before this system was in vogue, that I have taken eggs to town dur-

ing the summer months and the merchant would have boxes and bas-

kets and washtubs full of eggs sitting here and there in all parts of

the store decaying upon their hands, and they would either refuse to

buy your eggs at any price, or perhaps offer you three to five cents

per dozen, but at present, during the period of greatest production,
the eggs are bought at a reasonable price and placed in cold storage
and are later sold during the period when but few are being produced.

From the shell to the frying pan.

If it was not for this method, eggs would be ruinously low during the

spring months and would be beyond the purchasing power of the aver-

age man during the fall and winter months.

MARKETING EGGS.

Eggs can be marketed to a better advantage throughout the year
than any other poultry product. When gathered from the nest they
are a finished product ready for packing and shipment without having
to go through any other process or putting the poultryman to any
other trouble.

PERCENTAGE OF EGG CROP EACH MONTH.

January,
February,
March,
April,

May,
June, 15%

July,

August,
September,
October,

November,
December,

4%
2%
1%
2%

You will notice from the above that sixty-eight per cent of the

eggs are produced during the months of March, April, May and June,



REQUISITES FOR <;oon MARKET EGGS.

The requisites for good nuirkct eggs are as follows:

1. Clean nests.

2. Dispose of male birds after breeding season.

3. Eggs should be perfectly clean, and if badly soiled, they
should be discarded, and should never be washed, but wiped with a

damp cloth.

4. Gather eggs every day.
5. Assort the eggs as to color and size.

6. Confine all broody hens or keep the setting hens separate from
the layers.

7. Should you find a nest, don't market eggs if you are in doubt
about their freshness.

8. Keep them in a dry, cool place.
9. Market weekly, and in the hot summer months, market twice

each week.
10. Use egg cases.

11. The country merchants must not hold eggs in cases, but must

ship them while they are fresh. A great deal of the blame which is

laid at the door of the farmer really should be charged to the country
merchant who receives the eggs, puts them in a case and then shoves

them back beneath the counter to remain there an indefinite length of

time in too many cases.

LOSS IN BAD EGGS.

Dirty eggs, 2% Shrunken or held eggs, 5%
Breakage, 2 Rotten eggs, 2.5%
Chick development and heated eggs, 5% Moldy or bad flavored eggs, 0.5%

You will notice from the above that the total loss in bad eggs is

seventeen per cent of all the eggs marketed each year. Of course,

Guaranteed strictly fresh eggs always in demand and always bring a good price.
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eggs are naturally of poorer quality during the summer months, but

on the other hand, the quality could be improved a great deal if .every-

body would work together and handle the product promptly. A num-
ber of years ago eggs were such a common and cheap commodity that

there was not a great deal of care taken in the handling of them, but

now that the produce business has grown to such an extent in the last

few years, eggs have brought a big price, and we think that handlers

of this commodity should get out of their old, antiquated ways, and
handle them in a modern up-to-date manner. If the farmers and mer-

chants would only just realize this, and would get together on it and
handle in this way, it would mean thousands and thousands of dollars

increase in revenue on eggs .each year to the producers.
In some states and in some sections, associations of farmers and

poultry raisers have been organized for selling the produce of the

farm. The general idea is to produce larger and better eggs and mar-

A happy combination boys, poultry and eggs.

ket them in a systematic way. They gather the eggs twice a day and

keep them clean, sort them, and throw out all under or over-sized eggs
and pack them for market in cartons holding one dozen each. The
white eggs and brown ones are packed in separate cartons. All un-

attractive and dirty eggs are discarded, so far as the market is con-

cerned. The eggs are shipped direct from the producer to the city

grocer or consumer. A guarantee of the facts set forth on the carton

concerning their quality, with a statement that any egg found defective

in any way will be replaced free of charge. Such eggs bring several
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cents a dozen more than those marketed in the ordinary hit or miss
manner. Fresh candled eggs are usually from two to five cents per
dozen higher on the market than the ordinary run of eggs, and it will

pay the farmers to organize themselves into local poultry associations
for the purpose of marketing their poultry products in the manner
suggested above, and whether you ship direct to the consumer in some
city or whether you sell to your local poultry dealer, it will pay you
to use some care in preparing and marketing your poultry and eggs.

MARKETING POULTRY.

There is a constant and increasing demand throughout the year
for all kinds of live or dressed poultry. The demand for first-class

poultry is never supplied and the consumer is willing to pay the price
if he can get a good article.

Loading a car of poultry 'nt to an eastern market.

HINDRANCES TO MARKET POULTRY.

The hindrances can be summed up as follows :

1. Scrubby stock. All raise pure bred poultry.
2. Bad houses.

3. Improper feed, water and care.

4. Poultry not fat; thin and blue breasted.

5. Marketing sick poultry.
6. Staggy males, males which have been kept until they were

too old to bring best prices.
7. Runts and culls.

8. Small breeds.

9. Filthy quarters.
10. Lice and mites.

What would you think of a farmer who had a lot of fat hogs and
a few stockers among them, who would drive them to a lot and pick
out all the .extra fat hogs and keep them at home and ship all the poor,
runty hogs he had on the farm and then expect to top the market
with his runts. There is just as much sense in doing that as there is in

p 12.
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bringing your calls to town before you have fattened them poor,

sickly and thin breasted. Get them fat before you market them just
as you do your hogs and cattle. It will pay you.

As a rule, there is more money to the farmer in selling his poultry
alive than there is in dressing it, and under these conditions, it is a
waste of time to dress the birds before marketing. This is particularly
true if you are selling your poultry to the local merchant or poultry
dealer. If you are shipping live poultry to market, you should have a
well constructed crate, which is equipped with solid cross partitions
to prevent the birds from being thrown together at one end when the
crate is tipped, in handling.

A crate of well-fattened poultry.

When the poultry raisers get to the point that they realize that

they should raise pure bred poultry and get their poultry in market-
able condition before attempting to sell it, and gather their eggs and
market them while fresh, it would be but a short while until eggs and

poultry would be in demand and commanding the highest prices in

every market in the United States, and our profits double what they
are at the present time. I know of a number of people who are taking
their culls from their flocks to their local poultry dealers and getting
five cents per pound above the market price because they are fat,

pure bred, of uniform size and color and in greater demand. The
price of eggs and poultry has been higher this year than was ever be-

fore known. They would be still higher if the market was not flooded
with the thin, blue-breasted poultry, and stale, spoiled eggs. For in-

stance, take two farmers who live side by side, Mr. A. and Mr. B.
B. has provided for his poultry, has good houses, has a place for them
to lay, and gathers the eggs fresh each day. A lets his poultry rustle

for themselves, roost in trees, lay in the weeds, and when he is ready
to come to town, shoos off the setting hens, takes the nest eggs and

all, gathers them from the weeds, fence corners and everywhere, any-
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thing with a shell on it goes. They both come to town and bring their

product to the local poultry dealer at the same time. The poultry
dealer knows there is a vast difference in the worth of the two prod-

ucts, but he also knows they are two highly respected farmers of that

community, and he dares not make a difference in price and is forced

to pay B less than his are really worth in order to save him from loss

on A's. While we are educating the poultry raisers how to raise

poultry, and lots of it, let us not forget the all-important question of

getting it on the market in a condition which is productive of the

greatest profit.

FATTENING FOR MARKET.

The following rations are recommended as good fattening foods

for market poultry :

Cornell University Experiment Station :

Fattening mash.

Thirty pounds beef scraps.
One hundred pounds corn meal.

One hundred pounds oat flour.

One hundred pounds ground buckwheat.
Mixed witli s;sur milk.

A good coop in which to fatten poultry.

Guelph, Ont., Experiment Station :

For yellow flesh :

Kivc parts corn meal.
Four parts middlings.
One part ground oats.

One part animal meal.
Mixed with milk.

For white flesh :

Two parts corn meal.
Two parts ground buckwheat.
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One part ground oats.

Mixed with milk.

Use one and one-half pounds of milk for each pound of ground
grain.

BREEDING TO INCREASE EGG PRODUCTION AND IMPROVE
THE QUALITY OF EGGS.

(Prof. James E. Rice, Cornell University.)

We believe most emphatically in the principle that we can make
more money and make it easier by improving the quality of the eggs
than we can by attempting simply to increase the quantity of eggs
that a flock of hens may lay. In saying this, we are not assuming for

a moment, however, that we may not also increase the quantity, but

that as between the two ways by which we may increase the net in-

come per hen, we can make our gains more rapidly with less trouble

and make a great deal bigger profit in the end, by improving the

quality of eggs. Perhaps I can illustrate that fact best by giving a

concrete example. It is found that eggs will differ in their selling

value in the large cities from ten to twenty cents a dozen, depending
upon the size, the color and the shape of the eggs. The average hen
is expected to produce eleven or perhaps twelve dozen of eggs per
year. If you increase the quality of the eggs that a hen lays five cents

a dozen, which is only one-fourth to one-half of the actual difference

in price that may exist, that would make a gross difference of fifty-

five cents per hen in the selling value of the eggs. In order to get the

same gross increase in selling value of the eggs a hen would lay by
increasing the number without changing the quality of eggs, assum-

ing a selling value of twenty-five to thirty cents per dozen through-
out the year, you will readily see that it would take two dozen or more
eggs per year per hen. That is to say, a hen would be obliged to lay
two dozen or more eggs of the same quality per year in order to get
an increase of fifty-five cents gross income. Practical breeders will

generally agree, I think, that it is

easier to get the hen to lay a little

larger or better shaped or more uni-

form colored eggs, either white or

brown, than to increase materially
the number of eggs. Those of us
who have had any experience in

trying to bring up the average egg
production per hen know that it will

require years and years of careful

selection for vigor and prolificacy to

increase very materially the number
of eggs per hen over and above the

mean average of all the flock, and
we also know that it is a compar-
atively easy matter, a matter of

only a very few years' time, to very decidedly change the color and
the size and the shape of the eggs that the hens lay. There are a

number of things that we can do to accomplish advancement in both

Light Brahmas.
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of these directions, quantity as well as quality. I shall first take up
the question of quality.

In order to find out the difference in the price of eggs of various

grades in the market of the leading cities, we made an arbitrary
standard of our own and wrote letters to many of the leading cities

of the east and west and asked them to give us quotations on what

they would pay on a given date for strictly fresh eggs, all clean and

properly packed, but of different grades, as indicated in the follow-

ing table :

Extra large 1\ oz., each and above

Fancy, pure white, uniform in shape, color, size 52c

II. Pure brown, uniform in shape, color, size 42c
III. Mixed colors 38c

Medium \\ oz., and above
IV. Pure white, uniform in shape, color and size 42c
V. Pure brown, uniform in shape, color and size 36c
VI. Mixed colors 32c

Small \\ oz., and above
VII. White, uniform in shape, color, size 31c

VIII. Brown, uniform in shape, color, size 28c

IX. Mixed colors 21c

We averaged up the replies from several different cities and in

the city of New York from several of the leading dealers, and I will

give you approximately the figures. The very marked differences in

prices were due to three factors: First, the fundamental determin-

ing factor was size, and yet frequently eggs that were medium in

size and pure white would bring a higher price than eggs that were

larger and of mixed colors. There was an extreme range, as you
can see, of over thirty-one cents between the small mixed colored

eggs, twenty-one cents up to fifty-two cents in the case of the large
uniform white eggs, and a difference of ten cents between white and
brown eggs of the same size and reasonably uniform in color. The
mixed colors would sell for fourteen cents per dozen less than the

large pure white eggs of .essentially the same size. I am thoroughly
familiar with a number of egg-packing establishments in our state,

where they are buying eggs all over the country and systematically

grading them. These men are making a splendid profit in the busi-

ness, which business consists in grading other peoples' eggs. Why
is it that the city markets are willing to pay this difference in price?
It is largely for the reason that the eggs are not only fresh and
clean, but that they are of good size, uniform in color and shape, are

attractive and look as if they were laid by pure bred poultry. When
you see eggs large and small, long and round, brown and white, etc.,

sold together, the first impression is that these eggs are from no place
in particular, but from everywhere in general, "country-gathered,"
picked-up eggs. They are anybody's eggs. There is a doubt cast upon
them. Whenever people begin to doubt the character of an egg it

is "all up" with the egg. People buy eggs very largely upon appear-
ances. If, on the other hand, these eggs had all been pure white or

pure brown and fairly uniform in size and color, they would at once

place these eggs as from somebody's place who kept pure bred

poultry and presumably took good care of it. They are, therefore,
more likely to be fresh as well as more attractive to look upon. A
plate of uniform colored eggs or uniform white eggs, when seen
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separately, look attractive, but when we put them together in the same
box they look like a mongrel lot. We are today fifty years behind
the times in the poultry business, as compared to the fruit man, who
would be bankrupt if he were doing with his fruit what the poultry-
man is doing with his eggs. For example, they would be selling all

of their best varieties of apples mixed in the same barrels, and they
would be sold for cider apple prices. If the fruit man would sell ail

kinds in one barrel they would not bring much of a price on any
market, but when graded and sold for what they are and only one

grade in the same package, they will sell for the highest prices. There
is another point in the matter of grading which has to do with a well-

known fact, namely, that in the marketing of any product, when you
get good quality mixed with poor quality, the poor quality wr

ill bring
down the price of the good more than the good will bring up the price
of the poor. If you do not believe this to be true, try sending in the
same crate two grades of potatoes to market and compare with what
you can get for the two grades separated. You will get a bad reputa-
tion for one thing, and a very low price for another thing. When-
ever you place eggs that all uniformly small by themselves, they
look larger than they would if placed by medium-sized or large eggs.
Medium-sized eggs by themselves look like pretty good eggs, but
when you get the big egg by the side of the medium-sized egg, the
medium-sized egg looks very much smaller by contrast. Some day,
it would be an instructive object lesson for you to try that little ex-

periment as an object lesson, as we do with our classes of students,
and see how easy it is to be deceived in sizes.

There are some points to be brought
out in the matter of the color of an egg
as to its commercial value. The white

egg looks bigger than it actually is. The
white egg is more easily soiled, which is

to its disadvantage. The dark egg has
the disadvantage of being more difficult

to produce uniform in color for this rea-

son : that the color of the egg is pro-
duced by a deposit of pigment in the shell

making a portion of the oviduct, which
is apparently somewhat diminished as

the length of the "litter" is increased,
so that the first eggs that are laid by a

hen that lays colored-shelled eggs are

likely to be darker than the last eggs
she would lay in the litter. The eggs of

Silver wyandotte.
turkeys show this fault. When they

have laid twenty or thirty eggs, the last eggs are almost devoid of

dark brown spots, while the first eggs are quite brown. If you have
a brown-shelled egg breed of hens, some of whom are just beginning
to lay, and some finishing their "litter," there is liable to be a little

difference in the shading of the egg. Practically all of our American

varieties, such as the Plymouth Rocks, the Wyandottes, Rhode Island

Reds, and also the Orpingtons and most of the other breeds that lay
shaded-colored eggs, are made up of a great line of varied ancestry,

including many varieties that laid differently colored eggs. There
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is, therefore, a tendency to trace back to original types, and hence
the tendency to get an assortment of eggs of various colors. For this

reason it is difficult to keep the color uniform in the case of any one
of the American breeds. Unless the person has been very careful in

selecting eggs for shape, color and size, as well as prolificacy, there
is quite a wide range of variation. From two thousand Barred Ply-
mouth iiock hens, bred for many years from trap-nest records for
increased egg production, and where little or no attention had been
paid to uniformity of the eggs, the eggs, as I saw them, varied from
nearly white to darkest brown. There was the widest range in color
that I have ever seen in eggs from a single variety. In breeding it

had been simply a case of keeping the hens who had laid the most
eggs without regard to the shape, size or color of her eggs.

We have selected a bunch of eggs from one of the stores and we
will now examine them. There is an egg weighing less than an ounce,
and there is one weighing two and one-half ounces, there is one pretty
nearly round, and there is one that is very long and slender, and there
is an egg pure white, there is one that is d^rk-brown, there is one
rather light buff, another light-brown, anotlier mottled, here is a

pink, a tinted white, and a skim-milk color, and a cream-colored egg,
and they all came out of the same case in one of the stores in this

town. They all went together to the market and brought the lowest

average price. The man who ultimately purchased these eggs would
have given much more for them if they had been properly graded or
all of one good grade. If you will figure out what you are getting in

a case of thirty dozen of eggs, you will find that in the grade of eggs
that weigh two and one-half ounces and one and one-fourth ounces

each, there is twice as much food value in the one as in the other. So
we must find some means by which we can change the quality of eggs
so that we can be producing eggs that bring not the lowest prices
but eggs that bring the highest prices.

How shall we breed in order to improve the quality of eggs?
First, by seizing upon the law of inheritance that a hen is born to

lay an egg of a certain size, shape and color and that she will lay
essentially that kind of an egg as long as she lives. Of course, as a

pullet she lays a little larger egg each day until she is mature, and
in a very slight degree the size of the egg varied from day to day.
That is to say, there is but a slight variation. Shape almost never
varies except by injury and the color, as I have indicated, changes
but slightly. I have frequently examined a big tray of eggs and picked
out all of the eggs that were laid by certain hens and did this by
appearance of eggs only.

The next point in In-ceding to improve the quality of eggs, is to
select and use for hatching only that kind of an egg that we want to

produce for the best market, i. e., eggs that weigh not less than two
ounces and up to two and one-quarter ounces, that are pure uniform
brown, or pure uniform white, or some other uniform color, and of

perfect shape and smooth sound shell. We should use males for mat-
ing with these selected hens that came from hens that laid that kind
of eggs and in the future generations we should use only such stock
and eggs. We can very materially and very quickly change the
entire grading of our eggs so that when we come to undertake to

grade them for market each year a larger and larger percentage of
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L.

Pure breds pay better than scrubs.

the eggs will grade firsts. By this method of selection for a few
years, the eggs on my grandfather's farm grew rounder and rounder

by virtue of the fact that chickens were hatched out of round eggs
for several years, that kind being used very largely for hatching,
believing as we did at that time, that rounder eggs would produce
pullets.

It is well to select eggs for hatching according to their quality.
It is better also to use hens than to use pullets because a hen lays a

larger egg than a pullet does, and presumably she will not lay as

many eggs in the fall and winter as

the pullet, and hence should be in

better condition for producing eggs
for hatching.
A point without which we could

not hope to make much progress in

breeding for quality of eggs is to

breed from pure breds. It would be
a long and almost hopeless task to

ever change the quality of eggs by
breeding from mongrels. It would be
a discouraging task also to try to do
it by grading or crossing. The place

to begin in improving the quality of eggs is to have pure bred stock

and thereby get at one bold stroke the benefit of somebody's selec-

tion for uniformity in breeding, and thus secure the power to trans-

mit their quality.
With these simple methods we can vastly increase the net value

of the income of our poultry without very materially adding to its

cost. In other words, it costs no more to feed, house or rear hens
that lay eggs uniform in color and shape, and only a little more to

produce eggs larger in size. It will cost a great deal more in the

energy, and the vitality of the hen, as well as in the feed to very ma-

terially increase the number of eggs that she will lay.

There are one or two things that can be done in breeding to in-

crease egg production. There are a number of selections of our fowls

that we can make by physical examination that will lead us to a

pretty correct judgment as to the hens that are the best producers
and thus enable us to breed from them. The first selection is to pick
out from among the pullets that are hatched at the same time and
fed alike and of the same variety; those that lay first in the fall of

the year. It is generally found, although not always true, that the

pullets that lay first are the ones that in the long run are more likely
to prove the most prolific. "We have been accumulating considerable

data on this point at the college, and find generally that the state-

ment is true. Any person who can recognize a laying hen by her ac-

tions, comb and color, or by her eating capacity, etc., will be able to

recognize the pullets that are early producers. Mark them. Then
next season, in the fall of the year, when these pullets molt, observe
the ones that molt last. Our records show that by these characters
we can quite accurately select the hens that have produced the most

eggs. This year we had several hens molting in December and they
were among the best producers in the flock.

We also found on studying the trap-nest records that these
same hens that molt latest are most likely to begin to lay first after
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molting, as compared to the hens that molt earliest. Therefore, if

we note the molt and the ones that begin to lay first after they have

molted, you have a double method of selecting high producers. The
months of October, November and December is the time of the year
to select the hens for breeders. Do not select them in the spring of

the year, when they are all laying. In New York State, as elsewhere,

practically no effort at selection for egg production is made by any
one, not even in the spring time. This is all wrong. We can make
these three kinds of selection and coupling with that strong con-

stitutional vigor, we can increase the number of eggs that the hens

lay, if there is anything whatever in the law of inheritance, that

''like produces like," in the matter of prolificacy as in the matter of

shape or color of eggs. In discussing the question of breeding for

prolificacy, I realize that I am treading on very dangerous ground,
because it is claimed by some of the best authorities that the laying

quality of a flock of hens is no indication whatever as to what the

laying quality of the offspring is likely to be. With all due respect to

these opinions, I am willing to go on record in saying that a person
will show mighty good judgment to breed from his best hens rather

than to breed from his poorest ones, or from those below the average.
I will take my chances on breeding from the hens above the average
in production, believing that if it is possible for one individual to

transmit to its offspring such qualities as disposition, color of feather,

size, shape, action, color of egg, and all sorts of other characteristics

and qualities, the same should be true in the case of the egg-laying

character, i. e., the ovarian development, or the tendency to develop
ova. I believe that one of the places where we have failed or missed
in our conclusions, perhaps on the matter of not getting marked re-

sults in breeding to increase egg production has been from this fact

that we know too much from the first or second generation. Improve-
ments of any kind in the breeding of animals comes very slowly and

only by painstaking selection, generation after generation. Another
reason may be that when we are breeding for increased production
we are asking the best layers to also produce strong offspring at

the close of a season of high production, and, therefore, there is a

counter law at work, undermining the hen's vitality and her nerve

strength brought about by tremendous production to make a record.

If a hen is pushed for two hundred eggs a year and then is used for

breeding without opportunity to rest, it is reasonable to expect that

her offspring will be likely to suffer. But when we have bred our
business hen for reasonably high production and have built her big,

strong and hearty at the same time, and have done this thing ration-

ally, I have perfect faith in believing that we will be making gain by
selection, and that we are going to see, step by step, higher and higher
production and better and better quality of eggs produced and
stronger fowls.
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CAPONS AND CAPONIZING.

(S. F. Lipscomb, Agricultural College, Columbia, Mo.)

Capons are a rare thing on most farms, because the people who
raise poultry have not yet realized what they are and the profits they
bring. In most of the eastern states capons can be found on nearly

every farm, and they bring the best prices of any fowl sold on the

market. Some poultrymen claim the reason they are not raised here

is because there is no market for them. It is true, there is no market
in most of the small towns and cities, but if they raise enough to

make a shipment to Chicago, Boston or New York they would be very
readily sold and fancy prices paid for them. Also, the cities of St.

Louis and Kansas City are beginning to call for them for the best

trade. There is no reason at all why the people shouldn't raise more

capons than they do. Instead of having a lot of young cockerels

running loose around on the farm, eating more feed than they are

worth, and always fighting each other, they could be caponized and
be worth several times the value of a cockerel, and yet not eat much
more feed. Caponizing has been in practice for several centuries in

foreign countries, but the people here seem to be very slow in taking
hold of a good thing. Every year the farmer or poultryman loses

money on his market cockerels, and there is only one good way to

remedy this, and that is to caponize them. Cockerels at the age of

two to four months will barely pay for themselves, and as they grow
older they decrease in value and increase in .expense. This is just
the opposite with the capon.

A capon is a male bird (cockerel or rooster) from which the

testicles have been removed. He bears the same relation to a rooster

that a steer does to a bull. He has only one function in life, and that

is to get fat. He grows much faster, the comb and wattles cease to

grow, his plumage is heavy and beautiful, he gets very lazy, spurs do
not grow, and neither hen nor rooster have any more to do with him.

Later on he becomes a very intimate friend of the little chickens and
sometimes broods over them at night. If the poultryman expects
to stay in business, the capon is an absolute necessity. He makes

quick, tender meat, much of it and, best of all, he brings the highest

price on the market. If properly dressed, he attracts the attention

of the best buyers, to whom money is no object, if they can get what

they want. To the great profit of the farmer, these epicures find what

they want in the capon and, best of all, he is sure money, quick
money and easy money. Caponizing has at last solved the problem
as to what to do with the extra cockerels that are not needed for

breeding.
When raising capons the breed should be very carefully con-

sidered, because crosses of certain breeds make much larger birds.

P. H. Sprague, a prominent dealer in Chicago, says: "The largest

capons, according to our information, are produced by crossing a

Dorking male with Brahma hens. The best quality is then produced
by saving the pullets and mating them with Indian Game males."
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Of the standard breeds, the Light Brahmas, Buff Cochins, Lang-

shans, Plymouth Rocks, Indian Game and Dorking are the best. It

\\ill also pay breeders of Orpingtons, R. I. Reds, AVyaiidott.es and
other varieties to caponize their cockerels.

The labor required in feeding is less than with young chickens.

The cost of caponizing is very small where an expert's service can
be obtained, and an expert
should be employed where pos-
sible. The price of caponizing
ranges from four cents on up
to fifteen cents. This usually

depends on the number, breed
and size of cockerels. The
methods of operation can be
learned from the printed in-

structions that accompany most
all advertised instruments, but

anyone endeavoring to teach
himself should operate on sev-

eral dead cockerels before at-

tempting live ones. If not done,
death is almost sure to come to

the first ones he operates on.

A large number of people
hesitate in caponizing, feeling
it to be cruel to the bird. This
is not true/ because long ex-

Rose Comb Rhode Island Red "

perience has proved different, and also the operator bestows an un-
limited amount of kindness on the bird, even if there were no other
considerations or return. Most every one who has had anything at
all to do with poultry has seen cockerels fly at each other time after

time, tearing flesh and feathers with beak and cutting with spurs.
Before they could be separated there has been a disfigured comb, and
sometime a blind eye, and generally a cut-up bird. This is the cruelty
of the cockerel before he is caponized, but after this (caponized) his

habits are entirely changed. His disposition is quiet and peaceful,
habits mild and tending to a solitary life and satisfied wherever you
put him.

DIRECTIONS FOR CAPONIZING.

The first and most important thing of caponizing is having your
cockerels in shape to operate on. From twenty-four to thirty-six
hours before performing the operation, select the cockerels you in-

tend to caponize (should be from two to five months old), confining
t lirm in a clean, dry room or pen, without water or food. To do this

with the best results, confine them early in the morning, and about
noon the next day they will be in excellent condition to perform the

operation. If the day is cloudy or wet, you should not caponize, but
let it go until a bright day. As much light as possible is needed. If

the day is cloudy and you decide not to caponize, then the birds may
be given a little water and food if necessary, but not too much. The
object in starving them in this way is to have their intestines empty
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so the testicle can be seen more readily, besides giving more room to

perform the operation. Lay the bird on the operating table on its

side, wrap the cord around the bird's legs above the knee so there
is no way or danger of him kicking out of the loop. Hook the other
end once around both of his wings close to the body. To the other
ends of the cord, tie a half brick and let it hang down over the side
of the table. This holds him very securely. Have all your instru-
ments ready so that you may work very rapidly. Have your canula

A stand for caponizing. If you cannot build a stand similar to this, use an ordinary
small table or turn a barrel with the bottom side up, and place this in some light,
convenient place, and proceed with the work as directed.

(Fig. 2) threaded with a strong horse hair or fine wire, letting
the wire form a loop and extend well out at the other end. Next wet
the spot on the side and proceed to pluck the feathers from the last

two ribs just in front of the thigh joint. With one hand pull the
flesh on the side toward the hip, so when the operation is finished the
flesh will enclose the entire wound, while holding the flesh with the

right hand, take knife in (Fig. 4) right hand and insert it between
the last two ribs, cutting first down and then up a little way, not more
than one to one and one-half inches. Just cut enough to go through
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the skin and flesh, being careful not to go so deep as to cut the intes-

tines. There is little danger in doing this, if the intestines are empty,
as they will be from the bird's long fast. Next take the spring
spreader (Fig. 3), press it between the thumb and finger until the ends
come together and insert it in the incision with the spring end toward
the feet. When looking into the cut a thin film of skin will be
noticed enclosing the bowels. Take the sharp hook (Fig. 5) and pick
open the tissue. After this is done, one testicle can be seen very
easily, lying close up to the back of the fowl, sometimes both testicles

Instruments used in caponizing.

are in sight, but not very often. Now comes the only dangerous part
of the operation getting hold and removing the testicle; but with
a steady hand and plenty of light, not one out of fifty should be lost.

The reason this is dangerous is, attached to the testicle, and lying
just back of it, is one of the main arteries of the fowl, and if this is

injured, death is almost sure to come. In this place, the canula (Fig.

2) has proven better than the twisting spoon (Fig. 1). The wire or

hair can be easily looped around the testicle and a clean and quick
cut can be made. Take the canula in the right hand and adjust the

wire in it so that a loop about one-half inch long will extend from the
small ,end of the tube, leaving two ends of the wire sticking out the
other end so as to get a good hold. Insert the end with the loop over
both ends of the testicle and entirely around it, holding the end of
the tube close to the testicle. Now, slowly but firmly, draw up on
the two ends of the wire that are sticking out of the other end of the

canula, being sure that it is always close to the testicle. If drawing
up on the wire does not have any effect or does not at once pull out
the testicle, carefully turn from one side to the other; then it will

come off. This completes the operation on that side, but before tak-

ing out the spreaders, a careful examination should be taken to see
if there was any foreign matter left in the incision. Such as feathers
and little sticks or pieces of wood are sometimes left in and cause
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inflammation which sometimes causes death. The spreaders can be
taken out if the examination is complete and the skin will slip back
over it and heal in a few days. The fowl can be turned over on the
other side, cut made and testicle removed just the same way as the
other one. Both testicles can be removed from the same side, but for

beginners two incisions are the best, being less difficult and not as dan-

gerous to the fowl. Some caponizers, who claim to be authority on
caponizing, say that two incisions are the safest for anyone, profes-
sional or amateur, and almost the same rapidity can be made. Also,
the birds will recover as soon from tAvo cuts as from one. If both
testicles are taken out from the same incision, the lower one should
be taken out first because the blood runs down, and if the top one is

taken out first, the blood would cover the lower one up and you
would be unable to see it. After the operation is all completed, the
birds should be fed a small amount of food and low roosts should be

provided for them for the first two weeks. After the first day, all the
feed they can clean up should be given to them.

THINGS WORTH CONSIDERING IN SUCCESSFUL POULTRY
FARMING.

(Prof. C. L. Opperman, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.)

What a fine beginning we have made in the poultry industry in

this country. The egg crop alone is greater in value than the wheat
or cotton crop of any year since we have taken the census. It is nine
times as valuable as the tobacco crop of the United States, and twice
that of the world. Although a great industry, it has not been recog-
nized on account of being spread over a large area, for practically
ninety per cent of the poultry and eggs are produced on the general
farms. The average farmer does not own more than one hundred and
fifty acres, and it is the exception to the rule if he keeps more than
two hundred and fifty hens. It is mainly because of these reasons
that it has not had proper recognition until the last few years.

Poultry plant craze is spreading all over the country and people
are investing many thousands of dollars in starting and equipping
large intensive poultry farms. Some of the plants have been fairly

successful, while others are a complete failure. As the years go by,

however, those who make it a point to watch the progress of such

plants are compelled to believe that they are for the most part fail-

ures.

USE PURE-BRED POULTRY.

Is it not more pleasing to the eye to view a flock of fowls which
are uniform in size, shape and color, than to see a flock of mongrels,
no two of which are alike? Cull out your mongrels and do every-
thing in your power to advance the pure bred stock. It will mean
more money for you.

We will take up the question of egg production, and the trap
nest. The object of the trap nest is to procure pedigreed records, or,
in other words, the total number of eggs produced by a hen in one
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year. It is by these records that we arc able to study the laws of

breeding and determine whether or not the mating of heavy pro-
ducers will give rise^to offspring which will be heavy producers. This
nest is a very simple device. The hen, as she enters the nest, springs
the trapdoor and she is securely fastened until released by the at-

tendant. Eggs are probably used as food more than any other article

of food that we use to day. They are eaten by the healthy, sick, rich

and poor and are one of the finest

forms of food that nature has pro-
vided us with. One noted writer de-

scribes the egg as follows: "Out of

bugs and worms and food which it

finds in Nature's great store house,
the hen manufactures the pure wThite

egg ; a delicious morsel and one to fill

the heart of man with loving kind-
ness." Aside from its food value the

egg is used extensively in commercial
work of various kinds, namely, photo-
graphic work, and in the tanning of

leather. The large tanning houses
use a very poor grade of eggs, one
which could not be utilized for food.

white w"andotte

Large quantities of eggs are also frozen and dried. These are used
in the preparation of various foodstuffs.

We have here three baskets of eggs. No. 1 represents the eggs
laid by one hen in her pullet year ;

No. 2 the second year production,
and No. 3 the third year production. At a glance we can easily see

that the pullet year production wras the greatest of the three years,
and the second year greater than the production in the third year.
The lesson we should get from this is that as a flock, fowls are not
maintained at a profit after the second year. This does not always
hold true, but in the majority of cases it does. For example, there
are many hens which will produce more eggs in their second year
than they do in their pullet year; also, some hens will lay more than
one hundred and fifty eggs in their third year This is what we call

individuality, and we find it in all forms of life.

Question. Would we be safe in using two-year-old stock for

breeding, or what age would you advise to breed from?
Answer. To be on the safe side I would recommend that two-

year-old stock be used.

Question. When does the egg record of the pullet year begin?
Answer. The pullet year is usually reckoned three hundred and

sixty-five days after the first egg is produced.
I have quite an interesting picture showing two Barred Plymouth

Rock hens. One hen produced close to two hundred eggs and the
other laid only ten eggs during the year. Here again we have the
variation or individuality. Sometime ago I kept a record of three
hundred Leghorn hens for three years. At the end of one season I

went over the flock and selected sixty of the best layers and placed
them in a pen by themselves. I also selected sixty of the poorest
producers and treated them likewise. One pen was adjacent to the

other, which gave me an opportunity to compare them. This is ex-
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actly what I discovered. The sixty fowls which had made a high
record were the meanest, scrawniest-looking lot of hens that I have
ever seen; while the sixty poor producers were ia perfect health and
appeared very trim and neat. Stop just a moment and think what it

must mean for a four-pound hen to produce one hundred and sixty
eggs in one year. It means that she has given you five times her

weight in eggs. Is it any wonder that she is lacking in vitality and
energy? This explains why the heavy producers look emaciated and
the poor layers in the best of health. A great many people ask the

question, "Is it possible to increase egg production by breeding?"
My views on this question are as follows :

First, do not try to produce or breed
from two hundred-egg hens. This pro-
duction is abnormal and the progeny of

such stock is very likely to be weak.

Second, if we can increase our egg pro-
duction by breeding (and to my mind it

is very doubtful if such increase can be

shown) we should select hens which lay
about one hundred and fifty eggs a year
and mate them to sons of hens which have
made a similar production. While mak-
ing such selections, one should exercise

care to see that the individuals are not

closely related. From such matings as I

have just described, you must not expect

f
11 f the progeny to be high producers,

but the percentage of good producers
will be greater than it would be if we were to breed indiscriminately.
To sum up the whole thing, breed from your good producers (not

necessarily two hundred-egg hens) and select only strong, healthy

distantly related individuals.

The average weight of eggs produced on the farms will not ex-

ceed twenty-three ounces per dozen. What causes this small egg? I

think the cause of the small eggs in the country is the fact that there

has been a great deal of haphazard breeding, which has resulted in a

great mass of mongrel stock. It is my belief that if we can slowly
eliminate this mongrel stock and replace it with pure bred poultry
of the American breeds, we can increase the weight of the eggs to

twenty-four ounces or more. If every one of you will be loyal to the

cause and preach pure bred poultry to your friends and neighbors
you can accomplish a great deal.

The question is often asked, "What breed do you consider best

for egg production?" Many of us believe that the length of body
has some correlation with egg production, but from my own observa-
tions I cannot say that it does. I think that a rectangular body with
a broad back and a broad spring of ribs will be the best layer. Many
people believe that the Leghorns are the best breed for egg produc-
tion, but the various tests show that no one breed can rightly be
called "the best egg producers." To give you a concrete example,
I will cite the egg-laying contests which have been conducted in

Australia for the past eight or ten years. These tests have been won
by Leghorns, Langshans, Silver Wyandottes and Minorcas, which
clearly indicates the inconsistency of the breeds in relation to egg
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production. You are more apt to be successful with the breed you
are partial to than with the breed recommended by a friend. With
good care and feeding, any of our popular standard breeds will pro-
duce a goodly number of eggs.

Many times during the winter months it is difficult to get eggs
with rich-colored yolks, and the housewife objects to light-colored

yolks. To overcome this difficulty, alfalfa and clover are often fed
to the fowls. These foods impart a rich red color to the yolk. Al-
falfa is an excellent poultry food, and is similar to bran in food in-

gredients. When fed in the mash the meal is more convenient than
the short-cut alfalfa. When fowls are on free range very little diffi-

culty is experienced from light-colored yolks.

Question. Is there any truth in the statement that yellow corn
affects the color of the plumage in a white bird?

Answer. I do not know positively, but can say that practically
all the noted breeders of white plumaged birds prefer white corn to

yellow.
The Plymouth Rocks were originated in the bleak New England

states, and consequently they are endowed with a strong, vigorous
constitution. Their strong constitution has
made them the most popular fowl in

America today, and it is a strange locality
indeed that does not know them. There
is also another reason why I wish to recom-
mend to you the American breeds as the
best fowls for the farmer. In my work
during the past year, I had occasion to

visit a great many large packing houses,
and the manager of these houses tell me
that next year they are going to pay three
cents more per pound for the heavy
American breeds than they do for smaller A Barred Plymouth Rock,

breeds.

I recently visited the farm of a lady and her husband who have
been very successful with poultry. They went to Kansas several

years ago and secured possession of eighty acres of land by assuming
a heavy mortgage. They there selected the Rhode Island Reds as
the breed best suited to their purpose, and through all the succeed-

ing years they have maintained the one breed and kept them pure.
In a few years the flock numbered several hundred, and today they
are keeping between 1,000 and 1,200 hens. The hens on this farm have
paid off the mortgage and bought the groceries and clothes. I really
believe that if every farmer would keep a record of his poultry he
would find that he is realizing a very good profit from them. One
very simple way in which you can keep track of the eggs is to keep
a record on the calendar. Simply put the number of eggs laid that

day opposite the date.

Question. If a person had a flock of birds and did not attempt
to raise any more than he could set under hens, and raise nothing
but poultry, could he make money?

Answer. He most certainly could, and I simply refer you to the
instance I just cited a few moments ago.

P 13.
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Incubation and Brooding. Many people ask me if I recommend
the incubator on the farm. It is very seldom that I would do that.

As a general rule, I would say no, do not use the incubator, but use
the hen. Then you come back at me and say here, how may I hatch

my eggs when the hens won't set? There is something in this. If

we keep one of the American breeds and are a little careful in selec-

tion of our hens for setting purposes, we won't experience any great

difficulty in getting enough hens to set, and if you find it absolutely

impossible to secure setting hens from the breed you keep, there is

one thing you can do, and that is to get an incubator. There are

not many of us, however, who will have that difficulty. Where you
keep the American class or any of the heavier breeds you are apt to

have plenty of setters. Incubators are necessary wher,e Mediterranean
breeds are kept.

Question. Is there anything in the question of feed to make hens

broody ?

Answer. I do not know and I do not think so. If you feed hens
for heavy egg production they will not be so liable to set early.

There are a great many farmers in Rhode Island who keep hens
as main part of farming operation. Some hatch 1,200 to 1,500 chicks

with hens. If they can do that in Rhode Island we can do it else-

where. Our hens set as well as theirs do. The average farmer will

not hatch over five hundred chickens. Some few hatch seven hundred
or eight hundred chicks and use hens exclusively. The average far-

mer does not want to keep over three hundred hens. If he renews
half of them each year, he will not have to hatch over three hundred
chicks. In setting the hen I would advise that you have a shed of

some kind for the .exclusive use of the setting hens. The setting hens
must be kept quiet and by themselves. Again, if you set hens where
other hens can disturb them, you are very apt to have other hens lay-

ing in the nest of the setting hens. This is one of the ways in which
a great many bad eggs are produced.

Question. Wouldn't it be a good plan to mark the eggs under
the hen?

Answer. It is a very good plan to mark the eggs with a blue

pencil. Ink is rather dangerous, because it may go through the shell.

I am now going to say a few words about the bad egg problem.
It is against the law to sell rotten eggs, but the existence of this law
has not by any means eliminated the bad .egg from the trade. It is

estimated that there is over a million dollars loss from bad eggs in

Kansas every year, and there is a corresponding loss in the State of

Missouri. Now who is to blame for these bad eggs? No single in-

dividual is to blame for the loss. If all the country merchants and
egg buyers would candle all the eggs which they buy, it would not
be long until the bad eggs would be entirely eliminated from the

trade. Stock cars are used by some of the railroad in which eggs
and poultry are transferred to the large packing houses. Here is

an opportunity for the railroads to make improvement. On hot
summer days the temperature in these cars will go as high as one
hundred and four degrees to one hundred and six degrees Fahren-
heit. This, of course, has a very detrimental effect on the eggs.
Some of the railroads are operating refrigerator cars for handling
the eggs, which is, of course, the most ideal way. When the local

freight is several hours late, the eggs are allowed to remain stacked
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up on the platform, and are exposed to the sun's rays until the freight
arrives.

It is also very important that the male birds be removed from
the (lock not later than June first. It is the fertile eggs that pro-
duce the hulk of the rotten eggs and all the blood rings. If you de-

sire to hatch after June 1st, you should make a yard for the cock
and hens which you desire to mate.
AVashed eggs and held eggs also add to

the great bulk of bad eggs.

Question. How long will eggs keep and
still hatch?
Answer. Eggs may be kept as long as

two weeks, but the fresher the eggs are

when you set them the better will be the

hatch.

Question. How long will sodium silicate

keep eggs?
Answer. Sodium silicate will keep eggs

White Leghorn Cockerel.
oyer & year

Question. AVill eggs beat up all right after being preserved in

sodium silicate.

Answer. Eggs beat up splendidly after being preserved in

sodium silicate.

Question. AVliy do you prefer setting hens in preference to using
the incubator?

Answer. I believe we can hatch a greater percentage of eggs
and secure stronger chicks than with the incubator, and it is much
less trouble to the average farmer to raise them with hen than with
ilie brooder.

The hen and incubator are good in their places. You can make
an incubator set when you want it to. You can make American hen
set only when she wants to. If you wish to raise chickens by the

thousands you cannot do it with the hens, but for farm conditions, I

really believe the strongest chickens are raised by the hen. The best

hens do better than the best hatching incubators. One advantage of

the chicken raised in the natural way is they have more sense. The
mother teaches them to work and scratch and they hustle better for

their living. In raising chickens I get better results with incubators
in winter time, and in the summer I believe we get better hatches
from incubators in very hot weather. If we are going to use hens,
let each hen have a home to herself, protected from everything.



CHAPTER X.

TURKEYS, DUCKS AND GEESE.

THE KING OF THE POULTRY YARD.

HOW WE HATCH, FEED AND REAR TURKEYS.

Often we hear "Turkeys are so hard to raise," but my experi-
ence of twelve years is that under favorable weather conditions they
are much less care than chickens, and of much greater value.

To begin with, first, we must have strong, healthy, vigorous
parent stock. My preference is a well marked brilliant colored cock-
eral of medium size, mated to one and two-year old females of large
frame, strong shank and toes, with as strong markings in all sections

as I can get, at the same time not

discarding strong shape and size for

color.

I do not set the turkey hen for

two reasons; first, if she stays four

long weeks on the nest (and they
are very attentive to business,

scarcely leaving the nest to eat or

drink), they are tired and worn.

They must give some attention to

themselves in order to recuperate,
and they are large and are more apt
to break the eggs, especially so if

bothered in the least.

About April 15th I set all eggs on

hand, under chicken hens, nine or

ten eggs to the hen, first filling the

bottom of the nest with soil, with

light covering of straw or leaves,

having dusted the hen with insect powder to rid her of lice. These

hens are placed in a house away from other chickens. A few days be-

fore time to hatch, I renew the dirt and straw and redust the hen,

leaving her to shake the powder from her feathers. Seldom ever is an

egg broken, and often each egg hatches. Meanwhile, I have broken

some of the turkey hens from sitting and they are laying, but I man-

age to have enough hens sitting to mother the poults. Perhaps they
have set only two or three days. (They have no idea of time.) At

night I slip a pipped egg or two under them and leave them alone the

next day, and the following day I thoroughly dust the hen with the

insect powder, leaving her to shake it off, and place her in the pen
prepared.

(196)

Mammoth Bronze Turkey.
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I use old rails built in squares, rail upon rail, until about four feet

high, making a slip gap in one side, cover the pen with boards, loose,

weighted down in case of heavy wind. I have placed water in drink-

ing fountains, some clean sand, some straw in one corner and shelled

corn for the hen. At the bottom of the pen I place a board eight or

nine inches high to let the little poults inside, the first day or so. I

place twenty or twenty-five, never more than twenty-five poults inside,

close to the gap, and leave them for an hour or so. The sun shining

through the rails is good for them. . They peck the sand, drink a little

and pull at the green grass. I feed them first about noon. They are

now forty-eight hours old. A little stale light bread dropped in

sweet milk, pressed dry, lightly sprinkled with black pepper (table-

spoonful to fifteen or twenty poults), scatter around on the sand about
five times a day. After two days old add hard boiled egg, once a day,

preferably at noon, also some onion tops and finely cut lettuce leaves.

As they grow older, oat flake and milk curd, but at no time feeding all

they will eat. If weather is clear the second day, I open the slip gap
and the mother will come out with her brood. I have a three-acre

tract that is kept closely nipped, she has the run of this until poults
are two weeks old. On one side a clover field, on another a cornfield.

Sometimes you would think she was alone, but call "Turk" and there

they come from out the grass and weeds, where they have been filling

on bugs and worms.
The eight-inch board has been removed from the inside just as

soon as they have learned the mother's call. She is driven into the

pen at evening, about five o'clock, and is not let out until the dew is

off in the morning.
I dust each poult once a week for lice, until past six weeks old.

I rebuild the pen on fresh ground, every five or six days, and move
the boards from the top each day, when I turn them out, letting in the

sunshine. After six weeks they are allowed to roost anywhere inside

the lot, unless it is stormy; then they are driven into the rail pens. I

feed the hens corn at night, but only to teach them to come home. I

do not feed poults after eight weeks, as they come in from range too

full. The main cause of loss of poults or grown birds, according to

my experience, is overeating and lice. Of course it being understood
that they must not get drabbled in the wet grass. Must always be
raised with a turkey mother and be given plenty of freedom. They
are wild by nature and must be treated accordingly.

Yet the temptation to fondle them is so great, and to see them eat

is so much pleasure that one oversteps, then we pay for it by seeing
the most promising youngster, perhaps, come lounging in at night.
The next day he is no more.

This is my experience, by which more than once I have reared to

maturity ninety per cent hatched, having cockerels at eight months

weighing thirty-three pounds, pullets twenty-one and twenty-two
pounds. Mrs. E. M. Scott, Lathrop, Mo.

I do not think turkeys do as well when they are confined in a
small lot as they do if allowed free range. I always let my turkeys
go where they please during the day. I bring them home to roost at

night. I never put my turkeys in shelter at night, but let them roost

out in the open air on some dry place. I do not think it healthy to
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let turkeys roost in the same place all the time. I make my turkeys
change their roosting place every few nights. I think when they roost
in the same place too long it causes disease among the young turkeys.
I always make them roost some place where no stock will disturb them
during the night. When they are six weeks old I begin to feed them
Kaffir corn, then as soon as possible, I get them to eating whole grain
corn. I first begin by feeding them small grain corn. At this age I

feed them twice a day, early in the morning and late in the afternoon.
When they are fed late in the afternoon I think it will induce them to

come home to roost. I keep this up until the first of October, then I

begin feeding them all they will eat, twice a day, until they are

marketed. J. M. Stone, Columbia, Mo.

A yard for turkeys in the breeding season is almost a necessity.
This year I have a new orchard fence of American wire, four feet

high, with barbed wire on top We made our yard smaller and turned

part of it into the turkey park, which gives us two acres of range with
some evergreens and lilac bushes in one corner, making a fine place
for the turkey coops. Early in the spring I commence feeding just
inside of the gate in this yard and turning them out again about 10
a. m., and in this way they become accustomed to the yard and don't
seem to mind it when they are penned up. I set the first eggs under
chicken hens and generally make the turkey hens lay the second time
before letting them set. I always give the poults to a turkey hen to

raise. They will take them if they have been sitting only a day or two,
if you take one after dark and slip under the hen. I leave it there
until the afternoon of the second day, when I put the others down
with her in a pen made in front of a coop. I take them away from
chicken hens as fast as they hatch, wrap in flannel temporarily, and
keep in the house until ready to put with turkey hens. Mrs. C. S.

Bohrer, Bellflower, Mo.

White Holland Turkey.

The middle of April each year finds us with a nice lot of M. B.

turkey eggs, from a healthy, vigorous flock. 'Tis then time to set them,
so we get all the trusty chicken hens needed to cover the amount of

eggs on hand, giving each hen nine eggs. Set them in a quiet place
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where nothing can bother. Keep grit, grain, fresh water, and a dust
bath in their reach, after previously giving them a good dusting with
Persian insect powder and sulphur, equal parts. We do not let the

turkey hens set until after they lay their second clutch of eggs, after

which time we use them for hatching instead of chicken hens. Usually
about the time the eggs under the chicken hens are due to hatch,
some of the turkey hens get broody for the second time, and if they
have set only two or three days, they will own and brood the poults,
if one is slipped under them after dark. Do not give more than fifteen

poults to each turkey hen, for after they are a few weeks old, the hen
will wander away and may get caught out in a heavy rain and wind
storm.

\\
r

e have several V-shaped brood pens, with coop at small end,
that we keep poults and hen in on rainy days, and until dew goes off

in mornings, and try to have them in or near the pens by five o'clock
each evening, for if allowed to stay out before the poults are large
enough to fly up to roost, varmints may destroy the flock.

We give their first feed in brood pens (after they are thirty-six
hours old), of good corn bread, fresh cottage cheese and hard boiled

eggs (chopped very fine), mix all together, and dust with black pepper.
Do not give more than a heaping teaspoonful to fifteen poults, five

times daily. After the first three days, begin to very slowly increase
the amount of feed, and chop up onion tops, dandelion and lettuce

leaves, with scissors, mixing this and a good brand of chick feed with
other feed. Do not fail to give plenty of the green feeds named above,
as they are the best health preservatives we ever used for turkeys. Give
the poults sand and oyster shell, also plenty of fresh water in drinking
fountains or saucer, with an inserted tomato can in it to keep them
out of the water, as dampness is fatal to them. Last, but by no means
least, is the lice problem. We feel safe in asserting ;( since our twenty
years' experience in the turkey business) that lice are directly or, in-;

directly the cause of a larger per cent of deaths in young turkeys than
any other one cause. Give them, once or twice a week, a good dusting
with some reliable brand of lice powder, and occasionally (if weatherj
is fine) give them a greasing at quill ends of flight feathers in wings'
and around the vent with larcj. and coal oil, equal parts, mixed to-'

gether. Keep right after the lice, dusting and lightly greasing the

poults, until too large to handle easily, after which time they will do
the dusting if given freshly plowed or spaded ground. Mrs. Alice

Curnutt, Montserrat, Mo.

If the weather is fine, let them out the third day a few hours, from
ten in the morning to four in the afternoon, then put them back. When
a week old, dust them well with insect powder. Don't ever give them
more feed than they eat up in a few minutes. Keep them up in rainy
weather and don't let them out till the dew has dried off. Give them
lots of green feed, such as dandelion, onion tops and lettuce chopped
and mixed with fresh curd and rolled oats. Gradually mix in a little

clean wheat, and after a month old, we let them have free range, but
see that they come to the orchard to roost at night. Mrs. H. R.

Schlotzhauer, Pilot Grove, Mo.
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A FIVE-ACRE DUCK FARM.

(F. M. Shorb, Kirksville, Mo.)

On a farm this small, I think it advisable to keep all stock and

poultry up, therefore I have not laid it out into fields. I would set

it out in trees, set in rows 22x33 feet. This would give me two hundred
trees on the place and allows ample room for farming.

As to crops, the principal crop would be alfalfa if location was
suitable

;
if not, I would substitute clover.

If I took possession on January 1, I would need a good horse to

haul out the building material. He would have to be a good one because
I would expect him to do all farm work and haul all produce to mar-
ket.

I would have a water tank near the barn, and this would be high
enough to furnish protection from fire

; also, running water in the house
and for the stock and poultry. Water would be pumped into this
tank by a gasoline engine from a well. This engine would be used to

grind all feeds, also for churning, washing, etc.

T

A good system of housing and yarding water fowls.

My aim would be to produce eggs for the market. With this in

view, I would raise Indian Runner ducks. The relative price of duck
houses and fences to any other poultry houses and fences makes them
very economical. Their insusceptibility to disease is another point in

their favor. I would keep a flock of several hundred ducks. I would
raise none for market except that I would renew my flock and sell such

surplus as I had. My duck pens and houses would cover an area of

210x100 feet. Each flock of twenty-five would have a pen 2614x100
feet. In the center of each pen on the north side facing south would
be a duck house 10x9^ feet, as shown in diagram. This house would
be built of yellow pine shiplap lumber, with a roof of the same, roof
to be covered with three-ply roofing paper and using 2x4 's for frame
work. This house can be built for $6.00. From the center of each
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house to the south fence would be a partition fence dividing each pen
into two equal parts, as shown in diagram. The entire flock of twenty-
five would be kept in one side while green food grew in the other side,
then changed back to the first side. This changing would be done by
allowing the birds to go into one door at night and come out at the
other door next morning. In this way the changing would be ac-

complished without decreasing the egg yield.
Just back of these houses would be the water troughs for the

ducks, compelling them to reach through the fence for their water.
The trough would run the full length of the duck yard, the water

slowly but continually flowing into the trough from tank and over-

flowing at the other end of the trough, thus always giving a supply of

fresh water. Surplus water would be disposed of according to land
surface.

By this system each flock of twenty-five is entirely separated from
the others.

On this farm I would expect to produce eggs for eight cents a
dozen. Marketing of these eggs would depend upon size of market
place. If near a town of 10,000 or more inhabitants, I would divide
the town into three routes, taking each route once a week. My sur-

plus I would dispose of to a commission merchant.
For some purposes duck eggs are superior to chicken eggs. These

would be found by experiment and extensively advertised.
I would expect to get an average market price of twenty-three

cents a dozen, which would give me a profit of fifteen cents a dozen.
I would expect an annual yield of 3,000 dozen eggs. This would give
me a yearly profit of $450.00 from the ducks alone. This, with the

garden and the sale of old ducks, would be a good living from five

acres. After a few years the income from the apple trees would bring
the income up to a decent sum, and insure one a comfortable living.

"HOW TO HATCH, FEED AND REAR DUCKS AND GEESE."

(W. M. Sawyer, Lancaster, Mo.)

In the first place, it is necessary to have strong, healthy breeding
stock, then give them a fair-sized run with as nearly a balanced food
ration as possible.

The eggs should be gathered often in cold weather to prevent
them from chilling. They can be successfully hatched in incubators,
but we have had best success when hatched under hens. It takes
four weeks to hatch goose and duck eggs. The nest should be made
on the ground and they should be moistened a few times after the first

week, if set under chicken hens, as they need more moisture than hen
eggs. If set under a duck or goose, they go to the pond and then back
on their nest, and thus carry moisture to their nest. When hatched,
they do not need any food for at least twenty-four hours. Nature has

provided them for a time, and any food given them before this is a
mistake and will likely cause them to scour and die. When ducklings
are hatching, the broken egg shells should be removed, as they are

likely to slip over the pipped eggs, and it is sure death to the im-

prisoned ones. If set under chicken hens, I find that some hens get
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too anxious and uneasy about the strange little bodies hatching be-
neath her, and will sometimes trample them to death if they are not
removed frequently. If this is necessary, put them in a lined, warm,
covered box, by the stove; but do not remove all of them, else she

may not own them when returned to her.

If hatched in an incubator, keep them in the machine about
twenty-four hours after hatching, when they will be strong enough to

eat and be removed to their brooder, which has been prepared for
them. For the first four days feed bread and cracker dust moistened
with water and sweet milk, with a little meal stirred in, and about
fifteen per cent of the total made of hard boiled eggs and a good
pinch of sharp sand. Feed four times a day and give warm water to

drink, especially when first turned out of the brooder in the morning.
Their water vessels must be deep enough for them to put their heads

Motherless, but contented.

under; this will prevent them from having the sore eyes, and cleans

the dirt and food from their nostrils. When young, they should not
be allowed to play in the water and get wet. Feed only what they
will eat up clean, and do not let their feed and drinking vessels get
sour and filthy. Do not allow young ducklings to be out on rainy
days; keep their bedding dry and you won't have any disease among
your ducks. Too much hard food, such as whole grain, does not agree
with these birds, and they cannot thrive on it. The duck has no crop,
the food passing directly from the throat to the gizzard, and as a

consequence, the food must be in a soft state. Keep plenty of sharp
grit or coarse sand and drinking water by them at all times.

The best feed for goslings is a little bread soaked in water or
sweet milk, although even little goslings will prefer more green grass
than food of any kind.

For the first twenty-four hours after being hatched, feed nothing,
but provide luke warm water in a fountain and keep them from get-

ting wet. The first few days provide the following mixture : Crackers
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or bread crumbs, and corn meal, equal parts by measure, sand five

per cent of the total of the bread and meal. Moisten with sweet milk
or water to a dry crumbly state, not sloppy, and feed four times a

day what they will eat up clean, in addition to this, feed one hard
boiled egg, crumbled fine, to fifteen ducks, twice a day, morning and

night. The hours for feeding are 6 a. m. and 2 p. m. and 6 p. m.

A brooder house, and ducks being raised in large numbers.

From five to twenty days old, feed the following mixture: Two
cups wheat bran, one cup corn meal, half cup rolled oats, half cup
shorts and middlings, one fourth of a cup beef scraps and one-fourth

cup sharp sand, mix with sweet milk or water to a dry crumbly state

an,! feed four times a day. Keep water before them at all times and

sharp sand in and around their drinking vessel. The size of the

measuring cup used depends on the

number and age of the flock to be

fed.

From twenty to forty days old,

feed wheat bran two measures, corn
meal two measures, shorts one

measure, beef scraps one-fourth

measure, sand one-fourth measure.
Moisten to a dry crumbly state, feed

three times per day.
From forty-two to seventy days

old, feed corn meal two measures,
wheat bran one measure, beef

scraps half a measure, green food one measure, and cooked potatoes
or vegetables of any kind, or fine cut alfalfa or clover. This last

ration is for fattening ducks for market at ten weeks old: this is too

Toulouse Geese.
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fattening for breeding stock. I leave off half the corn and beef

scraps and add more green stuff and alfalfa for the breeding stock.

Mix the feed by first putting all the dry feed together in a vessel,

sufficiently large to stir it without wasting. Mix together to an
evenly colored mixture, then moisten with water or sweet milk and
mix to a dry crumbly state. It should not be wet and sloppy, as it

is not so good for the fowls, neither can it be handled and fed prop-
erly.

White Pekin Ducks.

We do not pick our breeding geese only at their natural molt-

ing period. Goslings which are intended for market in the fall, should
not be picked, but the small feathers of the breasts and sides may be
removed. It does not pay to pick breeding geese except at their

natural molting period, which comes after the laying season. They
may then be picked every seven or eight weeks until cold weather,
if largely fed for this purpose. Fifteen-pound geese, if well cared

for, will average one-half to one pound of feathers a year without

injury to breeding. Goose feathers in Missouri are worth from
thirty-five cents to seventy-five cents per pound, according to the color

and quality of feathers.

Growing geese is very profitable, as they consume mostly grass
and hay, making food inexpensive. It costs about four cents per
pound to push them for market until they weigh ten pounds. W.e
have received as high as twenty cents per pound early in the spring
for a gosling and ten cents late in the fall. Culls are all we sell on
the market, the rest being sold for breeding purposes. With a clover

cutter, clover and alfalfa hay can be cut fine for geese, and they can
be kept through the winter on this with a little grain occasionally.
Geese should not be fed much corn until finishing them for market.

They fatten easily with plenty of hay, vegetables and grass in sum-
mer. It will cost only about fifty cents a year to keep an adult

goose.
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HOW WE RAISE DUCKS AND GEESE.

(Mrs. John Steele and Son, Chillicothe, Mo.)

We use an ordinary chicken hen with which to hatch our duck
and goose eggs. We have had good results with duck eggs in in-

cubators, keeping them in incubator two weeks and then putting
them under hens to be hatched. Have never attempted to complete
a hatch in the machine, although it can be successfully done. Some
advise wetting duck eggs while they are under the hen, but we have
never done this, simply let them take their time and don't get -in too

big a hurry to help them out.

We always give the young to the care of chicken hens. Care
must be taken at first to give them a shallow water vessel for they
are very apt to get on their back and perish. After four or five days
give a deeper vessel so they can get water into their nostrils or they
will become closed by food and dirt so the birds cannot breathe. It

is important to have plenty of water for the young ducks, but it

should be so arranged that they cannot drown themselves while

young, and you must also remember that they cannot stand much cold
and dampness at first.

A scene on a large Eastern duck farm.

The two all-important things with young ducks are water and
feed, but they do not need to have a lake or pond, as some imagine;
in fact, we have never had such for our flock, but we like to supply
their water and aim to keep it continually before them. Our reason
for prefering this method to ponds and lakes is that turtles and
varmints which usually infest ponds and lakes do not kill the young
ones. One of the best reasons for supplying their water is that they
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always come to it, and as they are great foragers, they do not wander
off and get lost.

Their first feed consists of oatmeal flakes, and we also use bread
crumbs and have a nice little grass plot for them to pick over. At the

end of the first week, we begin to change their feed to a ration com-

posed of equal parts of bran, shorts and corn meal, mixed with twenty
per cent beef meal. This is gradually increased until they are three

weeks old, when they are given a full feed. The beef meal is in-

creased gradually to about eighteen per cent. It is important that

they be given all they want two or three times daily until they are

ten weeks old, if you want them for breeders or for early market.
To make large, fine specimens, they must be compelled to forage for

all of their feed. This article is written from the standpoint of pro-

ducing first-class breeding stock of both Pekin ducks and Embden
geese, but believe it will appty to all varieties of ducks and geese.

A flock of Indian Runner Ducks.

All our early goose eggs are placed under hens, as we prefer to

keep the geese laying. The later eggs are left for the geese to hatch.

They make excellent mothers and the gander helps protect and feed
them. The young do not require a great deal of water and subsist

largely at first on grass. As they grow older, they like more grain.
"We use same ration as for ducks. We hear it said, "Turn the geese
on pasture and let them go." They may do for market breeding, but
for breeders they should have some grain twice a day, aside from
good pasture. We prefer in the fall to turn them in a cornfield with

hogs, and by Thanksgiving they are in fine shape. By this method
we raise Embden geese which weigh from twenty to twenty-three
pounds and Pekin ducks which weigh from seven to ten pounds by
Thanksgiving.



CHAPTER XI.

DISEASES, THEIR PREVENTION AND CURE.

It seldom pays to doctor a fowl which has been seriously sick for

any length of time, for if you should be successful in curing the disease

it would not be safe to use the bird in your breeding pen. It is much
more important that the beginner in the poultry business know how
to prevent diseases than how to treat and cure them. In a large ma-
jority of cases, disease can be prevented by good care and manage-
ment in the exercise of ordinary common sense. Should the birds
become diseased, examine your method of management, your prem-
ises, your houses, your feed, etc., and remove the cause. Clean up
the premises, whitewash and disinfect the houses and yards, and
scald the drinking vessels. In case your birds become seriously sick,

A diseased chicken. Once strong and vigorous, but because of neglect, is now covered
with lice and mites, and is nothing but a mass of feathers, skin and bone.

unless it is a very valuable bird, the best remedy is to crack its neck
and burn the carcass. There is one rule which should be adopted by
every farmer and poultryman, and that is, never allow a bird to die

on your premises. Kill it and burn the carcass before it reaches that

stage.
SOME OF THE CAUSES OF DISEASE.

It is a mistake to try to keep too many chickens in one flock or

in a small house. It don't pay to crowd them, young or old. Damp-
ness and drafts must not be permitted in a poultry house. Never
allow your birds to eat decaying meats or diseased animals which
have died on the farm. Filthy drinking vessels are the cause of

many serious ailments in the poultry yard. They should be scalded

every few days. The fight must be constant against vermin, don't
let lice and mites get a start. Fowls which have once had a severe

sickness should have no place in the breeding pen, even though the

(207)
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specimen may appear to have fully recovered. Do not inbreed your
birds at the cost of constitutional vigor. Mistreatment, neglect, im-

pure water, bad feed, lack of exercise, poorly ventilated houses, etc.,

all tend to cause birds even of strong, sound constitutions to break
down. The use of immature and inferior breeding stock often gives

opportunity for disease to gain a foothold in the flock. All of these

things can be prevented, and ordinarily if birds become seriously ill,

it is because of inexperience or neglect by the poultryman him-

self.

Cleanliness. Some do succeed for a time who pay little or no
attention to the cleanliness of their houses, brooders, incubator, etc.,

but you can depend upon it, their days of success are numbered. See

that everything is subjected to a thorough cleaning and disinfection

at least two or three times a year. By thorough cleaning, we mean
to clean out the litter, shovel out the dirt and droppings, then thor-

oughly sweep the floors, walls and ceiling. "We also like to have the

nests, roost poles, feed boxes and hoppers so arranged that they may
be removed from the house and thoroughly cleaned and new nests

made before replacing. If you have a water hose convenient, turn it

upon the floor, walls and ceiling and loosen up all dirt. Take your
shovel or hoe and scrape this all from the floor and again turn the

water on. Let the house dry out for a day or two then thoroughly

sprinkle the floor and walls with a solution of some good disinfectant

like Zenoleum, Creolin, etc. The nests and roost poles should be

similarly treated. If there has been any disease in the house, we would

apply the disinfectant the second time before putting in birds. Keep
the roost poles painted with a liquid lice killer, or with one of your
own make, one part crude carbolic acid and two parts kerosene.

Sunlight and Fresh Air. We believe that nature's own remedy
and preventative, fresh air and sunlight, should be made use of by
every poultryman. The importance and value of fresh air and sun-

light is recognized by all medical authorities. Disease germs cannot
survive long where these two exist.

Clean Litter. You should give your fowls plenty of exercise and
the best way to do this is by the use of clean dry litter, and throw

your grain food in this. The straw or whatever kind of litter that

is used, should not be damp, dirty or moulded.

Dampness to be Avoided. A great deal of the complaints and

inquiries about disease which come to us, we find are the direct re-

sults of fowls being kept in damp houses, and houses being located

in low, flat, damp places on the farms. The house should be located

on a well-drained piece of land, and should have sufficient -foundation

under it to raise the floor higher than the ground on the outside of

the building.

Clean Feed. Feeding has much to do with the health of your
flock. The feed should be clean and wholesome. Avoid decayed

vegetables, tainted meat, musty or moulded grain. The hoppers or

feeding vessels should be kept clean. Do not overfeed stock intended

for breeders. Provide green food. Always make sure that they have

all the fresh, pure drinking water they desire. "We think much of the

colds and diseases with which our fowls are attacked can be avoided

by using permanganate of potash or potassium permanganate in the

drinking water. We take a pint bottle and fill it one-third full of

these purplish crystals and then fill the bottle nearly full of pure
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water. AVe shake this until the crystals are dissolved. Each time we
draw a bucket full of water, we pour in enough of the permanganate
of potash solution from the bottle to turn the drinking water a rich

or deep wine color. At the Maine Experiment Station for the past
two years no bird has ever had a drink of water from the time it

Health, pleasure and profit in the poultry yard.

was hatched which did not contain potassium permanganate. It is

also necessary that you scald, bake or disinfect your drinking foun-
tains once a week.

P 14
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Clean Land. If you run poultry continually year after year on
the same piece of land, you may expect the time to come when it

will be utterly impossible to raise poultry there unless the ground
is cultivated and cropped. We like to stir the soil and to keep some
grain or crop of some nature growing there. This is most profitable
for you, beneficial to the soil, and insures the health of your flock.

Lice and Mites. These should not be tolerated. They will sap
the vitality from your fowls and will give disease an opportunity to

get a start. You will learn elsewhere in this book how to avoid these

parasites.
Little Things. It it close attention to details and little things

which count for success with poultry. Don't unthoughtedly leave a
sick bird with the rest of the flock to spread the disease. Isolate all

sick fowls. We prefer killing a bird before it reaches such a con-
dition that death results, but if it should die, be sure to burn the

carcass. The next best thing is to bury the body if you cannot
burn it.

THE ESSENTIALS TOWARD PREVENTION.

Dr. G. B. Morse of the United States Department of Agriculture,,
sums up the essentials of poultry hygiene as follows:

1. Clean up.
2. Clean out.

3. Clean houses.

4. Clean air.

5. Clean food.

6. Clean water.
7. Clean yards and clean range.
8. Clean incubators and brooders.

9. Clean birds outside and inside.

A GREAT PREVENTATIVE.

You can keep your birds in a much healthier state and prevent
many diseases if you keep their systems cleaned out by giving one-

third to one-half teaspoonful of Epsom salts to each bird every two
weeks. We dissolve the salts in water and moisten a mash made of

bran, middlings, corn meal, and beef scraps with the water contain-

ing the salts. During the breeding season, we give the salts once a

week. It will add much to the general health of your flock, and we
advise all farmers and poultrymen not to neglect this important pre-
ventative.

TRAIN YOUR EYE TO DETECT DISEASES.

One of the greatest troubles we have had with men at the Experi-
ment Station, even men who claim to be expert poultrymen and who
are apparently very careful and very much interested in their work
is that they are unable to detect diseases in its first symptoms and
when it is most easily overcome and remedied. We find that a very
large per cent of poultry raisers are not able to detect disease in its

first form and they do not know or fail to realize when the birds first

show symptoms of being out of condition. Anyone can readily tell
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Hint something is wrong when one eye of a bird is swollen shut, when
it is unable to walk, when its feathers are soiled by a bloody diarrhea

discharge, but the good poultryman will discover these troubles and
be trying to remedy them long before the birds reach this unfor-
tunate condition, and would have removed the sick fowls before they
would have had an opportunity to spread the contagion among the

whole flock. If you expect to succeed as a poultryman it will pay
you to train your eye to detect disease and to know when your fowls
show the least sign of being out of condition.

A sick fowl usually sits humped up, with its head and neck drawn
back close to its body or down into its feathers. It remains quiet,
and does not move about unless disturbed. The feathers are usually
roughed up and stand out from the body. The eyes are often closed
and present a sleepy appearance. The comb and wattles will either

be dark or very pale. If the bird shows any of the above symptoms,
you had better pick it up and examine, and either isolate the bird or

keep your eye on it for future developments.

PREVENTION RATHER THAN CURE.

You should aim to prevent its occurrence rather than to cure
disease. Unless it is a valuable specimen, it seldom pays to doctor a
fowl with any really serious ailment. It is all right to give treatment
when beneficial results can be obtained by applying treatment to the
whole flock, but otherwise, it seldom pays. A cured chicken is a

menace to the flock and its weak-
ness is more or less certain to crop
out in the offspring.

Wright sums up this point very
well as follows: "In a large pro-

portion of cases of disease, the birds

ought to die or be killed. Even
where there is no constitutional

taint, the fact that they have suc-

cumbed to circumstances which have
not affected others, marks them out

liuff Leghorns. , . , . , -.

as the weakest, which unaided

Nature would assuredly weed out, and which if we preserve and breed

from, perpetuate some amount of that weakness in the progeny.

Rheumatism, for instance, can be cured; of that there is no doubt. But
the vast majority who have had such success, agree that the effects

are either never recovered from as regards strength and vigor, or

else that the original weakness continues; and the same may be said

of some severe contagious diseases, such as diphtheritic roup, which

may affect the strongest. On the other hand, many diseases also ap-

parently contagious, and so attacking healthy birds under certain

predisposing conditions of exposure or other coincident strain upon
the system, do not appear to leave serious results behind them, and
are tolerably definite in symptoms and character. It is these which

may be most successfully treated, and in which treatment is most
worth while where fowls of value are concerned. Hut it is significant
that nearly all breeders who rear really large numbers of poultry,

gradually come to the conclusion that, except in special cases, with
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valuable birds, the most economical treatment of serious disease oc-

curring in a yard is execution. Concerning this matter each must

judge for himself.'*

BREEDING FOR HEALTH.

We know of no sounder advice on this subject than that con-

tained in an article of Dr. Prince T. Woods in the January issue of

the. American Poultry Journal, 1910, as follows :

"The Health Type. For all practical purposes, the type of

health and strength and the type of weakness, of lacking bodily

vigor, are .easily differentiated. Do not mistake the purely nervous

energy of closely bred thoroughbreds for an indication of vigor. This

may be simply the mettlesome spirit of the thoroughbred and alone

is of no great value as a guide to health; combined with satisfactory

physical qualities it is a desirable asset."

"Choosing the Male Bird. Always bear in mind that the male
bird is for all practical purposes, half of the flock. The male should
be fully matured, well developed specimen, neither too young nor too

old. Male birds from twelve months to two and one-half years old

usually make the best breeders. He should be the son of sound healthy

parents and should, so far as possible, inherit from them the qualities
which are desired for chicks of his get. He should be particularly

strong in all points of physical vigor, and Standard requirements,
where his mates show any traces of weakness. Have him as nearly

perfect in standard shape as possible, and of medium size and weight
for the variety. Too heavy males often seriously injure their mates
and are not desirable in the breeding pen."

"The head should be rather large, broad and of good shape, well

carried. The eye should be bright, round and full with no irregulari-
ties in shape of pupil. The comb, face, and wattles should be a good
healthy color, neither too pale nor too dark. The beak should be

rather short, stout and set well at the base. The long, flattened beak
of 'crow-headed' birds or the misshapen 'hawk bill' are almost cer-

tain signs of physical weakness. The neck should be of medium length
for the variety and rather full; the long, thin, 'scrawny' neck goes
with the 'crow-head.'

:

"The body should be well filled out and carried in the well-set-

up manner indicative of a well ordered system of nutrition a good
digestion. The plumage should be bright, lustrous and carried rather

closely for the variety."

"Mopey, dopey, loosely feathered birds with dull plumage and
a listless 'don't care for life' manner are too short on good health to

be of value as breeding stock."

"The legs should be medium short for the variety, strong and
rather large boned and set well apart. The keel bone should be firm

and straight. There should be no deformities."

"Leggy birds, knock-kneed and with crooked breastbones are

always lacking in physical vigor even if it does not show on the sur-

face."
"The male should be attentive and gallant to his mates, should

have a clear lusty crow, free from any rattle at the end. He should
be sound in wind and able to fight or run without shortness of breath
or livid appearance of face and comb."
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"A good breeder will have a good appetite and will usually be
of a rather 'scrappy' disposition, disposed to resent any interference
with his mates by other fowls or by the attendant."

"Choosing the Female. The female should be a well-grown, well-

developed, fully-matured pullet or sound and vigorous yearling or

two-year old. The health type will be active, alert, and inclined to

be talkative, 'singing' cheerfully, and disposed to scratch and forage.
She is usually the first off the roost in the morning and the last to

go to bed at night. Head, eye, condition of plumage and leg require-
ments are practically the same as those called for under 'Choosing
the Male Bird,' making due allowance for sex."

"The body should be broad, deep, well filled out and medium large
for the variety. The breast should be broad, full and well meated;
the back should be broad and the tail well spread at the base. Wry-
tails, crooked back or keels, or pinched tails should disqualify for
the breeding pen. The abdomen should be well carried and rather

full, but should not 'bag down/ :

HOW TO MAKE A POST-MORTEM EXAMINATION.

We advise all who write to agricultural colleges and experiment
stations for advice about diseases with which your fowls are affected
to give all symptoms in detail. You should also tell how you are

housing and feeding if you expect an intelligent answer. In order
to give all information, it is sometimes necessary for you to make a

post-mortem examination and note the condition of the internal or-

gans. It is well for you to familiarize yourself with the organs of a
fowl in a healthy state so you can readily note the difference.

The English Poultry Journal, "Poultry," gives the following in-

struction for making such examinations: "How to make a post-
mortem examination, so that these various organs can be seen and
examined, and so that a general opinion can be formed as to their
condition of health or otherwise. Let it be understood that a very
large number of poultry which die are victims of some entirely simple
complaint, such as enlargement of the liver, or tuberculosis in the

lungs. These complaints are easily recognizable, and there is no rea-
son at all why any farmer or amateur poultry keeper should not be
able to form a general opinion as to whether his poultry are dying
off from some such complaint as one or other of these. Take the
dead bird and lay it on a wooden table or on a piece of strong board,
breast uppermost. Spread out the wings and the legs, putting a
small nail through the joint of each wing and through the center of
each foot. It is not necessary for the bird to be entirely plucked; it

will be enough to pluck the breast, and when this has been done,
pinch up the skin at the point of the breast bone, and cut it straight
through from the vent to the crop. Having done this, draw back the
skin on both sides so as to leave the flesh fully exposed, and then
with a sharp knife cut through the flesh on both sides of the breast-

bone, and with a strong, blunt pointed pair of scissors, cut out the
center of the breastbone entirely, taking particular care in doing so
not to injure the heart, as a flow of blood from the heart will inter-
fere with subsequent operations. When this has been done the prin-
cipal organs will be seen clearly exposed."
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"First of all examine the liver. To be perfectly healthy, it

should be of a rich chocolate brown color, free from any specks, and
free from any discoloration (although there are sometimes post-
mortem discolorations at the edges, which are easily recognizable).
If the liver contains any specks it is unhealthy, as it should not be
what is known as pasty or rotten. Healthy and firm to the touch
and of the proper color, is the general description to apply to the

liver. The heart should then be looked at, and it should also be quite

firm, free from any excessive covering of fat, and also quite free from
little nodules of tuberculosis. Another thing about the heart is that

it should be even lobed that is to say, it should not be distended
on one side and empty on the other; if it be so, the probability is

that the bird has died from heart failure, and supposing it is known
that the bird did die suddenly, this can at once be accepted as the

cause syncope, failure of heart's action, wrhich always ends in very
sudden death, the bird simply dropping down dead without any
warning. The lungs, which will be seen on either side at the back of

the heart, are spongy looking bodies of a pink color. If a piece of

one of the lungs can be cut off and be placed in a bowl of water it

should float, not sink, or it will be unhealthy. Always look at the

lungs for tuberculosis, which is usually to be detected there, and is

Indicated by little cheesy nodules in the substance of the lungs, which
<cannot possibly be mistaken; sometimes the lungs and the heart will

all be eaten by these tuberculosis masses. If no disease has been found
rso far, proceed to examine the crop and the gullet, also the windpipe.
TWith regard to the crop, it might almost be examined first if it is full

of food, and apparently in a state of congestion, to see whether there

be a stoppage in the opening from the crop to the proventricle. The

gullet and windpipe can also be examined to see if there is anything
unhealthy about them. Similarly an examination can then be made of

the intestines, and in the case of a hen the egg organs can be carefully
dissected to see whether there is a broken egg, or whether any egg
substance has escaped into the cavity of the abdomen and set up in-

flammation."
"There is no difficulty about making an examination of the skull

and the amateur with a little practice will very easily be able to do
this. The way to set about it is to start at one corner of the mouth,
and with a pair of sharp pointed scissors cut around the skull to the

other corner of the mouth
;
it will then be quite an easy matter to lift

up the skull from the back, and the brain will be clearly seen. This

should be perfectly clear, and if there be any trace of a slight effusion

of blood, it will be positive evidence of an apoplectic seizure, and will

confirm the symptoms of apoplexy, which are delirium, resulting, after

a few hours or a few days helplessness, in death. These, then, are

the principal points, and any amateur can make a simple matter-of-

fact .examination such as has been described, very often with consider-

able satisfaction to himself."

PRECAUTION.

Under no circumstances should you doctor a sick fowl or make an
examination of one and then go and feed and water your poultry
without first taking every precaution to cleanse your hands. You
may spread disease in this way, and can also carry it on your shoes
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or in your clothing. Do not use the same feed bucket for both sick

and healthy birds. You cannot be too careful in preventing the

spread of disease.

DISEASES, SYMPTOMS AND REMEDIES.

"We necessarily have to be brief and treat only such diseases as are

most common. If you wish to know more than is told in the follow-

ing pages, we advise you to send twenty-five cents to the Agricultural

Experiment Station, Orono, Maine, and get Dr. Raymond Pearl's

book, "Poultry Diseases and their Treatment," or some similar work
on poultry diseases.

CROP BOUND.

Symptoms. The crop is hard and greatly distended. Sometimes
a bad smelling liquid runs from mouth and nostrils. The bird's

feathers often appear ruffled, and the comb is pale.
Treatment. These cases can often be cured without an operation,

by getting the bird to swallow sweet oil and castor oil. Begin at

the top of the crop, and work the contents of the crop and knead it

until you have loosened up a part of the contents. Give more oil and
continue to knead until the contents are all loosened up. Then hold
the bird with head down and try to work some of the mass off through
the mouth. If you are unsuccessful in this, an operation may be

necessary.
"The following methods for this operation is given by Sanborn

(Farm Poultry Doctor) : 'If some one can hold the bird for you it

wT
ill make the operation easier. Pluck out a few feathers and then

cut through the skin over the crop a line about one inch long. This
cut should be in the median line of the body. Then make an incision

three-fourths of an inch long through the crop. The distention of

the crop will cause the opening to gape, and the mass will be in plain
sight. With toothpicks, blunt pointed scissors, tweezers, or similar

tools, take out the contents of the crop. This done, run the finger
into the crop and make sure that there is nothing remaining to ob-

struct the outlet to the organ. When sure all is right, take three or

four stiches in the opening in the crop, making each stitch by itself

and tying a knot that will not slip. Then do the same thing to the

cut in the skin. For stitches use white silk (or if nothing better can
be obtained) common cotton thread, number sixty. Keep the bird

by itself for a week, feeding soft food.
' !

"The above operation is not a difficult one and is usually success-

ful. Care should be exercised to have the hands and instruments

thoroughly clean. After the contents of the crop have been removed
the wound and the empty crop itself should be thoroughly washed
out with clean, warm (one hundred and eight degrees to one hundred
and ten degrees Fahrenheit) water. The edges of the skin wound
should be well greased with vaseline. It is well to- feed the bird only
milk for the first day or two."

GOING LIGHT.

Symptoms. It gets its name from the rapid loss of flesh. At first

you can't notice any symptoms of the disease. You don't realize

the birds have it until you find they are very thin and you pick one
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up and you find the bird very light and no meat on the breast. As
the disease progresses, the affected birds do not follow the flock. They
scarcely move about, appear sleepy, and if forced to move, stagger
and fall.

Treatment. No medical treatment has been known to be effective,

but you can do much to prevent it by having clean and well venti-

lated houses and by avoiding the use of bad, mouldy grain or litter.

Disinfect thoroughly. "Going Light" is not so much a disease of

itself as it is a symptom of some other disease.

SIMPLE DIARRHEA.

Symptoms. About the only noticeable symptom is the watery
droppings, which may be either whitish, yellowish, or greenish in

color. This is caused by one of many things. Crowding, vermin, damp-
ness, uncleanliness, foul water, overdosing with pepper or condition

powders, climatic changes, exposure, too much loosening food such as

meats, green food, etc.

Treatment. Remove the cause, correct the diet. A little powdered
charcoal added to the mash food may prove an effective remedy. Give
the fowls a third of a teaspoonful of Epsom salts by dissolving same
in water and mixing the mash with it. You may give a tablespoonful
of olive oil or a teaspoonful of castor oil.

ENTERITIS DYSENTERY.

Symptoms. This is a much severer form of diarrhea than the

above. This is sometimes 'accompanied by mucous and bloody dis-

charges. The comb is at first pale and limp and then later becomes
dark and purplish. The bird is sleepy and don't care to exercise. The
crop may be full of food or may contain only a little slimy fluid. If

the bird has been sick for sometime, upon examination, the liver will

be found to be shrunken. The intestines are full of mucous and en-

larged. This may be caused by foul water, or decaying meat or food.

Intestinal parasites may cause the disease.

Treatment. If possible, determine the cause of the trouble and
remove the same. Remove sick birds. Clean and disinfect. Do not
feed too heavily. Reduce the amount of bran and add more middlings,
and mix in a good supply of powdered charcoal in the dry mash. For
each bird dissolve one teaspoonful of Epsom salts in water and mix
the mash with this. Potassium permanganate should be used in the

drinking water.

TUBERCULOSIS.

Symptoms. This disease is becoming more common. "We re-

cently visited a large poultry farm in the east in company with three
men from a Canadian experiment station. We found a number of
adult fowls sick, and asked for permission to examine one that was
near the point of death. "We found the bird was dying as a result of
this dreaded disease. This poultry farm was selling baby chicks by
the thousands from this stock and shipping them to all parts of the
United States and Canada. What may we expect of the future ? These
minute germs gain entrance to the body and there multiply by the

thousands, causing small tubercles or nodules to form, as in the ac-

companying illustration. It is difficult to recognize the disease in its
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first stages. As time advances, the bird grows thinner, the comb and
wattles grow pale, and bird shows general weakness. In the more
advanced stages, the feathers are ruffled, the bird becomes lame, and
often has diarrhea. Because of the lameness, caused by tuberculosis

of the joints, many poultrymen call it rheumatism. The birds often
have a bright eye and a good appetite. Dr. Morse says, "At the post-
mortem examination, you may have your suspicions strengthened by
finding liver, spleen, intestines and membrane uniting the intestinal

folds (mesenteries) studded with yellowish white cheesy nodules of
various sizes."

Intestine and mesenteries of a fowl affected with tuberculosis. (After Ward.)'

"Methods of Contagion. (From Poultry Diseases and Their

Treatment, Maine Experiment Station.) The spread of tuberculosis
from fowl to fowl takes place only when the living bacteria are trans-

ferred from the diseased to the healthy birds. From the fact that
tuberculosis lesions are most commonly found in the internal organs
of the digestive system wre may conclude that the bacteria usually
enter the body along with the food. Examination of the tubercles

situated along the intestine shows that in many cases these communi-
cate directly with the interior of the digestive tract. These are con-

stantly emptying enormous numbers of bacteria which are carried to

the outside by the feces of the bird. Without doubt the droppings of

tuberculous fowls are the most important factor in the spread of this

disease. This is especially true when in addition the birds are fed

upon ground which is partly covered with these droppings. Besides,
the infectious material may be very easily carried by the feet and thus
mixed with the food."

Treatment. No cure is known for the disease at present. Re-
move all sick birds. Disinfect the houses and everything used in con-
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nection with your flock. Plow and crop the yards. Open the house to

sunshine and fresh air. If you find the disease is affecting a large
number of your fowls, you had better dispose of the entire flock, dis-

infect and give your house and yards a rest, then get a fresh start with
stock which you know to be free from tuberculosis.

WHITE DIARRHEA.

Symptoms. Some of the chicks may die in a few days after hatch-

ing. Some will be pasted up behind and others may show no visible

symptoms except weakness and lack of vitality. Perhaps the best

work which has been done to date on this disease which claims hun-

dreds of thousands of chicks each year, has been done by Prof. L. F.

Eettger of Yale University, and Prof. F. H. Stoneburn of the Storrs

Connecticut Experiment Station, which was done at the latter institu-

tion. We quote from their bulletin No. 68 as follows :

' ' The char-

acteristic whitish discharge from the vent soon makes its appearance
in the flock, the time depending, without doubt, upon the virulence

of the organism and the mode of infection. The discharge may be

slight or profuse, in color white or creamy, sometimes mixed with

brown. The voided matter has a more or less sticky or glairy char-

acter. It may simply streak the down below the vent or may cling to

the down in sufficient quantity to seal up the vent. This is the con-

dition that poultrymen designate as "pasting up behind." This latter

condition, however, is not necessarily indicative of white diarrhea.

"The chicks soon become listless and sleepy, inclined to huddle

together and remain under the hover much of the time. They seem
to lose appetite and do not eat much. Frequently, when they attempt
to take food their action is more or less mechanical. The wings begin
to droop or project slightly from the body, with feathers ruffled. In

acute cases the eyes are closed and the chicks become indifferent to

everything that goes on about them. Many of the chicks peep or

chirp constantly, the sound being shrill or weak, according to the

strength of the individual. Frequently when endeavoring to void the

excreta the chicks utter a shrill twitter, apparently a cry of pain. The

breathing may be labored, the abdomen heaving with each breath.

Occasionally one may note a certain amount of gasping or gaping.

"During the progress of the disease the chick may die suddenly
while still fairly strong. When the disease is prolonged the chicks

gradually waste away, becoming weaker and weaker until they are

scarcely able to support their own weight. In this stage they will

often be seen to rest against foreign objects for support, standing
with legs braced apart, squatting or lying utterly helpless.

"With few exceptions, the deaths from typical bacillary white
diarrhea occur while the chicks are under one month of age. After
this a few straggling deaths may be expected, 'and if complications set

in, a high mortality may be observed. The chicks which have had

bacillary white diarrhea seem to be greatly weakened in constitution,
and fall !an easy prey to disorders which would be resisted easily by
normal chicks.

"Those which survive remain more or less stunted in their de-

velopment. Frequently they are misshapen, with long beaks and
'crow heads,' and with imperfect feathering. In every way they
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impress one as hcin^r weak and lacking vitality. This condition may
persist indefinitely, or the bird may slowly regain vigor and vitality

and finally make fairly satisfactory development.

Chicks showing symptoms of White Diarrhea.

"Summary. In order to avoid possible confusion we have ap-

plied the term 'bacillary white diarrhea' to that form of disease of

young chicks which is caused by Bacterium pullorum. This is the

disease commonly called 'white diarrhea' by the poultrymen in New
England."

1. The original source of infection is the ovary of the mother
hen.

2. Eggs from infected hens contain the organism in the yolks.
3. Chicks produced from infected eggs have the disease when

hatched.
4. The disease may be spread through the medium of infected

food and water. Hence normal chicks may acquire it by picking up
infected droppings or food contaminated thereby.

5. Infection from chick to chick cannot, apparently, take place
after they are three or four days of age.

6. As a rule, infected chicks make less satisfactory growth than
those that are apparently normal. For sometime they appear stunted
and weak, but may eventually undergo more or less complete develop-
ment.

7. The female chicks which survive often harbor the infection

and may become bacillus carriers. Infection in the breeding pens is

perpetuated in this manner.
8. In all probability infection does not pass from adult to adult.

9. Infected hens are apparently poor layers, especially in their

second and subsequent laying seasons.

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS.

"It is of the greatest importance that the poultryman learn to

recognize bacillary white diarrhea, both through external symptoms
and post-mortem appearances of diseased chicks. The mere discharge
of whitish material from the vent is not in itself proof that the chicks

are affected with this specific disorder.

"Infected hens should be eliminated from the breeding pe^. Such
elimination is made possible by pedigree records of chicks. If the

<?ggs from the different pens are hatched separately, and the chicks

segregated for the first few days, it will soon be made apparent
through the condition of the chicks, which pens contain infected hens.

This may prove effectual in cases where infection has not become gen-
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eral. To determine which individual hens are infected, the trap nest

should be used, and the same general procedure followed.

"In case infection exists, and it is not practicable to determine the

breeders which are infected, the entire flock should be discarded for

breeding purposes, and eggs for hatching secured from a noninfected

farm. "We have records of farms where the disease has been eliminated

in a single season by following this plan, and without any change in

equipment or methods.
"Another possible means of determining infection of breeding

hens is the direct examination of the ovaries. It is entirely practicable
to inspect these organs through an opening in the side of the bird

similar to that made in caponizing. "Where the abnormal condition is

marked it may be easily detected.

"Great care should be exercised that breeding stock, young chicks,

or eggs for hatching be secured from flocks which are free from white

diarrhea infection.

"As to the means of preventing the spread of infection from
chick to chick, segregation of chicks during the first four days after

hatching should prove effective. It is entirely probable that keeping
chicks in small groups in the incubator for forty-eight hours after

hatching will materially reduce the chances of a few infected in-

dividuals spreading the infection through the entire hatch. For
division into small groups we suggest the use of pedigree trays, wire

baskets or bags made of mosquito netting. Naturally, the smaller the

group the less the chance of spreading the infection.

"From the time the chicks begin to hatch until they are removed
to the brooder, the incubator should be kept dark. This will largely

prevent the chicks from picking at the droppings.
"Since infected chicks make unsatisfactory development for the

first few weeks, and may later regain vigor and make fair growth,
it is advisable to select at an early age those intended for breeding

purposes. The selection may be made when the chickens are from

eight to ten weeks of age, reserving only those which show greatest

vigor and development.
"Incubators, brooders and all other appliances used in the hatch-

ing and rearing of the chicks should be cleaned and disinfected fre-

quently.
"Food and water should be supplied in such a manner as to pre-

vent contamination with infected droppings. The use of fine absorp-
tive litter in the brooder, especially for the first few days, is also ad-

visable.

"The feeding of sour milk may prove very effective as a preven-
tive measure. The milk must be fed early, or during the infection

stage. After the white diarrhea organism has once entered the gen-
eral circulation such treatment is of little or no value. Hence, sour

milk should not be looked upon as a cure, but merely as a possible

preventive agent.
"Since perfect physical condition is, as a rule, a barrier to disease,

it is important that the health and vigor of the breeding stock and
chicks be raised and constantly preserved. Proper methods of hous-

ing, feeding, incubation, brooding, and management should therefore

be employed."
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RHEUMATISM.

Symptoms. It is much the same as in the human family. It is

caused by exposure to dampness, or cold, and may be caused by poorly
constructed and ventilated houses, improper care, feed, etc. The bird
seems stiff in the joints, walks lame, and lacks .energy and activity.

Treatment. Such birds should be kept in a dry, warm, well venti-

lated place, and given a good ration with plenty of green food. Some-
times it is a good idea to rub the joints, legs, and shanks with tincture

of arnica.

COLDS AND ROUP.

Symptoms. Common colds are caused by exposure to cold, damp
winds, stormy weather, drafts, overcrowding, poorly ventilated houses,
and similar causes. "When colds first appear, you will notice the birds

sneezing, bubbles in the corners of the eyes, a watery or sticky dis-

charge from the nostrils and eyes which the bird persists in wiping
off on the feathers of the neck. If this is not attended to, the bird
treated and the cause removed, it may result in roup. With genuine
roup there is usually an odor about the head of the affected bird.

Sometimes the eyes are swollen shut or the lids are stuck together. In

Figure 17. Head of a bird. The lower figure shows the maxillo-ocular sinus, which
opens into the socket of the eye and communicates with the nasal cavities. The upper
figure shows the roup tumor on the head, caused by the filling of this cavity with
cheesy pus. (From Megnin.)

this case, a cheese-like mass sometimes forms under the lids, and if the
lids are not opened and this removed and kept washed out, it will

destroy the eyesight entirely. The face of the bird is sometimes swollen
and a tumor forms on the side of the face between the eye and nostril.

Roup is a very infectious disease, and all sick birds should be isolated.
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Treatment. One of the best preventatives which we have ever

used is permanganate of potash. We take a pint bottle and fill it

about one-fourth full of these purple crystals. AYe pour in enough
water to nearly fill the bottle. We shake this mixture until the crys-
tals are dissolved. When you draw a bucket of drinking water for

the fowls, pour in enough of this to turn the water a rich wine color.

Allow them to have no water to drink except it has this solution of

permanganate in it. When the cold or indication of roup is first

noticed, the bird should be treated as follows : Take the nostrils be-

tween the thumb and forefinger and press them together, gently mov-

ing the fingers towards the beak. Also press between the nostrils

and .eyes in an upward manner. This loosens up the discharge and

presses a great deal of it through the nostrils and clears the head of the

bird ready for treatment. We next plunge the head into a pan of

warm wrater which has been colored a deep red by pouring in sufficient

of the permanganate of potash to so color it. The head is kept under
the water for twenty or thirty seconds. By this treatment, the solu-

tion is distributed through the nostrils and canals. It should be given
twice a day until the symptoms have disappeared. Grip the legs and
wings of the fowl with one hand so the pan cannot be kicked over,
and dip the head with the other hand.

We have also found it very beneficial to use the following mix-
ture when the colds first appear. Clean the nostrils with thumb and
forefinger, as suggested above. Take an ordinary sewing machine oil

can and squirt a little of the following mixture well up into each
nostril :

40 drops refined carbolic acid.

1 teaspoonful menthol crystals.
6 teaspoonfuls kerosene.
2 teaspoonfuls eucalyptus oil.

6 teaspoonfuls olive oil.

Use this mixture at least once or twice a day. Also give a two-

grain capsule of quinine for two or three successive days.
Harrison & Streit state that "if there are solid tumors in the eye-

lids, they should be opened so that the skin may bleed freely. The
cheesy matter should be removed and the surrounding membrane
touched with a five per cent carbolic acid or silver nitrate solution,
and then a cotton plug filled with some antiseptic put into the cavity.
The cavity has to be washed out daily with an antiseptic mixture and
a fresh cotton plug put in again to prevent the cavity from healing
too quickly. We have cured chickens in this way in about a fort-

night."

Pearl, Surface and Curtis well state that "the best treatment is

prevention." The disease can be prevented by stopping all sources of

infection. Some things to keep in mind are :

1. In introducing new birds always procure them from unin-
fected flocks.

2. Isolate all new birds and all birds that have been exhibited
at shows for two or three weeks to make sure that they do not develop
the disease.

3. Exclude from uninfected house and yards poultry and all

other animals, including men, coming from those that are infected.
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4. Do not use implements as hoes, shovels, etc., that have been
used on infected premises.

5. Keep the birds in a good hygienic condition, well nourished
and in dry, well ventilated houses and roomy yards.

When the disease has been introduced into the flock careful pre-
caution may prevent its spread :

1. Immediately separate from the flock any bird that shows
symptoms of the disease.

2. Disinfect the yards and houses. A five per cent solution of
carbolic acid may be used on the yards. Remove the litter from the
houses and disinfect freely. This five per cent carbolic solution may
be followed by whitewash.

3. Use potassium permanganate in all drinking water.
4. Keep watch of the flocks so that any new cases may be

isolated at once.

5. Bum or bury deep all birds that die.

CROUP OR BRONCHITIS.

Symptoms. This is an inflammation of the mucous membrane of

the throat and bronchial tubes. You will notice that the bird breathes

rapidly and often makes a rattling, bubbling, or whistling sound. In

very severe cases, the bird may breathe with some difficulty, refuses to

eat, and the wings droop. It may be caused by exposure to cold,
drafts or dampness. It may result from inhaling dust.

Treatment. Keep the bird in a warm, dry room. Feed a mash
moistened with milk. We make a mixture in the following propor-
tions: To each teaspoonful of castor or olive oil, we add ten drops
of turpentine, and five drops of either the syrup or wine of ipecac.
Mix well, and two teaspoonfuls of this mixture given on two succes-

sive days wr
ill usually effect a cure.

You can also cure a large per cent of the cases by giving tincture
of aconite, one drop to each fowl, every two hours. Drop the aconite
in a little mash and feed every two hours, and one day's treatment
will usually answer.

CANKER.

Symptoms. There is usually a yellowish cheesy fungus growth
on the tongue, mouth or throat. There may be a rattling in the
throat and the bird has difficulty 'in breathing or swallowing. The
bird usually has considerable fever, and just before this cheesy growth
forms, you will notice that it is always preceded by a thick slimy
mucous in the mouth. These spots of canker are sometimes an in-

dication of digestive disorders, may be caused by one bird picking
another in the mouth while fighting, or by the litter in which the
birds scratch being mouldy and damp.

Treatment. It is necessary that these spots of canker be re-

moved from the tongue or mouth before you attempt to treat the
disease. After they are removed, then take a clean feather or mop
and swab the places with undiluted zenoleum, or creolin, or use
the "Never Fail Roup Remedy," manufactured by E. L. Delventhal,
Warrenton, Mo. These spots should be removed and so treated .-aeh

day, and they will usually gradually disappear. Do not be alarmed
if the sores bleed a little after the spots are removed.
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CHICKEN POX OR SORE HEAD.

Symptoms. Little warts, nodules, or scabs form on the comb,
face and wattles. When one starts, usually several follow. The
disease is not necessarily fatal, but gives the bird an ugly appearance
and helps to bring down the general health. The disease is, contagious.
It is often started by birds brought into the flock, and is especially

noticeable in damp, cold weather in houses
which are not kept clean and dry or properly
ventilated.

Treatment. The small nodules or scabs

should be removed with the fingers, simply
pulling the scab off. Take a camel's hair

brush or a clean feather and dip it in Germo
Poxine, made by the Germo Mfg. Co. of Se-

dalia, Mo., or dip it into undiluted zenoleum,
or creolin, and touch the sores lightly with
the feather or brush. Another scab will form
and in a few days drop off. Rub the face,

The head of a bird af- comb and wattles once each day with mentho-
fected with a bad case , ,

of chicken pox. latum or menthol salve.

LIVER DISEASES.

Symptoms. Congestion and inflammation of the liver is usually
caused by too heavy feeding of a ration which is too rich in starch

elements. Feeding too much corn, blood meal, and so-called egg foods,

especially to birds which are housed and yarded in small lots, will

irritate both liver and egg organs. The first sign of the trouble is a

watery diarrhea, dark at first, but changing in a few days to a yellow-
ish color. The feathers are rough and dull and are inclined to stand
out on the birds. At first there may be a lack of color in comb and
wattles, but they usually change to a dark red or purple, and some-
times turn nearly black in color. The sick bird droops and moves
slowly about, and if sometimes the trouble is caused by over fat, the
birds may die on the nest or be found dead under the roost.

Treatment. Stop feeding all heavy, starchy, fattening foods and
feed lightly for several days, and supply the fowls with a good deal
of cut clover, alfalfa or green food. As soon as any appearance of

the trouble is noticed, give each sick bird a tablespoonful of castor

oil. Be sure that your birds get plenty of exercise by providing
scratching material. It is a good idea to give your birds a dose of

Epsom salts in their mash food or drinking water at least once each
month. In case of a serious attack, after a good dose of castor oil

has been given the sick birds, follow it with one-fourth teaspoonful
of tincture of nux vomica to every pint of drinking water given the
birds.

CHOLERA.

Symptoms. There is no desire for food, but the bird is decidedly
thirsty and sluggish. The first discharge from the bowels is usually

thick, but as the bowels become empty the discharge gets less solid

and quite watery. As the inflammation of the bowels lining increases
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there appears slight bloody streaks in the discharge, and this may in-

crease until the flow is nearly pure blood.

Severe cases show some irritation of the throat and nostrils, a

slight discharge appearing in mouth and eyes. At the end of the first

day, you may expect to find the bird decidedly weak. The comb gets
darker than in health, passing from red to purple as the disease pro-
gresses.

Treatment. Very often poultrymen are inclined to term bad
cases of diarrhea as cholera. Genuine cases of chicken cholera are
rare. But when fowls are infected with this disease, treatment should
not be attempted. Kill and burn the bodies of all infected birds.

Clean out the buildings in which they are located and thoroughly
disinfect; the runs should be disinfected with quick lime.

INTESTINAL WORMS.

Symptoms. The parasitic worms of the intestinal tract may be

grouped as tapeworms, flukes, roundworms and thorn-headed worms.
The birds usually become weak and dull and isolate themselves from
the rest of the flock and show signs of diarrhea. The fowls should
be moved to fresh ground every twTo or three years. In cases of in-

fection of the digestive tract by the parasitic worms, the droppings
should be removed from the houses, and any parasites or their eggs
destroyed which may be in them, by mixing with quick lime or

saturating them with a ten per cent solution of sulphuric acid.

Treatment. "When treating diseased birds, these should always
be isolated and confined. For treatment of roundworms, the follow-

ing is recommended : Dissolve in the water which is to be used for
each bird to be treated, mixing the mash, two grains of santonine for
each bird to bo treated. Mix a small amount of mash and add one-
half teaspoonful of castor oil for each bird. For tape worms, Dr.
Salmon recommends the following : Mix in the feed a teaspoonful
of powdered pomegranate root bark for every fifty head of birds.

LIMBERNECK OR WRYNECK.

Symptoms. This disease is easily recognized, for the reason that
the birds practically loses control of the neck muscles which seem to

be partially paralyzed, and the bird stands with its neck limp and
arched, sometimes resting on the ground between its feet. In cases
of wryneck, the head is usually twisted backward and forward, and
the head sometimes being turned almost entirely around. Limber-
neck is caused by intestinal troubles of some sort. Wryneck is

thought to be a sort of epileptic disease of a direct brain and nerve
trouble.

Treatment. Limberneck is usually easy to remedy, but in severe
cases of wryneck, the only thing left to do is to kill the bird. When
first discovered in small chicks, they should be given a dose of from
two to ten drops of oil of turpentine mixed with an equal quantity
of sweet oil. Prepare a ginger tea, made by mixing one teaspoonful
of powdered ginger with one-half cup of hot milk and sweetened with
a little sugar. Adult fowls may have from one to two tablespoonfuls
at a dose, but small chicks require only one-half to one teaspoonful
every hour or two. When they begin to show signs of improvement,

P 15
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give a little thoroughly cooked rice, and follow this by feeding a,

limited supply of grains and pure beef scraps, and also furnish them
with raw beets, or a plentiful supply of raw vegetable food of some-

sort. When symptoms of the disease are first noticed, feed very
sparingly for a few days.

VENT GLEET.

Symptoms. It usually has its beginning with the female, and by
her is transmitted in copulation to the male, and by him to others in

the flock. Upon examination, you will find the mucous membrane
in the early stages to be dry, red, hot and swollen. The tenderness
and inflamed condition of the cloaca produces spasmodic contrac-

tions of the vent, and the bird endeavors to drop excrement when
the cloaca is entirely empty. The first discharge is thin and watery,
and later becomes white and offensive. This collects upon the skin

and feathers about the vent, and irritates the parts with which it

comes in contact.

Treatment. The most satisfactory treatment we have ever used
is to use a pan of warm water, as hot as we can bear our wrist in it,

and pour in two per cent of zenoleum or creolin. Hold the diseased

portion of the bird in this water from ten to twenty minutes. Remove
all the excrement or discharge which has accumulated on the feathers

or skin, then inject a solution of permanganate of potash made about
twice as strong as is recommended for drinking water, described in

another portion of this book. We dust all sore places with iodoform
after each bath. After two or three weeks' treatment, if the bird

shows no signs of improvement, we advise killing and burning it.

SCALY LEG.

Symptoms. The disease does not disturb the general health of

the fowl. It is caused by small parasites which bore under the scales

of the legs and feet, cause the scales to raise, and in cases of long stand-

ing, they disappear entirely. The
mites become more numerous, bury
deeper until in some bad cases the

bird looses a toe and becomes lame

by the leg being eaten almost off.

It makes a very unsightly appear-
ance to say the least.

Treatment. The disease is con-

tagious and is caused by neglect

upon the part of the poultryman.
The roost poles should be smooth
and should be kept painted with
some liquid lice killer. Use a stiff

brush to wash the bird's legs thor-

oughly with soap and water. After

drying, apply the following oint-

ment :

4 teaspoonfuls of washed sul-

phur.
20 drops carbolic acid.

2 tablespoonfuls of vaseline.

Figure 1. A perfect leg.

Figure 2. A specimen affected with a.

bad case of scaly leg.
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Mix thoroughly and rub the affected parts with this ointment,

rubbing in well. In bad cases, this should be repeated in a few days.

Ordinary kerosene will stop the work of the parasite, but also de-

stroys the color of the leg, and we therefore prefer the above remedy.

INFLAMMATION OF THE OVIDUCT.

Symptoms. This is one of the most common diseases of the ovi-

duct. Hill (Diseases of Poultry) gives the following symptoms: "A
bird affected with inflammation of the egg passage suffers acutely.

At Mrst there is a continual and violent straining (sometimes result-

ing in apoplexy). The wings are dropped and the feathers puffed
out. The vent is usually hot and if a thermometer be inserted the

temperature will be found high, frequently one hundred and five to>

one hundred and seven degrees. As the inflammation proceeds the

bird becomes more and more mopish and exhausted but does not

strain so violently, pain and exhaustion acting as preventatives. Ulti-

mately the temperature becomes lower, the body cold, and with a few,
convulsive gasps the sufferer dies."

Dr. Pearl, in his book, "Poultry Diseases and Their Treatment,
' y

has this to say: "There are probably to be distinguished three classes

of causes which lead to inflammation of the oviduct. These are :

1. Physiological ;
from irritation due to too frequent laying or

from too stimulating foods or condiments.
2. Traumatic

;
from irritation due to too large eggs, or to the

breaking of eggs within the oviduct, or similar causes.

3. Specific infection; it is probably that alone, or in combina-
tion with the causes classed under one and two, a specific infection

of the lining membranes of the oviduct may occur.

"In an inflamed oviduct there very often is a copious sero-

fibrinous exudate. This hardens about any foreign body (egg,
broken egg, etc.) which may be in the oviduct, and by accretion

causes this foreign body to increase in size. This, of course, makes
it still more irritating, which in turn provokes further inflammation

of the walls of the duct. One sometimes finds relatively enormous
masses of material in a diseased oviduct, which have been built up
in this way.

"Treatment. If this disease is to be dealt with at all the treat-

ment must be individual, since it is something which will never affect

considerable numbers of the flock at the same time. If individual

treatment is to be successful it must be begun at a relatively early

stage of the disease. Therefore it is important that a bird showing
the symptoms which have been described above should be isolated at

once, and as a first step in the 1re?ilmcnl inven a purgative does of

Epsom salts. All stimulating foods such as meat, green cut bone,
linseed meal and similar substances, as well as condiments like con-

dition powders, pepper, etc., should be immediately taken away from
the bird. A light ration and plenty of green food should be given.
Salmon recommends following the purgative with one-half drop of

tincture of aconite root three times a day. Equally effective, and
much easier to administer, will be found one-tenth grain aconite
root tablets."
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FROZEN COMBS AND WATTLES.

Frostbitten combs should be thawed out slowly. Put the bird

into a room that will warm up gradually, for the circulation should

not be allowed to begin suddenly. Snow held against the frozen

comb is often recommended. After the circulation has been restored

and the comb thawed out, apply an ointment twice a day, made of

two tablespoonfuls of glycerine, one teaspoonful of turpentine and
six tablespoonfuls of vaseline Camphophenique applied locally is

often beneficial.

BUMBLE FOOT.

Bumble foot is caused by bruises on the bottom of the feet. If

the roosts are too high and the birds are compelled to jump from the

high roost to the floor, they often bruise their feet in this way. These
bruises sometimes swell, and become filled with pus, and if not lanced,
the pus becomes cheesy and forms into a hard lump, which becomes a

permanent enlargement. The pus cavity should be opened with a

sharp knife and washed out with carbolized water, and the entire sur-

face of the cavity itself painted with a solution of nitrate of silver

ten grains to one ounce of rain water. The foot should then be

poulticed and wrapped to prevent filth and dirt from getting into the

opening which has been made.

GAPES.

Symptoms. On this subject, Dr. Prince T. "Woods, in Reliable

Poultry Remedies, says, "The symptoms of gapes are frequent gaping,

sneezing, a whistling cough with discharge of mucous and worms,
dumpishness, weakness and drooping wings. When badly affected,
the bird shakes its head frequently, gapes and coughs as if suffocat-

ing, droops 'and is not able to keep up with the rest of the flock, and
stand in "dumpish" position with eyes closed, wings drooped and
mouth open and tongue protruding.

A chicken affected with gapes, also a portion of the trachea showing the gape worms.

"Prevention. The most desirable method of combating any
disease is to adopt and persist in some reliable means of prevention.
There is a cause for all ailments. Unless you remove the cause you
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cannot cure the disease. If the cause is removable, a serious outbreak

of the disease can be prevented by proper hygienic and sanitary

measures, which make the cause much less liable to appear; or, if

the measures adopted are sufficiently thorough, the cause may be pre-
vented from putting in an appearance. Gapes is caused by the small

red worms and their progeny.
"Treatment. The most satisfactory treatment is prevention of

contagion, combined with extraction of the worms from the infected

chicks. All sick birds should be removed to quarters apart from the

well ones. All coops and runs where infected birds have been should

be thoroughly disinfected. The coops should have a thorough appli-
cation of hot whitewash. The ground of runs should be wr

ell lined

with air slaked lime, spaded up, and should be sprinkled with one of

the following solutions: A two per cent solution of sulphuric acid

in water; or two ounces of copperas (sulphate of iron) dissolved in a

bucket of water
;
or a solution of permanganate of potassium in water,

half an ounce of the crystals in a barrel of water; or a strong solu-

tion of creolin, two tablespoonfuls in each gallon of water.

"The ground should be well sprinkled with one of the above

solutions, after infected chicks have been removed, then plow or

spade and sprinkle again. Repeat this disinfection whenever infected

< hicks have been running on the ground. Scald all drinking vessels

used by sick birds, and be sure that the water used is boiling. If there

are many earthworms and slugs in ground which has been occupied
by chicks with gapes, get rid of the worms with one of the patented
worm exterminators sold by nearly all seedmen. Always burn all

chicks which die of the gapes, and whenever you find gape worms,
or extract them from sick chicks, be sure to burn the worms. Disin-

fect all droppings. Earthworms do not cause gapes, but may become
contaminated with the eggs or embryonic gape worms, and so become
a source of infection in ground where the disease has existed.

"A small piece of copperas placed in the drinking water is said

to prevent contagion. Tincture of assafoetida, a teaspoonful in a

quart of water, is used for the same purpose, and is said to have a
curative action. Three drachms of salicylate of soda in a quart of

drinking water is also recommended as a preventative.
"How to Remove the Worms. Extracting the worms from the

windpipe is absolutely necessary to effect a cure. The operation is

simple and only requires patience and a delicate touch. A loop of

horsehair, stripped feather tip, or one of the wire gape worm extrac-

tors, is the only instrument needed. Prepare a solution of one tea-

spoonful of creolin in a pint of cold water. Dip the extractor in this,

both before and after using. The operator should sit in a comfortable

position in a strong light with all tilings convenient for the operation,
the affected chicks in a coop by his side, and an empty coop to receive

the treated chicks near at hand.

"Hold the chick firmly in the left hand with its neck well

stretched and head firmly between the thumb and forefinger. The
mouth should be open and the neck held straight out from the body.

"With the chick held firmly and neck well stretched, dip the

extractor in the creolin solution, shake off any excess of fluid, insert

the extractor gently into the windpipe, and withdraw it with a

slightly twisting motion. This will bring out most of the worms, and
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any which remain will be killed by contact with the creolin solution.
Be gentle and keep your hand steady. You may strangle a chick or
two at first, but with a little patience you will acquire skill and be
able to treat the chickens easily and rapidly."

If you move your chickens to fresh ground or cultivate the ground
year after year and keep oats, rye or some crop growing in the yards,
you will seldom, if ever, be troubled with this disease. Don't let the
chicks out in the morning until the sun is up well and the earth worms
have been driven into the ground if you are troubled with this disease.

LEG WEAKNESS.

Treatment. Pearl, Surface and Curtis in Poultry Diseases and
Their Treatment, have this to say regarding Leg Weakness : "The
term 'leg weakness' is sometimes used by poultrymen to indicate the
lameness due to rheumatism in adult birds. The more usual use of

the term 'leg weakness' is to denote a disease or ailment which is

found in growing chicks, from one month to six months of age. It

is said to be more common among cockerels than pullets, and is more
frequent in the heavier than the lighter breeds. The chief cause of

-the trouble seems to be that in birds growing rapidly and fed heavily
the weight sometimes increases faster than the strength. This re-

sults in a weak-kneed, wobbling bird. The disease is sometimes
ascribed to other causes, such as overcrowding, close, unventilated

quarters, overheating, etc. Salmon says 'It may develop in young
chickens kept in brooders in which the heat is not properly distri-

buted or where there is too much bottom heat, also in those which
are kept constantly upon wooden floors.' Regarding these cases,
Robinson says, 'Where such conditions are present the leg weakness
Is more likely to be an accompaniment of diseases which plainly show
other symptoms.'

"The symptoms are indicated in the name of the disease. It first

appears as an unsteadiness in the walk. This may gradually become
worse until the bird is unable to stand alone and is constantly tum-

bling over. The birds are found sitting while eating and are inclined

to walk very little. When the trouble first appears there is little else

wrong with the bird. The eye and comb are bright and healthy, the

appetite is good. Later, however, the bird being weaker than the

others, gets less grain and becomes thin, feather out poorly, and is a

distressed object. It is said that rheumatism can be distinguished
from leg weakness by the swelling of the joints in the former disease.

"Treatment. This consists chiefly, of course, in removing the

cause. Since the most common cause is the overfeeding with fat

producing foods, the amount of these should be reduced. The weak
birds should be removed to a pen by themselves. Substitute bran,
wheat and oatmeal for the corn and corn meal. Give skim milk, if

possible, instead of water. Feed plenty of green food. This is one
of the most important measures. Sanborn recommends rubbing the

legs with tincture of arnica and adding one-half teaspoonful of tinc-

ture of nux vomica to each quart of drinking water."

THE TREATMENT OF CUTS AND WOUNDS.

The above authorities also sum up the best method of treating

cuts and wounds as follows: "Very severe wounds may be success-

fully treated by adhering to the following procedure:
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1. Thoroughly wash the hands in warm water, using plenty of

soap, before handling the wounds at all. After the hands have been
well scrubbed, rinse them thoroughly in a pan of one to one thousand
bichloride of mercury solution and dry with a cl<(t>i towel.

2. Pull out the feathers in the region around the wound, and
thoroughly cleanse it, using first ir/irtu water, and follow this with
irami one to <>n< Ihoiixand bichloride solution. A piece of clean soft

cloth may be used for this purpose, or absorbent cotton. Make sure
that the wound is thoroughly clean. Do not be afraid of hurting the
bird. A little pain at the start is preferable to a dead bird later.

3. If necessary, sew up the wound, using a good sized sewing
needle and silk. Both needle and silk should be soaked in alcohol for

fifteen minutes before using. Small wounds need not be sewed. Large
ones wr

ill heal much quicker and more certainly if they are sewed. If

the wound involves the muscles as well as the skin, sew it up in two
layers ;

one set of stitches including only the muscles, the other set

only the skin.

4. Paint the skin in the region about the wound, but not the
ivcund itself, with dilute tincture of iodine.

5. Powder the wound well with iodoform.
6. Smear a thick layer of the ointment over all.

7. If the wound is very severe bandage it with a clean cloth.

"The above treatment is only necessary in its entirety in very
severe cases."

Teaching poultry husbandry in the public school.



CHAPTER XII.

WHY DO WE FAIL? HOW CAN WE SUCCEED?

Before attempting to raise poultry in large numbers, by the

hundreds or thousands, and before attempting to start a poultry farm
it is necessary that you have some, yes, considerable, practical ex-

perience. You can get this by engaging in the business in a small

way for yourself, but better still is to secure a position on some

large practical poultry farm. Nearly every state now has a chair in

poultry husbandry in connection with the agricultural college and

experiment station, and you should arrange to take at least a short

course at some of these splendid institutions, and complete the course

if your circumstances will permit. Never undertake the poultry busi-

ness on a large scale until you have done one or both of these things,
and it is much safer to do both.

WHY DO POULTRY PLANTS FAIL?

Because they are "poultry plants," and not what they should

be, "poultry farms." There is quite a difference between a poultry
plant and a poultry farm. On a poultry plant, everything is arti-

ficial, congested, and the plant erected as a rule with but little view

This is a fair representation of the method used by many of the large

poultry farms where hundreds of chickens are kept- continuously on the same piece of

ground, and you cannot expect to meet with success if you keep poultry under congested
and unduly artificial conditions.

to economy of material in building, or of labor in operation. But
little attention is paid as a rule to nature's way of doing things, or to

the observation of the rules of health. The birds are kept in small

(232)
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yards, and year after year upon the same ground and in the same
houses. They attempt to keep greater numbers than their actual

capacity. Most of these plants are built by some one who is good at

building air castles, and who has some freakish and untried notion or

idea, and he is going to show the rest of the world a thing or two.
He builds long poultry houses which require more labor in caring
for the stock, cost more than his income to keep up repairs on roof,

windows, doors, paint, etc. He makes many small yards which re-

quire miles of fencing and much for renewal every few years. He
crowds thousands of chickens into the place, and everything connected
with the plant is so unnatural and artificial that the stock loses its

vitality, disease sets in, he produces little or no feed, and the cost of

labor and repairs exceed the revenue. The lack of experience and
the lack of a close study and application of the methods of those who
are succeeding has taken many a poultry plant, some costing $100.00,
some $100,000, down to ruin and failure.

This shows poultry which is being kept in small yards which are too small to be
cultivated satisfactorily, and the ground becomes contaminated with disease germs, and
ruin and disaster follow.

A poultry farm, rightly conducted, operated by a man or woman,
with a reasonable amount of experience, common sense and judgment,
will pay as well as most any other business, for the actual amount
invested. On a poultry farm the fowls, especially the breeding stock
is given free range. The young stock is grown in a cornfield or
where they can grow strong, healthy and lusty. The ground is culti-

vated and crops are grown on same. Small yards are done away with
as much as possible. The land devoted to poultry is not crowded be-

yond its capacity. Because of free range, less fencing is required,
less labor, less housing, less repairs, there is better health, more
vigor, and greater net returns. Before you invest much in the busi-

ness, learn well the difference between a "poultry plant" and a

"poultry farm."
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WHAT IS THE GREATEST FAULT YOU FIND WITH THE AVER-
AGE FARMER AND POULTRYMAN'S METHODS? WHAT

SHOULD HE DO TO REMEDY IT?

In order that we might know our faults and improve our methods
of raising poultry, the above questions were asked of the professors
of poultry husbandry in the United States and Canada. It is in-

teresting to note the many serious faults they find with the average
poultryman's methods, and they are in a good position to judge, for

each is a student and close observer of the conditions existing in his

particular section Their replies are as follows :

Lack of System in Breeding.

(Prof. F. S. Jacoby, Columbus, Ohio.)

In reply to your question, I should say that the one greatest fault

with the average farmer's way of raising poultry is the lack of sys-
tem in breeding. Careful breeding and selection is necessary if we
hope to improve the productive qualities of the poultry in the United
States. The farmer with a flock of pure bred poultry is in a position
to overcome the problems of feeding and management, for he has the
basis for future results. He should endeavor to select and breed
from those individuals which come up to a certain standard of egg
production or size, rather than from the entire flock, as most farmers
are inclined to do at the present time. The application of the laws
of breeding coupled with studied care is essential to success with any
kind of live stock.

Lice and Continued Use of Same Ground.

(Prof. W. R. Graham, Guelph, Canada.)

The greatest fault, as far as I know, that the average farmer and
poultryman makes in rearing chickens, is in rearing them year after

year on the same ground, and they do not pay any special attention
to the tender green food for the young stock

;
and moreover, in many

cases the chickens are very lousy. In many instances there is no
attention paid to seeing that they have plenty of house room as they
grow larger. To overcome this, I would suggest that they secure

colony houses, and grow the chickens in a cultivated cornfield, or an
orchard.

Lack of Appreciation of the Value of the Hen.

(Prof. Horace Atwood, Montgomery, W. Va.)

In my judgment the reason that farmers do not make more money
from their poultry is because they pay so little attention to it, and
have so little respect and appreciation for, the earning power of their
fowls. Just as soon as a farmer becomes fully impressed with the fact
that a good flock of hens will bring him in more clear money, in pro-
portion to the investment, than any other type of farm animal, then he
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is in position to take interest in improved methods and new dis-

coveries. Until a farmer becomes impressed with the fact that the

poultry business is a great big business, and worthy of his attention,

it is idle to talk to him or bombard him with bulletins, in regard to

keeping better fowls, constructing better houses, or feeding more in-

telligently.

Mongrel Methods and Mongrel Stock.

(Prof. W. A. Lippincott, Manhattan, Kan.)

The great difference between wild hens that lay two dozen eggs
a year and the well kept farm fiock that averages twelve dozen, has

come about through systematic care and attention on the part of the

farmers.

The great trouble with the average farmer's way of raising

chickens is, that in the case of their wild ancestors, the chickens have

to raise themselves. They are tolerated rather than raised. In the

same way that poor folks generally have poor ways; poor stock gen-

erally gets poor care. Mongrel methods go with mongrel stock and
the mixed flock accompanied by roost-in-a-tree, and eat-in-the-corn-

crib, and hit-or-miss breeding methods, is very much in evidence on

on the general farm. The way to improve this is to induce the farmer

to buy some standard bred hens that he can be as proud of as he is

of his team. Then he will give them such care as he does his team.

Misuse of Corn.

(Dr. A. A. Brigham, Brookings, S. D.)

One great fault in raising poultry in the mid-west is the

of corn." This splendid grain food is of immense value as a finish-

ing and fattening food and brings blessings when used as a heating
food in winter, but it is not a growing food or a summer food when
unbalanced by protein nutriment. Fed exclusively, or almost ex-

clusively to fowls (especially to Plymouth Rocks or Asiatics, and

particularly after the first laying season), it tends to overfatness

and inactivity, finally resulting in death by apoplexy in numerous
cases.

The remedy is simple. Use milk, meat and alfalfa, clover or

vetch to balance the starchy corn. With every five pounds of starchy
irrnin food, feed one pound of beef scraps or equivalent protein food.

An almost perfect daily winter ration, dry feeding, for laying Leg-
horns, one hundred pounds live weight (twenty-five to thirty hens),
is made by using:

Corn, three pounds; wheat, two pounds; beef scraps, one pound;
clover hay, one pound.

The clover also makes a good substitute for green food. It is

a simple matter. The grains supply mostly starchy and some oily or

fatty nutrients, which by oxidation in the body keep up the animal
heat. The beef scraps are about half protein or muscle-making
nutrients. Both kinds of nutrients are required to grow and fatten

chickens and produce eggs.
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Unduly Artificial Conditions.

(Prof. H. L. Kempster, Columbia, Mo.)

The greatest fault with the average farmer's or poultryman 's

way of raising poultry is the tendency to unduly artificial conditions
around the poultry yard. "With unlimited range at his disposal,
nevertheless it seems impossible for him to use only a small portion
of his farm for poultry raising. With the farmer this range is usually
limited to the farm yards and with the poultryman, fences are usually
placed so thick that yard cultivation is restricted or rendered prac-
tically impossible. Fowls are very susceptible to filthy conditions,
and a large portion of the trouble in the farm poultry yard may be
traced to unsanitary surroundings, and when range is restricted on a
commercial plant usually the enterprise is short lived. Range for

growing chicks, and the arrangement of the poultry house so as to

permit cultivation and reseeding of the poultry runs will not only
render conditions more favorable but will also tend toward more
economical production.

Lack of Selection in Breeding Stock.

(Prof. J. C. Graham, Amherst, Mass.)

I believe one of the greatest faults with the average farmer in

poultry management is lack of selection of breeding birds. It is

quite a general custom among them to breed from the entire flock

instead of selecting a few of the most vigorous birds for the breed-

ing pen. Most of them feel that the expense of separating their birds
and keeping the layers confined during the breeding season is too

great. The result, therefore, of their method is deterioration. "With
a very slight outlay, a few posts and chicken wire could be bought
and the layers confined during the breeding season. In this way
the breeders would have free range. The result would be strong,

vigorous germs that would hatch well and grow rapidly to maturity.
These chickens would also be from selected females and males. If

they were to adopt a method of this kind improvement would be
seen year after year in their flocks. Instead of producing birds
that weigh four and one-half to five pounds, they would be taking
to market those that weigh from six and one-half to eight pounds.
With careful selection, as above indicated, and observing the cardinal

principles in poultry construction and feeding I believe the poultry
business would be revolutionized in farming communities.

Don't Consider Poultry Worth While.

(Prof. F. C. Elford, McDonald College, Canada.)

The greatest fault with the average farmer's way of raising

poultry is, that he does not consider it worth while. Anything will

do, both in the production and the selling. To overcome this the best

thing that can be done is to have the farmer put the poultry under
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the care of one of the family. Give the boy or the girl, though he

or she may still be going to school, full charge and show him or her

how to keep accounts. Let the farmer provide the hens with good ac-

commodations, plenty of feed and charge all up against the poultry
account at market prices. Have the account credited with all poultry
and eggs consumed in the house as well as what is sold. If a new
house or new equipment is to be built, let the expenses be divided

over, say, three years. At the end of each year the balance which
the new manager will show will open the farmer's eyes in such a

way that poultry will get the proper attention.

Poor Housing.

(Prof. D. O. Barto, Urbana, 111.)

I should say that the farmer's or poultryman's most serious fault

in poultry raising is poor housing. Even when all the other condi-

tions necessary to success in the poultry business are \vhat they should

be, if the flock is housed as wretchedly as is the case generally

throughout the sections of the country where I have gone, the re-

sults can not be otherwise than very unsatisfactory, and it follows

almost invariably that where the poultryman takes enough interest

in his business to provide the right kind of buildings and yards or

ranges, he also looks after the other essentials in poultry raising much
more carefully.

Should Keep Sufficient Fowls to Make it Pay.

(Prof. Homer M. Jackson, State College, Pa.)

One of the chief difficulties which handicaps the average farmer
in the profitable management of his poultry flock is the fact that he
does not keep a sufficient number of fowls to make a really profitable
business of it. The average farm flock of the country is probably
between sixty-five and seventy-five fowls, and during the greater part
of the year it is practically impossible to get the product from these

fowls to market in good condition. One of the most important steps
that the farmer can take, in my judgment, is to raise the average
number of fowls in the farm flock to about two hundred or more.
This will make a flock which will be worth devoting some attention

to, and the product from which can be sent to market most of Hie

year in first-class condition instead of selling eggs throughout the

central part of Missouri at two or three cents a dozen, as I am in-

formed was the case last summer, when strictly fresh eggs were

bringing twenty-five cents in our eastern markets. The farmer who
has a flock of the size mentioned will be able to ship strictly fresh

eggs to the market most of the year and very much more than double
the price received for them. The value of the product of the present
average flock is so small that it directly encourages carelessness and
inattention.
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Continued Use of Same Ground.

(Prof. J. G. Halpin, Madison, Wis. )

To my mind one of the greatest faults with the average farmer's

poultry is that he raises it in too close to the buildings and on the

same ground year after year. I firmly believe that as our farms are

occupied more and more years that we will begin to have a great deal

more trouble with poultry diseases, especially with the parasites,
etc. I believe the only way that we can ever carry on suc-

cessful poultry raising for the next hundred years, is to branch
out and use more of the farm as a poultry range. I believe that a

great many of our troubles and diseases will disappear that is, we
will be able to starve out many parasites and perhaps rid some of

our sections of avian tuberculosis if we move our fowls from one sec-

tion of the farm to another yearly.
We have a large number of farmers in this state who raise

chickens year after year in a little yard, often right in close to the

main poultry house. In fact, in many instances the ground occupied
by the little chicks is also used as a run for the general farm flock

during at least a part of the year. If parasites gain a foothold in a

flock like this, the old hens will be bound to infest the ground, which
later will cause disease to spread among the chickens.

Of course in a section where the farms have only been occupied
a few years, farmers will smile at any idea of this kind, but as soon
as you get into the older sections of the country, I believe that you
will find that the farmers are more and more inclined to admit that

they have got to adopt a system of raising poultry that will allow
them to move about from one par.t of the farm to another, cultivat-

ing the ground in the meantime to remove the accumulated filth and
starve out the parasites.

Should Exchange Mongrels for Pure Breds.

(Prof. Theo. W. Wittman, Allentown, Pa.)

As I size up the situation, the most difficult thing to persuade the

average farmer to do, is to make a start in better poultry; namely,
get him to .exchange his nondescript and worthless mongrels and
dunghills for pure breds. One of the dullest tools on the average farm
today is this same dunghill poultry. No sane or thinking farmer or no-

such individual in any walk of life would think of going into fruit

growing or producing with an orchard of say seedling apple trees. The
matter of varieties and improved varieties would be his first thought.
So it should be with chickens.

Unfortunately it is not as yet as easy as it should be for a farmer
to get the kind of pure-bred poultry he wants and needs. Too much
poultry breeding up to this time has been for mere external points,
such as serrations of comb or markings of feathers, and too little along
the line of valuable internal points, such for instance as heavy laying.
The best poultry breeders of the country owe it to themselves and
owe it to their business to make strenuous efforts to produce still

better utility pure breds. There is an enormous field among our
farmers waiting for such.
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Lack of Place for Hen to Call Her Own.

(Prof. C. A. Rogers, Ithaca, N. Y.)

One of the greatest handicaps to the successful raising of poultry
on tin. 1 farm is a condition of circumstances. The horse, the cow and
the pig are each given a place in which to live and practically com-

pelled In live there. The hen is usually given some kind of a place
in which to roost, but the fences are not tight enough to keep her
within her domain, nor the house made attractive enough to entice

her to return to it for eating, laying and sleeping. Consequently, the
hen roosts on the machinery, steals her nest, and in other wr

ays annoys
the farmer. By making the henhouse, whether it be a separate

building or a part of the barn basement, cleaner, brighter and more
wholesome, the fowl will be attracted to return to it for food, shelter

and to lay, although she may and should roam over the neighboring
fields all day. Under such conditions the farmer is brought in closer

touch with his flock, with the result that he gives it better care and
feed and obtains greater returns from it.

You have put a difficult proposition for us, and I do not wish you
to interpret my reply as being my expression of the greatest fault

with the average farmer's way of raising poultry. I really do not
know what I do think to be the greatest fault, but I have men-
tioned several of the greatest ones, in my opinion.

A Question of
" Don't Care" and Neglect.

(Prof. James Dryden, Corvallis, Ore.)

I think the greatest fault with the average farmer's and poultry-
man's way of raising poultry is neglect. Most of them know better

but they don't care enough. It is a question of "don't care." To
remedy this state of affairs, an interest should be awakened among
farmers in better poultry culture and to get them to think along that

line. If they would do a little independent thinking there would
soon be a great clearing away of misconceptions in regard to better

methods. The great fault, I think, after all, Avith the farmer and

poultry keeper is that they don't think enough for themselves. They
should read all the best literature they can get on the subject, includ-

ing poultry papers, farm papers, poultry books and experiment sta-

tion bulletins, but then after they have done that they should sit

down and think it out for themselves. Nobody else can and should
be permitted to do their own thinking. This is especially true in the

field of poultry husbandry. There are so many different opinions
and ideas in regard to what constitutes the most profitable methods
of raising poultry. They need to get away from the habit of slavishly

following any man or set of men's views, ridding themselves of all

prejudice and weigh the evidence as it comes to them from the best

sources. And that reminds me, that prejudice is a great stumbling
block in the average poultry yard.
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Breeding, Feeding, Rearing and Marketing.

(Prof. Jas. E. Rice, Ithaca, N. Y.)

The four most conspicuous places where we find that poultrymen
could improve their methods with profit are, first, in a more rigid
selection of their best stock for breeding purposes.

As regards their constitutional vigor, the quality and quantity of

eggs that they lay and uniformity in type of fowl for meat produc-
tion. Improvement can be made in this respect by bringing up the

general average of the flock in two ways first, by eliminating the

unprofitable individuals, and second, by improving the quality of all

of the flock by careful breeding.
The second method of improvement would be to take more care

in preparing rations that will give the best results in egg production
and to feed these systematically. Many farmers in this and in other

states are prone to feed those things which they happen to have on

hand, and do not pay enough attention to giving a good variety of

grains and ground feed, or to include meat and oyster shells, both of

which are essential to the best results.

The third way in which improvement can be brought about is

in better methods of selecting eggs for hatching and rearing the

chickens with a view to getting large size and vigorous stock. We
find that the size of the chicken of any given variety is determined

quite largely by the size of the egg out of which it was hatchec, other

things being equal, and that the method of feeding has an important
bearing on the growth of the chick, which determines its future use-

fulness as regards the number of eggs that they will lay and their

quality.
The fourth important factor, by way of improvement, would be

to keep more poultry in order that they may give it more systematic
attention and market the product in larger quantities and to better

advantage. This would mean better care in gathering eggs regularly,

cleaning them, grading them, carefully packing and stencilling and

shipping to a special trade.

There are many other factors of great importance ,but the four
which I have mentioned seem to be the ones where there is greatest
room for improvement.

Lack of Interest and Attention to Details,

(Prof. Harry M. Lamon, Bureau of Animal Industry, Washington, D. C.)

When we were gathering data for the Bureau of Animal Industry,

Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 141, "Improvement of the Farm
Egg," we visited over one hundred farms, and the greatest fault we
found with the farmer's methods of raising poultry was his utter lack

of interest and inattention to the little details, wrhich mean so much
for the successful handling of poultry on the farm. In fact, we found
the women to be the poultrymen on the farms.

I would suggest that the farmers of this country take at least

two exclusive poultry papers, one that is published in the east and
the other published in the west. The information derived from read-

ing these journals would tend to bring about improved conditions

and better methods for raising poultry on the farm.
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Considered a Sort of Necessary Nuisance.

(Prof. W. F. Kirkpatrick, Agricultural College, Mississippi.)

Here in Mississippi our farmer poultrymen are unappreciative of

1he hen's importance and uninformed as to- her needs and require-
ments. To become more successful, our poultrymen must devote more
attention to the care, feeding, and housing of their fowls; they must
be educated to the fact thai the hen should be made a source of reve-

nue instead of being considered a sort of necessary nuisance; they
must avail themselves of the great work that is being done in their

liehair at so many of our experiment stations.

Conservation of the Vigor of the Flock.

(Prof. W. A. Brown. Orono, Maine.)

I believe the greatest difficulty encountered by the average far-

mer and poultryman is that they do not know how to conserve the

vigor of the stock. In a recent memorandum I stated that this is the

most important problem in the poultry business today. It affects all

phases of the industry and cannot be disregarded.
The conservation of vigor is one of the great fundamental prob-

lems tbnfronting all agriculturists interested in the development of

plant and animal life. It is of particular interest to poultrymen, be-

cause more is being required of the modern hen, in proportion to her
live weight, than from any other class of farm animals. There is good
reason to believe that much of the infertility and low hatching powers
of eggs, and weakness and high mortality among the chickens is due
to the lack of vigor on the part of the breeding stock.

SOME CONTRIBUTORY CAUSES TO LACK OP VIGOR.

These are similar, if not the same, as the causes that have brought
about the failure of many poultry enterprises. As a matter of fact,

the average life of many large poultry plants has been very short

indeed. The same has been true of the history of many smaller flocks.

Many people are continually changing from one breed to another, or

doing something, such as the introduction of a male of another breed
or variety, in order to bring the stock up to the standard of produc-
tion they think it ought to have. It does not seem to occur to them
that the trouble is with themselves, in that they have allowed the

vigor and stamina of the birds to become gradually depleted. Under
ordinary care, it takes from three to five years, on the average, for

this condition of affairs to become apparent.
The following are some of the causes Ihal have tended to reduce

the vigor of the stock:
1. The great prevalence of the intensive system of keeping poul-

try. This may work satisfactorily for laying stock, but breeding
stock will not give the best results in small and closely yarded runs,
bare of green food, and where the soil has become contaminated with
the accumulated droppings.
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2. Lack of sanitation, and the overcrowding of the birds in the

damp, dirty, ill-ventilated houses, when the concensus of experimental
evidence on the matter would indicate them clean, dry, open, or cur-

tain-front houses, with an abundance of fresh air, were necessary, on
account of the peculiar anatomical structure of the fowl.

3. Faulty methods, of incubation and brooding.
4. Inroads of disease, and the presence of lice and mites. It is

generally recognized that diseased birds should not be bred from,
but too many people overlook the fact that but very indifferent re-

sults can be obtained from stock which is infested with lice and mites.

5. Unskillful feeding. On many farms and poultry plants where
a real genuine interest has been taken in poultry, probably the vigor
of the birds has been depleted as much by the excessive feeding of

too rich rations as by any other single cause. Poultrymen interested
in late fall and winter egg production have been rather too prone to

look upon the hen as a machine
;
in fact, many good laying strains

have been popularly called egg-laying machines. No doubt a hen
does respond for a time to the feeding of rich protein foods and other

stimulants, but these can be used to excess, and often are to such an
extent that the reproductive organs have lost the power to produce
an egg that will hatch a chick, to say nothing of the possible death
of the bird itself. It does not pay to treat a living, animate object
as one would a machine.

The poultry business works in a circle, and this lack of vigor is

apparent on the whole circumference, for in many cases the chickens

that just lived would have been better dead, for they are often worse
than dead. They are weak and senemic. They do not respond to

good treatment and good food. They do not thrive, they are slow to

mature, remain stunted, and often, in the general scarcity of pullets,

they find their way into the laying house, and there they remain,

failing to respond themselves, and casting a derogatory effect on the

rest of the flock; and, if, perchance, they should get into the breed-

ing pen, the effect of their lack of vigor will be passed on, with in-

terest, to their progeny, if they have any.
In fact, poultrymen and others the country over do not lay suffi-

cient stress on the individual itself. Ask a number of people con-

gregated together in an institute meeting or a class room, "What is

the first essential in the production of winter eggs?" It is rather

surprising the number who will answer that it depends on the care,
on the feeding, on the housing, or on any one of the several other

things. They seem to lose sight of the fact that a hen is necessary
not an ordinary hen, but a large, healthy, vigorous, substantial, well-

grown pullet that will respond to good treatment, even under rather
untoward circumstances.

Selection or, rather culling, should be practiced all along the

line from the time the egg is laid until the birds are dressed for the
market. The exterior of an egg does not give much information con-

cerning the vigor of the germ, but, nevertheless, it is well to discard
all abnormal eggs. Extreme care should be taken in the selection and
management of the hatching medium, for even the progeny of the

strongest stock can be greatly injured by faulty incubation. All

cripples and weaklings should be killed as soon as apparent. All

poultrymen are familiar with the short, round, shrunken body; pale,
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thin, flat beak; short, thin down; pale, thin shanks, and that peevish,

squeaky voice of the weakling, as contrasted with the large, plump,
full parallelogram-shaped body that fills the hand, the active, sturdy
chicken that is hard to catch and hold. The weak chicken should be

destroyed. It is a constant source of annoyance and loss.

Selections should be practiced whenever a chick shows weakness.
This is often apparent when they are between ten days and three

weeks of age. In many weak chickens, especially those of the light-

weight breeds, the wings droop and seem to grow faster than the

body. As a matter of fact, it is the reverse the growth of the body
fails to keep pace with the growth of the wings.

The chick that lacks vigor frequently requires several weeks
longer to complete the first plumage. Such individuals may be kept
until they reach the broiler stage, when a careful selection should be
made. In many instanc.es the largest, plumpest chickens those that

reach broiler size first are sold, and the poorer specimens allowed to

mature. This, of course, is wrong, and is not practiced by the success-

ful poultryman, who always has his eye and mind on the birds which
he intends to place in the future breeding pen.

When the stock is brought in from the range in the fall, a rigid
selection should be made. Not more than seventy-five per cent or

eighty per cent of the pullets are fit for the laying pen, and of these,

only about ten per cent or fifteen per cent are suitable, on the aver-

age, for the breeding pen. Only pullets and cockerels should be re-

tained that satisfy all requirements for robust constitutional vigor.
To sum up, one might state that the crucial test of any poultry-

man's or poultrywoman's ability is his or her ability to show at the
end of the season the highest possible percentage of strong, healthy,
vigorous birds in proportion to the number of eggs set.

This implies that the greatest possible skill must have been used
in the selection of the breeding stock, in the care of the eggs while

hatching, and in the management of the young and growing stock."

CONCLUSION BY THE AUTHOR.

In the foregoing pages I have endeavored to give you facts, with-
out exaggeration or misleading statements, but honestly and fairly
stated as we have found them in our years of actual experience and
experimentation. I am greatly indebted to some of the best poultry
authorities in the United States and Canada, from whom I have
quoted, for their valuable contributions to the

"
Poultryman 's Guide."

It is my sincere wish that this book may, in some measure, at least,

prove to be a GUIDE which you can safely follow and thus save you
from loss and disappointment.

T. E. QUISENBERRY.
Mountain Grove, Mo.
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